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Abstract

Vegetation flux and structure influence the biophysical and biogeochemical func-

tioning processes that underpin terrestrial ecosystems. The precise quantification of

rates of change within terrestrial ecosystems is important to establish if amplifica-

tion mechanisms are operating through terrestrial processes, and within the climate

system. Earth Observation (EO) products related to vegetation flux and structure

can provide data at the spatial and temporal scales required for climate observa-

tions, change detection and modelling. The quality of EO products are paramount

for their use in these applications, and detailed traceable and reliable uncertainty

information needs to be provided.

This thesis aims to evaluate the quality requirements of EO datasets relevant

to vegetation flux and structure: land surface albedo, Fraction of Absorbed Photo-

synthetically Active Radiation (FAPAR) and Leaf Area Index (LAI). A 3D model-

based approach is used to benchmark processing chains, determine conformity to

requirements and contributions to traceable uncertainty. This approach highlights

the need for specific contributions of uncertainty, necessary to building uncertainty

traceability chains, defined by a) the product definition, b) the product algorithms,

c) site specific factors, d) validation measurement protocols and e) the method of

testing compliance to quality requirements. Results indicate that goal requirements

are unlikely to be met, particularly when stringent accuracy requirements and con-

formity testing methods are required. Given the current lack of detailed and trace-

able uncertainty information, as well as standard protocols for assessing quality, the

3D modelling approach is demonstrated to be a useful tool to EO and validation

communities to better quantify and understand the quality of their data.
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Chapter 1

Introductory Material

1.1 Introduction

Terrestrial ecosystems influence the Earth’s climate through various mass and en-

ergy exchange processes with the atmosphere [Pielke et al., 2003]. Physical, bio-

geochemical and physiological processes determine the functioning of the terres-

trial ecosystem [Asner and Ollinger, 2009], which in turn affects mass and energy

exchanges with the atmosphere and climate.

The terrestrial ecosystem plays an important role in carbon cycling and asso-

ciated carbon (biomass) storage potential [Schimel, 1995], since they release and

absorb carbon dioxide (CO2). Large quantities of carbon are stored in living plants

and soil, gained through photosynthesis, but also lost through respiration. Terres-

trial ecosystems are often characterised by local climates due to the exchange of

energy and mass with the climate and overlying atmosphere, influencing both local

and global climate-ecosystem feedbacks at regional or global scales [Heimann and

Reichstein, 2008]. In order to fully understand positive and negative feedbacks from

the biosphere to atmospheric carbon concentrations, understanding terrestrial sinks

and their dynamics is required to accurately quantify carbon emissions [Schimel,

1995]. In addition, seasonal changes in the balance of photosynthesis which drives

the uptake of carbon by plants are sufficient enough to drive intra-annual oscillations

of CO2 [Houghton, 1987]. A number of studies have demonstrated the importance

of terrestrial ecosystems in the carbon cycle [Francey et al., 1995, Wagner et al.,
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1999], whereby forests are estimated to store approximately 45% of terrestrial car-

bon and contribute 50% of terrestrial net primary production [Bonan, 2008a].

Determining the exact contributions of terrestrial ecosystems in the atmo-

spheric CO2 record is difficult due to complex feedbacks [Braswell et al., 1997].

Lack of knowledge of such feedbacks is a limiting factor to credible current and

future atmospheric CO2 concentrations [Schimel, 1995], whereby quantifying and

predicting these feedbacks is difficult due to limited understanding of the exchanges

of carbon fluxes within the soils and atmosphere [Heimann and Reichstein, 2008].

In addition to CO2, terrestrial ecosystems also release and absorb other greenhouse

gases such as nitrous oxide and methane, and emit aerosols and their possible pre-

cursors [Schimel, 1995].

As well as their role in the carbon cycle, terrestrial ecosystems play an impor-

tant role in the global water cycle, where the two are intrinsically coupled [Kucharik

et al., 2000]. Water balance is a key control over the distribution, occurrence and

productivity of vegetation [Stephenson, 1990, Churkina et al., 1999], and in turn

the composition and distribution of vegetation influence evapotranspiration, inter-

ception of rain by the vegetation and runoff [Kucharik et al., 2000]. In addition to

water, CO2 and sunlight, nutrient availability and uptake are fundamental in terres-

trial ecosystems, as they are necessary for plant growth. Elements such as oxygen,

nitrogen, potassium, calcium and phosphorous are essential nutrients, and their cy-

cling and sources can influence a range of biochemical processes and cycles [Friend

and Cox, 1995, Musavi et al., 2015].

The role of terrestrial ecosystems in carbon cycling and storage, greenhouse

gas emissions, water cycling and nutrient turnover is controlled by the structure

and fluxes within vegetation canopies [Musavi et al., 2015]. Vegetation structure

is defined as the amount and organisation of plant material above ground [Norman

and Campbell, 1989]. It is unique, and can therefore result in particular ecophysi-

ological characteristics. Individual tree form determines how fluxes of energy, gas

and water can scale from leaf to tree to canopy, and with the atmosphere [Bréda,

2003], and is closely related to canopy functioning processes that govern carbon cy-
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cling and storage, nutrient turnover and water uptake. Vegetation structure is impor-

tant for studies of plant-environment interactions, and can change at various time

scales due to environmental stresses, phenological evolution at the seasonal scale

and ecosystem dynamics at the yearly scale [López-Serrano et al., 2000]. Vege-

tation fluxes on the other hand describe the exchange of energy and mass through

photosynthesis, nutrient turnover, respiration and evaop-transpiration, which deter-

mine the aforementioned cycles of carbon, water and nutrients [Heimann and Re-

ichstein, 2008]. Vegetation flux and structure are closely linked, for example carbon

storage and turnover in leaves depends mostly on the plant’s phenology and canopy

architecture Kikuzawa [1995], and carbon stored in woody material is regulated

by establishment, growth, thinning, mortality and land use disturbances [Ahlström

et al., 2015]. As a result, canopy functioning processes (i.e. vegetation fluxes),

vertical and horizontal organisation of plant matter (i.e. vegetation structure) and

temporal dynamics (i.e. vegetation phenology) shape the biogeochemical function-

ing processes (carbon, water, energy and nutrient cycles) that underpin terrestrial

ecosystems [Friend and Cox, 1995, Musavi et al., 2015].

Since vegetation is spatially and temporally heterogeneous, it can influence

terrestrial-atmosphere interactions at various scales [Watt, 1947, López-Serrano

et al., 2000]. The precise quantification of rates of change within terrestrial ecosys-

tems at these scales is important to establish if amplification mechanisms are op-

erating through terrestrial processes, and within the climate system [Heimann and

Reichstein, 2008]. Long time series of terrestrial ecosystem data are required to

build a record that can account for climate fluctuations and identify changes from

the trend [Myneni et al., 1997]. The provision of such data has become increasingly

significant over recent decades, and is fundamental for understanding climate and

monitoring and prediction of terrestrial ecosystems.

Ecosystems in the most general sense are concepts, rather than physical entities

[Jongman et al., 2017], hence are generally described by a set of variables. Con-

sequently, measuring and collecting a long time series dataset that quantifies the

influence of terrestrial ecosystems on climate and global greenhouse gas changes is
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difficult, since it requires the parameterisation of the concept of a terrestrial ecosys-

tem. Historically, vegetation flux and structure has been measured using in-situ

data and observations [Bonan, 2008a], for example information from eddy covari-

ance flux towers and field data can provide local data on vegetation fluxes [Bonan,

2008b]. Such data are powerful tools for measuring the temporal dynamics of car-

bon, as well as comparing ecosystems, regions and biomes [Emanuel et al., 2011].

However, these data are limited to providing information on local scales, and of-

ten require additional information on the spatial variability within the tower and/or

field measurement footprint, to deconvolve spatial heterogeneity from land-soil-

atmosphere dynamics [Goulden et al., 1996, Emanuel et al., 2011].

Ecosystem models are more commonly used to understand the negative and

feedbacks of terrestrial ecosystem fluxes and the climate at global scale [Bonan,

2008b]. Atmospheric models were originally developed to model atmospheric CO2

concentrations based on inputs of energy, moisture and momentum fluxes [Bonan,

2008a]. The first generation of such models developed in the late 1960s and 1970s

did not explicitly represent vegetation, however since the mid-1980s land surface

parameterisations to include vegetation energy and fluxes have been developed

[Dickinson and Hanson, 1984]. Current generations of these models now incor-

porate the full carbon cycle and vegetation dynamics through a coupled biosphere-

atmosphere model that simulates climate influences on ecosystem functions, which

then exchange fluxes and energy back to the climate [Kucharik et al., 2000]. These

models include further model representations of terrestrial biogeochemistry [Pot-

ter et al., 1993, Melillo et al., 1993, Running and Gower, 1991], global vegetation

biography [Prentice and Helmisaari, 1991, Woodward et al., 1995, Haxeltine and

Prentice, 1996] and land-atmosphere exchange processes [Dickinson and Hanson,

1984, Bonan, 1995b]. Figure 1.1 demonstrates an example of the parameters re-

quired in Earth system models, which model the atmosphere, ocean and land sur-

face. The latter requires parameters related to biogeography, hydrology, vegetation,

heterotrophs and disturbances, whereby vegetation flux and structure influence the

majority of land surface parameters, either through natural or man-made processes.
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Figure 1.1: Example of parameters required in Earth system models. Source: U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy Office of Science [U.S. DOE., 2008]

Input data into these models require consistent global long time series datasets,

able to provide parameters outlined in Figure 1.1. Earth Observation (EO) is partic-

ularly useful for providing long time series terrestrial ecosystem datasets for envi-

ronmental and climatic modelling and applications. Satellite-derived data can pro-

vide global and multi-sensor long time-series biophysical products at the the tempo-

ral scales of terrestrial ecosystem dynamics [Gond et al., 1999] which can be used

as inputs into climate and environmental models, as well as for change detection to

climate observations. In the context of EO, the Global Climate Observing System

(GCOS) in collaboration with the United Nations Federation of Climate Change

(UNFCC) define parameters that can be derived via space-based capabilities, and

are of use to climate change and environmental studies that require parameterisation

of the terrestrial ecosystem functioning and processes [GCOS, 2003, 2006, 2010a,b,

2016]. These parameters are more generally defined by the concept of Essential Cli-

mate Variables (ECVs), of which 13 terrestrial ECVs have been established. These
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ECVs determined to be of importance for terrestrial ecosystems were identified by

GCOS based on the following criteria [Bojinski et al., 2014]:

• Relevance: The variable is critical for climate observations and change de-

tection

• Feasibility: Derivation at global scale is feasible using proven and scientifi-

cally understood methods

• Cost effectiveness: Generating and storing the data is cost effective

ECVs are intended to provide reliable and traceable observations for a range

of applications, and have been adopted worldwide by the UNFCC, the World Me-

teorological Organisation (WMO) and international space agencies [GCOS, 2003,

2006, 2010a,b, 2016]. Table 1.1 outlines the 13 ECVs that are defined to describe

terrestrial ecosystems and their observational importance with respect to climate

change assessment, adapted from [Sessa and Dolman, 2008].

Given the increasingly prominent role that EO biophysical products play in

determining vegetation flux and structure within terrestrial ecosystems and their

further use in climate and ecosystem modelling, the quality of these datasets are

beginning to be placed under increasing scrutiny [Widlowski, 2015]. Uncertain-

ties in future projections of CO2 arise from the different representations of terres-

trial ecosystems and associated carbon cycling in different ecosystem models [Chen

et al., 2003], as well as the data inputs into these models. Additionally the uptake

of EO datasets within the private and public sectors requires EO products that are

trustworthy and comply with predefined requirements of the product quality for it to

be of use for its intended application. Many organisations provide EO products with

a wide range of applications in view, where the value of satellite-derived products

for such applications as well as for decision making purposes is inextricably linked

to the products quality [Cihlar et al., 1997].

The assessment of quality of EO datasets requires its validation, which is de-

fined in this context as ’the process of assessing by independent means the quality of

the data products derived from the system outputs’ [Justice et al., 2000]. Validation
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is based around the analytical comparison of EO data against independent reference

data, and must be implemented across different ecosystems, atmospheric conditions

and time ranges. Within metrology communities (i.e. measurement science com-

munities), validation refers to the of testing assurance of a product’s quality against

requirements, and ensuring that data are adequate for their intended use [JCGM-

106, 2012]. As a result, across all EO biophysical products, a key component to

validation is the consistency checking of EO data against independent reference

measurements.

Both the EO and independent reference measurements have associated uncer-

tainties, which should be computed from an unbroken chain of calibration and sta-

tistical properties of measurement system outputs [Loew et al., 2014]. Figure 1.2

demonstrates this process, whereby both the EO (candidate observation) and in-

dependent reference (reference observation) are defined by a value and associated

uncertainty. Uncertainties should ideally be derived from a metrological reference,

where the measurement uncertainty is computed from an unbroken chain of calibra-

tion and comparison. This is described as traceability by The International Vocabu-

lary of Metrology, the VIM [JCGM-106, 2012], and represents the ’True’ value in

Figure 1.2. In the VIM, the true value and independent observations should ideally

have a difference, or apparent error of 0, and the uncertainty related to both the inde-

pendent and EO datasets should be derived from the true value. However, defining

a metrological reference for which to derive fully traceable uncertainties in EO is

rarely possible, as pre-launch calibrations cannot be repeated in space due to a lack

of on-board or on-orbit traceable true value [Datla et al., 2010]. As a result, EO data

are often compared to the independent reference measurements used in validation

to an agreed level of uncertainty, or more often referred to as a quality requirement

[GCOS, 2003].

Quality requirements allow users to decide if EO datasets and the reference

quantities used to validate them are of high enough quality for their intended use.

Within the regularly updated GCOS implementation plans, quality requirements are

also outlined for products. These quality requirements have become the de-facto
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Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the validation procedure with associated uncertain-
ties. The apparent error between EO (C) and reference (R) datasets is a function
of their uncertainties, and bias with respect to the ’truth’ value (T ). Adopted
from Widlowski [2015].

requirements for validation communities since they are regularly updated, undergo

public consultation and are associated with increasingly updated target quantity def-

initions [Widlowski, 2015]. The World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) also

provides accuracy requirements associated with specific applications, relating to

global and regional weather predictions, hydrology, agricultural meteorology and

climate-carbon modelling [WMO, 2012].

Although quality requirements have been defined, standardised protocols to

assess conformity or non-conformity to these requirements has classically been

overlooked until recently. There are various efforts currently under way that are

working towards the standardisation of quality assurance protocols, and to provide

traceable quality information to users. Exemplary efforts include the environmental

data records provided by National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration

(NOAA), the Earth system data records provided by NASA [Justice et al., 2013]

and the Climate Data Record (CDRs) being provided by European Space Agencys

(ESA) Climate Change Initiative (CCI) [Hollmann et al., 2013] and European Or-

ganisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT) [Yost,

2016]. European FP7 projects such as Quality Assurance for Earth Observation

(QA4EO) [QA4EO, 2018] and Quality Assurance for Essential Climate Variables
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(QA4ECV) [QA4ECV, 2018] aim to provide CDRs with traceable and trustable

quality information, and guidelines derived from ’best practices’ to determine qual-

ity. Similarly, in evaluating the quality of independent reference datasets used in

validation procedures, some exemplary efforts have been made by the CEOS Land

Product Validation (LPV) subgroup that aims to provide traceability chains for

climate services within the context of the European EO programme, Copernicus.

The concept of Fiducial Reference Measurements (FRMs) are beginning to be in-

troduced in validation communities, which aim to provide a suite of independent

ground observations in thematic areas such as vegetation, satellite ocean colour,

altimetry, air quality observations, greenhouse gap observations and surface tem-

perature [Thorne et al., 2018].

Of particular importance to these efforts are the quality of the independent ref-

erence data used in validation of traceable EO data. Even in the most extensive

efforts to quantify trustable and traceable EO products, if the independent refer-

ence data do not have equally well-defined traceable uncertainties, these efforts

cannot be validated [Widlowski, 2015]. Independent reference data must be un-

biased and well-defined [JCGM-100, 2008, JCGM-101, 2011]. Within validation,

they are generally defined as either other sensor products or ground observations.

The former relates more to benchmarking activities rather than validation, as the

use of other satellite data cannot meet the criteria for an independent and unbiased

reference dataset. However, these approaches can identify inconsistencies between

products and algorithms [Gobron and Verstraete, 2009b, Seixas et al., 2009, Fang

et al., 2013, Gessner et al., 2013, Camacho et al., 2013, Fernandes et al., 2014, Pinty

et al., 2004]. Ground observations are more commonly used to assess the quality

of EO datasets, and are incorporated into global validation networks that are able

to provide global validation in various geographical area and time-frames [Baret

et al., 2005]. Ground observations have classically been defined as the indepen-

dent reference measurement, but they themselves have associated uncertainties and

bias. Ground observations do not necessarily measure the actual target quantity, but

rather infer it from sets of assumptions and shortcuts [Morisette et al., 2006]. They
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are also subject to mismatches in definitions, as often the quantity measured on the

ground may not match exactly with that measured by a satellite. Comparisons of

ground observations against primary reference datasets have shown that their un-

certainties can be larger than defined accuracy requirements, for example in Gower

et al. [1999]. Even the most intensive field campaigns may not be able to provide

rigorous information as to the quality of ground measurements, and their associated

suitability in validation of EO datasets [Widlowski, 2015]. As a result, alternative

methods need to be identified that can define without error the metrological refer-

ence in which to compute uncertainties, and therefore determine the suitability of

ground observations to validation EO datasets.

The use of 3D radiative transfer (RT) models in quality assurance (QA) is

currently being discussed by both GCOS and CEOS Working Group on Calibra-

tion and Validation (WGCV) as an alternative means to provide such an approach.

RT models simulate the physical processes underlying the transfer of energy from

source to sensor in any physical medium (atmosphere, vegetation, snow/ice, ocean,

freshwater and urban environments) [Verstraete et al., 1996, Widlowski, 2001]. RT

models can be used to aid the interpretation of EO observations [Goel, 1988], to

aid sensor design and product feasibility [Govaerts et al., 2010] and uncertainty as-

sessment [Widlowski et al., 2011]. With respect to vegetation canopies, RT models

are able to model fractions of scattered and absorbed radiation, which are a func-

tion of canopy optical properties and structure [Smolander and Stenberg, 2005]. RT

models can vary from simple 1D analytical solutions that can be used operationally

[Disney et al., 2000], to fully complex 3D RT models which accurately simulate the

radiation regime in virtual canopies that reflect closely realistic canopies [Govaerts,

1996, North, 1996, Lewis, 1999, Gastellu-Etchegorry et al., 1996].

Validated 3D RT models in particular are able to simulate any in-situ sensor in

3D virtual canopies that reflect realistic validation sites. These models can simulate

any biophysical EO processing chain over realistic vegetation canopies that often

reflect existing validation sites. In this approach the true value of the target quantity

is absolutely known within the virtual plant environment e.g., [Disney et al., 2011,
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Widlowski, 2010, Hovi and Korpela, 2013] and can introduce no bias on uncertainty

estimates. Accordingly, a processing chain can be benchmarked against a known

reference value and can provide an independent means to evaluate the quality of

retrieval algorithms. Such a method is non-destructive and financially attractive,

and can be implemented in controlled environments. This method is also gain-

ing interest due our increased capabilities of representing highly realistic validation

sites using technologies such as Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) [Calders et al.,

2016]. TLS techniques are able to provide highly realistic, complex representations

of validation sites, and allow the benchmarking of algorithms and processing chains

implemented by EO biophysical products.

Despite the advantages and recent advancements in realistic representation

vegetation canopies, it must be understood from the outset that models can only

provide information on uncertainty and compliance within the limits of the virtual

environments in which they are applied. This depends on the degree of realism that

models are able to simulate both radiative transfer processes and the virtual plant

environments. However, within the limits of their simulation paradigm [Widlowski,

2015], 3D RT models can provide a useful tool for providing traceable uncertainty

information [GCOS, 2010b] against absolute unbiased reference quantities that suf-

fer no assumptions or ambiguity in its definition. A modelling approach can provide

information on the levels of conformity to quality requirements of currently imple-

mented or planned validation procedures in a given environment.

1.2 Thesis aims

Evaluating the quality of current EO products is important for their use in climate

observations, assessing rates of change and as input into climate and environmental

models. Currently, trustable and traceable quality information is lacking in the EO

community, due to major challenges posed by defining an independent reference

dataset, difficulties in unambiguous definitions of target quantities and the complex

multi-stage retrieval to provide EO products. There is a need to better quantify and

understand the quality of biophysical EO products and the independent reference
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observations used to evaluate their quality. Consequently, this thesis focuses on the

central aim:

What are the quality assurance requirements for biophysical EO products

used for climate observations, modelling and change detection?

Within this main thematic area, four research questions are defined with spe-

cific focus on the quality assurance of validation procedures and in particular

the ground observations that are most commonly used as independent reference

datasets:

1. What is the current state of existing methods to evaluate the quality of

biophysical EO products for vegetation flux and structure?

2. How can we assess whether current EO products are capable of meeting

accuracy requirements?

3. What are the corresponding requirements for field measurements to ad-

dress conformity to accuracy requirements?

4. How can we determine the suitability of field measurements to assess

levels of conformity for EO products?

Finally, these research questions will be addressed by using 3D models to as-

sess the quality of EO biophysical products and associated methods to assess con-

formity to requirements. A 3D modelling approach is a financially attractive method

that is flexible and non-destructive. Unbiased reference quantities can be explicitly

defined within the 3D modelling framework, and can be used to overcome current

issues in defining an unbiased independent reference dataset, formulating the final

research question:

5. Can 3D RT models be used as a method to assess conformity and accu-

racies?

Among the existing ECVs defined in Table 1.1, the land surface albedo, Leaf

Area Index (LAI) and Fraction of Absorbed Photosynthetically Active Radiation

(FAPAR) are identified in this thesis to be of particular use in the terrestrial do-

main, and able to define vegetation flux and structure. The land surface albedo
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determines the fraction of shortwave radiation absorbed by the land surface, and is

a controlling factor of atmosphere-plant-soil flux interactions at the surface, influ-

encing evaporation, transpiration, precipitation and cloud formation [Dickinson and

Hanson, 1984]. The LAI is defined as half the total foliage surface per unit area of

horizontal ground area [Watson, 1947]. It is an important canopy structural descrip-

tor, and relates the active plant surface available for exchange of energy or mass

with the atmosphere [Bréda, 2003, Welles, 1990]. FAPAR is defined by the PAR

absorbed by vegetation in the photosynthetically active wavelength range (400-700

nm) [Gower et al., 1999]. It is directly linked to the photosynthetic processes within

vegetation, in addition to providing information on the state of vegetation, seasonal

cycles and phenology and radiative fluxes within vegetation canopies [Gower et al.,

1999]. Together, land surface albedo, LAI and FAPAR can provide information on

vegetation process (photosynthesis, transpiration, carbon assimilation, respiration)

and atmosphere-plant-soil fluxes.

Validation procedures, quality requirements and methods to evaluate confor-

mity to requirements depend on the target quantity in question. As a result, the RQs

will be addressed in terms of a) land surface albedo, b) FAPAR and c) LAI. The

5 research objectives will not be addressed in modular components (i.e. chapter

by chapter), but rather discussed throughout the thesis with respect to land surface

albedo, FAPAR and LAI.

Accordingly, the structure of this thesis is organised as follows. First, Chapter 2

outlines the thesis research design in which this study defines the data requirements

for testing quality assurance of biophysical EO products and associated experimen-

tal design. Chapter 3 will address RQ1 through undertaking a thorough review of

the current methods used to evaluate quality and uncertainty of satellite estimates of

biophysical products. Due to the novel nature of the methodology proposed in this

thesis, a review of the current methods to assess uncertainty, the accuracy require-

ments used to determine the conformity of EO products and the methods employed

to determine conformity (or non-conformity) is required. This allows the identi-

fication of all contributions towards uncertainty (necessary to build up uncertainty
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traceability chains) and to understand the accuracy requirements that are important

in determining whether EO products are useful for a specified application. In this

Chapter, the methods to evaluate compliance of EO products to accuracy require-

ments against an ’independent reference’ will be introduced, and corresponding

quality requirements are then introduced. Current issues in methods to assess the

quality of validation procedures will be discussed, and finally canopy reflectance

modelling will be introduced in the context of its utility as a method of assessing

the quality of EO products. Chapter 4 will introduce the 3D Radiative Transfer (RT)

model used in this thesis. The virtual plant environments that are used to recreate

validation sites are identified.

Chapters 5, 6 and 7 will address the RQs for land surface albedo, FAPAR and

LAI respectively. The method of simulating validation protocols will be detailed,

as well as the accuracy requirements and conformity testing methods that are used.

Specific contributions to uncertainty that are needed to provide traceable uncertain-

ties can be identified in 3D model-based QA frameworks, and will subsequently

be tested against the independent reference explicitly defined without the virtual

plant environment. The suitability of currently implemented validation procedures

(RQ2, RQ4) and the quality requirements that have been defined to determine this

suitability will be discussed (RQ3) through using 3D models (RQ5). Assessment

of the capability of 3D models to achieve the above RQs, will assess conformity

and accuracy of validation protocols.

As mentioned above, it must be understood from the outset that models can

provide information on the quality of EO products only within their simulation

paradigms. In Chapters 5-7 the utility of this method to provide quality information

is discussed (RQ5), but also the limits of the model to simulate validation proce-

dures are acknowledged and discussed. Finally, concluding remarks are presented

in Chapter 8 in the context of each RQ, and potential further work summarised.



Chapter 2

Research Design

The purpose of this Chapter is to outline the research methodology required to ad-

dress the overall aim, and subsequent research questions. The research methodol-

ogy is described with respect to data sources, experimental design and analysis, as

well as the scope and limitations of the study.

2.1 Overarching research design
The main aim of this thesis is to evaluate the quality assurance requirements for

biophysical EO products used for climate observations, modelling and change de-

tection. A methodology is required that can assess the quality of biophysical EO

products, as well as the associated quality requirements. Within this main aim,

five RQs are identified that address the current state of existing methods to assess

the quality of biophysical products, the methods used to assess if these products are

meeting accuracy requirements and the suitability of these methods to address levels

of conformity. A 3D model-based approach is proposed to address these questions,

and forms the main methodology of this thesis. In order to address the research

questions outlined in Chapter 1, three main steps are identified that are common for

any biophysical product:

1. Identify accuracy requirements of field-based EO biophysical observations in

order to assess levels of conformity.

2. Build a Quality Assurance (QA) framework to compute traceable uncertain-

ties of field-based observations.
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3. Address levels of conformity through computing uncertainties, and applying

conformity testing methods.

Since traceable uncertainties are the only way to develop a full quantification

of uncertainty in the complex multi-stage retrieval process for biophysical prod-

ucts, a Quality Assurance (QA) framework will be used to assess the accuracy of

field-based albedo observations and associated specific contributions to uncertainty.

defined as follows:

1. The retrieval algorithms

2. The variable definition

3. The field measurement protocols

4. Scenario specific factors

These specific contributions to uncertainty are well known throughout the val-

idation communities, and are outlined further throughout, for example, TERN and

Fernandes et al. [2014] validation protocol guidelines. Given that three separate bio-

physical products (land surface albedo, LAI and FAPAR) were identified in Chap-

ter 1, the algorithms, definitions, field measurement protocols and scenario specific

factors differ with biophysical product. However, generic contributions towards un-

certainty are common between biophysical products. The following sections outline

the specific research methodology that address the three main steps outlined above,

as well as the methodology to assess the specific contributions towards uncertainty.

2.2 Identify accuracy requirements
Due to the lack of a metrological reference in space-based observations, EO data

are often compared to the independent reference measurements used in validation

to an agreed level of uncertainty, i.e. within a quality requirement. Prior to applying

a methodological framework to determine the quality of a biophysical product, the

agreed level of uncertainty must first be defined, formulating Step 1 of the research

methodology. This will be addressed through a thorough literature review of the
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accuracy requirements and their associated intended applications and/or users. RQ1

addresses the need to conduct a review of the current accuracy requirements for

land surface albedo, FAPAR and LAI that are used in current validation practices.

Accuracy requirements are defined independently of the QA framework.

2.3 Develop a model-based Quality Assurance (QA)

framework
In order to build a Quality Assurance (QA) framework to compute traceable uncer-

tainties of field-based observations (Step 2), a methodology needs to be proposed

that is able to apply a common QA framework across biophysical parameters. As

described previously in Chapter 1, due to the complex multi-stage retrieval and lack

of metrological reference, determining uncertainties is a difficult task. In particu-

lar, defining a metrological reference is key for uncertainty quantification. Chapter

1 outlined the need for a methodology that is able to compute tracable uncertain-

ties against a metrological reference through using 3D Monte Carlo Ray Tracing

(MCRT) modelling. Accordingly, the central methodology behind this thesis is the

use of complex 3D models to simulate field validation protocols. The overarch-

ing experimental design with respect to the research purpose, research questions

and data needs are summarised by the schematic in Figure 2.1, which outlines the

development of a model-based Quality Assurance (QA) framework.

The first step requires the design of an in-situ sensor independent of the model.

The characteristics of an in-situ sensor for land surface albedo, LAI and FAPAR

are first collected from a literature review of the current sensors employed within

validation networks, which will be addressed through RQ1. The sensor should be

chosen based on its use within validation networks (i.e. the most widely used) and

the ability of the MCRT model to accurately represent the sensor without introduc-

ing error into the simulations. This framework outlines the selection of an MCRT

model that is trusted and validation model. The MCRT model is then used to sim-

ulate in-situ data given a specific scenario that requires information on the canopy

scene, the in-situ sensor, illumination conditions and the field measurement proto-
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a model-based Quality Assurance (QA) framework
to evaluate the uncertainty of field measurement validation protocols.

col. Generally speaking neither space-based nor field-based measurements are able

to directly measure the biophysical quantity per se, but rather infer it from a set of

retrieval algorithms. Accordingly, algorithms are applied to the simulated data to

compute in-situ data. Finally, the MCRT model can compute the reference product

of the quantity in question, then can be compared against the in-situ data using spec-

ified uncertainty metrics. The resulting uncertainty metric can be compared against

a quality requirement given a specific conformity testing method. The following

sections will outline this framework in more detail.

2.3.1 3D MCRT Radiative Transfer model

The selection of MCRT model is a critical step in the research design, since the

aims of this thesis are centred around the utility of these models for quality as-

surance. A set of requirements can be defined to ensure that the selected MCRT

model is able to achieve the thesis aims. First and foremost, Figure 2.1 outlines

the selection of an MCRT model that is a trusted and validation model within the

Radiation Transfer Model Intercomparison (RAMI) and Radiative transfer Online

Model Checker (ROMC) studies [Pinty et al., 2001, 2004, Widlowski et al., 2007,

2008, 2013, 2015]. These studies were designed to validate radiative transfer mod-

els first against analytical solutions, and then against reference simulations, and
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are the only long-term (almost 20 years) intercomparison study for vegetation RT

models. In addition to intercomparison studies, the model can also be validated

against actual measurements such as goniometer measurements of leaf reflectance

and transmittance [Govaerts, 1996].

Given that uncertainty quantification is central to this thesis, a model must be

able to simulate the radiation regime measured by a sensor to either 0% uncertainty

or with a quantifiable uncertainty. The former allows no further uncertainties to

be introduced in the modelling framework. The latter allows for uncertainty to

be introduced by the model due to sets of assumptions in simulating a sensor and

experimental design, but the uncertainty must be quantified so it can be included in

uncertainty budget estimation.

Finally, the model must be able to perform simulations in complex 3D realistic

canopies that represent actual validation sites while simultaneously performing effi-

cient computations. To allow flexibility of the QA framework for various validation

protocols, these realistic canopies should ideally be defined independently to the 3D

MCRT model, and the model should be able to model the radiation regime in any

level of complexity in a computationally efficient manner.

2.3.2 Virtual canopy and scenario selection

The generation of virtual canopies requires comprehensive canopy structural infor-

mation, with associated interaction properties of the canopy elements and back-

ground that are ideally measured in-situ at the time of canopy structural data ac-

quisition. Historically, comprehensive canopy structural information has been col-

lected from canopy structural parameters (for example diameter at breast height,

number and location of trees, branching angles, tree height, understory structure)

which are then ingested into tree generation softwares such as xfrog [Lintermann

and Deussen, 1999]. These softwares generate individual trees, which are then

placed into a canopy scene at the locations measured. Often it is not possible to

model every tree, thus some assumptions are applied to reduce the number of trees

(i.e. grouping species, grouping parameters).

More advanced techniques that use Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) are cur-
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rently gaining interest, that measure the exact 3D canopy structure, and are able to

represent more accurately an exact vegetation canopy [Zheng et al., 2013]. This

method is preferable since it is able to directly reconstruct virtual validation sites,

and therefore quality assurance of validation protocols can translate to realistic sites.

In addition to the virtual canopy, illumination conditions should be identified in the

form of solar geometry and atmospheric conditions.

Choice of virtual canopy and scenario selection depends on two main factors.

The first relates to specific uncertainty contributions due to site-specific factors.

Specific canopy scenarios need to be identified, that allow the quantification and

understanding of traceable uncertainties important to the biophysical product in

question. This factor represents one of the uncertainty contributions in Section 2.1

(Uncertainty contribution 4). The second factor relates to data availability. Canopies

with high complexity are not easy to reconstruct or model, therefore only a few re-

search teams with expertise in both canopy generation and 3D modelling work with

such canopies. Accordingly, canopy availability is a key factor in selecting virtual

canopies.

2.3.3 In-situ sensor

The key biophysical products aforementioned in Chapter 1 outlined land surface

albedo, LAI and FAPAR as quantities able to parameterise vegetation flux and struc-

ture in terrestrial ecosystems. The selection of in-situ sensor for each biophysical

product depends on its use within global validation networks, and the ability of

the MCRT model to simulate the sensor to 0% uncertainty, or quantify exactly the

uncertainty of the simulated sensor. A review of the current methods of existing

methods to assess the quality of EO biophysical products through validation will be

addressed through RQs 1-2, and a review of the currently existing in-situ sensors

for land surface albedo, LAI and FAPAR will be conducted in RQ1. Of the most

commonly used in-situ sensors, the capability of the MCRT model to simulate the

sensor or existing availability to simulate the sensor will be reviewed. The sen-

sor characteristics (sensor design, sensor response, wavelength range and spectral

sampling) should reflect exactly the implementation of the sensor in the field.
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2.3.4 Data

Once a validated MCRT model, virtual canopy scenario and in-situ sensor is iden-

tified, the main experimental design that simulates the field measurement protocol

must be specified. The field measurement protocol defines the placement and sam-

pling design of the in-situ sensor within or above the vegetation canopy. The choice

of field measurement protocol is a key source of uncertainty in validation protocols

[Bréda, 2003], and represents the third uncertainty contribution in Section 2.1. The

choice of field measurement protocol should either:

1. Represent currently implemented protocols within validation networks in or-

der to benchmark the sensor placement and sampling designs that are applied

at validation sites, or

2. Define a range of field measurement protocols so that recommendations on

the best protocol can be evaluated.

Protocols may depend on canopy type, and therefore field measurement proto-

cols should reflect the ecosystem in question following validation protocols imple-

mented in the same, or similar canopies. The resulting simulated data should reflect

the raw in-situ data prior to retrieval algorithms.

2.3.5 Retrieval algorithms

The choice of retrieval algorithm depends on the in-situ sensor and data simulated,

as well as the software used to process the data. As a result, it represents two

of the contributions towards uncertainty outlined in Section 2.1 (Uncertainty con-

tributions 1 and 2). Retrieval algorithms can also differ depending on the target

definition. Accordingly, once the target definition, in-situ sensor and experimental

design is consolidated, retrieval algorithms can be identified. Given the widespread

use of land surface albedo, FAPAR and LAI, many softwares exist that apply ei-

ther common or specific algorithms. Validation networks are composed of different

research groups and teams that have their own choices of software based on avail-

ability or expertise, and as a result many algorithms exist that retrieve parameters

under specific scenarios.
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It is important to evaluate the quality of common algorithms that can be scaled

to global validation networks and multiple validation sites, therefore retrieval al-

gorithms should be selected on the basis they are common algorithms to multiple

softwares. This choice also represents a more efficient methodology that does not

require the simulation of many specialised retrieval algorithms that are optimised

for single scenarios and/or canopies.

In-situ observations are generally local point measurements at a specific site,

that do not match a satellite footprint. Accordingly, retrieval algorithms for val-

idation procedures also apply scaling algorithms from point to pixel, which is an

important step in providing validation data. These approaches however are applied

on large scale areas at the kilometre-scale, which do not currently exist in virtual

canopy form due to intensive data requirements. Accordingly, the modelling frame-

work is limited to simulate the local site field measurements and their associated

retrieval algorithms, but not upscaling procedures due to data availability.

2.3.6 Definition of reference product

The definition of a reference product is critical for quality assurance. As shown in

Figure 1.2, candidate (i.e. EO) observations and independent reference (i.e. valida-

tion) observations are defined by a value and associated uncertainty. The true value

of a target quantity is defined with a 0% uncertainty, whereby the independent refer-

ence dataset is often considered equivalent to the true value [Widlowski, 2015]. In

reality, the exact true value is difficult to measure in-situ. For example, determining

the true value of LAI in a forest requires harvesting all leaves within the study area,

which is not realistically feasible.

Various methodologies exist in determining uncertainties in field measurement

protocols, for example the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and aerial im-

agery to develop high spatial resolution datasets of reflectance and/or albedo [Berni

et al., 2009]. However, these methods again are subject to a set of assumptions

in the sensor design and retrieval algorithms. Intercomparison of different sensors

is a very useful tool for understanding in-situ measurements, whereby a reference

sensor is often defined and compared against subsequent sensors [Gobron and Ver-
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straete, 2009b, Seixas et al., 2009, Fang et al., 2013, Gessner et al., 2013, Camacho

et al., 2013, Fernandes et al., 2014, Pinty et al., 2004]. This method has advantages

in performing in-situ measurements at the same time and site. However, the defini-

tion of a reference sensor that is subject to assumptions in parameter retrieval cannot

identify an unambiguous reference value and may also introduce further error into

the uncertainty budget estimation.

In using a modelling approach, an unambiguous reference can be computed.

Defining a reference requires first the exact definition of the product, and then the

true value can be identified. Reference product definition for land surface albedo

should be defined with respect to illumination conditions (fraction of diffuse to

direct illumination with solar geometry). Reference products for LAI should be

defined with respect to the canopy structural definition (1D, 3D, leaves only or all

plant material). Reference products for FAPAR should be defined with respect to

both illumination conditions (since it depends on fractions of absorbed radiation

and thus illumination) and canopy structure (leaves only, or all plant material).

2.4 Uncertainty quantification and conformity test-

ing

2.4.1 Uncertainty quantification

Uncertainty metrics are often defined alongside an accuracy requirement (i.e. abso-

lute or relative uncertainty), thus a review of the accuracy requirements (RQ1) and

associated uncertainty metrics should first be conducted. Generally, four possible

uncertainties can be computed; the absolute uncertainty, the relative uncertainty and

their associated absolute values. The absolute uncertainty, ∆, is defined as:

∆ = OREF −OMODEL (2.1)

where OREF represents the reference observation simulated by the MCRT

model (Bottom right circle in Figure 2.1) and OMODEL represents an individual

simulated observation. The absolute value of ∆ (|∆|) is defined by:
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|∆|= |OREF −OMODEL| (2.2)

The relative normalised uncertainty, δ , is computed using:

δ =
OREF −OMODEL

OREF
(2.3)

and the absolute relative normalised uncertainty, |δ | , computed using:

|δ |= |OREF −OMODEL|
OREF

(2.4)

∆, |∆|, δ and |δ | are calculated at a single sensor simulation under a specific

scenario, representing individual uncertainty estimates. Depending on the uncer-

tainty defined by the accuracy requirement (absolute or relative), the corresponding

uncertainty metric will be chosen. Ensemble uncertainties are computed over a

set of scenarios, and are calculated using aggregated statistics. Various aggregated

statistics can be documented. Firstly, the arithmetic mean of an uncertainty value u:

〈u〉= 1
N

N

∑
i

u (2.5)

where N represents the number of scenarios in which an uncertainty u is com-

puted over. In addition to the mean, confidence intervals can be computed, whereby

the most common are defined as the first standard deviation (68% of data are within

an uncertainty value), second standard deviation (95% of data are within an uncer-

tainty value) and third standard deviation (99% of data are within an uncertainty

value). In the case of aggregated uncertainty statistics, the absolute value of either

the absolute or relative uncertainties (|∆| or |δ |) is used.

2.4.2 Conformity testing

Quality requirements are the criteria for which a user can assess the compliance of

a product with respect to regulatory or customer-defined requirements. Conformity

testing therefore describes the method of testing whether a quantity falls within

a range of tolerable values or not [Widlowski et al., 2013], and accordingly to a
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quality requirement, or not. Conformity testing accounts for the uncertainty in a

measurement, as well as the risks associated with a decision making process that

the estimated target quantity conforms, i.e. the risks of making wrong acceptance

or rejection decisions. In environmental regulations, conformity testing generally

involves the definition of a limit uncertainty value or a tolerance interval, that can

define the permissible ranges of uncertainty quantities [JCGM-104, 2009, JCGM-

106, 2012]. A decision rule is then used for the decision making process for the

acceptance or rejection of a quantity to conform to predefined requirements/limits.

Generally speaking, the method of conformity testing should be described

alongside an accuracy requirement, therefore a review of the accuracy requirements

will also define the appropriate conformity testing methods for EO products. Since

methods of conformity testing can decide conformity or non-conformity to accu-

racy requirements, various conformity testing methods will be identified and tested

to examine the suitability of field measurements for validating EO products.

2.5 Scope and limitations of the study
Within the limits of their simulation paradigm, a 3D model-based QA framework

can be used to assess the quality of EO biophysical products [Widlowski et al.,

2015]. It must be understood from the outset that models can only provide infor-

mation on uncertainty and compliance within the limits of the virtual environments

in which they are applied. The fundamental limits relate to the degree of realism

of the virtual plant environments, as described in Section 2.3.2, since the data re-

quirements are high for reconstructing realistic canopies. Accordingly, the model-

based QA framework can only be applied in current state-of-the-art virtual canopies.

These canopies represent a major advance in representing realistic canopies, but still

suffer sets of assumptions and missing information. Given that different biophysi-

cal products have different requirements for the virtual canopies, limitations of the

method need to be discussed for a specific parameter, alongside suggestions of any

future development of the models that would benefit the aims of this thesis.



Chapter 3

Literature Review

This chapter presents a review of the biophysical products of interest to vegetation

flux and structure, alongside their associated quality requirements for applications

in climate observations, modelling and change detection (RQ1). The current meth-

ods of validation that are used to test the compliance of EO products to quality

requirements are reviewed, as well as their corresponding accuracy requirements

and suitability to assess the quality of EO products. Finally a review of canopy

reflectance models, and their role in Quality Assurance evaluation is given.

3.1 Biophysical EO observations
This section outlines the terrestrial ECVs defined by GCOS that are of interest to

this study in the context of vegetation flux and structure; land surface albedo, FA-

PAR and LAI.

3.1.1 Albedo

3.1.1.1 Earth Observation of land surface albedo

Land surface albedo determines the fraction of shortwave radiation absorbed by

the land surface [Dickinson and Hanson, 1984]. Surface albedo is a controlling

factor for atmosphere-plant-soil flux interactions at the surface, affecting precipi-

tation, evapo-transpiration, temperature, and cloud formation [Dickinson and Han-

son, 1984]. Remote sensing provides an efficient tool for monitoring the land sur-

face albedo at the spatial (global) and temporal (variety of resolutions, depending
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on the model) resolution required for climate and ecosystem modelling. Since the

1980s, numerous geostationary and polar-orbiting satellites have been used to de-

rived long-term surface albedo [Qu et al., 2015]. Algorithms have been developed

for various sensors and satellite platforms, including multispectral sensors [Li and

Garand, 1994, Pinty et al., 2001], hyperspectral sensors [He et al., 2014], multi-

angle sensors [He et al., 2014, Schaaf et al., 2002, Shuai et al., 2008, Wang et al.,

2013] and broadband sensors [Maignan et al., 2004].

Land surface albedo is not directly measured by remote sensing instruments;

rather, it is inferred from a series of steps. Schaaf et al. [2002] outlined three

main steps in the retrieval of land surface albedo from space: 1) atmospheric cor-

rection, that converts Top-Of-Atmosphere (TOA) radiance to surface directional

reflectance [Rahman and Dedieu, 1994], 2) bidirectional reflectance distribution

function (BRDF) modelling that converts the surface directional reflectances into

spectral albedos [Schaaf et al., 2002, Maignan et al., 2004, Wang et al., 2013] and

3) narrowband-to-broadband conversion that derives broadband albedo [Brest and

Goward, 1987, Liang et al., 2003]. Other pre-processing steps include, but are not

limited to, sensor calibration [Vermote et al., 2014], cloud masking [Jin et al., 2003]

and gap-filling [Muller et al., 2012].

Final products are provided in a number of spatial and temporal resolutions, as

well as spectral resolutions focusing on visible, Near-Infrared (NIR) or broadband

albedo products, and under specific illumination characteristics. The bi-directional

hemispherical reflectance (BHRiso) assumes complete diffuse irradiation, the direc-

tional hemispherical reflectance (DHR) assumes energy is coming only from direct

sunlight and bi-directional reflectance (BHR) is a combination of the two. Table 1

in Qu et al. [2015] provides an extensive overview of the current EO-derived albedo

products.

3.1.1.2 Applications

Land surface albedo is a key input into models of global climate [HendersonSellers

and Wilson, 1983], surface energy budget [Dickinson and Hanson, 1984], numerical

weather forecasting and prediction [Boussetta et al., 2015] and general circulation
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models [Dickinson and Hanson, 1984]. Since multi-sensor time series of land sur-

face albedo are available from the 1980s up to the present, surface albedo has been

used to identify the contributions to, and magnitude of surface albedo changes ob-

served particularly in the Northern Hemisphere over the last 30 years [He et al.,

2013]. It can be used within data assimilation models [Koster and Suarez, 1992,

Rodell et al., 2004], and also to retrieve land surface variables such as the effec-

tive LAI and vegetation background albedo, as well as determining the meaning-

ful partitioning of radiation fluxes between vegetation, soil and atmosphere [Pinty

et al., 2006, Disney et al., 2016]. The temporal scales available from remote sensing

albedo products allows the assessment of land cover dynamics change, attributed to

natural factors such as snowfall and snow-melt [Fang and Pomeroy, 2007], and

man-made factors caused by deforestation, afforestation or urbanisation [Coppin

et al., 2004, Chapin et al., 2005, Offerle et al., 2005]. Finally, relationships between

albedo and drought [Govaerts and Lattanzio, 2008], fire [Lyons et al., 2008], soil

moisture [Zhu et al., 2011], and global warming [Flanner et al., 2011, He et al.,

2013, Jeong et al., 2011] have been demonstrated.

3.1.2 Leaf Area Index (LAI)

3.1.2.1 Earth Observation of LAI

Vegetation structure is defined as the amount and organisation of plant material

above ground [Norman and Campbell, 1989] or by describing the orientation, size

and shape and of foliage elements [Ross and Marshak, 1988]. Structure is unique,

and can result in particular ecophysiological characteristics [López-Serrano et al.,

2000, Malhi et al., 2018]. Individual tree form determines how fluxes of energy,

gas and water can scale from leaf to tree to canopy, interactions with the atmo-

sphere [Bréda, 2003], and how trees shape ecosystems, biomass and species habitats

[Malhi et al., 2018]. Canopy structure is important for studies of plant-environment

interactions, and can change at various time scales due to environmental stresses

(wind or water) at the second and minute scale, phenological evolution at the sea-

sonal scale and ecosystem dynamics at the yearly scale [López-Serrano et al., 2000].

Since a detailed description of the canopy structure is not easy, it is generally pa-
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Definition Application Reference
LAItot The total one-sided leaf area per unit of ground sur-

face. Broadleaf canopies with flat leaves
Myneni
et al.
[1997] and
Watson
[1947]

LAIpro j The horizontal area that is cast beneath a horizontal
leaf from a light at infinite distance above it. Max-
imum leaf area from view overhead; dependent on
zenith angle of sensor

Ross
[1981]

LAIsil The area of leaves inclined to a horizontal surface.
Radiation interception depending on leaf inclina-
tion

Smith et al.
[1991]

LAIe f f One half of the total area of light intercepted by
leaves per unit ground surface area, assuming ran-
dom spatial distribution of foliage. Radiation in-
terception and radiation regime within the canopy

Black et al.
[1991]

LAIT One half the total leaf area per unit ground sur-
face area. Determines the radiation regime within
canopy and ecological processes controlled by the
leaf

Chen and
Black
[1992]

GLAI The ratio of green photosynthetically active leaf
area per ground area. Measure of the leaf area par-
ticipating in photosynthesis

Daughtry
et al.
[1992]

Table 3.1: Definitions of LAI, their application and reference

rameterised into a physical and measurable variable. Of these variables, the most

widely used is the Leaf Area Index (LAI), which describes the one-sided leaf area

per unit horizontal ground surface area [Watson, 1947].

In addition to the classical definition of LAI as described above, various further

definitions of LAI have since been developed, specifically for either a vegetation

type, or an application [Gobron and Verstraete, 2009a], and are outlined in Table

3.1, with their intended application and reference. These definitions are often used

interchangeably among studies, where it is important to note that mismatches in the

definition of LAI can introduce further errors in its estimation.

Given its importance, LAI is a common product derived from remote sensing

instruments. EO-derived LAI products are widely used in ecosystem models across

the scales mentioned above, and provide information on the link between canopy
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function and structure. Existing LAI products derived from satellite sensors encom-

pass global [Myneni et al., 2002, Zhang et al., 2000, Baret et al., 2007, Deng et al.,

2006a], continental [Trigo et al., 2011] or regional [Fernandes et al., 2003] spatial

scales, as well as daily, 8/10-day and monthly temporal scales for either single years

[Roujean and Lacaze, 2002] or multiple years spanning more than a 30 year time

frame [Xiao et al., 2014].

3.1.2.2 Applications

Canopy structure is an important parameter for studies on plant-atmosphere inter-

actions at various temporal and spatial scales [López-Serrano et al., 2000]. It is

required for global change research, [Running and Coughlan, 1988, Sellers and

Schimel, 1993], and is used as inputs into ecosystem productivity models and

global models of biogeochemistry, hydrology, climate and ecosystem productiv-

ity [Morisette et al., 2006, Garrigues et al., 2008, Gobron et al., 1997]. As well as

inputs into models and determining plant-atmosphere flux interactions, changes in

LAI can be used to monitor the condition and development of vegetation [Gobron

and Verstraete, 2009a, Woodgate et al., 2015]. It plays a key role in the exchange

of energy, gas and water between the canopy and the atmosphere [Bréda, 2003],

and is critical for describing the canopy microclimate, including wind, temperature

and moisture [Welles, 1990]. Temporal variations in LAI have been attributed to

frost, storms, drought and management practices [Bréda, 2003], which has a di-

rect influence on the stand productivity. LAI may be used to assess aboveground

biomass, in conjunction with other products such as canopy height [Zhang et al.,

2014]. Finally, LAI can provide information directly to farmers or foresters to make

agronomic decisions, or it can be assimilated into mathematical or physical crop

yield [Bouman, 1992, Moran et al., 1995] and crop growth models [Clevers and van

Leeuwen, 1996].
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3.1.3 Fraction of Absorbed Photosynthetically Active Radiation

(FAPAR)

3.1.3.1 Earth Observation of FAPAR

The Fraction of Absorbed Photosynthetically Active Radiation (FAPAR) is a ra-

diometric quantity that plays a critical role in the energy balance of ecosystems

[Gobron and Verstraete, 2009b]. Since FAPAR is defined by the PAR absorbed by

vegetation in the photosynthetically active wavelength range (400-700 nm) [Gower

et al., 1999], it is one of the few variables that can link ecosystem function and

structure such as the amount and organisation of photosynthesising leaves [Asner

et al., 1998, D’Odorico et al., 2014].

FAPAR is defined as the product of the atmospheric conditions prevailing at

the time of measurement and the canopy structure [Weiss and Baret, 2004], and can

be defined under diffuse or direct illumination. The former refers to the integrated

white-sky FAPAR under diffuse only illumination conditions, and the latter the in-

stantaneous black-sky FAPAR on direct illumination at a specific solar angle. While

black-sky FAPAR is generally an instantaneous measurement, climate change appli-

cations require daily values. These values are obtained by assuming variation with

the cosine of the solar zenith angle [Gobron and Verstraete, 2009b] to obtain a daily

FAPAR. It is important to note that the definition of FAPAR with respect to these

illumination conditions is in fact under theoretical rather than ambient conditions.

Three definitions of FAPAR exist with respect to the canopy structure. The first

pertains to the ’green’ FAPAR, which defines the fraction of PAR absorbed by green

leaves only, and is the radiation that drives photosynthetic activity within leaf cells

[Gobron and Verstraete, 2009b]. The ’foliage’ FAPAR defines the PAR absorbed

by all foliage material, including dead or non-green leaves. Finally the ’total’ FA-

PAR defines the PAR absorbed by all vegetation material, including woody mate-

rial that can be defined as non photosynthetically active vegetation (NPV) elements

[Huemmrich et al., 2005]. With respect to climate and Earth system modelling,

the green FAPAR is the variable of interest, since it defines the FAPAR resulting

directly from photosynthesis.
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Due to the relevance of FAPAR for numerous environmental monitoring and

modelling applications, in recent years the availability of FAPAR products has in-

creased significantly. Products vary in terms of spatial resolution and spatial cov-

erage, as well as temporal coverage and resolution. Users must select the most

appropriate product based on their requirements, but also the availability of in-situ

measurements in the correct spatial area and temporal resolution or the opportu-

nity for consistency checks with other FAPAR products [Gobron and Verstraete,

2009b]. Typically their algorithms revolve around physically-based models that de-

scribe the transfer of solar radiation in vegetation canopies using remote sensing

observations an input [Gobron and Verstraete, 2009b]. Currently provided products

include, but are not limited to CYCLOPES [Baret et al., 2007], GlobCarbon [Deng

et al., 2006b], NASA’s Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) FA-

PAR product [Myneni et al., 2002], Joint Research Centre (JRC)-FAPAR [Gobron

et al., 2002] and Eumetsat Satellite Application Facility on Land Surface Analysis

(LAND-SAF) [Roujean and Lacaze, 2002].

3.1.3.2 Applications

EO derived FAPAR products are among the only means to provide global obser-

vations of FAPAR at the spatial and temporal scales required for ingestion into

biogeochemical process models that determine carbon fluxes and exchange [Mc-

Callum et al., 2009], as well as the state of vegetation and its changes [Gobron

and Verstraete, 2009b]. They have been used as inputs in Production Efficiency

Models (PEMs) [Running et al., 2004], as constraints in data assimilation mod-

els [Rayner et al., 2005, Knorr et al., 2005a], to estimate Gross Primary Produc-

tion (GPP) and Net Primary Production (NPP), which determine carbon fluxes into

ecosystems [Jung et al., 2008] and in physically based inversion algorithms that are

currently being used to retrieve, for example land surface albedo or Leaf Area Index

(LAI) [Pinty et al., 2002]. Time series of FAPAR products can assess the seasonal

cycles and phenology of vegetation [Verstraete et al., 2008], the length of growing

season [Zhang et al., 2015], radiative fluxes within vegetation canopies [Pinty et al.,

2008], and various land surface phenomena such as land desertification, drought
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events and land degradation [Knorr et al., 2005b, Gobron et al., 2005, Seiler and

Csaplovics, 2005].

3.2 Quality assurance of biophysical EO products
Given the prominent role of biophysical EO products within climate models [Dow-

ell et al., 2013], the quality of these datasets is beginning to receive increased

scrutiny. As biophysical EO products are increasingly used by the private sector

in for example crop yield forecasts [Bouman, 1992, Moran et al., 1995] and climate

risk analyses, Widlowski [2015] states that the liability and responsibility of EO

data providers as to the quality of datasets is becoming a key discussion point.

Methods to ensure compliance with quality criteria were initially developed

within metrological science, and documented in the Guide to the Expression of Un-

certainty in Measurement [JCGM-100, 2008, JCGM-101, 2011]. Logically, these

methods started with the unambiguous definition of the target quantity. Next, un-

biased candidate and reference quantities should be computed, preferably with reli-

able descriptions of their uncertainty, then a quality requirement should be defined,

allowing users to determine if the candidate quantity is within an acceptable level

of quality for their intended use. Finally, the compliance of a candidate quantity to

a quality requirement should be evaluated using a well-defined conformity testing

method. These steps will be discussed in detail below with respect to EO biophysi-

cal products.

3.2.1 Unambiguous definition of the target quantity

Quality assurance of any observation should start with the unambiguous definition

of the variable of interest [Widlowski, 2015]. For EO-derived products, this is often

difficult due to the assumptions made during product retrieval algorithms. For LAI

and FAPAR, the definitions with respect to structure (FAPAR and LAI) and illumi-

nation (FAPAR) are often used interchangeably in literature and between products.

In reality, the quantities measured can be very different. The major difference in

LAI definition, is as an ’effective’ or ’true’ definition. The effective LAI defines

the LAI of a 1D representation of canopy without accounting for the heterogeneous
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distribution of trees, and therefore plant material in the canopy [Pinty et al., 2006].

The true LAI is a direct physically measurable quantity representative of 3D sys-

tems. As a result, the two definitions essentially measure two separate quantities.

Finally, land surface albedo can be further defined by characterisation of the over-

lying atmosphere, and into broadband albedos in the visible, NIR and shortwave

wavebands. As a result, the quality assurance of EO products is already complex

given that target quantities are not defined unambiguously, and are often used inter-

changeably.

3.2.2 Unbiased estimates with reliable uncertainties

An observation should ideally be linked to metrological references, where the mea-

surement uncertainty is computed from an unbroken chain of calibration and com-

parison. This is described as traceability by The International Vocabulary of Metrol-

ogy, the VIM [JCGM-106, 2012]. In the metrology and manufacturing sectors,

traceable uncertainties have long been integrated into the provision of uncertainty

budget estimations. In practice, uncertainty in EO measurements are derived from

a calibration chain and statistical properties of measurement system outputs [Loew

et al., 2014]. Following the guidelines set out by The Guide to the expression of

Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM) [JCGM-106, 2012, JCGM-100, 2008, JCGM-

101, 2011, JCGM-104, 2009], uncertainties from individual contributions can be

combined to determine the overall measurement uncertainty.

An important clarification at this point is determine what measurement ’un-

certainty’ means, as it is often used inter-changeably with other measures of error,

bias, precision and completeness [Fernandes et al., 2014, JCGM-100, 2008]:

1. Uncertainty: The dispersion of the quantity values attributed to an observa-

tion, always as the non-negative parameter.

2. Error: The difference between the observed and true value, and can contain

both random and systematic errors.

3. Bias: The expected value of the difference between corresponding observed

and true estimates, and is an estimate of the systematic measurement error.
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4. Precision: The dispersion of product estimates around their expected value,

and is an estimate of random measurement error.

5. Completeness: The proportion of valid retrievals in the observations.

To address users’ needs, the quantification of traceable uncertainty informa-

tion for EO products has been a focus in recent scientific research. Projects such as

EC FP7 project Quality Assurance for EO (QA4EO) [QA4EO, 2018] and Quality

Assurance for Essential Climate Variables (QA4ECV) [QA4ECV, 2018] are re-

cent examples of the EO community attempting to follow metrological standards

for quality assurance, with the aim of providing trustable assessment of EO data

quality. These approaches can facilitate users’ judgement on fitness-for-purpose

for the relevant climate change and policy assessments. Within QA4EO, a set of

guidelines were outlined that require a suite of independent, fully characterized,

and traceable ground measurements, otherwise termed Fiducial Reference Mea-

surements (FRMs). FRMs aim to provide the required confidence in data products

to users, in the form of independent validation results and uncertainty estimation.

Projects for developing FRM cover vegetation, satellite ocean colour, altimetry, air

quality observations, greenhouse gap observations and surface temperature [Thorne

et al., 2018].

Other exemplary examples of communities working towards traceability in

biophysical EO products is the CEOS working group on calibration and valida-

tion [Fernandes et al., 2014], the FIDUCEO project [FIDUCEO, Merchant et al.,

2017] within the ESA Climate Change Initiative (CCI) [Hollmann et al., 2013] and

the ONline Validation Exercise (OLIVE) [Weiss et al., 2014]. In practice however,

traceable quality information is rarely possible in EO, since fundamental calibra-

tions conducted before launch cannot be repeated in space [Loew et al., 2014], and

also due to their multi-stage complex retrieval, a lack in a standard and/or ambiguity

in quantifying quality information and conformity testing.
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3.2.3 Clearly defined quality requirements

Quality requirements for biophysical EO products are dependent on the context in

which they will be used. In the context of ECVs set out by GCOS, regular detailed

implementation plans are provided (and updated) that specify detailed descriptions

of ECVs and their associated quality requirements. These quality objectives are

defined so that they are ’of relevance’ to the UNFCC and the Intergovernmental

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [GCOS, 2010a,b, 2016]. GCOS also outlined the

product requirements that address the temporal frequency, spatial resolution and

stability with respect to the application in which they will be used. Product require-

ments for biophysical EO products depend on their application in a) modelling and

b) adaptation, however the measurement uncertainty requirement is the same for

both applications. The requirement is set as the maximum uncertainty between the

relative uncertainty (in %) or the absolute uncertainty:

• Albedo: Max (5%; 0.0025)

• FAPAR: Max (10%, 0.05)

• LAI: Max (20%, 0.5)

GCOS requirements are also supplemented by the WMO accuracy require-

ments defined specifically for applications related to global and regional weather

predictions, hydrology, agricultural meteorology and climate-carbon modelling.

These specific requirements are defined at threshold (minimum acceptable), break-

through (optimum in terms of cost-benefit), and goal (optimal) requirements, which

are outlined in Table 3.2 for land surface albedo, LAI and FAPAR for specific appli-

cations. The WMO requirements are defined in terms of temporal and spatial sta-

bility, timeliness, horizontal and vertical resolution and an uncertainty value, where

detailed information on the spatial and temporal stability, timeliness and resolution

(horizontal and vertical) can be found in WMO [2012].

GCOS requirements define uncertainty for land surface albedo with respect to

illumination conditions (DHR and BHR), however the requirements are the same.
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Application Albedo LAI FAPAR
G B T G B T G B T

Global Weather Prediction - - - 5 10 20 5 10 20
Regional Weather Prediction 5 10 20 5 10 20 5 10 20
Short range forecasting 5 10 20 - - - - - -
Agricultural Meteorology - - - 5 7 20 5 8 10
Hydrology - - - 5 8 20 - - -
Numerical prediction models - - - - - - 5 7 10

Table 3.2: WMO accuracy requirements [%] for the relevant applications with respect to
goal (G), breakthrough (B) and threshold (T) requirements adapted from [WMO,
2012]

The requirements do not provide quality information on whether these values per-

tain to narrowband or broadband albedos, which have been demonstrated to im-

pact uncertainties [Adams et al., 2016], however WMO define quality requirements

for the ”Hemispherically integrated reflectance in 400-700 nm wavelength range”

[WMO, 2012]. For FAPAR, it is not explicitly defined which definition relates that

of GCOS criteria, with respect a) canopy structure, and b) overlying atmospheric

conditions. Strictly speaking modelling applications require the ’green’ FAPAR,

and therefore it can be assumed that the GCOS requirements pertain to this defi-

nition of FAPAR, at least for the modelling application requirements. For LAI, no

distinction is made between effective and true definition of LAI, even though they

are essentially two different quantities and provide significantly different values, for

example up to 30% differences [Gower et al., 1999].

Based on the four steps defined above for quality assessment, GCOS require-

ments cannot address the third point that quality requirements should be clearly de-

fined. Despite this, the GCOS quality requirements have become the principle cri-

teria in which to evaluate the quality of EO-derived biophysical products. Although

they may not address the aforementioned requirements for quality assessment, their

widespread use can be attributed to the fact that no other detailed requirements ex-

ist for EO-derived datasets, that the requirements undergo public consultation and

are regularly updated as a result [Widlowski, 2015]. Within validation communities

they have been used extensively to determine the quality of EO products [Prieto-

Blanco et al., 2009, Verger et al., 2009, Rochdi and Fernandes, 2010, Fang et al.,
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2012, Canisius and Fernandes, 2012, Malenovský et al., 2012, Baret et al., 2013,

Claverie et al., 2013].

3.2.4 Conformity testing method

Finally, the last step requires compliancy testing of EO products against the avail-

able quality requirements, using a well-defined conformity testing method. Deci-

sions on the quality of an EO product requires not only the achievement of the first

four steps outlined above, but also methods of determining whether an observed

quantity falls within the tolerable quality requirement or not. This is termed ’con-

formity testing’ and is well defined in metrology [JCGM-106, 2012]. Widlowski

[2015] outlined five methods of conformity testing based on ISO standards, which

are shown schematically in Figure 3.1 (from Widlowski [2015]). The first method is

termed ’uncertainty ignored’ and assumes that the uncertainty is either accepted if it

falls within a requirement and is ignored if it falls outside a requirement [IEC-115,

2007]. The second is a ’coverage interval’ approach, which has an associated con-

fidence interval [ISO-10576-1, 2003]. The third is based on decisions made using

the probability density function (PDF) [JCGM-106, 2012]. The latter two methods

use guard bands, to assess if uncertainties are at more or less risk of accepting or

rejecting a non-conforming entity [ISO-21748, 2010, ASME-B89731, 2001]. This

method applies a guard band or ’buffer’ around the accuracy requirement. The

guard band approach is dependent on the width of the guard band, k, typically set

to a multiple of the combined standard uncertainty, i.e. k · u, where u defines the

uncertainty. Commonly, the width of the guard bands is set to k=2. A guard band

of 0 relates to the first method where uncertainty is either accepted or ignored.

There are two different ways that a conformity testing method can be used to

test accuracy requirements:

1. Conformity testing of ensemble retrievals, where an uncertainty is com-

puted over a set of retrievals (illumination, temporal region, geographical

area, land cover class). In this approach, an accuracy requirement corresponds

to a confidence interval Rc. This approach ensures that if Rc is compliant, all

retrievals will be declared compliant, even if some individual retrievals may
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Figure 3.1: Schematic overview of the conformity testing methods that decide conform
(green) or non-conform (red) with respect to a tolerance interval defined by an
upper (TU ) and lower (TL) limit value. Source: [Widlowski et al., 2015]

not be.

2. Conformity testing of individual retrievals, where uncertainty corresponds

to the Maximum Permissible Error (MPE), which defines the apparent error

(e =C−R) of the reference (R) and candidate (C) quantities (outlined in Fig-

ure 1.2). Each quantity has an associated Probability Density Function (PDF)

of their likely values. If both PDFs of the R and C are Gaussian, then the

combined standard uncertainty can be computed by: u2
e = u2

C + u2
R. In cases

where the PDFs are known, the likelihood of e falling within the accuracy re-

quirements must exceed the minimum compliance level. If the PDFs are not

known, then guard bands can be used (|e| < GCOS · k). The choice of guard

band informs the choice of conformity test, i.e. uncertainty ignored (k = 0)

or guarded acceptance/rejection (k > 0).
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Conformity testing of ensemble retrievals is advantageous for the validation of

global/regional EO products, as it can test if products may be compliant as a whole

across geographic areas, atmospheric conditions or temporal intervals. However, it

does not provide information on the situations which are not compliant, which can

be useful for validation communities to determine the situations in which validation

is most difficult. As a result, conformity testing of individual retrievals (i.e. pixel-

based conformity testing) is beneficial if high quality information is required in a

specific retrieval configuration.

For conformity testing of ensemble retrievals, the confidence interval Rc that

should be used is not explicitly stated, although the OSCAR requirements database

(i.e. the parent of GCOS) implies the confidence interval can be set to 0.683 [OS-

CAR]. On the other hand for conformity testing of individual retrievals, the GCOS

requirement relates to the MPE. The definition of MPE relates to the conformity

testing methods, whereby k defines the width of the guard band. Again k is not ex-

plicitly defined in the GCOS requirements, but some suggestions within the GCOS

document identify that k can be set to 2 [GCOS, 2016].

3.3 Evaluating the compliance of EO products to

quality requirements

To evaluate the quality of EO derived biophysical observations, an unbiased well-

defined reference quantity with a reliable estimate of uncertainty needs to be de-

termined. Within EO, two main methods can be used: a) benchmarking products

against each other (sensor intercomparison) using one or multiple products as the

reference and b) validation exercises against ground-based observations. The fol-

lowing Sections will describe these two methods for land surface albedo, FAPAR

and LAI.
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3.3.1 Albedo

3.3.1.1 Sensor intercomparison

Satellite product intercomparisons can help understand differences between re-

trieval algorithms and methodologies. Product intercomparisons are facilitated by

space agencies and the CEOS LPV subgroup [Fernandes et al., 2014], as well as

individual studies, such as intercomparison between MODIS and MISR products

[Pinty et al., 2011, Taberner et al., 2010], MODIS/MISR/Meteosat products [Pinty

et al., 2004], and MODIS-derived snow albedo products [Wang et al., 2012]. Re-

cently, the Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S) Fitness for Purpose (F4P)

benchmarking component introduced methodologies to infer physical consistency

between different products [Gobron et al., 2016]. Within this project, a novel

method to benchmark land surface albedo products (GlobAlbedo, MODIS and

Copernicus Global Land Service) has recently been proposed by Cappucci and Go-

bron [2017] who use a ’Gamma Index’ developed originally in medical physics to

determine the spatio-temporal consistency between ECV products.

3.3.1.2 Ground-based observations

Ground observations of albedo are made with an albedometer, which uses two pyra-

nometers; one facing downwards to measure outgoing surface radiance and another

facing upwards to measure the incoming solar radiation (from both diffuse and di-

rect components), in units W/m2. Albedo is calculated as the ratio between the

outgoing surface radiance to the incoming solar radiance. The albedometer is a

broadband instrument, measuring approximately between 300-3000 nm, although

some instruments have a spectral range beginning at 280 nm and others ending at

2800 nm. The albedometer sensor response is shown in Figure 3.3, displaying a

response function of ∼1 between 300-2500 nm, then dropping below 300 nm and

above 2500 nm. The albedometer is installed upon a flux tower at a specific height

above the canopy (Figure 3.2), depending on the vegetation/ecosystem type.

The pyranometer sensor characteristics and their associated uncertainties are

well documented for every pyranometer [Kipp and Zonen, 2015]. Table 3.3 out-
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Figure 3.2: Kipp and Zonen CMA-11 sensor spectral response function [Kipp and Zonen,
2015]

Figure 3.3: Example of albedometer placed on flux tower over a forest

lines the various albedometers commercially available and their associated specifi-

cations. Secondary standard refers to the highest quality albedometer, and first class

standard to moderate quality albedometers [WMO, 2012]. The accuracy is defined

by the maximum possible accuracy achieved by each sensor taking into account the

sensitivity, stability, response time, cosine response, azimuth response, linearity,

temperature response, thermal offset, zero irradiance signal and spectral response

[Kipp and Zonen, 2015].

The field protocol for albedometers is nominally defined by its placement lat-

erally and vertically. Generally speaking, albedometers are placed laterally where
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there is an existing flux tower, and the requirements with respect to the placement

of the albedometer are therefore in line with requirements for the placement of flux

towers (easy access, power supply) and their associated measurements (represen-

tativeness of spatial heterogeneity). Figure 3.4 shows the installation set-up of an

albedometer placed on a mast (flux tower or pole depending on the canopy) with

width D at height H above the ground on a rod with length S, and mounting plate

with length to albedometer sensor R.

WMO provide some recommendations for the placement of an albedometer

above a canopy, for example in short grass the albedometer should be placed be-

tween 1 and 2 m above the surface, whereas for forest canopies, albedometers

should be placed on (flux) towers of approximately 30 m above the surface. WMO

also recommend that in winter forest conditions where the surface may be covered

in snow, the albedometer height should be altered. However, these recommenda-

tions do not provide information for other canopy types besides forest and grass,

are fairly general, and based solely on experience rather than quantifiable informa-

tion.

3.3.2 LAI

In the evaluation of LAI products against the aforementioned quality requirements

[Fernandes et al., 2014], two key methods exist:

1. Intercomparison of products over a representative global sample,

2. Direct validation over upscaled in-situ reference datasets,

3.3.2.1 Sensor intercomparison

Sensor intercomparison of LAI products is a main component of the CEOS LPV

working group activities [Morisette et al., 2006], who facilitate a global LAI inter-

comparison across international organisations and research groups. Furthermore,

numerous studies have been conducted to determine the theoretical uncertainties of

products based on intercomparison studies. Fang et al. [2013] compared MODIS,

GEOV1, Global LAnd Surface Satellites (GLASS), Long-term Global Mapping
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Figure 3.4: Installation of albedometer on mast, with respect to height (H), diameter of
mast (D), length of mounting rod (S) and length of albedo mounting plate (R).
[Kipp and Zonen, 2015]

(GLOBMAP) and JRC Two-stream Inversion Package (TIP) products, where the

daily LANDSAF was used as a reference over Africa. Another study was con-

ducted over West Africa using CYCLOPES, GEOV1, MODIS and LANDSAF LAI

[Gessner et al., 2013]. Camacho et al. [2013] utilised MODIS, CYCLOPES and

GLOBCARBON as reference products to assess spatial and temporal consistencies

of the GEOV1 product. Garrigues et al. [2008] compared ECOCLIMAP, GLOB-

CARBON, CYLOPES and MODIS products, as well as their validation against LAI

reference maps derived from ground observations.

3.3.2.2 Ground-based observations

EO LAI products are more commonly validated by ground observations, although

sensor intercomparison can be useful identify differences in products due to vary-
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ing algorithms and assumptions. Ground-based measurements of LAI can be ob-

tained either directly, where the LAI is measured physically in the field, or indirectly

through inferring LAI.

3.3.2.3 Direct methods

Direct measurements of LAI are widely considered more accurate than indirect

methods due to difficulties indirect methods encounter in accounting for clumping

and leaf angle distribution (LAD). However they are significantly more intensive

in terms of labour, and in very dense canopies often infeasible [Jonckheere et al.,

2004, Bréda, 2003]. Direct measurements of LAI are achieved through destructive

sampling techniques, where leaves are harvested. Given that LAI is required to be

measured throughout the growing season, periodic harvesting of leaves is neces-

sary. Leaves can also be collected non-destructively through litter collection using

litter traps, collected from a specific ground area. Again, to quantify LAI over the

growing season, litter must be collected periodically, particularly over the leaf fall

season. LAI is then computed as the accumulated leaf area over all the leaf fall

collections, representing an integrated LAI value over the leaf fall season. Lastly,

LAI can also be measured using planimetric or gravimetric techniques that aim to

compute the leaf area on a horizontal plane, and use to weight of leaves to leaf area

to compute LAI. While in some canopies, such as agricultural canopies, harvesting

methods are simple, the aforementioned methods are time consuming, and limited

when forest canopies are considered.

3.3.2.4 Indirect methods

Indirect methods infer LAI from another observation in the field, and can be sub-

divided into indirect contact measurements and indirect non-contact measurements

[Jonckheere et al., 2004]. Indirect contact methods are conducted via either inclined

point quadrat or allometric equations. The former was developed by Wilson [1960],

where a long thin needle is used to pierce a vegetation canopy, and the number of

interactions with the needle and foliage elements is counted. The angle between the

needle and the horizontal plane (elevation angle) determines how many interactions

will occur as a result of the canopy structure. This number can then be input into a
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simple radiation penetration model, either at a single elevation angle (where 32.5◦

is optimal) or at several elevation angles. While this method is appealing since it

does not assume the foliage elements are randomly distributed, a large number of

insertions are required to obtain a reliable estimate of LAI, and in dense forests with

tree heights more 1.5 m, this method is limited [Jonckheere et al., 2004].

Allometric equations measure parameters such as leaf area, diameter breast

height, tree diameter, crown base, stem diameter, stem density and tree height [Jon-

ckheere et al., 2004], then LAI computed by allometric relationships between these

parameters. Allometric equations based on these measurements have been demon-

strated to be site specific at a given time of day, therefore their application under

different site and illumination conditions can result in large errors [Gower et al.,

1999].

Indirect non-contact methods that measure LAI generally use optical instru-

ments to infer LAI from measurements of transmission throughout the canopy, and

are often the preferred method of estimating LAI in the field. Such methods rely on

radiative transfer theory, and are based on a statistical approach to describe the dis-

tribution and arrangement of foliage elements within the canopy. Leaf area density

l(h) at height h is defined as the leaf area per unit volume canopy, whereby LAI is

the integral of l(h) over the canopy height:

LAI =
∫ H

0
l(h)d(h) (3.1)

Following Warren Wilson [1959], the mean number of contacts N(H,θ ,α)

between a light beam and a vegetation element at the canopy level H is defined as:

N(H,θ ,α) =
∫ H

0
G(H,θ ,α)l(h)/cos(θ)d(θ) (3.2)

where G(H,θ ,α) is the G-function, i.e. the mean projection of a unit foliage at

level h in the direction θ ,α . If the G-function and leaf area density are considered

independent of level h, Equation 3.3 is formed:
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N(H,θ ,α) = G(H,θ ,α) ·LAI/cos(θ) (3.3)

The projection function describes the leaf inclination distribution function, and

gives rise to two normalisation conditions:

1
2π

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2/π

0
g(θl,αl)sin(θl)d(θl)d(αl) = 1 (3.4)

1
2π

∫ 2π

0

∫ 2/π

0
G(θ ,α)sin(θ)d(θ)d(α) =

1
2

(3.5)

where g(θ ,α) defines the probability density function that describes the leaf

inclination distribution. While the contact frequency model is appealing, since no

assumptions on leaf distribution, shape and size are made, in practice it is very

difficult to measure within canopies. As a result, gap fraction is often preferred. In

the cause of a random spatial distribution of infinitely small leaves, the gap fraction

Po in the direction θ ,α is related to the contact frequency by:

Po(θ) = e−N(δ ,α) = e−G(θ ,α)LAI/cos(θ) (3.6)

which is termed the Poisson model. In the case of clumped canopies, the Pois-

son model is modified to:

Po(θ) = eλ0−G(θ ,α)LAI/cos(θ) (3.7)

where λ0 is the clumping factor. It is important to mention the leaf inclination

distribution function g(θl,αl) heavily influences the gap fraction and therefore the

LAI. Accordingly, it is necessary to model also g(θl,αl). The azimuthal variation

in g(θl,αl) is often assumed to be uniform, therefore g(θl,αl) only depends on

the leaf normal zenith angle [Weiss et al., 2004]. Leaf inclination distributions

are divided into 6 different archetypal functions, representing a (supposedly) broad

range of distributions observed in practice: planophile, erectophile, plagiophile,

extremophile, uniform and spherical [de Wit, 1965], represented in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Archetypal Leaf Angle Distributions [Lewis, 2018]

However it is possible to describe all these functions in a continuous expression

(which is more convenient for gap fraction models), where the main expressions

are a Beta distribution, ellipsoidal distribution and modified ellipsoidal distribution.

These three distributions are significantly different, however most gap fraction mod-

els utilise the ellipsoidal distribution as it is the least complex and most simple to

execute (it has only one parameter compared the Beta distribution’s two). The el-

lipsoidal distribution describes g(θl,αl) by the ratio of the horizontal and vertical

axes of an ellipse:

θl =
2
π

∫
π/2

0
g(θl)θldθl (3.8)

where g(θl,αl) is the probability density function that verifies the normalisa-

tion condition in Equation 3.4.

Optical sensors that use gap-fraction to infer LAI use different methods to

solve Equation 3.6. Firstly, four canopy analysers exist; SunSCAN, AccuPAR,

LAI-2200 and DEMON. The specifications of each of these instruments can be
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found in Table 3.4. SunSCAN and AccuPAR measure PAR radiation (incident and

transmitted) in the 400-700 nm spectral waveband, whereby sensors sensitive to

various wavelengths are organised along a rod or a wand. Both instruments are

used above and below canopy to determine the incident and transmitted PAR, and

are both optimised for use during bright sunny conditions (i.e. around solar noon)

and in low/regular canopies. LAI-2200 computes the effective Plant Area Index

(PAI) from radiation measurements computed from a sensor with 5 zenith rings

(Figure 3.6) at a wavelength of 490 nm. Measurements are taken both above and

below the canopy to determine the transmission of light through the canopy, and is

often used in measuring LAI in agricultural crop canopies.

The derivation of PAI is based on numerous assumptions; 1) the foliage is

black, 2) the foliage elements are small in comparison to the area of view from each

zenithal ring, 3) randomly distributed foliage and 4) foliage elements are randomly

distributed azimuthally, i.e. the element normals face in all directions. Measure-

ments using LAI-2200 can be taken at any time of the day, however to maximise

the accuracy, it is advised to take measurements in diffuse sky conditions, either

when the sky is overcast or during sunrise and sunset. DEMON uses a similar

method to the inclined point quadrat, but the needle is replaced by a beam of light

through a directional narrow angle of view. The beam of light is filtered to around

430 nm, which reduces the impact of multiple scattering. In the field, the light ’nee-

dle’ is always pointed parallel to the sun’s beam and moved along a transect in the

canopy. Measurements are taken from sunrise through to noon in order to collect

measurements at different zenith angles. Gap fraction is computed as the logarith-

mic average of transmittance measurements in sensors zenith rings, and provided as

a function of solar angle.

These methods of estimating LAI assume that foliage is randomly distributed,

however foliage, branch and crown elements are often clumped together. As

a result, LAI is often underestimated from 25-50% [Gower and Norman, 1991,

Gower et al., 1999, Gardingen et al., 1999], particularly in open and heterogeneous

canopies [Chen et al., 1997, Sommer and Lang, 1994, Coops et al., 2001, Gower
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Figure 3.6: Sensor design for LAI-2200 (www.licor.com)

and Norman, 1991, Chen, 1996, Chen and Black, 1992]. The Tracing Radiation

and Architecture of Canopies (TRAC) instrument was developed to measure not

only gap fraction but also gap-size distribution, otherwise termed the clumping fac-

tor [Chen and Cihlar, 1996, Leblanc et al., 2002]. This factor can be used to quantify

the effect of clumped elements within the canopy and therefore can correct the LAI

computation, i.e. it converts effective LAI to LAI. The TRAC uses a solar beam

to measure the direct transmittance, and is often carried by a person along a tran-

sect in the canopy. Often the TRAC is used on conjunction with LAI-2200, where

the clumping factor estimated by TRAC is used to convert effective LAI measured

by LAI-2200 to LAI. Another instrument that is able to measure a clumping fac-

tor is the Multiband Vegetation Imager (MVI). The MVI instrument captures two

images pairs in the visible (400-620 nm) and NIR (720-950 nm) bands taken from

the ground looking upwards. MVI works on the basis that woody elements have a

different NIR spectral signature in comparison to foliage/green elements, therefore

can be separated from the photosynthetically active areas of the images using image

analysis.

Hemispherical photography uses fisheye technology to describe the canopy

structure, to compute solar radiation indices and to estimate canopy LAI. Hemi-

spherical photography can be used above and below the canopy in any kind veg-

etated land cover. Considering that the fisheye lens is 180◦, an advantage of this

approach is the evaluation of gap fraction in all viewing angles. Hemispherical

photography was originally developed to study cloud formation [Hill, 1924], where
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Figure 3.7: Fisheye images for crop (top left), dense forests (top middle and right) and
various agricultural crops (http://eolab.es/)

Evans and Coombe [1959] first used it for forestry applications. Since the move

from film to digital hemispherical photography, estimation of LAI using fisheye is

undergoing a revival [Bréda, 2003], particularly as it provides an invaluable record

of the canopy structure, including species, site characteristics and age-related dif-

ferences within the canopy architecture [Schaefer et al., 2016] (for example shown

in Figure 3.7). Computation of LAI is based on Equation 3.6, where hemispherical

photography enables the computation of gap fraction in various zenith angles, al-

lowing the determination of both leaf angle distribution and LAI. The computation

of LAI requires the thresholding and classification of the image into sky (i.e. gap)

and foliage/woody elements (vegetation). This classification is interactive and can

introduce large errors, since an optimal brightness threshold must be selected by the

user to distinguish vegetation from gap.

LAI can be computed following numerous methods, separated by using one

or multiple directions. In using one direction, LAI can be computed from a view
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zenith angle of 57.5◦, whereby the G-function can be considered almost indepen-

dent of leaf inclination distribution (leaf angle distribution) Warren Wilson [1959].

On the other hand, multiple directions can be used. Weiss et al. [2004] outline three

different methods of estimating LAI from multiple view zenith angles: Miller’s for-

mula [Miller, 1967], the Lang graphical method [Lang, 1986] and a model-inversion

of the Poisson function [Weiss and Baret, 2004]. Numerous softwares now exist

that either follow the entire process from image taking through to the computing

of LAI, such as WinSCANOPY [WinScanopy] and HemiView [HemiView], or free

softwares that allow the user to input their own images and compute LAI (and other

parameters), such as GLA Gap Light Analyser [Frazer et al., 1997] or CAN-EYE

[Weiss and Baret, 2014].

Recently, the use of Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) in the form of

Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) or Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) has been dis-

covered as an alternative to canopy analysers and hemispherical photography as

they can be used during any sky conditions [Zheng et al., 2013]. Numerous studies

have recently demonstrated the use of ALS to estimate LAI, particularly in forests

[Richardson et al., 2009, Solberg et al., 2009]. ALS most often uses a laser beam in

place of a direct solar beam to apply Beers law inside the canopy. However some

studies have also computed LAI from LiDAR, which is able to parameterise height,

crown depth, crown diameter or crown volume to compute LAI. In terms of TLS,

point cloud data is used to estimate LAI, generated by a 2D or 3D approach. With

TLS it is also possible to spatially map the LAI in a canopy, for example del Moral-

Martı́nez et al. [2016] demonstrated the ability of a mobile TLS system to map

the spatial variability of LAI in a vineyard (i.e. with geometric row design). Not

only can TLS estimate LAI, but also gap fraction [Danson et al., 2007, Cifuentes

et al., 2014], canopy radiation [van Leeuwen et al., 2013] and leaf area distributions

[Béland et al., 2011]. Disadvantages of TLS are stem mainly from the high cost of

the instruments and instrument specific problems such as battery life, data process-

ing and storage, and issues distinguishing between vegetation and woody elements.

However, these limitations are progressively being overcome with the design of new
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instruments. For example, the ECHIDNA laser scanner uses two laser beams at dif-

ferent wavelengths to allow a better separation of woody and vegetation elements,

and therefore a better estimation of the ’true’ LAI [Calders et al., 2018].

3.3.3 FAPAR

The evaluation of quality of FAPAR products follows similar strategies as LAI [Fer-

nandes et al., 2003]:

1. Intercomparison of products over a representative global sample,

2. Direct validation over upscaled in situ reference datasets,

3.3.3.1 Sensor intercomparison

Intercomparison exercises that target FAPAR products based on sensor-specific re-

trieval algorithms are a fundamental component in determining the uncertainty, con-

sistency, compatibility and usability of FAPAR products [Gobron and Verstraete,

2009b, Seixas et al., 2009]. Given that FAPAR can be retrieved via physically-

based models or empirical relationships with vegetation indices, intercomparisons

between products reveal discrepancies due to different retrieval methodologies, as

well as the differing definitions of FAPAR.

Studies of FAPAR intercomparison include the evaluation of MODIS, MISR,

MERIS, SeaWiFS, and GEOV1 products [Tao et al., 2015], JRC-TIP, ESA/JRC

MGVI and MISR FAPAR against an independently-derived reference product based

on triple collocation error [D’Odorico et al., 2014], of MODIS/MERIS and SEVERI

products [Martı́nez et al., 2013], comparison of the application of the algorithm de-

veloped by Gobron et al. [2002] to MERIS and SeaWIFS data [Gobron et al., 2007],

CYLOPES and MODIS [Garrigues et al., 2008] and many other notable studies

[Seixas et al., 2009, Weiss et al., 2007, McCallum et al., 2010, Meroni et al., 2013].

While these evaluation exercises have helped reduce and understand the discrepan-

cies between datasets, large differences still occur due to fundamentally different

retrieval methods (physically-based versus empirically-based) and definitions.
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3.3.3.2 Ground-based observations

In the field FAPAR can either be derived from PAR, from fluxes or from LAI/gap

fraction measurements. Weiss and Baret [2004] state that 4 methods exist for the

measurement and computation of in-situ FAPAR:

1. Using PAR quantum sensors that measure terms in the radiation balance [Fen-

sholt et al., 2004, Weiss et al., 2004];

2. Instantaneous PAR transmittance measurements that compute the fIPAR

(Fraction of Intercepted PAR) [Gower et al., 1999];

3. Using directional transmittance measurements such as Digital Hemispherical

Photography (DHP) or LAI2200 [Lobell et al., 2003];

4. Using 3D radiative transfer models to accurately represent complicated 3D

canopies to simulate FAPAR [Widlowski, 2010].

The first method uses PAR quantum sensors that measure radiation balance

above and below the canopy. FAPAR can then be calculated using:

FAPAR = 1− PARr

PARi
− (1− rs)

PARt

PARi
(3.9)

where PARi and PARr are the incoming the reflected PAR radiation respec-

tively, PARt is the transmitted PAR radiation towards the soil and rs is the soil re-

flectance. In the PAR domain, reflectance and transmittance is small so PARt
PARi

can be

ignored and PARr
PARi

approximated to the gap fraction, P. Therefore, if soil reflectance

is considered to be low, FAPAR can be approximated as:

FAPAR = FIPAR = 1−P (3.10)

This method requires the measurement of PAR throughout the day and

throughout seasonal cycles, for example Fensholt et al. [2004] use a SKYE PAR

sensor to derive daily FAPAR averages from measurements at 10 minute intervals

between 9 am and 3 pm. Measurements are taken along a PAR tram system, such as
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in the BigFoot project [Cohen et al., 2006], which uses the PAR tram system to mea-

sure incident and transmitted PAR above and below the canopy at 30 m increments

along a transect.

The second method uses the AccuPAR sensor described previously in Section

3.3.2.4, that typically computes FAPAR by measuring 1) the incident and reflected

radiation of the soil, 2) the incident and reflected radiation at the bottom of the

canopy, 3) the transmitted radiation at the base of the understory. Measurements

are often taken at solar noon, and work best in clear sky conditions. Similar to the

previous PAR method, measurements are normally taken along transect.

The third technique uses directional transmittance measurements taken by

LAI-2200, digital hemispherical photography or from LIDAR [Lobell et al., 2003].

This technique follows a similar methodology to the previously explained LAI in-

direct non-contact methods, whereby the directionality of measurements (in terms

of view zenith angle) allow the computation of FAPAR, and if numerous measure-

ments are taken throughout the day and/or growth cycle, a time series of FAPAR

can be constructed.

Finally, the last method represents a virtual validation site based on a 3D

canopy information and using a 3D radiative transfer model to simulate FAPAR

[Widlowski, 2010]. In this method, FAPAR can de described in terms of fluxes,

where virtual voxels are used to compute fluxes entering and exiting the horizontal

and lateral sides of the voxel. 3 different flux estimators are summarised in Wid-

lowski [2010]; 4-flux estimator, 3-flux estimator and 2-flux estimator that are often

used in the field. Among these different flux estimators, the 2-flux estimator is

the most commonly used due to the the factor a small number of instruments are

required, and also because LAI can also extracted from such measurements.

3.3.4 Validation networks

Validation of land surface albedo products are nominally carried out using networks

of ground observations. The Baseline Surface Radiation Budget (BRSN) initiated a

global network of flux measurements in the 1990s, that aimed to provide necessary

data for validating satellite-based estimates of the surface radiation budget, includ-
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ing exchanges of CO2 at the ecosystem level, and observations of energy at various

timescales. Since the development of the BRSN network, numerous other flux net-

works have been developed to provide a global network of in-situ albedo measure-

ments, including Fluxnet [Baldocchi et al., 2001], Aeronet [Holben et al., 1998] and

Surface Radiation Budget Network (SURFRAD) [Augustine et al., 2000].

Validation of LAI and FAPAR are often considered together, where products

are validated by collecting measurements over a wide range of scales, one of which

are ground-based measurements. These can either be directly compared with coarse

resolution product values [Hill et al., 2006] or by upscaling observations to the

coarse resolution of LAI and FAPAR products. On a global scale, the CEOS

WGCV-LPV group have brought together multiple agencies in order to validate

moderate resolution LAI products, and to determine conformity to the CEOS/GCOS

recommended target accuracies. A summary of the projects aimed at global valida-

tion efforts is summarised below, adapted from Schaefer et al. [2016] and Morisette

et al. [2006]

1. Validation of Land European Remote Sensing Instruments (VALERI) pro-

gram which focuses on the development of approaches to upscaling of field

measurements to generate high spatial resolution maps of biophysical vari-

ables and b) using these high spatial resolution maps to validate moderate

resolution global products for both LAI and FAPAR [Baret et al., 2005].

2. BigFoot (1999-2003) which focuses on the validation of MODIS-derived LAI

and FAPAR (and also land cover and NPP) products [Cohen et al., 2006].

3. Boston University conducted LAI validation activities for NASA EOS LAI

products, and focuses mainly on the refinement, validation and algorithm im-

proval of LAI products.

CEOS WGCV-LPV have produced a global product validation protocol for

LAI, whereby the On-Line validation web service (OLIVE; http://calvalportal.ceos.org/olive)

[Weiss et al., 2014] has been designed to quantify the performance of LAI and FA-

PAR products. OLIVE now allows estimates of product accuracy over a series of
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spatial sites and time series, whereby uncertainty is computed using the in-situ data

as a reference. In terms of the validation of remotely-sensed FAPAR products, they

are often considered in conjunction with validation of LAI; for example VALERI

[Baret et al., 2005] and BigFoot [BigFoot].

PAR is monitored at some ecological and radiation research sites such as the

Surface Radiation (SURFRAD) Network [Augustine et al., 2000], FLUXNET [Bal-

docchi et al., 2001] and the Long Term Ecological Research (LTER) Network

[Baker et al., 2000]. Few of these sites however are able to derive canopy scale

FAPAR [Gobron and Verstraete, 2009b]. One exception is the Enviro-net network

coordinated by the University of Alberta [Pastorello et al., 2011], which collaborates

with international groups to provide PAR data (as well as air temperature, humidity,

vapour pressure deficit) acceptable for canopy scale FAPAR across Canadian, South

American, Australian and European forests.

3.3.5 Upscaling of ground observations

The final stage in evaluation of the quality of EO observations are to scale the lo-

cal site level in-situ observations up to the resolution of the sensor. Two general

methods can be used:

1. Direct comparison of the EO and ground-based observations, where the aver-

age over multiple ground observations over a larger area is compared against

satellite pixels. This approach can be applied when the surface is homoge-

neous, however this is rarely the case since surface heterogeneity is gener-

ally present within medium sensor resolution footprints [Fensholt et al., 2004,

Pickett-Heaps et al., 2014, Morisette et al., 2006].

2. Generation of high resolution maps based on empirical transfer functions be-

tween a radiometric signal and ground-based observations. The reference

map is then aggregated to the resolution of the sensor of interest. This ap-

proach is the most commonly implemented method in remote sensing and

validation studies [D’Odorico et al., 2014, Meroni et al., 2013, Goward and

Huemmrich, 1992, Yang et al., 2006].
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While direct comparison can be used for example in finer resolution products,

ground measurements cannot be compared directly to medium resolution EO prod-

ucts without considering surface heterogeneity [Martı́nez et al., 2009]. Additionally,

Nilson [1971] and Nilson [1999] demonstrate that ground-based observations based

on statistical models of vegetation density may not hold at larger ESUs. In practice,

spatial scaling of ground-based observations is applied to determine the quality of

medium resolution sensors ranging from ∼300 m to 7 km, since they mainly serve

as inputs to ecosystem or climate models. Various methods have been developed to

overcome spatial scaling issues [Burrows et al., 2002, Morisette et al., 2002, Justice

et al., 2000]. These methods can be subdivided into three main approaches [Atkin-

son et al., 2000] using 1) spatial scaling of ground observations using techniques

such as kriging, 2) spatial scaling with ancillary spatial data such as fine- or high-

scale resolution satellite data using for example co-kriging and 3) regression with

high-resolution satellite data.

The direct comparison method is often used over homogeneous surfaces for

land surface albedo, where ground observations of albedo are considered spatially

representative and can be directly compared to medium- and coarse-scale products

[Jin et al., 2003, Salomon et al., 2006, Román et al., 2009b]. However uncertain-

ties may be introduced in the assumption that the footprint of an in-situ sensor is

representative over a larger satellite pixel, and this approach cannot be used over

heterogeneous areas. In heterogeneous areas, upscaling is implemented using one

of the aforementioned methods, e.g. Liang et al. [2002] and Peng et al. [2015].

Within the framework of CEOS-LPV, validation of LAI and FAPAR is per-

formed by various groups with different methodologies, relating to the instrument

used for in-situ retrievals, retrieval algorithms and uspcaling procedure. Common

guidelines are given on the validation of medium resolution sensors [Morisette et al.,

2006, Yang et al., 2006, Baret et al., 2006]:

1. Placement of ESUs in different land cover patches in order to sample a range

of target quantity values.

2. Use high resolution sensors such as ASTER, SPOT or Landsat ETM/ETM+
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to generate transfer functions between the radiometric signal and the ground

observation.

3. Generate high resolution reference maps based on transfer function.

4. Aggregate the high resolution map to the resolution of the sensor, taking into

account the Point Spread Function (PSF) of the satellite sensors

5. Global validation [Morisette et al., 2006], given the availability and quality of

validation data.

3.4 Quality assurance of validation
Any validation strategy outlined above should be capable of testing the compliance

of EO products against quality requirements. In order to determine if satellite-based

products fall within requirements, the uncertainty of the reference measurement

must be smaller than that of the satellite-derived values [Widlowski, 2015], which

necessitates the reliable estimation of uncertainty. To compute a reliable estimation

of uncertainty, a reference quantity in which to compare it against should be should

be a) unambiguously defined, b) unbiased and c) have reliable estimates of uncer-

tainty. Subsequent analysis of conformity to quality requirements needs clearly

defined quality requirements and conformity-testing methods.

3.4.1 Reliable estimation of uncertainty

Unambiguous definitions of both the reference and validation quantities are re-

quired, to ensure quality assessment among the same parameters. For land surface

albedo, the definition is fairly well defined with respect to spectral or broadband

albedo and illumination conditions. For LAI and FAPAR however, definitions are

far more ambiguous. Validation strategies suffer the same ambiguous definitions

as for EO products. Additional ambiguity are introduced in the validation of LAI

related to the definition of effective or true values, assumptions due to randomly

or non-randomly distributed foliage, assumptions made by optical sensors that of-

ten measure PAI rather than LAI and even definition of overstory or understory LAI

[Garrigues et al., 2008]. For FAPAR, optical sensors tend to measure the total rather
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then green or foliage FAPAR, where as satellite estimates tend to measure the green

or foliage FAPAR.

In the second stage, reference quantities should be unbiased and have reliable

estimations of uncertainty. The former point is a contentious issues in evaluating

the accuracy of validation strategies, as the ’truth’ value can rarely be known ex-

actly, although some methods can come close (e.g. intensive litter harvesting in

crop canopies to determine LAI). However, even the most intensive field campaigns

may not be able to provide rigorous information as to the quality of ground mea-

surements, and their associated suitability in validation of EO datasets. As a result,

the reference values of a target parameter are rarely unbiased. While sensor inter-

comparison and benchmarking can be useful to highlight differences in methodolo-

gies, with respect to quality assurance, the choice of reference product in which to

benchmark other products against is fundamental. Given the complex multi-stage

retrieval of EO products, reliable uncertainty information from uncertainty trace-

ability chains are difficult to achieve. As a result, a major issue with sensor inter-

comparison methods is that the reference product can never be adequate for quality

assurance. Reference values are often defined as an indirect measurement of the

parameter, or the average between different methods. However, even ground-based

observations are not necessarily unbiased, as they often infer the target quantity

rather than measure it per se, such as the indirect methods used to measure LAI and

FAPAR.

Reliable estimations of the uncertainty of validation strategies should be fully

characterised and traceable, but the quantification of uncertainty in validation strate-

gies is far from trivial. For example, contributions towards uncertainty in field

measurements can depend on measurement and instrument error, operator error,

environmental errors, field measurement protocol errors and errors associated with

upscaling. Some studies have been conducted to determine the uncertainty relating

to specific steps in validation strategies, relating to sensor calibration, processing,

sampling schemes, algorithms and ecosystems [Demarez et al., 2008, Majasalmi

et al., 2012, Weiss et al., 2004, Macfarlane, 2011, Stenberg, 1996].
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3.4.2 Quality requirements and conformity testing

3.4.2.1 Land surface albedo

For the secondary standard instruments used in validation networks outlined in Sec-

tion 3.3.4, WMO defines a maximum hourly measurement error of 3%, and a max-

imum daily measurement error of 2% with which albedometer measurements must

comply to, in order to be of use for EO validation [WMO, 2012]. For first standard

instruments (i.e. of moderate quality), hourly total uncertainties of 8% and daily

total uncertainties of 5% are acceptable, and for low quality instruments (i.e. for

low-cost networks where low performance is acceptable), uncertainties of 20% and

10% are adequate for hourly and daily totals respectively. A confidence interval of

95% is defined by WMO, for which land surface albedo should conform to. Ac-

cordingly, the coverage interval conformity testing approach can be used, or guard

bands can be used to achieve guarded acceptance or rejection approach.

3.4.2.2 LAI and FAPAR

Specific accuracy requirements are not actually defined for ground-based measure-

ments, so either the GCOS or WMO accuracy requirements for EO products are of-

ten adopted to determine accuracy requirements. Since the GCOS requirements de-

fine the accuracy in terms of temporal and spatial resolution, it may be assumed that

reference maps of upscaled point-based ground measurements at a specified time

stamp can be applied to the same definition of GCOS requirement. Consequently,

the same accuracy requirements used to determine the quality of ’reference’ ground

observations are also used to determine compliance of the EO products themselves.

Given that the uncertainty of the reference measurement must be smaller than that of

the satellite-derived values [Widlowski, 2015], applying the same quality require-

ments does not ensure that the ground observation has a smaller uncertainty than

the EO product. However, given the lack of requirements for ground observations

of LAI and FAPAR, the GCOS and WMO requirements are the best compromise.

The method of conformity testing is not defined by GCOS, however as out-

lined in Section 3.2.4, the OSCAR requirements database sets a confidence inter-
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val of 68% for ensemble retrievals. For individual retrievals, uncertainty relates

to the Maximum Permissable Error (MPE), which focuses on the deviation from a

qualified reference with a tolerance interval set to zero, tested using a guard band

k=2. This assumption may impact compliance or non-compliance of the ground-

observation. Ideally, GCOS should provide the method of compliancy testing in the

same way WMO provides for land surface albedo (i.e. confidence interval = 95%).

In the context of validation networks, confidence intervals could be used to deter-

mine that amount of retrievals within a geographical range, time frame or specific

sampling protocol must fall within the GCOS requirement.

3.4.3 Summary: Quality assurance for EO

While the presence of uncertainty in both reference and EO products is acknowl-

edge by GCOS [2010b], the means to incorporate these uncertainties in validation

strategies is not explicitly defined. Instead, it suggests that the Root Mean Square

Error (RMSE) or the mean can be chosen to quantify error, which does not make

use of traceable uncertainties that are increasingly being required by EO and valida-

tion communities. Standard protocols for the quantification of uncertainty, quality

requirement and subsequent conformity testing of both reference and EO products

do not yet currently exist among scientific communities.

As a result, the 2016 GCOS implementation plan proposed Action T37

[GCOS, 2016], which refers to Quality of ground-based reference sites for LAI

and FAPAR, with a proposed action plan to:

1. Improve the quality and number of ground-based reference sites for FAPAR

and LAI.

2. Agree on measurement standards and protocols.

3. Conduct systematic and comprehensive evaluation of ground-based measure-

ments for building reference network sites.

GCOS [2016] propose these actions plans with the foreseen benefit of ensuring

quality assurance of LAI and FAPAR products. Given GCOS states that ”the qual-

ity of ground-based measurements estimates is inadequate, there is also a need to
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address these action plans to provide quality assurance for FAPAR products in the

context of GCOS, and to provide quality assurance information to groups involved

in the validation of FAPAR products for past, current or planned sites, networks and

field campaigns.

Defining a standard protocol for the quality assessment of EO products needs

the quantification of traceable uncertainties with respect to a ’truth’ value. Figure

1.2 in Chapter 1 outlines this problem schematically, where C is the ’candidate’

observation, i.e. the EO-derived quantity, R the ’reference’ observation which are

described in the validation strategy and T the ’truth’ value of the quantity which has

zero uncertainty. Given uncertainty distributions for both reference and EO prod-

ucts, an apparent error exists between the candidate and reference observation, and

a reference error between reference and truth observation. Determining both errors

is complex due to the estimation of traceable and trustable uncertainty information

of both methods. The most difficult part of the uncertainty analysis process is the

definition of an unbiased ’truth’ value. In the context of the objectives of this thesis,

the use of 3D Radiative Transfer (RT) canopy reflectance models are suggested as

an alternative method to provide quality assurance information of both the reference

and EO products, as well as benchmarking the algorithms, assumptions and short-

cuts used in providing both products. The subsequent section will introduce canopy

reflectance modelling, and its role in quality assurance of EO products.

3.5 Canopy reflectance modelling

3.5.1 Background

The signal received by remote sensing sensors provide quantitative information on

the state variables that control the radiation budget in a given media from the en-

ergy source to the detector [Verstraete et al., 1996, Widlowski, 2001]. With respect

to vegetation canopies, the radiation budget describes how fractions of scattered

and absorbed radiation are a function of canopy optical properties and structure

[Smolander and Stenberg, 2005]. The received remote sensed signal therefore car-

ries information on the structural and biophysical characteristics of a canopy.
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Canopy reflectance models that simulate the radiation budget within vegetation

canopies can be used to in two modes. In the first mode, models can be used to

estimate the signal measured by a remote sensing instrument given that all values of

the state variables are known and exact conditions of an EO observation can be be

specified in advance [Widlowski, 2001, Verstraete and Pinty, 1999]. This approach

is otherwise known as the forward (direct) method, and can be used to understand

how state variables can influence a signal [Smolander and Stenberg, 2005]. The

second mode involves inverting the model against data sets to retrieve the state

variables, and is defined as the inverse (indirect) mode. This approach can aid the

interpretation of EO observations [Goel, 1988]. Canopy reflectance models can

be broadly categorised into either analytical or physically-based methods [Disney

et al., 2000]. The various approaches for canopy reflectance modelling are briefly

described below.

3.5.2 Analytical models

Analytical models relate canopy optical and structural parameters to canopy scatter-

ing and absorption [Kuusk, 1995], and are generally the simplest canopy reflectance

model. They provide mathematical descriptions of reflectance (bi-directional re-

flectance function: BRF) patterns in specific datasets under varying illumination and

view angles. Numerous analytical canopy reflectance models have been developed,

and generally rely on either Geometrical Optical (GO) models or Radiative Trans-

fer (RT) theory. Considering the former method, GO models include linear kernel

drivel models that compute the BRF from volume and surface scattering character-

istics from anisotropic functions [Roujean et al., 1992, Wanner et al., 1995]. The

latter approach revolves around the radiative transfer theory, and associated solu-

tions to the radiative transfer equation [Rahman et al., 1993, Verstraete et al., 1990,

Knyazikhin and Marshak, 1991, Verhoef, 1984, Knyazikhin et al., 1998]. The main

advantages of analytical models lie in their simplicity and speed, as well as the abil-

ity to describe the overall effects of canopy biophysical parameters on the radiation

budget. As a result they have been used for numerical inversion schemes that require

repeated forward modelling [Disney et al., 2000]. Although analytical models are
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appropriate in certain applications, in other applications a more flexible approach is

required that is able to explicitly state on the hypotheses on which the models are

based on [Widlowski, 2001]. In these applications, physically-based approaches are

more suitable.

3.5.3 Physically-based models

The key to a physically-based model lies in the consideration of fundamental radia-

tion transport physics between energy source to detector [Lewis, 1999]. Given that

they are based on physical processes, their parameters have physical meaning, and

therefore it is possible to a) set the limits of model applicability [Widlowski, 2001]

and b) evaluate the model performance, since it possible to make a-priori estimates

of the state variables. These two key points set out the primary advantages in any

physical model.

A wide range of physically-based canopy reflectance models have been de-

veloped to describe the shortwave radiation regime in vegetation canopies, where

Goel and Thompson [2000] characterised them into i) turbid medium models that

assume the volumetric medium is a horizontally uniform slab [Widlowski, 2010], ii)

geometric models that use geometric objects such as spheres and ellipsoids [Chen

et al., 2000], iii) hybrid models that combine these two models [Welles and Nor-

man, 1991], and iv) computer simulation models where the canopy is represented by

3D geometric principles with associated scattering directionality properties [Goel,

1988].

Lewis [1999] defined the five main elements which need to be considered in

any physical model of canopy reflectance:

1. Describe the canopy and scene architecture

2. Describe the scattering properties of the elements within the scene

3. Describe the illumination conditions

4. Describe the sensor characteristics that are of interest to the study
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5. Provide a numerical solution for the radiative transfer from illumination to

source via the canopy

These elements set out the major issues that should be considered when devel-

oping physically-based models, whereby different models treat each element with a

relative importance determined by the application underlying the conception of the

model. Each of the group of models characterised by Goel and Thompson [2000]

are described briefly below.

3.5.4 Turbid medium models

Turbid medium models simplify the description of vegetation canopies so scattering

and absorption can be modelled, and represent vegetation as horizontally homoge-

neous layers filled with a turbid medium consisting of randomly oriented scattering

elements (Figure 3.8). Statistical density distributions of infinitely small planar ele-

ments [Smolander and Stenberg, 2005] are used to describe the locations of scatter-

ing elements within a canopy. Given that scatterers are homogeneously distributed

and their size is not considered, turbid medium models cannot represent patterns in

BRF due to the heterogeneous distribution of scatterers (shadows) and due to dif-

fering size and orientation of scatterings (the hot-spot effect) [Kuusk, 1995, Hapke,

1986, Pinty and Verstraete, 1998, Marshak, 1989]. Accordingly, physically-based

models require the advancement to represent 3D canopies as i) geometric objects

such as spheres and ellipsoids [Chen et al., 2000] or ii) as geometric objects that

contain turbid medium models (hybrid method).

3.5.5 Geometric Optical (GO) models

Geometric Optical (GO) models simulate the reflectance signal of 3D objects using

geometry to define their structure and dimension. The 3D objects are described by

geometric principles (e.g. ellipsoids, spheres, cylinders, cones) with pre-defined

crown sizes and spatial dimensions [Peddle et al., 2003], such as the ellipsoids

demonstrated by Figure 3.9. GO models then characterise the forest stands from

the fractions of shadow, sunlit background and sunlit canopy under specified illu-

mination and viewing angles. GO modelling for remote sensing was first developed
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Figure 3.8: Representation of 25 × 25 m2 turbid medium homogeneous canopy from
RAMI-3 phase [Widlowski et al., 2007]

by Li and Strahler [1985] and Li and Strahler [1986a], who represented conifer

trees as simple cones. Their model was further developed to include ellipsoidal

crowns and mutual shadowing [Li and Strahler, 1992]. Several other GO models

have since been developed, for example Chen and Leblanc [2001] and Leblanc and

Chen [2000]. A full review and evaluation of different models can be found in Chen

and Leblanc [2001].

3.5.6 Hybrid methods

The GO approach was further developed to consider a vegetation canopy as a set

of GO ’envelopes’ containing a collection of scattering elements. Shadowing at the

stand level is modelled following the GO approach described above, and scatter-

ing at the leaf-level is generally modelled by the law of attenuation using Beer’s

law or radiative transfer. This hybrid approach therefore relies on the simulation

of path length within crowns and gap probabilities between stands [Li et al., 1995].

Examples of hybrid models include Li and Strahler [1986b], Roujean et al. [1992]

and Li and Garand [1994], who use non-overlapping opaque blocks modelled us-

ing the GO theory and radiative transfer to describe the attenuation within blocks.

Goel and Grier [1988] and Bégué [1992] modelled the reflectance of heterogeneous

clumped canopies by combining the GO and RT technique, where the latter rep-
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Figure 3.9: Representation of 3D canopy representations in Geometric Optical (GO) mod-
els [Jones and Vaughan, 2011]

resented regular-clumped canopies as cylinders. The key advantages of the hybrid

approach lie in its ability to accurately describe scattering and interception within

crown envelopes and consider effects of heterogeneous canopies, such as shadowing

and hot-spot effects.

3.5.7 Physical Radiative Transfer (RT) models

Physically-based Radiative Transfer (RT) models can be generally be defined in

two ways: 1) by treating the canopy as a set of statistics ensembles in a volume

with average properties or distributions functions [Pinty and Verstraete, 1998], or

2) by describing the canopy elements deterministically from the outset, then the av-

erage of the interactions can be used to compute the simulated signal [Disney et al.,

2000]. The former theory requires that all optical properties are approximated by

volume averaged parameters in a canopy that is treated as a horizontally homoge-

neous volume [North, 1996]. Such an approach allows the analytical solution to the

radiative transfer problem by two-stream approximation multiple scattering. The

volume can be defined as a slab of infinite horizontal extent, or it can be bounded

by a geometric object [Bégué, 1992]. A more flexible approach implemented in
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Discrete anisotropic radiative transfer (DART) [Gastellu-Etchegorry et al., 1996]

defines the volume by gridded 3D voxel cells, adapted from the model of Kirchner

et al. [1982].

While this approach is attractive due to the few parameters required, the large

amount of assumptions results in a loss of information, and it is difficult to extend

the horizontally homogeneous volume assumption to forest modelling. The latter

method on the other hand requires the explicit 3D description of the location, size,

shape and interaction properties of every scatterer within the scene, making few

assumptions [Disney et al., 2000]. Solutions to the radiative transfer equation by

3D physically-based RT models are based around two main methods: 1) Radios-

ity methods and 2) Ray tracing methods. Both approaches are based around and

have benefited from the computer graphics approach, in terms of development and

abilities to represent high levels of realism [Govaerts, 1996].

3.5.8 Radiosity

Radiosity methods are based on the radiation balance from a finite number of dis-

crete scatterers [Borel et al., 1991] and light scattering between perfectly diffuse

surfaces. A target can be divided into n patches, defined by its own emissivity

and reflectivity, where each patch exchanges radiation with other patches. The rate

at which energy leaves a patch (the radiosity) can be computed from the sum of

the rates in which patches reflect or transmit energy to another patch [Foley et al.,

1992]. The resulting Bi-Directionalal Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF)

is independent of view, and depends on the canopy geometry. Borel et al. [1991]

found that in the simulation of a remotely sensed signal, radiosity and ray tracing

techniques were comparable. While this method is computationally heavy due to

the amount of view factors required to simulate radiosity, the simulation only needs

to be performed once for any illumination angle.

3.5.9 Ray Tracing

Ray tracing methods are developed from computer graphics techniques [Govaerts,

1996], and are based around simulating the chain of scattering events that a pho-
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ton will encounter through its trajectory [North, 1996]. In ray tracing, the radiative

transfer problem is solved within a canopy by tracing rays propagated from a source

to the sensor (forward) or from the sensor to the source (reverse), tracing the col-

lisions of photon trajectories with elements in the canopy [Disney et al., 2000].

The model traces the collisions of the propagated photon trajectories with scatter-

ers within the scene. Scatterers are defined with a specific interaction model that

defines the type of interaction (reflectance, absorption or transmission) when a ray

intersects with a canopy element, and in the case of reflectance or transmittance,

the direction of further propagation to simulate reflectance [Widlowski, 2010]. This

approach requires the location, orientation, size and shape of each scatterer to be

known [Govaerts and Verstraete, 1998]. Defining the modelling process in such a

way is a complex problem that requires an effective sampling scheme. Monte Carlo

(MC) sampling methods are an effective method for the stochastic sampling of the

scattering phase function of any individual sampler. MC methods can be used for

photon trajectory sampling based on their ability to solve large multidimensional

problems, by stochastically sampling the probability density function of the scat-

tering behaviour of photons [Halton, 1970]. The first developed MC ray tracing

(MCRT) radiative transfer models were developed in the late-1980s with Ross and

Marshak [1988]’s MCRT model, followed by FLIGHT [North, 1996], raytran [Go-

vaerts, 1996], librat (formerly drat) [Lewis, 1999] and RaySpread [Widlowski et al.,

2006b].

Since MCRT models are able to deal with 3D canopies of any complexity level,

they are ideally suited to modelling a remote sensing signal. 3D MCRT models

have been used to simulate top-of-canopy bidirectional reflectances [Ross and Mar-

shak, 1988], LIDAR [Disney et al., 2010], flux measurements such as FAPAR [Wid-

lowski, 2010] and LAI [Fournier et al., 1996]. They have allowed the investigation

of impacts of illumination and viewing angle on reflectances, on canopy structure

[España et al., 1999], on the simulation of sensor response functions [Newton et al.,

1991] and the impact of topographic effects [Burgess et al., 1995]. As with all other

canopy reflectance models, MCRT models also have some limitations. First and
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foremost, they are computationally heavy and slow in comparison to other models.

For this reason, 3D MCRT models cannot be used for real-time applications, nor can

they be run over large scales. Secondly, MCRT models cannot be inverted, as scat-

terers within the scenes are defined explicitly by location, size, shape, orientation

and scattering properties. The final limitation is related to the 3D canopy defined

independently of the model. In any 3D canopy reflectance model, the results are

only as good as the input virtual scene [Disney, 2016].

3.6 Model-based QA

Given a literature review of the current state of quality assurance of EO products

of vegetation flux and structure, traceable and trustable uncertainty information is

still lacking. Current levels of conformity against defined quality requirements is

therefore incomplete, as missing uncertainty information is not considered. Valida-

tion procedures are used to determine the compliancy of EO products, where unbi-

ased methods are needed to test the suitability of validation strategies for evaluating

the compliance of EO products. Ground-based observations are the most common

method of global validation, but evaluating their compliance against corresponding

accuracy requirements is hindered by difficulties in defining an independent unbi-

ased reference. 3D model-based frameworks have been recognised as an alternative

method for assess the uncertainty and associated conformity to accuracy require-

ments.

3D modelling can provide an alternative method to address these requirements.

Within the limits of their simulation paradigm [Widlowski, 2015], model-based QA

have been recognised as a means of providing uncertainty information for EO prod-

ucts by GCOS [GCOS, 2010b]. Models can be used to assess the uncertainties intro-

duced during validation campaigns, as it avoids comparing the field measurements

against a ’true’ value that does not in reality reflect the truth and may itself have

large uncertainties. The 3D modelling approach is a flexible and non-destructive

approach that can be used to benchmark the protocols used to conduct field mea-

surement campaigns against a known ’truth’, and can therefore benefit validation
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communities for Earth Observation (EO).

Few studies have implemented a 3D modelling framework for estimating un-

certainties resulting from field measurement protocols, however the approach is

beginning to gain interest due to its acknowledgement by CEOS LPV and GCOS

as an alternative and useful method. Jonckheere et al. [2006], Leblanc and Fournier

[2014] and Woodgate et al. [2017] have used a 3D modelling framework to vali-

date LAI retrievals using ray tracing models, and Widlowski [2010] examined the

uncertainties arising from the measurement of instantaneous FAPAR from PAR sen-

sors in open canopy forests. Calders et al. [2015] propose how a 3D forest recon-

structed from Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) data may be used determine uncer-

tainty traceability FAPAR and LAI from LAI-2200 and DHP instruments. As yet,

no detailed studies have been conducted that aim to determine exact contributions

to uncertainty that can be used to assess the accuracies of validation protocols, and

can determine levels of conformity to accuracy requirements.



Chapter 4

Monte Carlo Ray Tracing and 3D

Canopies

This Chapter describes first the 3D Monte Carlo Ray Tracing (MCRT) radiative

model used throughout this thesis to address the stated aims and objectives, and

second the identified virtual scenarios used within Chapters 5-7.

4.1 3D Monte Carlo Ray Tracing Model: Raytran

In order to address RQs 2-5, the research design (Chapter 2) outlined the need for

a 3D radiative transfer model able to satisfy three conditions. First and foremost,

the model must be a validated model, either against actual measurements or using

model inter-comparison. Secondly, the model must be able to perform simulations

in complex 3D realistic canopies while simultaneously allowing efficient computa-

tions. Thirdly, the model must be able to simulate BRF and/or fluxes measured by

a sensor so that no further uncertainties are introduced during modelling. Among

the optical canopy reflectance models introduced in Chapter 3, 3D Monte Carlo

Ray Tracing (MCRT) radiative transfer (RT) models are able to address the above

requirements. The model used in this study is raytran [Govaerts, 1996, Govaerts

and Verstraete, 1998], an MCRT model that meets the conditions outlined above;

namely it is a trusted and validated model that is able to reflect accurately the be-

haviour of a sensor and the radiation transfer theory within 3D realistic canopies.
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4.1.1 Description of the model

Raytran typically works in the forward mode, describing the radiative transfer pro-

cess on a ray-by-ray basis, by tracing each ray from energy source to sensor through

all interactions to eventual absorption or exit of the canopy Govaerts [1996]. Ray-

tran assumes that a) geometrical optics can be used to describe light propagation, b)

incident radiation can be described using a finite number of non-interacting rays, c)

when a ray-object interaction occurs along the trajectory of the ray, that ray is scat-

tered in one direction as a result of elastic scattering conditions, d) the structural

properties of the volume can be defined independently using geometric principles

and e) optical properties of scatterers are described with a probability density func-

tion. Structural, spectral and illumination condition information must be described

prior to running the model, which lends itself to describing scenarios flexibly and

of arbitrary complexity independently from the model.

4.1.2 Scene description

An arbitrarily complex scene is described in terms of geometric principles with

corresponding interaction properties. Within raytran, geometric primitives include

discs, cones, spheres, cylinders, triangles, planes and polygons, all characterised by

their location, dimension and orientation. Geometric primitives can be aggregated

using Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) methods, to produce objects ranging in

complexity, and once created can be instantiated at will. In the case of a complex

vegetation canopy, this could involve creating an instance of a leaf or needle using

geometric primitives, then creating a tree using this leaf instantiation or geometric

objects (e.g. simple triangles) and geometric primitives to reconstruct the branches,

trunks or twigs. The individual tree is then placed within a ’scene landscape’ in a

specified spatial distribution alongside any other number of tree representations to

ultimately create a canopy scene. Raytran supports linear transformations of objects

(primitives or aggregate objects), defined in terms of 1) translation, which defines

the movement of an object by delta (dx, dy, dz), 2) rotation, which defines the

rotation (counter-clockwise) of the object about a given axis and 3) scaling, which

can rescale the object by a resize vector.
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4.1.3 Illumination conditions

Raytran requires the description of the illumination characteristics of the scene, in

terms of the extent and location of an energy source from which rays are generated,

according to a specific light model. Energy sources can be located inside or outside

of the ’world’ object, and can be combined to simulate complex illumination condi-

tions. The main area energy sources are a) rectangular, defined by the corners of the

scene at z height (often just above the scene highest z value), b) point source, located

at position x,y,z or c) circular energy source with radius and position x,y,z. Emission

direction distribution functions can be defined in terms of direct or isotropic energy

sources. If the energy source is placed above the scene, the direction vector will be

x,y,-z, which defines the rays propagating downwards.

4.1.4 Ray generation and tracing

Once a ray, k, is emitted from a light source, it is tagged by a set of parameters

describing the event, εk j , εk j =
{

r j;Ω j;TJ;Ol
}

, whereby r j is the position vector

indicating the origin of the ray, Ω j is the unit vector that describes the direction

of travel, Tj defines the type of j-th interaction (reflection, absorption, emission or

transmission) and Ol the l-th object where the interaction occurs. For every new

interaction encountered along the ray trajectory, another event is added to the ray

profile. This method allows the easy extraction of relevant information during the

measurement procurement step. Figure 4.1 shows the set-up of light source and ray

tracing within a canopy scene [Govaerts, 1996].

4.1.5 Localisation of ray-surface interaction

Determining the point of intersection between a ray and the surface closest to the ray

origin is the basic operation of a ray tracing models. To determine the position of

an intersection point, an optimised geometrical sorting algorithm is used following

Arvo and Kirk [1989]. This method involves bounding individual or multiple ob-

jects in bounding boxes, and/or subdividing the entire scene uniformly into smaller

volumes called ’voxels’, so that if a ray does not interact with a bounding box or

voxel, it will not need to be checked for intersections. The choice of using the
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of ray tracing within the ’world’ object in raytran from light source,
through interactions and eventual absorption or exit of rays [Govaerts, 1996]

bounding box or voxel method depends on the object distribution within the scene.

4.1.6 Ray interaction, propagation and determination of new di-

rection

Since phase and polarisation effects are not simulated, rays are characterised by

their wavelength, origin and direction. As outlined above, a ray profile is described

by a series of events described by r j, Ω j, Tj and Ol . Once a ray, k, interacts with

the first object, Ol with an interaction type Tj and an origin position vector r j, a

new direction Ω1 is modelled with empirical or physically based equations, which

define the optical properties of the object. Interaction models describe the scattering

process of a ray with the intersection of two media, and plus potential propagation

within the media. Interaction models should provide information on Tj, the new

direction Ω1 based on knowledge of the incident ray direction Ω0, the intersection

coordinates r1 and surface normal to that point ΩL. In the case of raytran, me-

dia interactions are considered homogeneous in the sense that physical properties

describing ray propagation are considered identical everywhere.
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When a light beam propagates, it loses intensity due either to absorption by the

medium or by scattering. Raytran considers two types of homogeneous interaction

media; a homogeneous non-scattering medium (HNSM) and a homogeneous scat-

tering medium (HSM). The former assumes that the attenuation of radiation field

intensity is due to absorption only and therefore energy is transformed into another

form, and the latter assumes attenuation of the radiation field in one direction is due

to absorption and scattering, therefore energy will reappear in another direction.

The two interaction model types will be further described below.

4.1.6.1 Homogeneous non-scattering medium interaction model

(HNSM)

The HNSM interaction model utilises geometric optical laws which define the typ-

ical behaviour of light at the interface between two homogeneous media. When a

ray falls onto the boundary between two homogeneous media of different optical

properties, the ray can be split into two waves; a transmitted wave proceeding into

the second media and a reflected wave that is propagated back into the first media.

The HNSM interaction model decides to trace either the transmitted or reflected

ray using Fresnels formulae, which describes reflectance assuming non absorbing

media and unpolarised incident radiation, and optical properties defined with an in-

dex of refraction n and an absorption coefficient a. To determine Tj+1, the type of

interaction, a random number is generated over the interval [0,1] such that a ray is

reflected if u < F(θ
′
1,n1,n1), otherwise it is transmitted. In theory, light reflection

is affected by both absorption and refraction, however if the absorption coefficient

is small then reflection may be well approximated using Fresnel’s formulae.

Fresnel’s formulae are valid only when the plane surface in question is infi-

nite, however object surface at the point of intersection is large with respect to the

wavelength, then Fresnel’s equations may be applied. The direction of reflection

may be defined by Glassner’s equation and transmission (refracted) direction can

be described by the law of refraction or Snell’s law [Glassner, 1989]. Ray propaga-

tion within a HNSM can be described by Beer’s law, which defines the extinction

coefficient κ 0, and is related to the absorption coefficient by a = 4πκ0
λ0

. The ab-
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Figure 4.2: Scattering distributions implemented within raytran

sorption coefficient is used to estimate the ray free path da which will be absorbed

when the mean free path length da is smaller than the maximum distance that may

be covered in the medium, i.e da < dm. Lambertian, Gaussian, Torrance-Sparrow

[Torrance et al., 1966] and SOILSPEC [Jacquemoud et al., 1992] scattering distribu-

tion functions are implemented. Figure 4.2 shows a how each of these distributions

scattering incoming rays (light photons). Lambertian scattering can be associated

to leaf transmittance in wavelengths [Brakke et al., 1989] and is primarily a func-

tion of leaf interior properties through multiple scattering. In reality Lambertian

scattering only reflects snow and ice surfaces. Gaussian distributions represent the

specular component of reflectance, and classically represents a mirrored surface.

Reflectance in vegetation canopies are neither fully specular (Gaussian) nor diffuse

(Lambertian). The Torrance-Sparrow distribution is designed for when αrλ > 1,

where αr is the surface roughness and λ the wavelength, and can be used along-

side the Gaussian distribution to define both specular and diffuse scattering. The

SOILSPEC distribution is associated with reflectance of bare soil.

4.1.6.2 Homogeneous scattering medium interaction model (HSM)

Within raytran, ray propagation in spatially homogeneous media is controlled by

simulations of the interaction types and scattering angles as before, and also by the

reckoning of actual distances between successive interactions. A scattering medium

is defined by an envelope surface which encloses a portion of space, and propaga-

tion may be affected by interaction with the envelope or objects inside the envelope.

Interaction of rays with the envelope is simulated with probability density func-

tions, and interaction inside the medium is defined with a Markov chain. The type

of interaction with the surface is defined first, then the outgoing direction. Only
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two probability density functions need to be defined; reflectance (ρ(θ1,φ1;θ2,φ2))

and transmittance (τ(θ1,φ1;θ2,φ2)) functions respectively. ρ(τ) describes the con-

ditional probability that a ray coming from the solid angle , centred on the direction

sinθ1dθ1dφ1 is reflected (transmitted) onto another angle sinθ2dθ2dφ2 centred in

the direction θ2,φ2. The type of interaction is simulated by generating a random

variable u uniformly distributed in [0,1] such that reflectance, transmission or ab-

sorption occurs. Scattering direction is simulated based on knowledge of the incom-

ing direction, surface normal and reflection or transmission probability functions.

Ray tracing within the scattering medium traces ray trajectories from entry

to exit. Scattering media are characterised by probability density functions and a

process of sampling used to generate a Markov’s chain. The probability density

functions determine the optical properties of the scattering elements and the struc-

tural properties of the medium. A discrete random walk process in the medium

is specified by simulation of the probability of collisions and scattering directions.

The path length da(Ω j) that a ray may travel after its last point of interaction within

a scattering media of optical depth τ(Ω j), is simulated by a random number u [0,1],

so that da(Ω j) = lnu/τ(Ω j) and the interaction will occur if da is contained in the

medium. In the case of finite-size oriented scatterers, Ω j (the normal to the inter-

section point) can be simulated with a random variate based on the scatterer normal

distribution functions.

4.1.7 Extraction of information from ray paths

Information from ray paths are pursued until a) an absorption event occurs, b) the

ray exits the ’world’ object in the upper boundary or c) a maximum event number

defined by the user is reached. In order to achieve energy conservation, laterally

exiting rays re-enter the world object through the opposite side of their departure

in the same direction of travel. Since the computed ray paths include position and

object at collision points, as well as the associated interaction type, virtual filters

can be applied to simulate specific measurements. A measurement can be applied

to rays that have encountered a certain type of interaction with a specific group of

objects, or that experience a specific interaction. Measurements that can be applied
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generally fall into three classes: 1) BRF values in a predefined azimuthal plane or

over an entire hemisphere, given user-defined angular intervals, 2) estimation of

vertical fluxes at user-specified heights and 3) ray counting that fulfils an event (or

series of events) criterion. Filters can be combined with logical operators to form

more complex filter expressions, and can be defined and applied simultaneously.

4.1.8 Model verification and applications

During the development of raytran, the model code was tested against the radia-

tive transfer MC model of [Ross and Marshak, 1988] and with field and goniometer

measurements [Govaerts, 1996, Govaerts and Verstraete, 1998], whereby raytran

was able to correctly simulate the reflectance variations both in shape and in in-

tensity. Since 1999, raytran in either its original form or further versions (current

version is 3.1.9 last updated in 2016) has been tested with other radiative transfer

models in the RAdiative-transfer Model Intercomparison (RAMI) exercise [Pinty

et al., 2001, 2004, Widlowski et al., 2007, 2008, 2013, 2015]. In earlier phases

of RAMI, it was selected as one of the 6 credible RT models [Widlowski, 2015],

and has been used as one of the ’reference’ models. In the RAMI-IV experiments,

’expert’ models are used as a surrogate truth in which to conduct the proficiency

testing in Widlowski et al. [2013], since the true values of the radiative quantities

are not known. Figure 4.3 shows the results presented in Widlowski et al. [2013]

for rayspread and librat single-scattered BRF against the corresponding analytical

solution for a set of homogeneous turbid medium canopies with uniform LND taken

from RAMI-3. These results prove that raytran/rayspread can simulate analytical

reference solutions to an accuracy of within 1%.

Raytran has been used to simulate a wide range of sensors and measurements

with varying applications, including aiding an optimised approach of satellite-based

MSG/SEVERI retrievals of surface reflectance and aerosol optical depth [Govaerts

and Lattanzio, 2008], investigating the impact of fires on surface albedo over Africa

[Govaerts et al., 2002], simulating the impact of 3D canopy structural represen-

tations in 3D radiative transfer models on canopy reflectances [Widlowski et al.,

2014], investigating the partitioning of horizontal radiative fluxes in 3D forest
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Figure 4.3: Figure 7 in [Widlowski, 2015] in RAMI-IV phase, comparison of rayspread and
librat 3D MCRT models for complex 3D scenes. Top panels show the different
between librat and raytran models for BRF (single uncollided, single uncol-
lided, multiple collided). Collided (uncollided) represents an interaction (non
interaction) with a scene element. The middle panels show the values of these
BRF. The bottom left and middle panels show the single collided BRF raytran
(in rayspread implementation) versus the analytical solution. Bias of analytical
solutions are computed at -0.9% and 0.14% for collided and uncollided BRF
respectively.
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canopy and its impacts on canopy absorption [Widlowski et al., 2006a], quantifying

uncertainties related to field-based observations of FAPAR [Widlowski, 2010] and

finally determining the synergy between 1D and 2D RT models in their extraction

of biophysical canopy parameters [Pinty et al., 2004]. Raytran is one of the few 3D

MCRT models of vegetation that exist, however others have been developed includ-

ing librat Lewis [1999], FLIGHT [North, 1996] and DART [Gastellu-Etchegorry

et al., 1996]. Raytran was chosen to address the thesis research questions based on

a number of reasons. Firstly, it is able to define explicitly 3D canopy structure and

perform efficient simulations without forcing a simplification on structure, such as

the voxel-based method employed within DART to more efficiently simulate bio-

physical observations. Secondly, it is able to simulate any sensor and therefore any

in-situ sensor, although librat and DART also have the same capabilities. Lastly,

and most importantly, in-house expertise in raytran at the place of thesis research

(Joint Research Centre: JRC) allowed support towards potential developments of

the model required for some of the functionalities used in this thesis. Examples

of further developments include parallelisation of raytran to perform simulations

on High Performance Computing (HPC) clusters that allow faster (or more) simu-

lations, file output to binary format for large files that are generated using certain

functionalities, addition of specific light models and additional measurement op-

tions.

4.2 Virtual canopies

In the application of MCRT canopy reflectance models, virtual scenes are defined

independently from the model as a set of geometric primitives of arbitrary complex-

ity. The virtual canopies included in this study are highly detailed canopy represen-

tations based on collected inventory data, or from Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS),

totalling 11 different 3D canopies described in Table 4.1. The canopies encom-

pass a range of ecosystem types, seasons, and canopy structural parameters. For

each canopy, structural and spectral information were required for each individual

leaf/needle, twig, branch and trunk, as well as information on the soil and/or under-
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story and tree placement structure within the canopy. Following the MODIS FAPAR

land cover definition [Friedl et al., 2002], the canopies constitute two deciduous

broadleaf forests (summer and winter), two evergreen needleleaf forests (summer

and winter), two savanna canopies, one shrubland canopy, two tropical forests and

two deciduous broadleaf crops in a regular planting structure. One savanna canopy

has two reconstructions of a 3D savanna canopy before and after fire scenarios, one

deciduous broadleaf crop has a further four representations of the canopy designed

to model the 3D structural changes during the growing season, and one deciduous

broadleaf crop has two further representations that alter the spatial heterogeneity of

the canopy.

4.3 Canopy descriptor parameters

Canopy descriptor parameters are computed for each canopy in order to charac-

terise the canopy plant density [/ha], the fractional coverage [Unitless], Leaf Area

Index (LAI) [Unitless] and a canopy heterogeneity index [Unitless]. Canopy plant

density is computed by simply counting the number of trees per hectare (100× 100

m2). Following the methodology outlined in the RAMI-IV experiments, fractional

coverage for each canopy is computed by 1-transmission. The LAI is simply com-

puted as the half one-sided leaf area per total surface area. This quantity is known

in absolute, since the exact area and number of leaves in each canopy is known.

For each canopy a landscape heterogeneity index was computed, so that the impact

of uncertainties due to landscape heterogeneity/homogeneity could be investigated.

κred was chosen a structural parameter as it is fairly easy to compute from BRF

satellite imagery, thus can be computed over in-situ sites of interest that often have

existing literature or data relating to the BRF of sites. κred defines the Minnaert

function parameter, which is one the parameters extracted from the decomposition

of BRF using the Rahman-Pinty-Verstraete (RPV) model [Rahman et al., 1993].

Considering that the directional pattern of solar radiation in the red spectral wave-

length is mainly controlled by the geometric arrangements of the elements within

the canopy [Pinty et al., 2002], the κ parameter in the red spectral domain (κred)
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Canopy ID Plant density [/ha] Fractional Coverage [%] LAI Canopy Heterogeneity (κred)
DE BLF SUM 919 0.50 3.44 1.19
DE BLF WIN 919 0.25 0.03 0.71
DE BLC CITRUS 991 0.39 2.69 1.51
DE BLC CITRUS HET1 793 0.23 2.22 1.25
DE BLC CITRUS HET2 991 0.49 1.59 0.42
DE BLC POP 11841 0.39 3.2 1.64
DE BLC POP 03 11,841 0.25 0.30 0.94
DE BLC POP 10 11,841 0.34 1.00 1.14
DE BLC POP 24 11,841 0.43 2.40 1.29
DE BLC POP 40 11,841 0.45 4.00 1.72
EV NLF SUM 996 0.41 2.30 1.23
EV NLF WIN 991 0.13 0.75 1.24
SAV 1 20 0.16 0.30 0.98
SAV PRE 96 0.37 0.46 1.14
SAV POST 96 0.37 0.46 1.01
SHRUB 203 0.17 2.10 1.11
TROP PERU 267 0.72 5.30 0.74
TROP GABON 450 0.95 5.50 0.66

Table 4.2: Canopy structural parameters for each scenario: density of plants per hectare
[/ha], fractional coverage [%], LAI and canopy heterogeneity (κred)

was demonstrated to quantify the degree to which the angular variations in the BRF

field represent a bowl- or bell-shaped anisotropy pattern [Gobron et al., 2002]. The

former bowl-shaped pattern is represented by κred <1, and is indicative of optically

thick 1D canopies. The latter bell-shaped pattern is indicated by κred >1, which

occurs in the presence of either homogeneous or heterogeneous canopies, so long

as the dominant structures are dark and vertically oriented with relatively bright

soil background, with either sparse or clumped distribution. Accordingly, relatively

clumped or heterogeneous canopies with large spatial and spectral variation be-

tween foliage and soil are represented by a κred >1, and optically thick canopies

such as dense homogeneous or sparse canopies can be represented by a κred <1.

The method outlined in Widlowski et al. [2001] and Widlowski et al. [2004] to as-

sign a measure of canopy heterogeneity for each scenario was followed, using the

anisotropy reflectance patterns in the red spectral range to describe each canopy as

more optically thick 1D, or more vertically oriented clumped canopies.

Canopy descriptor parameters are documented in Table 4.2 for each scenario,

with the associated canopy ID. The following section will describe the canopies

outlined in Table 4.1. Spectral properties used for foliage, bark and background

elements for each canopy are demonstrated in Figures 4.4-4.6. Figure 4.7 shows

simulated images of each of the 3D canopy representations.
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Figure 4.4: Foliage reflectance properties used in simulations for each canopy scenario.
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Figure 4.5: Wood reflectance properties used in simulations for each canopy scenario.
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Figure 4.6: Soil/understory reflectance properties used in simulations for each canopy sce-
nario.
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Figure 4.7: Simulated images of each canopy scenario given a specified canopy structure
and optical properties of the canopy elements.

4.3.1 Deciduous broadleaf forest (Estonia)

A deciduous broadleaf forest in Järvselja, Estonia was generated based on inven-

tory data collected during both summer and winter [Kuusk et al., 2008, 2009,

2010], constituting two broadleaf forest canopies (summer; DE BLF SUM, win-

ter; DE BLF WIN). The virtual trees (dominated by birch trees with some pine)

were generated by Kuusk et al. [2008], using site-specific allometric equations for

crown radius and length, and tree height, then input into the xfrog software [Lin-

termann and Deussen, 1999]. To generate the unique virtual trees, the range of

measured tree heights was discretised in height intervals, and a single unique tree
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reconstructed generated for the height within each interval, in addition to architec-

tural information and existing tree libraries within the xfrog software. After the gen-

eration of single virtual tree reconstructions, the tree instance was randomly rotated

in the azimuth direction and placed in a location based on inventory information.

Of these trees, the deciduous stand is dominated by three main tree species; birch

(57%), alder (29.5%) and aspen (11%), with a lower layer that contains spruce and

linden trees. The final canopy scene has an area of 105.5 × 106.2 m2 with 1029

trees at a maximum tree height of 25.49 m. Foliage and bark spectra (Directional-

hemispherical reflectance) were measured for each species using an ASD FieldSpec

Pro spectroradiometer (Analytic Spectral Devices, Boulder CO), where examples

can be found in Figure 4.4 (foliage spectra) and Figure 4.5 (bark spectra). Ground

reflectance was measured similarly at 9 points in the canopy, constituting a mix of

both soil and understory vegetation (Figure 4.6).

The winter version of this canopy, DE BLF WIN is simply a leaf-off represen-

tation of the summer canopy. All foliage elements were removed from deciduous

trees within the canopy, leaving foliage elements only for the Norway spruce trees

which composed the lower canopy layer, constituting 39 out of 1029 total trees. In

addition, the ground reflectance was classified as a typical snow reflectance spectra

(Figure 4.6), and Lambertian scattering assumed. Bark and spruce foliage spectra

were considered the same as the summer canopy.

4.3.2 Evergreen needleleaf forest (Estonia)

The summer canopy (EV NLF SUM) is based on measurements collected in

Järvselja, Estonia [Kuusk et al., 2008, 2009, 2010]. The canopy was inventoried

in 2007 over an area of 105.932 × 106.118 m2. 11 individual tree representations

were generated using the xfrog software based on site-specific allometric equations

for tree height, crown radius and crown length. 10 of the individual tree repre-

sentations were Scots pine Pinus Sylvestris, where shoots were modelled based on

Smolander and Stenberg [2003] and 1 was birch (Betula Pendula), with a maxi-

mum tree height of 18.56 m. Spectral properties were measured in the same way

the deciduous broadleaf forest canopy as described above.
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4.3.3 Evergreen needleleaf forest (Switzerland)

A winter evergreen needleleaf canopy (EV NLF WIN) is based on measurements

collected in the eastern Ofenpass valley of Switzerland by Morsdorf et al. [2004].

Tree models were generated using the xfrog software, with input parameters related

to information on tree crown extracted from LiDAR measurements based at the site.

Similar to the Järvselja canopies, tree height information was collected throughout

the field campaign. Intervals of 12 tree heights were selected for a range of tree

heights sampled over several hundred Mountain Pine trees. Tree models were then

based on the tree height of each interval, where individual shoots were modelled

by Smolander and Stenberg [2003], and ultimately generating in 12 Pinus Montana

(Mountain Pine) individual tree representations. The maximum tree height of trees

placed within the canopy is set to 15 m. The canopy covers an area of 103.1 ×

103.2 m2, whereby a total 991 trees were placed at locations derived from airborne

studies. 250 shrubs were generated and placed randomly throughout the scene,

with heights of 1 m in order to mimic the understory of the Ofenpass forest. Lastly,

in addition to the 991 live Pinus Montana tree models, one dead tree representation

was also modelled with a height of approximately 10 m. 120 dead trees were placed

within the scene in order to match inventory data that suggests that dead standing

trees contribute to 20% of the overall tree cover within the Ofenpass forest canopies.

Spectral properties were measured using an ASD FieldSpec Pro spectroradiometer,

and collecting in the nadir configuration 1.5 m above the ground within 2 hours of

solar noon [Kötz et al., 2004]. The soil background of the forest was assumed flat,

and ground reflectance was measured in a transect of 10-40 measurement points,

constituting a mix of both soil and understory vegetation.

4.3.4 Deciduous broadleaf crop: Poplar (Italy)

The DE BLC POP canopy represents a deciduous broadleaf crop, based on inven-

tory measurements made in Lombardy, Italy [Zenone et al., 2009]. 6 individual tree

models of the Popular Nigra species are parameterised using an L-system based

modelling system using the arbaro software [Weber and Penn, 1995]. The scene

covers an area of 99.8 × 100.9 m2 , with a maximum tree height of 3.41 m, and
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a total of 11924 virtual tree reconstructions are placed in the scene. The trees are

planted in double rows, with the distance between the centre of a double row and

the next being 3.55 m. The distance between rows in each double row is 0.375

m. Each unique plant is rotated randomly in the azimuth direction. The distance

between neighbouring trees in each row is 0.45 m and 2% of the trees are missing.

As with the previous canopy descriptions, the background is assumed to be flat. The

LAI of the scene was set to that of a fully developed 1 year old canopy.

This canopy forms the basis of a further 4 canopies to represent the Populas

Nigra species at varying stages within the growing season (approximately April to

September). During this growing season, the Populas Nigra tree grows around 1.2

m. Therefore to represent the tree species throughout the growing season, both

the tree height and LAI is varied. The original 3D model of Populas Nigra is scaled

along the Z-axis by either increasing or reducing the height to represent 4 additional

scenes. The original scene is composed of leaves with a surface area of 43 cm2,

where the LAI of the additional scenes are varied by scaling the leaf along the

Y/Z axis. The following scenes are then created to represent different stages of the

growing season, starting from April:

• a scene with an LAI of 0.3 and tree heights scaled to 60 cm less than the

original (DE BLC POP 03) which represents the start of the growing season

• a scene with an LAI of 1.0 and tree heights scaled to 40 cm less than original

(DE BLC POP 10) the original scene with an LAI of 3.2, which represents

approximately day 205 in the year

• a scene with an LAI of 4.0 and tree heights scaled to 20 cm higher than the

original, also representing the peak in the growing season (DE BLC POP 40)

• a scene with an LAI of 2.4 and tree heights scaled to 40 cm higher than the

original, representing the end of the growing season (DE BLC POP 24).
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4.3.5 Deciduous broadleaf crop: Citrus (South Africa)

DE BLC CITRUS is a deciduous broadleaf crop based on a field campaign con-

ducted during 2006/2007 in Wellington, South Africa [Stuckens et al., 2009, Somers

et al., 2009]. Virtual tree models were created using the arbaro software [Weber

and Penn, 1995] to reconstruct 10 unique Citrus sinensis L. tree models, each with

unique spectral and structural characteristics. The canopy represents a 108.3 ×

103.9 m2 area with a maximum tree height of 4.12 m. The regular tree spacing

pattern was modelled by firstly rotating one of the ten unique tree models, then

placing a total of 1115 of the trees in rows along the Y-axis at 2 m spacing, with

an inter-row distance of 4.5 m. This tree spacing distribution aimed to resemble the

actual orchard spatial distribution found near Wellington, South Africa. In order

to simulate missing trees within the rows, 11% of the tree positions were omit-

ted. The background was assumed to be bare soil and free of grass or understory.

Accordingly, the soil background was modelled as a flat background whereby soil

reflectance measurements were taken at nadir 1 m above the soil within 1 hour of

solar noon on clear-sky days in order to minimise shadowing effects. Leaf and bark

reflectance were measured using a ASD FieldSpec Pro spectroradiometer. Solar

angle configurations with respect to the row structure is demonstrated in Figure 4.8.

Fluxes of energy are heterogeneous both spatially and in time, where the rates

of energy (flux) exchanges depend on vegetation properties (land cover classifi-

cation, vegetation structure), soil and/or understory properties and topography, as

well as the weather and season [Bonan, 1995a]. Spatial heterogeneity depends pre-

dominantly on the spatial patterns of vegetation and soil/understory. In the design

of in-situ albedometer networks such as FLUXNET, AERONET and BRSN, site

selection is based around areas that are ideally spatially homogeneous to ensure

compatibility of point-based in-situ sites and pixel-based EO imagery [Loew et al.,

2016]. As a result, the spatial heterogeneity of the DE BLC CITRUS canopy is

altered both horizontally and vertically in order to investigate the impact of spatial

heterogeneity on the accuracy of in-situ albedo measurements. This canopy was

chosen as it represents an already spatially heterogeneous canopy due to the row
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Figure 4.8: Overview of illumination angles considered for citrus orchard canopy with re-
spect to the row structure.

structure, therefore emphasising aspects of spatial heterogeneity in this canopy pro-

vides strong indication of the impact of high spatial heterogeneity on uncertainty

estimates.

Firstly, a canopy (DE BLC CITRUS HET1) was generated to investigate the

impact of altering the horizontal spatial heterogeneity of the canopy by randomly re-

moving 20% of the trees in the DE BLC CITRUS canopy. In this canopy, changing

spatial heterogeneity through increasing open and exposed areas, while simulating

an SZA of 50◦ causes greater areas of within row and between row shadowing. The

spatial heterogeneity index kred reduces from 1.51 to 1.25, and fractional coverage

reduces from 0.39 to 0.23, indicating a reduction in the heterogeneity towards a less

clustered more sparse canopy.

Secondly, a canopy (DE BLC CITRUS HET2) was created by universally in-

creasing the tree height within the canopy. The Citrus sinensis L. trees used in

DE BLC CITRUS (with maximum tree height 4.12 m) were replaced with a sin-

gle tree with a tree height of 11.27 m, i.e. almost three times the height of the

original trees. This tree was based on a Linden (Tilio cordat) tree, modelled by

Kuusk et al. [2009] derived from a field measurement campaign in Estonia. This
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tree was selected on the basis that the mean crown radius for the 10 unique citrus

tree models ranged from 0.61 m to 0.82 m (with a mean of 0.74 m), and the Linden

tree had a mean radius of 0.79 m, therefore is only slightly larger than the mean of

the citrus tree models, and thus retains a similar vegetation-exposed soil structure.

These two canopies with be used in Chapter 6 (Land surface albedo), since spatial

heterogeneity is the main determinant of ground observation accuracies.

4.3.6 Savanna (Mali)

A savanna (SAV 1) canopy was reconstructed based on a TLS data set acquired

byBéland et al. [2011] in the Soudanian zone of the Sahel near Segou, Mali. TLS

data of three unique Shea trees, alongside foliage orientation information were in-

gested into Côté et al. [2009]’s tree reconstruction model. This tool grows the

woody tree structure skeleton based on the TLS returns from woody material, the

branches and twigs grown from the trunks. At branch/twig tips, predefined foliage

elements are added. Individual foliage elements were based on measurements taken

by Béland et al. [2011], whereby seven individual Shea leaves were generated with

surface areas ranging from 22.8 and 44.1 cm2. Individual leaves were grouped

together into clusters [Widlowski et al., 2014]. Three individual Shea trees were

reconstructed, at 7.6 m, 7.8 m and 8.7 m tall with LAI values of 0.75, 2.02 and

7.16 respectively. Trees were placed randomly within an area of 300 × 300 m2,

each with a random azimuth rotation, and a canopy LAI of 0.3. Spectral proper-

ties of the foliage and the background were measured with an ASD FieldSpec Pro

spectroradiometer attached to a plant probe; seven different leaf reflectances corre-

sponding to the seven different Shea leaves used to reconstruct the trees. Only one

common transmission spectra was used between leaves. Wood reflectance was not

measured in the field, so was approximated by using spectra from other tree species

which have a similarly bright bark spectra. Lambertian scattering was assumed for

all scene elements.
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4.3.7 Savanna (South Africa)

Two savanna canopies, pre- and post-fire (SAV PRE and SAV POST respectively),

were adapted to raytran format from [Disney et al., 2011], who conducted an ex-

tensive field canopy during 2008 in the Skukuza and Pretoriuskop sites in Kruger

National Park, South Africa. A wide range of radiometric and structural data were

collected to enable the development of the 3D canopies. Structural information in-

cludes tree height, diameter at breast height (DBH), crown size, number density,

location, number of standing and fallen trees and height and density of shrubs. 3D

models of trees were generated using the OnyxTREE©software (www.onyx.com),

using the aforementioned measurements of structural parameters. Reflectance spec-

tra were measured pre- and post-fire of the leaf, stem and bark using ASD field

spectroradiomter leaf contact probe measurements (refer to Figures 4.4-4.6). The

pre-fire scene is composed of two types of trees, Combretum and Sclerocarya, with

an understory of grass, which covers the entire scene (100 × 100 m2). The grass is

modelled using cylinders with a radius of 0.005 m and a mean length of 1.2 m±0.5

m. Each grass model contains 10 of these cylinders, which are distributed in a Fi-

bonacci spiral phyllotaxy. In total, 10 grass structures are modelled and included

in this scene. The post-fire scene is comprised of Combretum trees in a leaf-off

scenario and Sclerocarya as before, as 10 grass models developed in the same way

as the pre-fire, however with a mean height of 0.1 m±0.05 m to represent post-burn

grass stubble. For both scenes a buffer was created around trees and shrubs to en-

sure grass plants do not impose on the tree and shrub models. Lastly, horizontal (i.e.

fallen) Sclerocarya were added to the scene at a rate of 30% of the total Sclerocarya

trees, based on observations made in the field plots.

4.3.8 Shrubland (Australia)

A shrubland canopy, SHRUB, is generated using an in-house ’scene generator’ tool,

that places 3D tree models within a scene depending on user-defined parameters

such as LAI, fractional coverage, number of trees, tree distribution (random, reg-

ular) and statistical representation of clumping distributions [Gobron et al., 2015].

The SHRUB canopy was based on the Janina Fluxnet site in Australia, which has
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a land cover classification of open shrubland [Jung et al., 2008]. Fractional cover-

age was extracted from MODIS land cover classifications over the site, and a total

of 203 trees comprising 11 individual 3D models were placed within a 100 × 100

m2 scene to ensure a fractional coverage of 0.167. Since inventory data in Jan-

ina site required to reconstruct 3D tree models do not exist, individual tree models

were chosen from an existing in-house tree database to represent the tree species

most likely encountered in the Janina site. Accordingly, the SHRUB site was not

an exact representation of the site, but instead was developed by using the closest

tree species and fractional coverage computed from MODIS land cover classifica-

tion. Each of the individual 3D tree models were placed randomly in the scene,

with a random azimuthal rotation between [0-360◦]. A maximum overlap between

individual trees was set to 10%. Spectra for foliage reflectance and transmission

for each of the tree species was extracted using available spectra within an internal

spectral database, as was bark reflectance. Soil reflectance was approximated by

using spectra from a sandy soil.

4.3.9 Tropical forest (Peru)

The first tropical forest, TROP PERU, is characterised by a 300 × 300 m2 area and

is composed of two main horizontal layers: a uniform understory and upper layer

containing individual trees each with a Diameter at Breast Height (DBH) larger than

a fixed value [Govaerts, 1996]. The uniform understory is dominated by trees with a

DBH lower than 20 cm, and is represented by a uniform turbid-media, characterised

by an LAI, a vertical thickness, a leaf diameter and a leaf normal distribution. The

leaves are represented by discs and reflectance is assumed to be Lambertian. The

upper layer is composed of individual trees which are categorised into classes based

on the diameter and height of the trunk, characterised by cylindrical shaped trunks.

Only trunks with diameters greater than 20 cm are used. Tree crowns are repre-

sented by an ellipsoid with horizontal (xc) and vertical axes (yc). The tree architec-

ture is comprised of seven branches with a specified diameter (θb), which is adjusted

so that 5% of the horizontally projected crown surface is covered by the branches.

The branch azimuth angle is set to 2π/7, and zenith angle set to cotgθb = zc/xc. For
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Figure 4.9: Representation of tropical forest (Peru) canopy [Govaerts, 1996].

each tree class, the values of horizontal and vertical axes are aligned within upper

and lower limits. Individual tree representations are then divided into tree classes

based on their crown and trunk size.

For scene generation, firstly circular gaps with a specified radius are placed

uniformly throughout the scene. The individual trees are then placed pseudo-

randomly within the scene, except in the circular gaps, and a minimum distance

between the trees assumed; the minimum distance is adjusted depending on the tree

class and therefore the tree crown diameter. If the values differ for each class, the

maximum value between two classes is used. The first sub-layer runs from 0 m

up to 3 m with an LAI of 0.5. The second sub-layer ranges from 3 m up to 10 m

with an LAI of 1.5. The upper part is composed of 12 individual tree classes, where

the total LAI of this layer is 3.3 and the tree density is 245 /ha. The total LAI of

the forest is 5.3. Standard optical properties of leaf, woody elements and soil for

a tropical forest in Peru were chosen from a standard spectral database [Govaerts,

1996]. Figure 4.9 shows the final representation of this canopy. It is important to

note that this canopy is not based on inventory or TLS data, but rather is a generic

canopy based on empirical functions that describe the LAD, branching, understory

and overstory heights, tree crown shape and size and eventual tree placement.
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4.3.10 Tropical forest (Gabon)

The second tropical forest, TROP GABON, was based on LiDAR data collected in

Gabon in 2013 by University College London (UCL) [Disney]. The overall scene

has an area of 100 × 100 m2 area, composed of approximately 450 trees with vary-

ing heights from 10 m up to 40 m. The individual tree models are constructed

from LiDAR data, whereby points in the point cloud belonging to woody elements

(trunk, branches, twigs) are separated from foliage. The woody elements are pro-

cessed using an automatic procedure proposed by Raumonen et al. [2013], which

follows the topology of the tree point cloud to reconstruct a tree model comprised

of cylinders. Using the cylindrical tree model as a base, foliage is then added back

to the tree using a fitting metric which uses the branch radii distribution as a con-

trol. Using the cumulative distribution of cylinder radii, a maximum cylinder radius

can be found and used to decide which twigs have leaves; if the twig falls below

the maximum cylinder radius, leaves are added. A leaf density per length deter-

mined the number of leaves placed, and leaf normal inclinations are drawn from the

Bunnik planophile leaf distribution. A sample of 450 trees are selected from the

tree model sets so that the height distribution of the sample matches the measured

height distribution. Larger trees are placed first with the constraint that trees are not

horizontally overlapping, then smaller trees placed to fill the gaps. The assumption

that trees are not horizontally overlapping is then relaxed slightly, by randomly off-

setting individuals in the x,y direction, in order to add natural variation. The offset

distance is proportional to the radius of the tree, thus larger trees are offset more

than small trees. In the absence of full spectral information in the 400-2500 nm

spectral range, spectral information were set to the same standard optical properties

used for TROP PERU.

4.3.11 Spectral properties and illumination conditions

Since the acquisition of bi-conical reflectance and transmission information that de-

scribes the anisotropic reflection of light is far from trivial, the spectral reflectance

properties assigned to each canopy (Figures 4.4-4.6) are generally hemispherically

integrated quantities or narrow field-of-view data acquired under view and illumi-
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nation angles [Widlowski et al., 2013]. As a result Lambertian scattering laws are

typically assumed, however this assumption does not reflect reality. Due to difficul-

ties in measuring spectro-directional data reflectance properties, with the canopies

presented in this Chapter, gap filling is used to assign missing spectro-directional

reflectance and transmittance properties. In some canopies, missing reflectance data

all together meant that spectra from similar species was used. In all canopies, scat-

tering properties were assumed constant across all element types (i.e. bark/leaf of a

specific tree species, soil).

4.3.12 Concluding remarks

Raytran and the 3D canopies were presented in this Chapter, and will be used to

address the appliciability of 3D validated models able to represent sensors in scenes

of arbitrary complexity to assess quality assurance of biophysical EO products (RQs

2 and 3). A 3D modelling approach will be tested for it’s use in determining the

suitability of field measurements to assess levels of conformity for EO products

(RQ4), and also address RQ5: Can 3D RT models be used as a method to assess

conformity and accuracies?

The following Chapters will present the development of 3D model-based qual-

ity assurance (QA) frameworks to assess the suitability of ground observations to

evaluate the quality of EO products. Chapter 5, 6 and 7 will present QA frameworks

for land surface albedo, FAPAR and LAI respectively. Specific contributions to un-

certainties will be addressed, which are required to develop traceable uncertainty

chains, and compliancy to quality requirements evaluated. Conclusions and main

findings will be presented in Chapter 8.



Chapter 5

Quality Assurance for ground

measurements of Land Surface

Albedo

5.1 Introduction

This Chapter outlines the application of the methodology outlined in Chapter 2

to land surface albedo observations. A 3D model-based QA framework is devel-

oped (RQ5), which allows the assessment of the suitability of field measurements

to assess the accuracy of EO products (RQ4). The levels of conformity to spec-

ified accuracy requirements is presented, addressing RQ3 and RQ4 following the

methodology outlined in Chapter 2.

Comparison studies between satellite-based and ground-based retrievals of

land surface albedo indicate that differences exist between the two, with sug-

gested reasons as including spatial representativeness of the field measurement sites

[Román et al., 2009a], scale mismatch [Cescatti et al., 2012], upscaling algorithms

from tower footprint to pixel scales [Román et al., 2013], land surface heterogene-

ity [Jin et al., 2003], cloud and atmospheric correction [Román et al., 2009a] and

algorithms used to extract albedo from space [Liang et al., 2003]. Accordingly, spe-

cific contributions to uncertainty outlined in Chapter 2 will be tested to address their

uncertainties, with respect to a) land surface albedo algorithms, b) the definition of
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land surface albedo with respect to illumination conditions, c) the field measure-

ment protocol (placement of albedometer within and above the canopy) and d) site

specific factors (ecosystem type/canopy structure, fire in fire-prone canopies and

seasonality).

The methodology specific to land surface albedo is first presented following

the overarching research design: design of an in-situ sensor, identification of virtual

canopy scenarios, experimental set-up of the model under a specific field measure-

ment protocol to simulate in-situ data, application of retrieval algorithms to compute

in-situ data and uncertainty analysis with subsequent conformity testing to accuracy

requirements. Section 5.3 will describe the results, assessing the uncertainty con-

tributions into the aforementioned four contributions. Section 5.4 will discuss these

results, and will conclude by summarising the main conclusions from this chapter,

as well as discussing potential further work.

5.2 Method

5.2.1 Virtual canopies and scenarios

The 3D canopy scenarios used are a subset of those described in Chapter 4. In total,

12 different canopy scenarios were used, comprised of a variety of canopies with

different canopy structural properties and solar illumination conditions. Difficulties

that arise in measurement surface albedo using albedometers include the surface

spatial heterogeneity, the spectral and angular response of the albedometer and ra-

diometric calibration of the albedometer. Accordingly, the virtual canopies and

scenarios chosen for this Chapter were identified to test the difficulties encountered

in measurement in-situ land surface albedo. Each canopy with specific structural

and illumination properties constitutes a single scenario, whereby each scenario is

outlined in Table 5.1 and will be referred to by scenario number [1-12]. Canopy

structural parameters are computed for each canopy (refer to Chapter 4), and out-

lined in Table 5.1; fractional coverage, Leaf Area Index (LAI), Leaf Area Density

(LAD) and canopy heterogeneity (κred).

Not all virtual canopies outlined in Chapter 4 are utilised for a number of rea-
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sons. First and foremost, due to the methodology employed to ensure that only a

small uncertainty is introduced in the simulation of an albedometer, the number of

rays required in visible wavelengths slows down computation speed significantly,

particularly in complex canopies. As a result, rather than running simulations in

all canopies, a subset of the canopies were selected to identify the major contribu-

tions known to affect uncertainties in albedo measurements. Secondly, due to the

longer computation times, simulations are not duplicated in canopies that represent

the same land cover classification (such as savanna and shrubland canopies) and/or

canopy structure (such as the DE BLC CITRUS and DE BLC POP). Rather than

simulating all possible canopies, possible difficulties that arise in measurements of

surface albedo such as illumination angle and spatial heterogeneity were the focus

of this Chapter.

The first set of scenarios focus on the impact of illumination geometry on the

measurement of land surface albedo, since the illumination angle has been demon-

strated to impact the value and quality of both satellite-based and in-situ measure-

ments of albedo [Cescatti et al., 2012]. In particular, illumination geometries im-

pact significantly measurements over open or row structured canopies, whereby the

amount of shadowing in gaps between vegetated areas can influence local albedo

values measured by an in-situ measurement. Scenarios 1-4 focus on the row struc-

tured citrus orchard (DE BLC CITRUS), with varying Solar Azimuth Angle (SAA)

and Solar Zenith Angle (SZA), whereby a SAA of 0◦ defines the sun shining down

the rows and SAA of 90◦ the sun shining across the row. Scenarios 1-3 utilise a SAA

of 0◦ with varying SZA at 0◦, 20◦ and 50◦ respectively. Increasing SZA when the

sun is shining against the rows cause the greatest amount of shadowing in-between

rows in exposed soil areas, and therefore impacts local albedo variations. In these

scenarios, albedo is computed under conditions of black-sky albedo where light

contributions are 100% direct illumination. Scenario 4 represents a SAA of 90◦

with the sun shining down the row, and a SZA of 20◦ in order to investigate the

impact of shadowing from the row structure.

Spatial heterogeneity represents a large contribution towards the accu-
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racy of an in-situ albedo measurement. For this reason, scenarios 5 and 6

represent the DE BLC CITRUS HET1 and DE BLC CITRUS HET2 canopies

outlined in Chapter 4, as the DE BLC CITRUS with 20% of trees removed

(DE BLC CITRUS HET1) and with all the trees replaced by a taller tree

(DE BLC CITRUS HET2).

In addition to illumination geometry impacts on albedo for black-sky condi-

tions, the measurement of albedo is also influenced by the contribution of both

direct and diffuse illumination sources. Accordingly, a scenario (scenario 7) defines

an illumination source as 100% diffuse only illumination for the DE BLC CITRUS

canopy, since this canopy was a large focus of the impact of illumination geometry

under black-sky conditions.

Scenarios so far have focused on the row structured crop canopy in order to

examine the the impact of illumination geometry and spatial heterogeneity on in-

situ albedo measurements. In addition to these experiments, since in-situ albedo

networks cover the globe and many land cover classifications, uncertainty quantifi-

cation in further canopies with different spatial heterogeneity and structure needs to

be assessed. Accordingly, the remaining scenarios were chosen to represent com-

plex dense forests and open sparse canopies, in order to determine the impact of

differing vegetation structure (and accordingly spatial heterogeneity) on the un-

certainty of an in-situ albedo measurement. Firstly, the deciduous broadleaf for-

est (DE BLF SUM) was chosen to represent a complex deciduous broadleaf forest

with a small percentage of evergreen needleleaf trees. In total, deciduous broadleaf

forests that contribute towards 6% of the FLUXNET sites [Olson et al., 2004], and

mixed broadleaf and needleleaf forests contribute towards approximately 14% of

FLUXNET sites.

Seasonal changes in vegetation canopies impacts the spatial and temporal het-

erogeneity of energy fluxes at the land surface, and thus can influence the accu-

racy of an in-situ measurement. The DE BLF WIN canopy was chosen to quan-

tify the impact of large seasonal changes on a field albedo measurement. Ac-

cordingly, the DE BLF SUM and DE BLF WIN canopies represent scenarios 8
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of FLUXNET sites with respect to MODIS IGBP land cover clas-
sification [FLUXNET].

and 9 respectively. In addition to these canopies, the evergreen needleleaf forests

(EN NLF SUM) was selected to represent this land cover classification since it con-

tributes towards 20% of the total sites, representing the largest land cover clas-

sification. In total, DE BLF SUM, DE BLF WIN and EN NLF SUM contribute

towards 40% of the total FLUXNET sites, since these land cover classes are over-

represented in the FLUXNET sites due to concentration in northern latitudes (Fig-

ure 5.1). The EN NLF WIN canopy was not selected since the evergreen vegetation

structure does not change during the winter, and the impact of snow background on

spatial heterogeneity is investigated through the DE BLF WIN canopy.

Finally, the SAV PRE and SAV POST savanna pre- and post-fire canopies

were selected to represent an open canopy (scenarios 11 and 12 respectively). Al-

though two savanna canopies and a shrubland canopy are outlined in Chapter 4 these

canopies are open canopies with low fractional coverage (0.16-0.37), whereby sim-

ilar conclusions are expected to be drawn due to the similar spatial heterogeneity

(kred ≈1). In addition, the examination of SAV PRE and SAV POST allows the

uncertainty quantification of fire impacts, which has been demonstrated to impact
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significantly in-situ albedo measurements [Govaerts et al., 2002] due to its influence

on local albedo variations from burnt and charred material.

5.2.2 Experimental set-up

As introduced in Chapter 3, field measurements of land surface albedo are primar-

ily conducted using an albedometer, where two pyranometers facing upwards and

downwards measuring the incoming solar irradiance and surface reflectance respec-

tively. The installation of an albedometer was demonstrated in Figure 3.4.

To simulate an albedometer installation, the ’flux’ measurement capability in

raytran can be used to simulate fluxes through the use of voxels that count of the

number of rays entering in and out of the top, bottom and lateral sides of the box.

The top and bottom surfaces of the voxel are the same size, and must be square

with a user-defined width. The lateral surfaces can be square or rectangular, defined

by the user by a specified height. An albedometer may be simulated by measuring

the incoming fluxes that enter the bottom surface of a virtual voxel, F⇑ that simu-

lates the bottom pyranometer, and the incoming fluxes entering the top surface of a

virtual voxel, F⇓, simulating the top pyranometer. 125 spectral wavelength bands

were chosen in the 400-2500 nm broadband range as the optimum spectral bands

to use to compute broadband albedo. These bands were computed using an optimi-

sation procedure that reduces the amount of spectral bands requirement to compute

Broadband Albedo (BBA) to within 1%, in comparison to the BBA computed from

high spectral resolution albedo. Raytran is used to simulate an albedometer using

the following steps:

1. Compute spectral albedo α(λ ,θ ,φ) at a specified wavelength λ under spe-

cific illumination conditions (θ ,φ), as the ratio between F⇑(λ ) and F⇓(λ )

fluxes of a single virtual voxel:

α(λ ,θ ,φ) =
F⇑(λ )
F⇓(λ )

(5.1)

2. Weighting α(λ ,θ ,φ) with the solar spectral irradiance spectrum (E⇓) from

ASTM:E-490 AM0 standard solar irradiance spectrum [Gueymard, 2004].
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3. Weighting with resulting albedo with the albedometer sensor response func-

tion, SR(λ ) (Figure 3.3).

4. Applying a weighting factor at each wavelength resulting from the optimisa-

tion procedure for band selection (B(λ )).

5. Computing the BBA, αBBA
[λ1,λ2]

, as the weighted sum of spectral albedo val-

ues at discrete spectral wavelengths between λ1 and λ2, under specified light

illumination conditions; direct light (spectral Directional Hemispherical Re-

flectance (DHR)) or diffuse light (spectral Bidirectional Hemispherical Re-

flectance (BHR)):

α
BBA
[λ1,λ2]

(θ ,φ) =

∫ λ2
λ1

α(λ ,θ ,φ) ·E⇓(λ ) ·SR(λ ) ·B(λ )dλ∫ λ2
λ1

E⇓(λ ) ·SR(λ ) ·B(λ )dλ
(5.2)

αBBA
[λ1,λ2]

(θ ,φ) is computed for a single virtual voxel. In order to investigate

implications of albedometer placement (laterally and vertically) on the quality of

field albedo measurements, albedometers were first placed in a grid every 10 cm

starting with coordinates of the bottom voxel surface (xF⇑,yF⇑) at the same height

as the tallest tree within the canopy. Figure 5.2 represents the method of simulation,

whereby red arrows describe F⇑ and F⇓.

The grid was then repeated in vertical height above the canopy in order to

simulate the height in which an albedometer may be placed on a flux tower above the

canopy, whereby initial tree height, increments at which the grid is placed vertically

and resulting maximum albedometer height depending on the canopy (Table 5.2).

As in Figure 5.2, the central voxel with arrows is repeated in the voxels to the lateral

and vertical sides.

In order to ensure that errors introduced in the model set-up were limited to as

small a contribution as possible, an optimisation framework was developed to en-

sure that BBA measured from simulated albedometers could be computed to within

1% accuracy. The optimisation framework is controlled by the number of rays, Nrays

used within each spectral wavelength λ . The uncertainty of a Monte Carlo model
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Figure 5.2: Schematic description of simulation of albedometers using fluxes entering top
and bottom vertical voxel sides (red arrows of central voxel) starting at TOC
and repeated laterally and vertically

σmc can be described as a function of Nrays, whereby:

σmc =
1√
Nrays

(5.3)

Preliminary spectral albedos (α(λ ,θ ,φ)) in 8 spectral bands (442 nm, 551

nm, 674 nm, 712 nm, 741 nm, 752 nm, 781 nm, 910 nm) were simulated using

the voxel-flux implementation in raytran for the birchstand canopy described in

Chapter 4 with varying Nrays. Voxels (albedometers) were placed every 10 cm in
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scenario Max tree height
[m]

Max albedometer
height [m] Height increment

1-6, 8 4.12 29.12 1 m [4.12-14.12 m]
5 m [12.12-29.12 m]

7 11.28 39.28 1 m [11.28-21.28 m]
5 m [21.28-39.28 m]

8 25.5 85.5 1 m [25.5-55.5 m]
10 m [55.5-85. 5 m]

9 25.5 125.5 1 m [25.5-55.5 m]
10 m [55.5-125.5 m]

10 18.9 118.9 1 m [18.9-38.9 m]
10 m [38.9-118.9 m]

11-12 11.12 11.12 1 m [11.12-21.12 m]
5 m [21.12-51.12]

10 m [51.12-101.12]

Table 5.2: Maximum tree height and height at which the albedometer is placed above the
scene for each scenario and height increments

the 100 × 100 m2 scene, constituting 1,000,000 voxels. A reference simulation,

αre f (λ ,θ ,φ), was computed using 1,000,000 rays per voxel using the same voxel

grid set-up as the spectral albedos with varying rays, therefore totalling 1012 rays for

the entire scene. The normalised relative uncertainty, δN [%] between α(λ ,θ ,φ)

and αre f (λ ,θ ,φ) was computed using:

δN =
αre f (λ ,θ ,φ)−α(λ ,θ ,φ)

αre f (λ ,θ ,φ)
·100 (5.4)

A linear relationship could then be developed between δN and Nrays per voxel:

log(δ ) = mlog(Nrays)+ c (5.5)

where m and c represent the slope and intercept of the linear relationship

respectively. Here the intercept c represents the residual error, and exhibited a

linear relationship with α(λ ,θ ,φ) : c = 6.6376− 12.4624 · α(λ ,θ ,φ). Given

that the slope, m, was discovered to approximately equal to -0.5 in all spectral

wavelengths, if the the residual error c can be estimated, it can be input into

log(δN) = mlog(Nrays)+ c, and given a specified δN , the number of rays per vox-

els can be estimated for each spectral albedo given a maximum uncertainty. δN
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(maximum uncertainty) was set to within 1%. Thus, at each spectral wavelength,

α(λ ,θ ,φ) simulated by raytran, the number of rays per voxel were computed given

1% maximum accuracy. Total rays for the scene were computed as a product of the

total number of voxels and the number of rays per voxel.

5.2.3 Quality assessment

As previously described in Chapter 3, the quality of a radiation measurement taken

by a pyranometer can be computed taking into account the following factors: sen-

sitivity, stability, response time, cosine response, azimuth response, linearity, tem-

perature response, thermal offset, zero irradiance signal and spectral response. In

this study, since the focus is to determine uncertainties due to the field protocol,

the uncertainty based on the measurement is effectively ignored and set to zero.

However, using uncertainty propagation rules, if the uncertainty of the albedome-

ter measurement is known, the total uncertainty related to the measurement and the

field protocol may easily be documented. In addition, with respect to the methodol-

ogy employed in this study, the <1% uncertainty requirement for model simulations

must be taken into account in order to compute the total uncertainty.

Uncertainties for simulated albedometer measurements were documented us-

ing the normalised relative uncertainty and the absolute normalised relative uncer-

tainty, represented as percentages [%]: δ and |δ | respectively, as outlined in Chapter

2. δ and |δ | were computed at each albedometer simulation at each specified height

for the albedometer grids, providing an albedometer simulation and associated un-

certainty for every 10 cm within a canopy at a given height. The reference value

for in-situ broadband albedo αBBA
re f (θ ,φ) is computed as the integration of spectral

albedo α(λ ,θ ,φ) under the same illumination conditions used in Equation 5.2, and

the solar spectral irradiance:

α
BBA
re f (θ ,φ) =

∫ 2500
400 α(λ ,θ ,φ)E⇓(λ )d(λ )

E⇓(λ )d(λ )
(5.6)

Various aggregated statistics were documented, including the arithmetic mean

〈δ 〉 (〈|δ |〉) of δ (|δ |) for all albedometer simulations at a given height, as well as
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Figure 5.3: Schematic description of workflow to compute albedo and uncertainty using
multiple albedometers.

the 68th, 95th and 99th percentiles taken from histograms of δ (δ68, δ95 ,δ99) and

|δ | (|δ | (|δ68|, |δ95| ,|δ99| ).

In this approach, compliancy testing against accuracy requirements use the

’coverage interval’ approach, where confidence intervals are defined at 50% (i.e.

mean), 68%, 95% and 99% to determine compliance or non compliance to accu-

racy requirement. At these confidence intervals, the coverage interval method of

conformity testing is applied to test compliancy with the 3% WMO requirement.

5.2.4 Multiple albedometers

The final part of the methodology relates to exploring the potential impact of us-

ing multiple albedometers on the accuracy of field albedo measurements. Figure

5.3 demonstrates the methodology employed to examine the impact of multiple

albedometers on the uncertainty of in-situ albedo estimates.

For each height, starting with a single albedometer simulation at coordinates

x,y, the broadband albedo was computed (αBBA
[λ1,λ2]

(θ ,φ)); for simplicity in demon-

strating the method used in this section, αBBA
[λ1,λ2]

(θ ,φ)) at coordinates x,y will be re-

ferred to as BBA0x,y . The first selected x,y coordinates were set to 0,0, thus BBA00,0 .

A second albedometer simulation was chosen at random, BBA1, and the broad-

band albedo computed as the mean between the two albedometer measurements,

BBAn=2, considering that the mean of a set of BBA measurements may be com-
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puted following:

¯BBAn=n =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

=
BBA0 +BBA1 + ...+BBAn

n
(5.7)

where n = 2 for two albedometer measurements. A condition was set to ensure

that x,y 6= xBBA1,yBBA1 ; i.e the second random albedometer measurement BBA1 was

not the same albedometer simulation as BBA0x,y . The procedure was then repeated

using three albedometer measurements, computing the mean BBA (BBAn=3) from

BBA00,0 , BBA1 and BBA2. The procedure was repeated up to n = 20, thus the

maximum number of multiple albedometers was set to 20, and a mean BBA was

computed for n= 20 times (i.e. BBAn=20). Then the coordinates of x,y for the start-

ing albedometer were then incremented from 0,0 to 0, 0.01 (considering coordinate

system is in metres, and albedometer size is 10 cm), therefore the starting BBA is

BBA00,0.01 , and the same procedure repeated. The starting albedometer BBA0x,y was

therefore each unique albedometer simulation.

The culminating results computed a mean BBA for 1 to 20 extra randomly

placed albedometer measurements for each individual albedometer measurement

in the original model simulations. Thus, each of the 1,000,000 albedometers at a

given height were associated with a further 20 BBA values relating to increasing

number of albedometers used to compute the BBA. Uncertainty statistics were also

computed following Section 3.4, for the mean BBA computed using multiple n

number of albedometers: BBAn=2, BBAn=3. . . BBAn=20:

δ =
αBBA

re f (θ ,φ)− ¯BBAn=n

αBBA
re f (θ ,φ)

(5.8)

and:

|δ |=
|αBBA

re f (θ ,φ)− ¯BBAn=n|
αBBA

re f (θ ,φ)
(5.9)

providing δ and |δ |for the 20 further albedometers used. Aggregated statistics

were also documented, following the methodology outlined in Section 5.2.3.
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Figure 5.4: Spatial representation of simulated albedo observed by an albedometer for sce-
nario 2 at incremental heights above the canopy. Each measurement represents
a 10 cm albedometer observation, totalling 1,000,000 albedo measurements at
each height.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Scenario 2: Broadleaf row structured crop

Results are first presented for scenario 2; a deciduous broadleaf row structured crop

canopy (DE BL CITRUS) with a SAA of 0◦ and SZA of 20◦. Figure 5.4 dis-

plays the simulated field albedometer measurements at each height (i.e. 1,000,000

albedometer simulations), whereby 0 m represents 0 m Top-Of-Canopy (TOC), de-

fined by the maximum tree height within the scene. From here on, 0 m TOC will be

referred to as 0 m, where any height that is mentioned, unless explicitly stated, sig-

nifies the height above the canopy top. At 0 m, the simulated albedometer directly

measures the local albedo, where the signal is dominated by albedo contributions
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Figure 5.5: Spatial representation of relative normalised uncertainties [%] for each simu-
lated albedometer at incremental heights above the canopy for scenario 2.

from the scene element below it, and the alternating tree and soil row structure is

clearly evident. Over the tree rows, BBA is lower than over the soil background,

and in areas where gaps in the row structure occur, the albedometer measures higher

albedo values.

As the albedometer height is increased, local variations in albedo dominates

less the albedometer measurements, thus variability in albedo reduces with height.

Up to 10 m the structural impacts from the rows is still to some extent visible.

However, from 10 m and onwards local albedo variations from canopy structure are

not significant. Figure 5.5 indicates the spatial distribution of uncertainty at 0 m,

where uncertainties over vegetated areas are highly positive and uncertainties over

gaps in the rows and exposed soil areas are highly negative.

In order to compute aggregated statistics for simulations at each height, as out-
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Figure 5.6: Histogram of absolute relative normalised uncertainties for N number of
albedometers (N=1,000,000) at incremental heights

lined in Section 5.2.3, histograms were generated; Figure 5.6 shows the statistical

distribution of |δ |, as well as the mean, 68th percentile, 95th percentile and 99th

percentile uncertainties (〈|δ |〉, |δ |68, |δ |95 and |δ |99 respectively). The histograms

display a classical Gaussian distribution for absolute values of uncertainties. The

histograms indicate that with increasing height, the spread of uncertainty tends to-

wards lower values, as do the uncertainty values themselves.

To further examine the impact of albedometer height on uncertainty, Figure

5.7 shows aggregated statistics with respect to height. Focusing firstly on the mean

(〈|δ |〉) values at 0 m, 〈|δ |〉 represents the greatest uncertainty value at 3.94%; i.e. at

0 m TOC, an field albedo measured taken using an albedometer, at any (horizontal)

placement within the scene can be measured on average with an uncertainty of

3.94% or lower. As the height of the albedometer is increased, 〈|δ |〉 decreases

until 25 m where uncertainty is lowest at 2.24%. The grey shaded area represents

the WMO 3% requirement for field-based measurements of albedo to be used for
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Figure 5.7: Aggregated absolute relative normalised uncertainties [%] with respect to
height for scenario 2. The grey shaded area represents the WMO 3% accu-
racy requirement.

validation. On average, if the albedometer is placed at least at 2 m above the canopy

top, the accuracy requirement can be reached. If |δ |68 is considered, uncertainty

values are greater than the mean uncertainty values, whereby at 0 m |δ |68 is 5.76%,

implying that 68% of the field measurements within the scene can be measured with

an uncertainty of 5.76% or less. As height increases, |δ |68 follows a similar pattern

to 〈|δ |〉, but does not reach the WMO requirement. Again, |δ |95 and |δ |99 do not

reach the WMO requirement, with a minimum uncertainty at 25 m TOC of 6.51%

and 8.66%.

5.3.2 Scenarios 1-4: Illumination angle

Results for varying solar illumination angles for the row structured broadleaf crop

(DE BLC CITRUS) are shown in Figure 5.8, which shows uncertainty values for

〈|δ |〉 and |δ |95. The solar angle configurations considered are SAA 0◦ with SZAs

0◦, 20◦, 50◦(scenarios 1, 2 and 3 respectively) and SAA 90◦ with a SZA 20◦ (sce-
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nario 4), totalling four separation configurations. All illumination angles follow a

similar pattern to that described in the previous section. With both SAA and SZA

at 0◦, 〈|δ |〉 and |δ |95 are smaller in comparison to other solar angle configurations,

where at 0 m uncertainties are 3.21% and 9.17% for 〈|δ |〉 and |δ |95 respectively

(blue lines). As the zenith angle is increased from 0◦ to 20◦, at 0 m uncertainties in-

crease to 3.94% and 11.12% for 〈|δ |〉 and |δ |95 respectively (green lines), and as the

zenith angle is further increased to 50%, 〈|δ |〉 and |δ |95 are 6.48% and 18.22% re-

spectively (yellow lines). As height increases, SZAs of 0◦ and 20◦ tend to converge,

whereas at a SZA of 50◦ is consistently higher, however the decrease in uncertainty

is far more pronounced.

Figure 5.8: Aggregated absolute relative normalised uncertainties [%] (mean and 95% con-
fidence interval) with respect to height for scenarios 1-4, representing varying
illumination angle configurations.

In terms of the WMO accuracy requirement, 3% accuracy can be reached at 1

m, 2 m and 7 m for SZAs of 0◦, 20◦ and 50◦ respectively for the mean uncertainty.

Using a conformity testing method with 95% confidence interval however indicates
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that this canopy under varying illumination configurations are not able to reach the

WMO requirement. When the solar azimuth angle is rotated from 0 to 90◦ (and

SZA is 20◦), two observations can be made. Firstly, at 0 m in comparison to a SAA

of 0◦, 〈|δ |〉 and |δ |95 are lower at 3.88% and 10.94% respectively, in comparison to

3.94% and 11.12%. Secondly, uncertainties do not reduce as significantly as when

SAA=0◦, whereby at 25 m, uncertainties are 3.23% and 6.9% (〈|δ |〉 and |δ |95). In

the case of SAA of 90◦, the WMO requirement is not quite met for 〈|δ |〉, even at

25 m, whereas at SAA of 0◦ the WMO requirement is already met at 2 m. For both

〈|δ |〉 and |δ |95, uncertainties when the sun is shining down the rows do not reduce

with height as much as when the sun is shining across the rows.

5.3.3 Scenario 5-6: Spatial heterogeneity

Figure 5.9 represents the impact of altering the spatial heterogeneity by re-

ducing fractional coverage of trees and altering the row structure in the

DE BLC CITRUS HET1 canopy on uncertainties. The original scenario (sce-

nario 3) with solar angle configuration 0◦ (SAA), 50◦ (SZA) is demonstrated as a

benchmark for the original spatial heterogeneity. Uncertainties are greater for sce-

nario 5; at 0 m, uncertainties are 8.03% (〈|δ |〉) and 23.09% (|δ |95) in comparison

to the original canopy values of 6.48% (〈|δ |〉) and 18.22% (|δ |95); therefore uncer-

tainties are greater when the row structure is diminished and gaps are increased and

an albedometer is placed close to the top of the canopy. Uncertainties reduce with

height, however 〈|δ |〉 does not reach the WMO requirement, arriving at a minimum

uncertainty of 3.16% at 25 m TOC, whereas for scenario 3 the WMO requirement

is reached at 7 m.

The impact of increasing tree height in the DE BLC CITRUS HET2 canopy

on uncertainty is demonstrated in Figure 5.10, which describes 〈|δ |〉 and |δ |95 for

scenarios 3 and 6, both with 0◦ (SAA) and 50◦ (SZA). At 0 m, 〈|δ |〉 and |δ |95 for

scenario 6 are greater than scenario 3 at 9.57% and 24.16% respectively; thus at

0 m, an increase in tree height causes an increase in uncertainty. 〈|δ |〉 and |δ |95

decrease with height, as with other canopies, however the decrease with height for

scenario 6 is more pronounced than the original canopy. The WMO requirement is
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Figure 5.9: Aggregated absolute relative normalised uncertainties [%] (mean and 95% con-
fidence interval) with respect to height for scenarios 3 (green line) and 5 (purple
line), which represents the original scenario and 20% trees removed respec-
tively.

met for 〈|δ |〉 at approximately 7 m, which is the same as the original scenario 3.

5.3.4 Scenario 7: Isotropic light illumination

Figure 5.11 describes 〈|δ |〉, |δ |68, |δ |95 and |δ |99 for scenario 7 (isotropic light in

the DE BLC CITRUS). At 0 m, a similar pattern is discovered in comparison to

previous scenarios, whereby increasing confidence intervals results in greater un-

certainties. At 0 m, uncertainty values are greater than under conditions of direct

illumination, however as height is increased the uncertainties values reduce signif-

icantly. For 〈|δ |〉, the WMO requirement can be reached at 8 m (7 m required for

scenario 3), however is 6 m and 5 m higher than scenario 1 and 2 respectively. Ac-

cordingly, uncertainties appear to be more similar to when solar zenith angles are

more extreme, rather than close to nadir. Although at 0 m|δ |68, |δ |95 and |δ |99 are

high, they reduce quite significantly. Unlike other canopies, |δ |68 is able to reach
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Figure 5.10: Aggregated absolute relative normalised uncertainties [%] (mean and 95%
confidence interval) with respect to height for scenarios 3 (green line) and 6
(purple line), which represents the original scenario and increased tree height
respectively.

the WMO requirement, albeit at 15 m above the canopy top (19.12 m in total). |δ |95

and |δ |99 at 15 m do not reach the WMO requirement, but represent similar values

to those computed under direct illumination.

5.3.5 Scenarios 8-9: Seasonal change

Results for the deciduous broadleaf forests (DE BLF SUM, DE BLF WIN) are

presented in this section. Figure 5.12 demonstrates for scenario 8 that 0 m, 〈|δ |〉 un-

certainty is 5.14%. The WMO 3% requirement is not met until 60 m TOC (85.5 m

tower height), with an uncertainty of 2.97%. The behaviour of this complex canopy

with respect to theoretical expectations in the reduction of uncertainty with increas-

ing height deviates away slightly from that observed previous (i.e a smooth de-

crease). Two possible explanations may be used to describe this behaviour. Firstly,

the canopy structure has ’tracks’ of soil running through the centre, causing large
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Figure 5.11: Aggregated absolute relative normalised uncertainties [%] (mean and 95%
confidence interval) with respect to height for scenario 7 under isotropic illu-
mination

variability between parts of the canopy that is are vegetated and parts that are ex-

posed soil areas. At certain heights (i.e up to 20 m), it is possible that a larger

number of albedometers view this area of variability and may therefore impact the

overall uncertainties at that height. The second reason may stem again from the

canopy structure, namely the soil borders around the edges of the scene. Again

up to 20 m, it is possible that at certain heights, a larger number of albedometers

measure albedo values from these areas and may therefore impact the overall un-

certainties at this height. If higher confidence intervals are now considered (|δ |68,

|δ |95, |δ |99), this observation is even more evident, whereby the decrease in uncer-

tainty with height is no longer smooth and discrepancies occur at specific heights,

principally between 8-20 m. In this complex canopy, if high confidence intervals

are considered, the WMO 3% requirement is not complied with.

Figure 5.13 demonstrates uncertainties for scenario 9. At 0 m TOC is com-
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Figure 5.12: Aggregated absolute relative normalised uncertainties [%] with respect to
height for scenario 8.

puted at 6.3%, which is slightly higher than in summer conditions. However as the

height of an albedometer is increased, uncertainties reduce to 0.24% at 100 m. The

WMO requirement can be met at 17 m, lower that the 60 m height required for

the summer canopy. If confidence intervals are considered (|δ |68, |δ |95, |δ |99), the

difference between summer and winter canopies is further enhanced, whereby the

initial value |δ |68, |δ |95, |δ |99 at 0 m tend to be higher than the summer scenario, as

height is increased, uncertainties in the three percentiles also converge towards 0%,

which is not evident in any of the scenarios analysed thus far. Uncertainties in each

of the confidence intervals are able to comply with the WMO requirement at 23 m,

33 m and 38 m for the 68th, 95th and 99th percentiles respectively.

5.3.6 Scenario 10: Evergreen needleleaf forest

Figure 5.14 demonstrates that for a summer evergreen needleleaf forest

(EV NLF SUM), at 0 m, 〈|δ |〉 uncertainty will be on average 2.68%, thus is already

within the WMO accuracy requirement, which is at odds with the canopies previ-
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Figure 5.13: Aggregated absolute relative normalised uncertainties [%] with respect to
height for scenario 9.

ously analysed, since at 0 m, 〈|δ |〉 generally has larger uncertainties outside the

WMO requirement. Following a similar pattern to previous canopies, with increas-

ing height, 〈|δ |〉 decreases until at 90 m above canopy, on average an albedometer

can measured albedo with 0.85% uncertainty. Unlike other canopies (apart from the

DE BLF WIN), |δ |68, |δ |95, |δ |99 also reduce with height until all reach the WMO

accuracy requirements at 5 m, 17 m and 50 m respectively for |δ |68, |δ |95, |δ |99.

At 90 m, final uncertainties are 1.1%, 2.15% and 2.9% with confidence intervals of

68%, 95% and 99% percentiles respectively.

5.3.7 Scenarios 11-12: Fire prone vegetation canopies

Figures 5.15 and 5.15 describe the spatial uncertainties (δ ) for pre- and post-fire

savanna scenarios respectively (scenarios 11 and 12) at 0 m, 1 m, 2 m, 5 m, 10 m

and 20 m above the canopy.

The pre-fire scenario (Figure 5.15) shows that positive uncertainties are gener-

ally found over tree crowns, and negative uncertainties over areas of exposed soil
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Figure 5.14: Aggregated absolute relative normalised uncertainties [%] with respect to
height for scenario 10.

Figure 5.15: Spatial representation of relative normalised uncertainties [%] for simulated
albedometers for scenario 11 at incremental heights above the canopy.

and grass. After a fire event (Figure 5.16), large negative values are now found

over tree crowns and positive uncertainties found over areas of soil and grass, i.e.
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Figure 5.16: Spatial representation of relative normalised uncertainties [%] for simulated
albedometers for scenario 12 at incremental heights above the canopy.

in areas affected by fire, causing local albedo values dominated by a signal from

burnt matter, grass stubble and charred material, which has a much lower albedo in

comparison to vegetation.

Figure 5.17 demonstrates uncertainty values 〈|δ |〉, |δ |68, |δ |95 and |δ |99 for the

pre-fire (Figure 5.17a) and post-fire scenarios (Figure 5.17b). At 0 m, field albedo

can be measured with 〈|δ |〉 of 7.7% for the pre-fire scenario (11) and 14.5% for

the post-fire scenario (12), indicating the greater variability in local albedo values

for the post-fire scenario has an impact on the average uncertainty values when the

albedometer is placed close to the canopy. In order for the WMO requirement to

be met considering the mean uncertainty value (〈|δ |〉), the albedometer must be

placed 26 m above the canopy for the pre-fire scenario and 31 m for the post-fire

scenario. While |δ |95 and |δ |99 do not reach the WMO requirement, they reduce to

uncertainty values of 4.1% and 5.1% for scenario 11 and 6% and 8.2% for scenario

12.

5.3.8 Canopy synthesis

Results presented up to this point have concentrated on the WMO accuracy re-

quirement of 3%, since field albedo measurements are required to conform to this
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(a) scenario 11 (pre-fire savanna) (b) scenario 12 (pre-fire savanna)

Figure 5.17: Aggregated absolute relative normalised uncertainties [%] with respect to
height.

requirement if they are to be of use in for validating satellite albedo products. How-

ever, the overarching aim of this thesis is to establish the accuracy requirements

for biophysical EO products in their use for climate observations, modelling and

change detection. In terms of the use of field albedo measurements for validation,

the WMO 3% requirement has been addressed already above. However, alternative

uses of field albedo measurements may require other accuracy requirements for spe-

cific confidence levels or may require albedometers that are good quality (accepted

for network operations) or moderate quality (low cost networks where moderate

quality is acceptable) [WMO, 2012]. To this end, Table 5.3 indicates a synthesis of

the various heights at which an albedometer should be placed to conform to 3%, 5%

and 10% for 〈|δ |〉 and |δ |95 confidence intervals, and the heights required to reach

the accuracy requirements for each canopy.

As previously described, the 3% requirement is always met for 〈|δ |〉, except

scenarios 4 and 8. If less accuracy is required, and the accuracy requirements can

be 5% or 10%, firstly scenarios 4 and 8 can meet the requirements, plus for the

remaining canopies, the height at which the requirement can be met reduces. In the

case of a 10% accuracy requirement, albedometers can be placed even at 0 m for

most of the scenarios. If the 95th confidence interval is used, |δ |95, the 3% require-

ment is often not met, except for scenarios 9 and 10. If the accuracy requirement is

increased to 5%, also scenario 10 can conform to this accuracy requirement, and if
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scenario 3%
(〈|δ |〉)

5%
(〈|δ |〉)

10%
(〈|δ |〉)

3%
(|δ |95)

5%
(|δ |95)

10%
(|δ |95)

1 1 m 0 m 0 m - - 0 m
2 2 m 0 m 0 m - - 4 m
3 7 m 2 m 0 m - - 10 m
4 - 0 m 0 m - - 1 m
5 - 4 m 0 m - - 1 m
6 7 m 1 m 0 m - - 4 m
7 7 m 3 m 1 m - - 8 m
8 60 m 1 m 0 m - - 30 m
9 17 m 0 m 0 m 33 m 22 m 8 m
10 0 m 0 m 0 m 17 m 5 m 0 m
11 26 m 11 m 0 m - 50 m 21 m
12 31 m 20 m 3 m - - 23 m

Table 5.3: Height at which albedometer should be placed to conform to 3%, 5% and 10%
accuracy requirements for mean and 95th confidence interval

10% accuracy requirement is considered, conformity with 95th confidence can be

met at varying heights depending on the scenario. Depending on the application,

accuracy requirement and confidence interval, the albedometer should be therefore

placed above the canopy accordingly. Importantly, Table 5.3 indicates the flexibility

of this modelling approach, as albedometer placement (vertically, horizontally) can

be tested against any quality requirements and confidence levels.

5.3.9 Multiple albedometers

In addition to single albedometer measurements, the utility of multiple albedometer

measurements was also simulated. In Figure 5.18, aggregated statistics 〈|δ |〉 (solid

lines) and |δ |95(dotted lines) are displayed for 0 m (black line), the maximum height

(red lines) simulated and the height at which an albedometer is likely placed for the

specific scenario (blue lines), with respect to the number of albedometers used. The

grey shaded area represents the WMO 3% requirement, as with previous figures.

For every scenario, increasing albedometers results in smaller uncertainty values.

In particular, the most significant decrease occurs between increasing from one to

two albedometers, evident in the large ’kick’ in each of the curves. Uncertainties re-

duce, and start to plateau for most scenarios towards 20 albedometers. With respect

to the relationship between multiple albedometers and height, multiple albedome-
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ters are useful for low height albedometers and has no benefit for maximum height

albedometers in reaching the WMO requirement. For scenarios 1,2,4 and 8, simply

using two albedometers at 0 m TOC can allow the WMO requirement to be met. In

terms of the mid-height, the height an albedometer would be likely be placed in that

specific scenario, in approximately half of the scenarios, the WMO requirement is

already met (scenarios 1, 2, 6, 9, 10 and 11), therefore multiple albedometers is not

useful. However for the remaining scenarios, most scenarios require only one other

albedometer to reach the requirement.

For a confidence interval of 95%, at 0 m and the mid-height albedometer

heights, uncertainties are greatest at 0 m, however reduce significantly with the

addition of one albedometer. In the case of scenarios 10 and 11, the WMO require-

ment is already met (with the exception of 30 m height for scenario 8), with the

addition of up to 5 albedometers, scenarios 1, 2, 3, 6, 12 and 13 can meet the WMO

requirement, for both 0 m and mid-heights. In the case of 0 m, uncertainties are

greatest, but also reduce significantly with the number of albedometers used. The

majority of the scenarios are still not able to reach conformity with the albedometers

placed at 0 m with confidence interval |δ |95.

Table 5.4 expands on the data presented in Figure 5.18, documenting the num-

ber of albedometers required to reach the WMO 3% requirement using mean (〈|δ |〉)

and 95% confidence interval (|δ |95) uncertainties. In terms of 〈|δ |〉 for mid-height

and maximum heights, the number of albedometers required to reach 3% accuracy

is either 1 or 2, no matter the scenario. In terms of 〈|δ |〉 at 0 m, the number of

albedometers required to conform is highly variable, depending on the canopy. As

the height is increased to mid-height or max-height the number of albedometers

is generally 1 or 2, indicating that depending on the canopy, one extra albedometer

may be useful in complying with the WMO. Considering |δ |95, at 0 m, few canopies

reach the WMO requirement and those that do require a large amount of albedome-

ters. At mid-height, with additional albedometers most canopies are able to reach

the WMO requirement, but the number of albedometers required to do so is not

realistic in the field. Two exceptions are scenarios 9 and 10, which require 2 and 1
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Figure 5.18: Aggregated absolute relative normalised uncertainties [%] (mean and 95%
confidence interval) for number of albedometers used to compute albedo at
0m, mid-height and maximum height, with the grey shaded area representing
the WMO 3% requirement.
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scenario 0 m
(〈|δ |〉)

Mid-
height
(〈|δ |〉)

Max-
height
(〈|δ |〉)

0 m
(|δ |95)

Mid-
height
(|δ |95)

Max-
height
(|δ |95)

1 2 1 1 9 5 4
2 2 1 1 14 5 4
3 6 2 1 - 7 5
4 2 2 2 13 8 8
5 9 2 2 - 14 7
6 10 1 1 - 5 5
7 - 2 1 - 16 3
9 2 2 1 - 10 8
10 3 1 1 - 2 1
11 1 1 1 5 1 1
12 12 1 1 - 6 2
13 - 2 1 - 8 4

Table 5.4: Number of albedometers required to reach 3% accuracy requirements for mean
and 95th confidence interval for heights 0 m, mid-height and maximum height.

albedometers respectively.

5.4 Discussion

This section discusses the results presented in Section 4. RQ5 will first be dis-

cussed, and the specific contributions to uncertainty that are required to quantify

traceable uncertainty are discussed: placement of albedometer in and above the

canopy, canopy structure/ecosystem type, seasonality, illumination conditions and

fire on uncertainties. In addition, the potential benefits of multiple albedometers on

the accuracy with which field-based albedo can be measured is discussed.

The latter part of this section will discuss the current levels of conformity with

respect to the quality requirements for field measurements of land surface albedo,

as well as addressing the accuracy requirements for field measurements used to

address levels of conformity for EO products to their accuracy requirements (RQ3)

and their use to evaluate the quality of EO products (RQ2). Finally the use of 3D

models as a method to determine the suitability to assess levels of conformity for

EO products will be discussed (RQ4, RQ5), as well as potential future work.
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5.4.1 Placement of albedometer within the canopy

The placement of an albedometer in a canopy is coupled with the canopy structure.

Given that one of the main contributions towards uncertainty in field-based mea-

surements of albedo to validation EO products is landscape heterogeneity and the

resulting representativeness of a point field observations to validate pixel satellite-

based observations [Cescatti et al., 2012]. Variance in uncertainty values spatially

is high, particularly when the albedometer is placed close to the canopy top. Ac-

cordingly, a single albedometer observation can provide a biased estimate of land

surface albedo, and may therefore impact the inter-comparison with, and valida-

tion of EO-based land surface albedo products. Canopy heterogeneity, fractional

coverage and canopy structure are controlling factors over the variability in field-

based measurement of albedo. Variability in uncertainties for albedometers placed

in different locations are highest in dense, complex canopies such as the deciduous

broadleaf forest canopy (e.g. Scenario 8) which have high kred values, or particu-

larly open canopies such as the savanna canopies (scenarios 11 and 12) which have

low kred values. Although the original broadleaf crop citrus canopies has a high kred

value, the low tree heights and low fractional coverage result in smaller variation in

local LAD/LAI values (between foliage and soil), hence it is necessary to consider

kred in conjunction with LAD and fractional coverage when analysing the impact

of canopy structure on uncertainties as a result of the placement of albedometers

within the canopy.

5.4.2 Height of albedometer

The height of the albedometer above the canopy was a major focus of this Chap-

ter, since it is a key factor in the experimental design on in-situ albedo measure-

ments. Results indicated that the albedometer height also determines if accuracy

requirements can or cannot be met. In general, aggregated statistics indicate that

uncertainty reduces significantly as the height of the albedometer is increased up

until a certain height, then the uncertainty tends to plateau. This pattern is a direct

result of the sensor field-of-view (FOV) and spatial heterogeneity of the canopy.

The FOV is small when close to TOC and only receives reflected radiation from
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the elements directly below it. As height is increased, the FOV also enlarges and

an albedometer is able to measure more the average albedo of the scene since the

footprint increases, and therefore measures the contribution to albedo signal from

increasing elements that constitute the scene. In spatially heterogeneous canopies,

large local albedo variations cause variable in-situ albedo measurements that cause

bias in the measurement, particularly at lower albedometer heights. As height is in-

creased, the albedometer footprint is able to measure contributions to albedo from

enough of the scene to measure the average albedo, increasing the height at this

point has little impact on uncertainties.

Most scenarios are able to reach the 3% requirement, with the exception of

scenarios 4 and 5. For 68%, 95% and 99% confidence intervals, the requirement

is often not reached, with the exception of the winter deciduous broadleaf forest

and evergreen needleleaf forest canopies. The former is comprised of leaf-off con-

ditions, whereby deciduous trees which dominate the canopy are without foliage.

In terms of the latter, although the canopy may seem complex, the internal canopy

structure is fairly homogeneous, as documented by Pisek et al. [2011], who found

consistent canopy clumping index estimates across transects within the canopy.

The height at which the requirement can be reached also depends on the tree

heights; in canopies with lower tree heights (scenarios 1,2,3,6), the height at which

the albedometer should be placed is much lower than canopies with taller trees

(scenarios 9-10). However, the deciduous broadleaf row structured crop canopy

with increased tree height (scenario 6), and savanna canopies (scenarios 11-12) have

similar maximum tree heights with 11.28 m and 11.12 m respectively, and heights

at which the albedometer needs to be placed to reach the WMO requirement is 7 m,

26 m and 31 m for scenarios 6, 11 and 12. Accordingly, tree height alone does not

contribute solely to the height at which the albedometer should be placed. Evidently,

conformity to accuracy requirements is due to complex and inter-related factors:

canopy heterogeneity and structure, land cover class and illumination conditions.
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5.4.3 Seasonality

The impact of seasonality and leaf-on/leaf-off conditions was investigated for a

deciduous broadleaf forest canopy during summer (scenario 8) and winter (sce-

nario 9). The loss of foliage causes a change in the canopy structure, evident from

the change in canopy heterogeneity (kred ) from 1.19 (dense and clumped) to 0.71

(open/sparse). This causes in general a reduction in the uncertainties of field-based

albedo observations. Up to 10 m TOC, uncertainties are slightly larger during leaf-

off conditions, more likely a result of the snow background. This is due to the as-

sumption that the snow surface in scenario 9 is a flat Lambertian plane with snow re-

flectance properties. Thus light is isotropically scattered with high reflectance, and

may cause a large variability in the local albedo values measured by the albedome-

ters. Beyond 10 m TOC, uncertainties reduce significantly, in comparison to the

leaf-on scenario 8, which reduces far less considerably. Unlike all other canopies,

all aggregated uncertainty statistics (〈|δ |〉, |δ |68, |δ |95 and |δ |99) tend towards 0%

as height is increased up to 100 m TOC.

Considering that this canopy has a lack of foliage structure and no other canopy

exhibited this behaviour suggests that uncertainties plateau once a certain height is

reached due to the inherent canopy structure. The differences between leaf-on and

leaf-off conditions indicate that the uncertainties of field-based land surface albedo

observations change depending on the season, which may in turn influence whether

the observations meet quality requirements, and can therefore be used in valida-

tion or other applications. Since the heights at which the WMO 3% requirement

is met are 60 m for leaf-on (scenario 8) and and 17 m for leaf-off (scenario 9)

canopies respectively, choice of albedometer height in canopies prone to large sea-

sonal changes should take height into account. Scenarios 8 and 9 are based on field

inventory data collected in Estonia, including bud burst and leaf-fall at the same

Järvselja site. This suggests that the entire growing season occurs between May

and October (∼6 months), and leaf-fall begins afterwards. Full leaf-off occurs dur-

ing the winter months up to April (approximately 4-5 months). Accordingly both

leaf-off and leaf-on conditions are dominating conditions should be considered in
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terms measuring field-based albedo so they conform to quality assurance require-

ments. Potential further investigations may therefore look into the use of multiple

albedometers, or even multiple albedometers at different heights which could either

be used individually in different seasons or together to provide an accurate measure

of albedo.

5.4.4 Ecosystem type and canopy structure

Ecosystem type and canopy structure are one of the controlling factors for the un-

certainty of ground-based albedo observations. Generally speaking, complex dense

heterogeneous forests with tall trees tend to be associated with higher uncertainties,

and in order to reach accuracy requirements, need the albedometer to be placed very

high above the canopy top. In the complex birchstand canopy (scenario 8), the vari-

ation in tree heights is high (5.91 m to 25.5 m), and therefore the internal height

structure is complex. For this canopy, the 3% WMO requirement cannot be met us-

ing the mean uncertainty until 60 m above the canopy. In the field for such a canopy,

the tower height is around 30 m with an albedometer installed on it. While at 30

m, mean uncertainty is 3.4%, results from this study suggests that perhaps these

heights are not suitable for such complex and heterogeneous canopies. Tree heights

alone do not explain the behaviour of uncertainty for this canopy, since the winter

version of this canopy has the same tree heights but without foliage elements and

therefore a lower LAI and fractional coverage, as well as internal canopy structural

complexity is significantly reduced.

For scenarios 1-4, kred is high at 1.511, indicating a highly clumped canopy

resulting from the row structure. The LAD for this canopy is also high, at 0.653, re-

sulting from the structure of citrus trees which have a consistently high LAD along

the vertical profile of the tree, plus a small trunk. However, fractional coverage and

LAI are not so high, and tree heights are fairly low with little variations, ranging

from 2.83-4.11 m. As a result, for these canopies, at 0 m uncertainties are fairly

high, but then reduce significantly with height. Once the albedometer has been

placed high enough above the canopy to begin to reduce large uncertainty variations

due to local albedo values, the aggregated uncertainty statistics demonstrate that the
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uncertainty values are low. This suggests that in fact the tree heights, the variation

in tree heights (and therefore internal canopy structure), fractional coverage and lo-

cal LAI appear to control the magnitude of uncertainty. For scenario 6, replacing

all the trees with a single tree approximately three times the height of the average

tree height has higher tree heights and fractional coverage, but reduction in overall

LAI. Comparison of scenarios 3 and 6 with the same angular configuration suggests

that at 0 m, the taller trees causes much more local variation in albedo, likely due to

increased shadowing from the taller trees, and therefore higher uncertainties. How-

ever the uncertainties reduce to be essentially equivalent to the original scenario,

conforming to the WMO requirement at the same height. Accordingly, although

tree height have been increased, due to the lack of variation of tree heights, reduc-

tion in fractional coverage and reduction in LAI, once the albedometer is placed

high enough, the impact of tree height is negligible.

Reducing fractional coverage was examined in the deciduous broadleaf crop

(citrus) row structured canopy in scenario 5, where 20% of the trees have been

removed to increase gaps and areas of exposed soil in the canopy, results appear

somewhat counter-intuitive. It was expected that as trees were removed, uncertain-

ties may decrease, however it appears there is an optimal fractional coverage of veg-

etation within the scene, and beyond this, in-situ albedometers may provide more

biased estimates of albedo. In their inter-comparison between in situ and MODIS

albedo retrievals, [Cescatti et al., 2012] find large differences between MODIS and

field-based retrievals of albedo in cropland and grassland ecosystem types, ascribed

to the spatial variability in LAI and the variability in exposed soil, in addition to

responses to climate drivers and management practices. While the citrus orchard

canopy is not exactly cropland nor grassland, the spatial variability in LAI and ar-

eas with exposed soil still exist, and therefore increasing this variability in LAI and

exposing more soil when 20% of the trees are removed is likely the reason behind

this increase in uncertainty.

In terms of the evergreen needleleaf forest, the WMO requirement is already

met at 0 m TOC. The maximum tree heights in this canopy are fairly high, but the
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canopy tree height variation varies only by 8 m (10.21 m - 18.9 m). Although the

distribution of trees has a small amount of clumping, the overall internal canopy

structure is fairly homogeneous due to the homogeneous distribution of needles

[Pisek et al., 2011]. Fractional coverage is also high, so the canopy is sufficiently

dense enough to cause small variations in local LAI values between vegetation and

soil.

5.4.5 Illumination angle

Field-based albedo measurements are generally taken around the hour centred on

solar noon (if hourly albedo values are required) or as daily averages [Cescatti

et al., 2012]. In conditions of direct illumination, results indicate that solar angles

impact significantly the accuracy of field-based albedo observations, particularly in

canopies with large amounts of gaps or varying tree heights. More or less shad-

owing from changing illumination angle produces large variability in field-based

albedo observations and therefore larger uncertainty values, for the most part when

an albedometer is placed close to the canopy top. When SZA is increased with the

sun shining down the row (SAA=0◦), shadowing from the tree rows is increasingly

projected onto the soil/exposed areas in between the gaps. If an albedometer is

placed above these shadowed areas, a biased estimate of albedo is measured.

However, shadowing impacts are much less apparent when the albedometer

is placed high enough above the canopy to accurately measure the average albedo

of the scene. At the maximum heights simulated, mean uncertainty (〈|δ |〉) arrives

at 2.22% (SZA=0◦), 2.23% (SZA=20◦) and 2.73% (SZA=50◦), thus uncertainty

is approximately 0.5% higher in the more extreme SZA. Given the row structured

canopy in which the impact of illumination angle was investigated, a SAA of 0◦

was chosen specifically so that the sun shines directly across the rows, therefore

exacerbating the impact of shadowing.

5.4.6 Isotropic illumination

The majority of results presented in this Chapter were under direct sky radiation il-

lumination conditions, however scenario 7 represented a test for simulations under
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fully diffuse (isotropic) illumination conditions. Results indicated that uncertainties

closer to the canopy were greater for isotropic illumination conditions in compari-

son to direct illumination conditions, where for example 〈|δ |〉 at 0 m was approx-

imately 18% in comparison to 4% for SAA 0◦ SZA 20◦. This may result from a

number of reasons. Firstly, a significant source of error for pyranometers and there-

fore albedometers for diffuse sky radiation is a zero irradiance signal [WMO, 2012].

In the set-up of illumination in raytran, light rays were propagated directly towards

the canopy with a directional vector related to the sun solar angle with a specified

number of rays entering the top voxel according to the optimisation procedure. In

using this approach, even at voxels at TOC, few voxels have zero irradiance signals.

Isotropic illumination on the other hand is modelled as scattered radiation, and close

to the canopy top it is possible that due to a large amount scattering of isotropic light

rays from the light source to the canopy top, some voxels may not receive an irradi-

ance signal and others may receive a large signal. The second reason may be due to

the diminished hot-spot effect from isotropic light illumination, therefore less dom-

inating reflectance signal in the solar angle direction. This may influence the local

albedo variations measured close to the canopy, since at 0 m above the canopy it

is likely that the interplay of reflectance, transmittance and absorption enhances the

variations in albedo signal, rather than an albedo signal with dominating hot-spot

reflectance. A final possible explanation is that isotropic illumination rays pene-

trate deeper into the canopy and at varying angles (from fully vertically to fully

horizontal), due to isotropic scattered nature of the ray. This may also impact the

local albedo variations measured by an albedometer, and is supported by the similar

albedometer heights required for isotropic scenario 7 and scenario 3 (SAA 0◦ SZA

50◦) which has a more extreme solar zenith angle, and therefore may also penetrate

deeper into the canopy at an angle.

These conclusions are more dominant close to the canopy top, whereby at max-

imum albedometer heights, 〈|δ |〉 were not dissimilar to uncertainties under direct

sky illumination conditions. The height at which WMO requirement was achieved

was slightly higher at 8 m in comparison to direct illumination conditions of 1 m and
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2 m for for SAA 0◦ SZA 0◦ and 20◦ respectively, however was similar to SAA 0◦

SZA 50◦, which reached conformity at 7 m. Unlike other canopies, |δ |68 is also able

to reach the WMO requirement. |δ |95 and |δ |99 do not conform to the requirement,

but nonetheless have fairly small uncertainty values. This suggests that for diffuse

illumination conditions, at fairly high heights above the canopy, albedometers mea-

sure close to the average albedo of the scene and therefore with high accuracy, even

for high confidence levels. This is most likely due to the combined impact of the the

diminished hot-spot effect for isotropic illumination and the fact that isotropic illu-

mination penetrates deeper into the canopy and at varying angles, therefore interacts

with more canopy components and provides an albedo signal that takes into account

the canopy structure perhaps more than direct illumination. Although purely diffuse

isotropic illumination is fairly rare in nature, it may be most closely approximated

to a thick cloud or aerosol layer. In reality, ambient light is a combination of direct

and diffuse light. The scenario presented here aimed to demonstrate the relationship

between uncertainties and purely isotropic conditions. In reality, uncertainties will

result from illumination conditions will be a contribution of both direct and diffuse

light conditions.

5.4.7 Fire prone canopies

The impacts of fire on uncertainties for quality assurance requirements indicates

three main findings; 1) albedo values are smaller for the post-fire savanna case in

comparison to the pre-fire savanna case, 2) local albedo under- and over-estimation

over tree and soil/grass areas is inverted after a fire event and 3) uncertainty values

are found to be larger in the post-fire case, particularly when the albedometer is

placed at lower heights above the canopy. These conclusions are not unsurprising

considering that 1) char on the ground is well known to reduce the reflectance sig-

nal of a canopy post-fire and 2) increased spatial variability between tree canopies,

charred material and ’stubble’ like grass influences uncertainty values, specifically

when the albedometer is placed lower above the canopy and is thus influenced

more by local albedo values. Considering 〈|δ |〉, to reach the 3% requirement, the

albedometer should be placed approximately 26 m above the canopy in a pre-fire
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scenario and 31 m above the canopy in a post-fire scenario. Accordingly, results

suggest that for canopies prone to fire, this should be taken into account when con-

sidering the placement of the albedometer, both within the canopy (i.e. proximity

to tree or in an open area) and above the canopy.

5.4.8 Multiple albedometers

Results were presented for the potential benefits of using multiple albedometers on

measuring field-based albedo with higher accuracies. Figure 5.18 demonstrates that

adding another albedometer (totalling two) can significantly reduce uncertainties,

whereby accuracy requirements can be met easier using two albedometers in com-

parison to one. Results were analysed for the mean uncertainty (〈|δ |〉) and the 95%

confidence interval, for when an albedometer is placed at 0 m above the canopy, at

the maximum height above the canopy simulated and at a ’mid-height’, which is the

most likely height used in the field, based on expertise knowledge. For the mean

uncertainty in certain scenarios, there is no need for multiple albedometers (scenar-

ios 1, 2, 6, 9, 10 and 11). The first two scenarios are row structured canopies with

non-extreme solar angles, scenario 6 a row structured canopy with tall trees which

diminishes shadowing effects, scenarios 9 and 10 which are less complex canopies

and scenario 11 the savanna pre-fire canopy. For the the maximum heights simu-

lated, most canopies do not require extra albedometers. Exceptions are scenarios 4

(specific solar angle), 5 (low fractional coverage) and 7 (purely isotropic light illu-

mination conditions). In terms of |δ |95 at 0 m, few scenarios are able to reach the

WMO requirement, except scenarios 1, 2, 4, and 10, which would require a large

number of albedometers to reach the requirement. As height is increased, most sce-

narios are able to reach the requirement, albeit with a large number of albedometers.

The savanna canopy (12) and under isotropic illumination (7) are the only scenarios

in which a smaller number of albedometers (2 and 3 respectively) could be used,

which could be implemented in the field. Clearly if a higher confidence interval is

required, in order to reach the WMO requirement, considering very high towers to

install the albedometer on, and potential multiple albedometers will be useful.

Multiple albedometers could be useful across most forest canopies in terms of
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reducing uncertainties in land surface albedo, particularly in highly complex and or

high open/sparse canopies that have high spatial variability, such as teh deciduous

broadleaf forest or the broadleaf citrus crop with 20% trees removed. With regard

to illumination conditions that may change with direct-to-diffuse light fraction, as

well as varying solar angles during the day, both diffuse light and extreme solar

angles contribute to uncertainties. Two albedometers may reduce these contribu-

tions to uncertainty, particularly for canopies susceptible to extreme solar angles

or cloudy/thick aerosol layers. In vegetation canopies prone to fire, uncertainties

are much greater after the fire event due to the local albedo variations between

charred material, grass stubble and the trees not affected by fire [Govaerts et al.,

2002]. When a single albedometer is placed at a height which allows conformity

to an accuracy requirement for a pre-fire canopy, the same height post-fire will

not conform to requirements. The options may therefore be to either increase the

height of albedometer so that the post-fire measurement reaches conformity, or two

albedometers may be used at lower heights.

5.4.9 Conformity testing: choice of confidence interval (RQ3,

RQ5)

The choice of confidence interval indicates the probability that a population param-

eter will fall between two set values, which are the upper and lower bounds of a

probability distributions. Higher probabilities associated with confidence intervals

indicates a greater degree of certainty that the parameter falls within the interval

bounds. The WMO requirement specifies a confidence interval of 95%, where the

conformity testing method is assumed to be a coverage interval approach. The

choice of conformity testing can determine the suitability (or not) of field measure-

ments (RQ4). In the case of this study, the mean uncertainty (i.e. confidence level

of 50%) computes albedo with a 50% probability the true value will be contained

within the interval, and was the lowest level of confidence investigated. The remain-

ing confidence intervals of 68%, 95% and 99% indicate the respective probabilities

that the true value will be contained within the first (68%), second (95%) and third

standard deviations (99%). Although the 99th percentile confidence interval indi-
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cates the highest degree of certainty, accuracy requirements related to field-based

albedo observations for validation require a confidence interval of 95% (i.e. two

standard deviations).

Considering the mean uncertainty, WMO requirements are met in almost all

scenarios, at varying albedometer heights. However, for confidence intervals of

68%, 95% and 99%, indicating greater degrees of confidence that the in-situ albedo

measurement is within these bounds, the conformity to WMO requirement only

occurs in 46% of the canopies for 68th confidence interval and 15% for 95th and

99th intervals. The most likely reason is that for canopies with increasing structural

heterogeneity, the 3% WMO requirement with high confidence intervals is perhaps

too stringent. Depending on the application, it appears that in canopies increasing

structural heterogeneity, conformity to quality assurance requirements must be de-

fined either using a less stringent requirement (5% or 10%) with high confidence

interval, or a stringent accuracy requirement (3%) with a lower confidence interval.

Table 5.3 summarises 3 different accuracy requirements (3%, 5% and 10%)

for the mean uncertainty and uncertainty at the 95% confidence interval. For 3%

and 5% accuracy requirements, few scenarios are able to reach conformity at the

95% confidence interval, however at 10%, all canopies are able to reach confor-

mity. Suggestions based on modelling for the scenarios simulated in this study, for

the height of the albedometer are therefore indicated in Table 5.3. Depending on the

application, users with different needs in terms of accuracy requirements at a spec-

ified confidence interval may have to decide on a trade-off between reaching high

accuracy requirements with lower degrees of confidence or reaching lower accuracy

requirements with higher degrees of confidence. Based on this, users planning field

campaigns should decide before the levels of accuracy and confidence interval they

require, and plan the associated height and placement of the albedometer. For ex-

isting field campaigns, this data may be useful to provide uncertainty estimates and

to decide whether field data should be used in validation of EO observations, or any

other application.
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5.4.10 Requirements for ground observations and their suitabil-

ity to evaluate the quality of EO products (RQs 2-4)

The suitability of ground observations in evaluating the quality of EO products is

determined based on accuracy requirements. As described above, compliance to the

WMO accuracy requirement was the focus of this study, since field-based albedo

measurements should attempt to comply with this requirement if they are to be of

use for EO validation. The 3% accuracy requirement with 95% confidence interval

set by the WMO is based on the achievable accuracy of a high quality pyranome-

ter when the uncertainty and quality of a radiation measurement can result from

sensitivity, stability, response time, cosine response, azimuth response, linearity,

temperature response, thermal offset, zero irradiance signal and spectral response.

Uncertainties from these properties were not included here, as the albedometer was

considered a perfect instrument (with a spectral response), and therefore uncer-

tainties due instrument error were expressed as 0%. In addition to the 3% WMO

requirement, the method employed in this Chapter to ensure that simulations are

to within 1% also contribute towards to the overall uncertainty value. What is not

considered in the uncertainty value provided by the WMO, is the uncertainty con-

tribution from the field measurement protocol (albedometer placement) and also

site-specific factors, which have been the focus of this study.

The current 3% WMO requirement at lower confidence intervals appears to be

suitable for validation of EO observations. However, since the WMO requirement

does not appear to take into account uncertainty contributions from field proto-

cols/site factors, at higher confidence intervals this requirement is often difficult to

reach. Widlowski et al. [2013] expanded on this, stating that even intensive field

measurements are unlikely to yield the level of accuracy necessary to evaluate the

compliance of field protocols to GCOS requirements, resulting from uncertainty in

instrumentation, operator error, inadequacies of upscaling and data interpretation

methods, spatial and temporal variation in illumination conditions and differences

in algorithm assumptions and shortcuts.

As well as the WMO requirement for validation communities, different re-
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quirements exist for energy applications or climatological purposes, as well as dif-

ferent accuracies associated with various qualities of albedometers. The WMO re-

quirement of 3% is for the highest quality albedometer, which suggests ”near state

of the art, suitable for use as a working standard, maintainable only at stations with

special facilities and staff” [WMO, 2012]. High quality (acceptable for network op-

erations) and moderate quality (suitable for low-cost networks were moderate per-

formance is acceptable) albedometers can also have useful applications, but have

less strict accuracy requirements. Accordingly, 3%, 5% and 10% accuracy require-

ments were addressed in Section 5.3.8, which tested the heights at which albedome-

ters should be placed to conform to these requirements, at 50% and 95% confidence

intervals. Table 5.3 demonstrated that the height at which the albedometer should

be placed depends heavily on the accuracy requirement chosen, as well as the level

of confidence. Quite clearly, for applications that have less stringent accuracy re-

quirements, there is little use in placing albedometers on very high flux towers. For

example a 10% accuracy requirement with 50% confidence level would require an

albedometer between 0-3 m for any scenario.

As well as uncertainties due to field measurement protocols, this study has

demonstrated that site-specific factors also contribute towards uncertainties in mea-

sured albedo. Due to the large variation in conformity or non-conformity to accu-

racy requirements in each scenario, questions may be asked as to whether different

accuracy requirements under different scenarios may be useful. If the same level

of accuracy is required for every scenario type, it is possible that some areas of the

globe may be excluded from land surface albedo networks, due to non-conformity

(i.e northern latitudes with extreme solar angles during winter). On the other hand,

using the same accuracy requirements for all scenarios means all users can be sure

that every field-based albedo site conforms to a specific level of accuracy that may

be required in their use. Clearly, the choice of appropriate accuracy requirement and

associated confidence interval is important. This should be considered explicitly in

future field campaign planning or for providing levels of conformity for existing

field-based albedo observations. This should also be considered explicitly when ad-
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dressing ic and how field measurements of albedo should be used for validation of

EO products, or any other application of such field data relating to climate observa-

tions, modelling or change detection.

5.4.11 Conclusions

This chapter has presented a method of determining the suitability of field measure-

ments to assess levels of conformity for biophysical EO products, through using a

novel 3D model-based quality assurance framework (RQs 2-4). This framework

was used to assess levels of conformity and accuracies of field-based observations

of land surface albedo (RQ5). The method presented here can be used to assess

levels of conformity to a specified quality assurance requirement, with associated

levels of confidence. In addition, specific contributions towards the uncertainty can

be investigated in detail, due to a) the field measurement protocol and b) site-specific

factors. This contribution of specific factors to uncertainty is crucial here, as it is the

only way in which we can determine traceable and reliable estimations of quality.

For various scenarios that identified the major contributions towards uncer-

tainty in the in-situ measurement protocols for albedo (spatial heterogeneity, land

cover class, seasonality and illumination conditions) levels of conformity were pro-

vided for the WMO accuracy requirement, whereby compliance to this requirement

is necessary in order to assess the quality of EO-based observations. This frame-

work is a unique tool for providing information that is useful not only for exist-

ing field campaigns, but also for planning future field campaigns. The approach

presented here allows site-specific optimisation of instrumentation and field mea-

surement protocol procedures. If field sites (in use or planned) closely match the

scenarios presented here, then uncertainty estimates and levels of conformity may

be used to assess whether the site can be used for validation of land surface albedo.

For sites which do not match with scenarios present here, the only requirement is to

provide a 3D scene representation matching the site in question.
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5.4.12 Further work

Gaps in information that need to be addressed include 1) canopy architecture (3D),

2) scattering directionality and its spatial variability and 3) illumination anisotropy.

In terms of reconstruction of canopy architecture, gaps in inventory data to properly

represent a canopy includes shoot/leaf shape and dimensions, shoot/leaf orienta-

tion, foliage distribution in crowns, crown shapes, branching angles and density

and woody content (live or dead). Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) is a major step

forward in reconstructing the 3D architecture of canopies, and is currently revo-

lutionising the canopy architecture that 3D modelling communities require [Malhi

et al., 2018, Disney et al., 2018, Åkerblom et al., 2018]. Despite the major advances

of TLS data (often combined with airborne lidar data), much work is still to be done,

particularly in the reconstruction of foliage elements.

Scattering directionality and its spatial variability presents perhaps the biggest

gap in information in representing a realistic vegetation canopy. Within raytran

foliage elements are represented as a Lambertian scatterer with a specified shape,

size and orientation and scattering properties which are often generalised across the

canopy, across tree/plant species or for a specific tree/plant/crop. In reality, this is

simply not the case. The scattering directionality of foliage (leaves, needles), bark

(trunks, branches, stems) and understory is unique to the scatterer and is spatially

variable, depending on a multitude of factors. Currently, laboratory or field go-

niometers are able to measure the scattering directionality in a small subsection of

individual canopy scatterers [Jacquemoud et al., 1996]. However these measure-

ments are not capable of giving information on scattering directionality of every

scattering element in a scene. There is a lack of in-situ instruments that are able to

measure scattering directionality in all scattering elements within the canopy. Fi-

nally, illumination anisotropy needs to be measured accurately in order to represent

prevailing illumination conditions accurately in the 3D models. Suggestions for

this could include using a field goniometer with outward pointing sensors, as well

as measurements of the prevailing atmospheric conditions at the time of canopy

structural measurements. In order to fully understand levels of conformity and ac-
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curacies of biophysical EO products, it is necessary either to understand the impact

these gaps in information may have on the ability of 3D models to accurately simu-

late EO- and field-based sensors in realistic vegetation canopies, or to develop new

and improved 3D representations of vegetation.

Related to the development of 3D canopies, better models are also required for

representing seasonal changes experience by vegetation canopies. Only one exam-

ple was presented here for seasonal change, represented by a deciduous broadleaf

forest in summer and winter, since it presented the most dramatic seasonal change

possible. Some seasonal 3D models do exist, for example with respect to agricul-

tural crops [Watt, 2013]. However, a large gap in information exists in collecting

data during various stages of phenological cycles, particularly in forests since a huge

amount of information is required to accurately represent a single stage in the phe-

nological cycle, let alone the multiple stages. As a result of this lack of information,

this study is not able to assess the impact of uncertainties resulting from temporal

resolution. Due to the huge amount of data required to build 3D canopies, it takes

time to build up a large database of 3D canopies representing current in-situ albedo

field sites or planned sites. However, this is a natural process and with advances

of TLS and other in-situ instruments to address missing inventory information, it is

expected in the coming years that more vegetation canopies can be represented, and

with increasing realism.

In terms of validation, direct comparison between an in-situ point measurement

and a remote-sensing pixel is only valid either when the footprint of the in-situ

observation is the same as the satellite pixel, or if the surface is homogeneous at the

spatial scales of both field and satellite-based observations [Román et al., 2009a].

However, in vegetation canopies homogeneity is rare, where in-situ and satellite

footprints do not often match. For cal/val activities, upscaling from in-situ point

to satellite pixel observations is required, in order to compare observations at the

same scale. Upscaling is a major challenge, and can introduce large sources of error

[Román et al., 2013]. As a result, the uncertainties presented here are not the final

uncertainty value for in-situ measurements.
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Finally, other methods of assessing the suitability of field-based observations

to validate EO products do exist, which provide different methods for computing the

’reference’ parameter value: using high spatial resolution satellite imagery, imagery

from Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) for even higher spatial resolution, multiple

image sources or multiple in-situ instruments that measure the same quantity. These

methods of computing a ’reference’ allow an analysis of uncertainty at varying spa-

tial and temporal scales, which the model-based framework presented here is not

yet able to fully do, due to the difficulties of reconstructing 3D canopies. However,

the major benefit of using 3D models to assess conformity of field measurements to

accuracy requirements is that in 3D models, the absolute reference is known, and

the ’virtual laboratory’ nature of 3D models allows the simulation of any field-based

(or satellite-based) sensor to high accuracy. As a result, we may be sure of uncer-

tainty values computed, since the independent reference value is absolute, and we

may also easily compute uncertainties in various field measurements and associated

protocols within the ’virtual laboratory’, which could be time-consuming (or often

impossible) in the field. To gain a full understanding of the quality of biophysical

EO products, perhaps it is not necessary to choose between methods, but rather to

apply multiple methods of assessing conformity to accuracy requirements. In which

case, we may then begin to fully understand the quality of biophysical EO products,

and their compliance to accuracy requirements.



Chapter 6

Quality Assurance for ground

observations of Fraction of Absorbed

Photosynthetically Active Radiation

(FAPAR)

6.1 Introduction

This Chapter outlines the application of the methodology outlined in Chapter 2 to

ground-based FAPAR observations. A 3D model-based QA framework is devel-

oped (RQ5), which evaluates the suitability of field measurements to assess the

accuracy of EO products (RQ4). The levels of conformity to specified accuracy

requirements is presented, addressing RQ3 and RQ4 following the methodology

outlined in Chapter 2. Specific contributions to uncertainty outlined in Chapter 2

will be tested to address their reasons, with respect to a) the definitions and algo-

rithms used to compute FAPAR with respect illumination and structure, b) the def-

inition of a reference FAPAR, c) the field measurement protocol (sampling design,

camera height, closeness to tree trunks, ESU) and d) site specific factors (ecosystem

type/canopy structure).

The methodology specific to FAPAR is first presented following the overar-

ching research design: design of an in-situ sensor, identification of virtual canopy
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scenarios, experimental set-up of the model under a specific field measurement pro-

tocol to simulate in-situ data, application of retrieval algorithms to compute in-situ

data and uncertainty analysis with subsequent conformity testing to accuracy re-

quirements. Section 6.3 will describe the results, breaking down the uncertainty

contributions into the aforementioned four contributions. Section 6.4 will discuss

these results, and will conclude by summarising the main conclusions from this

chapter, as well as discussing potential further work.

6.2 Method

6.2.1 3D canopies

The 3D canopies used in this Chapter are a subset of those described in Chap-

ter 4. In total 15 different canopy scenarios are utilised, associated with different

canopy structural properties, locations, season and land cover classification. The

canopies chosen are the main canopies described in Chapter 4, but do not include

the two DE BLC CITRUS HET canopies, since they were generated specifically to

investigate spatial heterogeneity for land surface albedo measurements and do not

represent a canopy that exists in the field. All the remaining canopies outlined in

Chapter 4 are utilised, to include two deciduous broadleaf forests, two evergreen

needleleaf forests, two broadleaf forests where one of which has four further rep-

resentations to define seasonal changes, two savanna canopies, a shrubland canopy

and two tropical forests. The canopy scenarios are outlined in Table 6.1, and will

be referred to in this Chapter with respect to their canopy ID.

6.2.2 Measuring in-situ FAPAR using Digital Hemispherical

Photography (DHP)

The use of DHP measurements for both LAI and FAPAR has recently received re-

newed scientific interest, since high quality DSLRs are readily available and can

easily provide high resolution images [Duveiller and Defourny, 2010]. As well as

their utility in computing LAI, FAPAR and fractional coverage, hemispherical cam-

eras are advantageous as they can a) be used in canopies that are of any height, since
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upward and downward looking photographs can be taken, b) be used to estimate

canopy clumping through gap size inversion techniques, [Leblanc and Fournier,

2014] and c) can provide a permanent record of the canopy structure [Schaefer

et al., 2016], which is an advantage over LAI-2200 techniques. Consequently, the

use of DHPs have been progressively introduced within validation networks such

as the VALERI project [Baret et al., 2005]. For this reason, and given the ability

of raytran to simulate DHP, the ground measurements of FAPAR based on DHP

techniques will be addressed in this Chapter. DHP is not the only way to measure

FAPAR (Section 3.2.2), however DHP methods were chosen for the above reasons,

plus it can be used for both LAI and FAPAR. In addition Widlowski [2010] pre-

viously conducted an thorough analysis of the bias of FAPAR using PAR sensors

within a modelling framework using the raytran model, focusing on the FAPAR

algorithm (2-flux, 3-flux and 4-flux) and experimental design defined as number of

samples, plot size and sampling scheme.

In the field, a general protocol exists for taking DHPs. First, the sampling

protocol, number of measurements, location, day of measurements (or days of mea-

surements if seasonal and phenological cycles of FAPAR are required to be cap-

tures) must be defined. Subsequent steps should be taken to ensure that both LAI,

FAPAR and fractional coverage values can be extracted from the images with the

highest possible accuracy, including:

1. Waiting for ideally uniform overcast sky, either sunrise/sunset or under cloudy

sky conditions.

2. Using an aperture of 5.0 to 5.5.

3. Ensuring correct exposure (it is recommended to take photos in a range of

exposures then select the best one - or using bracketing).

4. Using a lossless, high quality image format in the highest resolution available.

Once DHPs have been acquired, Figure 6.1 outlines the steps that should be

followed in order to extract the biophysical parameter of interest [Weiss and Baret,

2014].
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Figure 6.1: Schematic outlining DHP processing procedure from DHP imagery to biophys-
ical parameters, adapted from Weiss and Baret [2014]

Numerous softwares exist that can analyse DHPs and compute biophysical pa-

rameters following these general procedures, either at the time of image acquisition

(WinSCANOPY [WinScanopy] and HemiView [HemiView]), or afterwards (Can-

Eye [Weiss and Baret, 2014] or GLA Gap Light Analyser [Frazer et al., 1997]).

In the context of this study, FAPAR values are computed following the Can-Eye

[Weiss and Baret, 2014] software procedures. The Can-Eye software has been used

in the VALERI validation network [Baret et al., 2005], which is the most widely-

used network of in-situ FAPAR data for the purpose of validation, as well as in

OLIVE [Weiss et al., 2014] and in CEOS recommended field protocols [Fernandes

et al., 2014].

Can-Eye follows the aforementioned procedure to extract the biophysical pa-

rameter of interest, namely; image pre-processing, thresholding, classification and

binerisation. It then uses a classified image of 0 (no gap) and 1 (gap) to compute
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parameters such as LAI, FAPAR, the canopy clumping factor and leaf inclination.

The Can-Eye procedure for processing DHPs makes use of the gap fraction tech-

nique, whereby LAI and FAPAR are estimated by considering a Poisson distribution

model described in Section 3.3.2.4:

P0(θv,ϕv) =−G(θv,ϕv) ·LAI/cos(θv) (6.1)

DHP techniques generally assume that FAPAR is equivalent to the Fraction

of Intercepted Photosynthetically Active Radiation (FIPAR), considering that in the

400-700 nm spectral range, little scattering by the leaves occurs and interaction with

light is mostly dominated by absorption. Given that the amount of global Photosyn-

thetically Active Radiation (PAR) on the ground in a forest canopy is a function of

the canopy structure (size, shape and distribution of gaps in the overstory) and the

position and intensity of the sun [Frazer et al., 1997]. Since it is possible to calcu-

late the position and intensity of the Suns energy flux at any given time interval, the

distribution of gaps recorded by DHP imagery can be used to compute canopy PAR

parameters. FIPAR can therefore be computed from the gap fraction as described

above.

The instantaneous ’black sky’ FAPAR (FAPARBS(θs)) defines the FAPAR un-

der direct illumination conditions. At a given solar condition, FAPARBS(θs) is mea-

sured at every solar hour during half the day assuming symmetry around solar noon:

FAPARBS(θs) = 1−P0(θs) (6.2)

The daily integrated black sky FAPAR (FAPARBS
day) can be computed by inte-

grating the instantaneous black-sky FAPAR values from sunset to sunrise:

FAPARBS
day =

∫ sunrise
sunset cos(θ)1−P0(θs)d(θ)∫ sunrise

sunset cos(θ)d(θ)
(6.3)

The daily ’white sky’ FAPAR (FAPARWS) defines the FAPAR measured un-

der diffuse illumination conditions, and can be computed from DHP measurements

using the following equation:
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FAPARWS =
1
π

∫ 2π

0

∫
π/2

0
(1−P0(θ))cos(θ)sin(θ)d(θ)d(φ)

= 2
∫

π/2

0
(1−P0(θ))cos(θ)sin(θ)d(θ)

(6.4)

FAPAR is further defined into the ’total’ FAPAR (FAPARTOT) and the ’foliage’

FAPAR (FAPARFOL). FAPARTOT excludes the incident PAR absorbed by the soil

surface or understory and the incident PAR reflected from the canopy, but includes

the portion of PAR that is reflected by the soil/understory and is absorbed by the

canopy before escaping, as well as PAR absorbed by any element (leaves, trunks,

branches, twigs, needles) within the canopy [Huemmrich et al., 2005]. FAPARFOL

on the other hand refers to the incident PAR absorbed only by foliage, therefore

the value of FAPAR is driven only by photosynthetic activity. As a result, values

of FAPARFOL are consistently lower than values of FAPARTOT over the same area

as they do not include PAR absorbed by woody elements. While FAPARFOL is the

variable that is commonly estimated by space-based sensors, and is the variable of

interest with respect to climate studies, FAPAR measured by digital hemispherical

photography is FAPARTOT.

6.2.3 3D model simulations of Digital Hemispherical Photogra-

phy (DHP)

DHP images are simulated using raytran in each of the virtual canopies described

above. Images are simulated by locating a point light source at any location within

the scene (x,y,z) where rays are propagated in the direction <0,0,-1>. Directly un-

derneath the point source, a disc with a infinitesimal radius with a normal to the sur-

face at the interaction point of <0,0,1> is placed, with a perfectly isotropic surface.

As the single ray hits this isotropic surface, rays are spread in a user-defined number

of view directions over a user-defined range of zenith angles with a minimum and

maximum zenith angle of 0◦ and 90◦. DHP images are simulated from -90◦ to 90◦,

equating to a full 180◦ photograph. A ray spread in the direction (θv,ϕv) samples

the directional transmission probability, normalised by π . Values of 0 indicate no

transmission and are equivalent to a gap fraction probability P0(θv,ϕv) = 0 (no gap),
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and values of 1 indicate total transmission, equivalent to a gap fraction probability

P0(θv,ϕv) = 1 (gap). The values of directional transmission probability are provided

in each view direction, and can be averaged over the azimuth or binned into solid

angle patches to analyse the gap fraction probability of the scene, depending on the

algorithms applied. The number of view directions sampled during simulations is

important as it equates to the resolution of the digital camera. The resolution of

digital cameras has increased steadily in recent years, where the highest-resolution

commercial DSLR camera (Canon 5DS/5DS R) has a MegaPixel (MP) of 50.6 in

2018.

Although simulating a high MP camera was important to recreate the specifi-

cations now available for DSLR cameras, time efficiency must also be considered

as the aims of this study required a large number of DHP simulations to determine

multiple contributions towards uncertainty. A test was conducted to determine the

time taken to simulate a single DHP image in view zenith resolutions ranging from

250-6000, corresponding to 0.0625 - 36 MPs. Simulations were carried out on a

Linux machine with 4 GB RAM, and 8 cores with Intel Xeon CPI E5-1620 V2

CPU 3.70GHz. The time taken for loading the scene was excluded from the anal-

ysis, and only the time taken for a single simulation analysed. Figure 6.2 shows

the time taken for each resolution. Although a MP of 36 corresponds more to the

cameras used in validation campaigns such as the Nikon D800 which has a MP of

36.3, this requires 550 seconds (∼9 minutes) which is not feasible with respect to

this study. As a result, the DHP image resolution was set to 2500 × 2500, since it

allowed ∼2 minutes per simulation.

Within raytran, in order to satisfy conditions for energy conservation, the scene

can be cloned to a specified extent so that rays exiting the bounds of the virtual

canopy will still interact with scene elements. Scenes were cloned to a level of 10

times the area of the actual scene, i.e. in a scene of 100× 100 m2, it was cloned 1 km

in every direction, resulting in an area of 3.1× 3.1 km2 with the original scene at the

centre. DHP images are only simulated in the central scene. Cloning was applied in

the simulations due to the fact that in cases where DHP images were placed at the
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Figure 6.2: Time [seconds] taken to simulate a DHP image with varying MegaPixel (MP)
from 0.0625-36

edges of the scene boundaries, rays reaching the scene boundaries were considered

as exiting the canopy and therefore measured a transmission probability of 1. This

method of cloning does not in reality reflect the real world, it is a necessary step in

modelling to a) satisfy conditions for energy conservation and b) ensure that photos

can enter the sides of the scene resulting from scattering or reflection of rays. The

assumption that rays enter from a clone of the scene, rather than a continuation

of the canopy may have implications if the scene gets smaller or if the scale of

the observations get larger. In reality in field measurement campaigns, DHP images

would not be placed at the edge of a forest canopy and therefore cloning was applied

to ensure real-world conditions were simulated.

It is important to note that in the simulation of DHP images, a view zenith

angle (VZA) and corresponding solar zenith angle (SZA) (when considering black-

sky FAPAR definitions) of 0◦ indicates a zenith ring in the centre of the fisheye

image. Zenith angle increases from the centre to the edges of the image, with rings

increasing in radius at each zenith angle. In the case of a SZA of 0◦, this would

indicate that the sun is directly above at nadir. Figure 6.3 demonstrates a schematic
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of the VZA/SZA configurations in raytran simulated DHP images.

Figure 6.3: View Zenith Angle (VZA) representation for simulated DHP images. Nadir is
defined at 0◦, and edges of the image towards 90◦.

6.2.4 Experimental Design

Existing ground-based FAPAR observations tend to measured together with LAI,

where the field measurement protocols have generally been optimised with the latter

as the more important variable. In addition, many guidelines focus on LAI [Fernan-

des et al., 2014], and as yet a guideline for FAPAR does not yet exist. Consequently

most of the methods developed for ground observations using DHPs have focused

on LAI rather than FAPAR. The aim of this study will therefore focus solely on the

extraction of FAPAR from DHP measurements, and their associated uncertainties.

In this experiment a perfectly exposed image is assumed, with uniform over-

cast sky that has been perfectly classified (i.e. perfectly classified between sky

and foliage/woody elements), assuming no uncertainty from the image processing

thresholding and classification stage so uncertainties relate only to the field mea-

surement protocol. Uncertainties can also be introduced due to differing proce-

dures and measurement equipment among different measurement teams and their

objectives, on the characteristics of the biome under consideration and other envi-

ronmental and experimental factors. These can include the photographic exposure

[Chianucci and Cutini, 2012, Glatthorn and Beckschäfer, 2014, Zhang et al., 2005],
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gamma function [Cescatti, 2007], image classification [Glatthorn and Beckschäfer,

2014], thresholding [Pueschel et al., 2012, Woodgate et al., 2015], choice of file

format [Pueschel et al., 2012], algorithms applied to compute FAPAR [Carrer et al.,

2012], camera levelling techniques [Origo et al., 2017], sampling strategy [Weiss

et al., 2004, Garrigues et al., 2008, Ryu et al., 2010] and canopy heterogeneity

[Bréda, 2003].

6.2.4.1 Generic sampling designs

Sampling design has long been acknowledged as a major contribution to the accu-

racy of in-situ estimates of FAPAR, for both DHP and PAR methods [Bréda, 2003],

and there is consistent and substantial debate as to the most appropriate sampling

methods [Garrigues et al., 2008, Ryu et al., 2010]. Sampling design requires care-

ful consideration, based on factors such as number of measurements and/or plot

size, the canopy structural complexity, landscape heterogeneity and the plot size

[Morisette et al., 2006]. In total, 30 different sampling designs were considered and

are summarised in Table 6.2 and demonstrated schematically in Figure 6.4. Most

of the sampling protocols are general sampling designs applied to all canopies,

however further sampling protocols are specific to either the DE BLC POP and

DE BLC CITRUS canopies since they are row structured canopies and may require

a different sampling strategy to other canopies.

The first set of sampling protocols are the cross and diagonal cross design (with

the acronyms cross and diag cross) respectively, designed to investigate the impact

of the number of measurements on uncertainty. Each set of sampling protocols start

with an area of 100 m × 100 m2, and measurements are placed 5 m apart along

either vertical and horizontal axes (cross) or axes oriented 45◦ and -45◦ from north

(diagonal cross), totalling 36 measurements per plot. Further sampling designs are

then based on this original design through reducing the area by 10 m and the number

of measurements by 4, creating a further 6 sampling designs for both the cross

and diagonal cross designs. The diagonal cross design is implemented in current

VALERI recommended measurement protocols [Baret et al., 2005] however over 20

× 20 m2; these different plot size areas are implemented to investigate the impact
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Sampling design
acronym Plot size Number of

measurements Recommended usage

concentric 30 × 30 m2 21 Mostly used in forestry inventories
cross 100 × 100 m2 36 Rotated diagonal cross design
cross 90 90 × 90 m2 32 Rotated diagonal cross design
cross 80 80 × 80 m2 28 Rotated diagonal cross design
cross 70 70 × 70 m2 24 Rotated diagonal cross design
cross 60 60 × 60 m2 20 Rotated diagonal cross design
cross 50 50 × 50 m2 16 Rotated diagonal cross design
cross 40 40 × 40 m2 12 Rotated diagonal cross design

diag cross 100 × 100 m2 36
Manifestation of VALERI sampling

scheme

diag cross 90 90 × 90 m2 32
Manifestation of VALERI sampling

scheme

diag cross 80 80 × 80 m2 28
Manifestation of VALERI sampling

scheme

diag cross 70 70 × 70 m2 24
Manifestation of VALERI sampling

scheme

diag cross 60 60 × 60 m2 20
Manifestation of VALERI sampling

scheme

diag cross 50 50 × 50 m2 16
Manifestation of VALERI sampling

scheme

diag cross 40 40 × 40 m2 12
Manifestation of VALERI sampling

scheme

gridplot 100 × 100 m2 36
Generally used in forested/closed

canopies

gridplot 60 60 × 60 m2 16
Generally used in forested/closed

canopies
row 100 × 100 m2 72 Specifically for row canopies

square 60 × 60 m2 13
VALERI sampling scheme over larger

60 × 60 m2 area

SLATS 100 × 100 m2 13
Sparse canopies, often used in

Australia
thirty 60 × 60 m2 9
transect SW NE 100 × 100 m2 18 All land cover types/ecosystems
transect SE NW 100 × 100 m2 18 All land cover types/ecosystems
transect S N 100 × 100 m2 18 All land cover types/ecosystems
transect E W 100 × 100 m2 18 All land cover types/ecosystems

valeri cross 20 20 × 20 m2 12
Recommended VALERI sampling

scheme

valeri cross 10 10 × 10 m2 12
Recommended VALERI sampling

scheme over 10x10 m2

valeri square 20 20 × 20 m2 13
Recommended VALERI sampling

scheme

valeri square 10 10 × 10 m2 13
Recommended VALERI sampling

scheme over 10 × 10 m2

Table 6.2: Sampling designs implemented with associated plot size, number of measure-
ments and recommended usage
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�14Figure 3. 28 generic sampling designs implemented in this study, further details can be 
found in Table 2. Figure 6.4: 28 generic sampling designs implemented in this study, further details can be

found in Table 6.2
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of both the cross sampling designs and also plot size and number of measurements.

The cross sampling design is simply a rotated version of the VALERI sampling

design to investigate how this may impact accuracy of FAPAR from DHP.

The next set of sampling designs are based on transects that run through a 100

× 100 m2 area. In total 4 transects are placed, running from the South-East to

North-East corner of the 100 × 100 m2 area (transect SE NW), from South-West

to North-East (transect SW NE), from South to North through the centre of the

100 × 100 m2 area along the horizontal axes (transect S N) and from East to West

(transect E W) along the vertical axes. Transect sampling designs have been used

to characterise areas from a few to several hundred meters, across many land cover

types and ecosystems [Huemmrich et al., 2005, Hyer and Goetz, 2004, Leblanc

et al., 2002] and are considered a generic and flexible sampling protocol.

The grid sampling design is a regular sampling pattern covering both a 100

× 100 m2 area (gridplot) and a 60 × 60 m2 (gridplot 60) area. Within each area,

cells are gridded into 20 × 20 m2 and measurements are placed at the corners of

each cells, constituting 36 and 16 measurements in total for gridplot and gridplot 60

respectively. Grid plot designs tend to be used in forest canopies of varying heights

[Majasalmi et al., 2012, Nackaerts et al., 2000]. The SLATS (State-wide Landcover

and Trees Study) protocol which was established in Australia [Kuhnell et al., 1998],

was selected on the basis that one of the canopies in this study is a shrubland area

located in Janina, Australia. This protocol covers a 100 × 100 m2 area, with one

vertical axis (north-south) and two diagonal axes located at 60◦ and 120◦ north.

Measurements are placed at 25 m intervals, and total 13 measurements.

A ’concentric’ sampling was implemented, over a 30 × 30 m2 area. This de-

sign is characterised by a measurement in the centre, and 3 concentric rings around

the centre. The first concentric ring has a radius of 5 m, and totals 4 measurements.

The latter rings have radii of 10 m and 15 m, each with 6 measurements. Con-

centric sampling designs are generally used in forestry applications [Tomppo et al.,

2010], since the size of the concentric rings can be altered or the number of the

rings increased depending on the canopy. The ’thirty’ sampling protocol is a simple
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regular systematic sampling pattern to characterise a 60 × 60 m2 plot, with cells of

30 × 30 m2. Measurements are located at the corners of each cell, constituting 9

measurements.

A set of four sampling protocols were defined by the VALERI recommended

and implemented schemes [Baret et al., 2005]. The first set were the ’cross’ and

’square’ designs (valeri cross 20 and valeri square 20 respectively) with an ESU

plot size of 20× 20 m2 area. Both these sampling protocols are implemented within

the CEOS LPV recommended validation protocol. The cross design uses measure-

ments placed 4 m apart from each other on vertical and horizontal axes, totalling

12 measurements. The square design has a central measurement, 8 measurements

placed along a 20 × 20 m2 square 10 m apart (4 in the corners and 4 mid-way

along each axis). The second two designs were identical to valeri cross 20 and

valeri square 20, but over a 10 × 10 m2 plot size, in order to characterise the reso-

lution of Sentinel-2 MultiSpectral Instrument (MSI), defined as valeri cross 10 and

valeri square 10. Measurements were placed 2 m instead of 4 m apart, and the same

implementation was applied.

Finally, a ’square’ sampling protocol is a variation of the valeri square 20 sam-

pling protocol, but based on a 60 × 60 m2 area. It is formed from cells of 30 × 30

m2, with a central measurement taken in the same way as the aforementioned VA-

LERI square protocol, then 4 measurements placed on the in the middle of this

square. This sampling design is based on the VALERI sampling protocol but over

a larger area to further investigate the impact of Elementary Sampling Unit (ESU)

plot size on uncertainty.

6.2.4.2 Specific sampling designs

Two separate specific sampling protocols were implemented for the regular planted

row structured canopies (Figure 6.5). In these canopies, it is recommended to im-

plement a sampling design that replicates measurements at the range of distances

between rows [Weiss et al., 2004], where DHP images should be distributed along

diagonals between the rows. The number of measurements along the rows varies

depending the application. For example, an in depth study of retrieval performances
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of optical sensors to observe LAI in vineyards used 10 DHPs along 4 transects in a

vineyard [López-Lozano et al., 2009]. On the other hand validation networks sug-

gest fewer measurements, where CEOS LPV/VALERI provide recommendations

for 3-4 measurements along a transect, and use of LAI2200 has well defined proto-

cols for taking four measurements along a transect. Since the aim of this Chapter

was to assess the quality assurance of ground-based observations to validate EO

products, 4 measurements along a transect was chosen since it represented the same

protocol implemented by validation networks. Nine locations were chosen, and

transects of 4 measurements placed either side of the central location (Figure 6.5).

Figure 6.5: Specific sampling design implemented in the row structured crop further details
can be found in Table 6.2

6.2.5 Camera height

In addition to the horizontal placement of the DHP images (the sampling design),

the user must also define the vertical placement of the DHP images by the height of

the camera. Most protocols define a general method for which the camera must be

placed with respect to height, depending on whether images will be taken upward-

looking or downward-looking [TERN, Meier et al., 2015]. One of the aims of this

study is to quantify uncertainties resulting from the DHP camera height, and to

investigate possible relationships between camera height and canopy structure pa-

rameters, as well as camera height and sampling design. For each of the generic
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sampling designs (Figure 6.4) and the row-specific sampling designs (Figure 6.5),

DHP height was increased from 0.05 m to 2.5 m in increments of 0.25 m, totalling

11 different camera heights of upward looking cameras. These heights were chosen

in order to simulate camera heights from ground level up to the maximum camera

height that could be placed on a camera tripod. Positions were the same in each

sampling design.

6.2.6 Nearness to tree trunks

The previously defined sampling designs were defined without consideration of

the spatial distribution of trees, and in particular tree trunks, within the vegetation

canopies. In reality, DHP measurements are not taken with the camera immediately

next to a tree trunk, as this may bias estimates of FAPAR. DHP images that are too

close to tree trunks are often placed at a distance away, however there is no clear

consensus in the distance a measurement should be taken away from a tree trunks,

particularly as the distance may change based on the canopy structure, tree densities

or trunk radii’, thus one of the aims of this study was quantify uncertainties relating

to the distance at which DHP images must be taken from tree trunks. A ’Minimum

Separation Distance’ (MSD) from the tree coordinates was applied to every image

for every measurement in each sampling design. An MSD from the central tree

coordinates was applied at a defined camera height, ranging from 0 m - 2.0 m in

intervals of 0.2 m (11 distances in total). In most canopies this constituted a total of

11 different variations of the sampling designs, with updated locations for images

too close to tree trunks. However in the case of the DE BLC POP canopies, which

were characterised by inter-row distances of 3.55 m, the maximum 2 m separation

distances proved too large (since a 2 m distance would be applied around each tree,

the inter-distance row would require being more than 4 m in order to have space to

place a new image location). In this case a maximum MSD was set to 1.6 m.

In summary, for each canopy and in the case of generic sampling designs, 30

different sampling designs were tested at 11 different camera heights and up to 11

different minimum separation distances. This led to 3388 scenarios in each canopy,

for which an individual sampling design, height and minimum separation distance
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Parameter Unit Range Increment
Canopy [-] 18 -
Generic sampling design [-] 30 -
Specific sampling design [-] 2 -
Camera height [m] 0.05 - 2.4 0.25
Minimum separation distance [m] 0.2 - 2.0 0.2

Table 6.3: Range of field measurement protocol parameters implemented for each canopy
scenario

were simulated. In the DE BLC POP canopies, 30 different sampling designs were

tested at 11 different heights and 9 different minimum separation distances, totalling

2548 scenarios. The range of field measurement protocol parameters implemented

are summarised in Table 6.3.

6.2.7 Uncertainty analysis

Uncertainties are calculated from the average FAPAR value over a sampling design,

and not over single simulations, since FAPAR values are computed as the mean

value over a set of measurements in an ESU. Accordingly, the mean FAPAR is

computed over a set of images, S, in a specific sampling design ( ¯FAPARS
n) using

the following equation, where n represents the number of hemispherical photos in

a sampling design under given camera height and minimum separation distance

properties:

¯FAPARS
n =

1
n

n

∑
i=1

=
FAPAR1 +FAPAR2 + ...+FAPARn

n
(6.5)

¯FAPARS
n relates to the various definitions of FAPAR (white-sky, instantaneous

black-sky and daily black-sky), thus a mean FAPAR is computed for each defi-

nition from the simulations in each sampling design. As previously mentioned,

zero uncertainty is assumed from the image processing stages thus uncertainties are

computed only for the field measurement protocol. The reference value of FAPAR

is defined as the absorption in the PAR range by the canopy. Here, two FAPAR

reference values were computed for each canopy scenario: the foliage FAPAR truth

(FAPARFOL) represents the PAR transmittance from foliage only; and the total FA-
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PAR truth (FAPARTOT) reflects the PAR transmitted from foliage and any woody

elements. Ray tracing models define an interaction property for every element in

the scene, which determines the absorption, reflectance and transmittance proba-

bility distributions. Given that every ray contains information on every interaction

it has been subjected to and which elements these interactions relate to, fluxes can

be easily determined. Accordingly it is possible to compute the exact amount of

PAR resulting from any combination of canopy elements. Thus the ’total’ FAPAR,

absorption in the visible spectral range (400-700 nm) was computed from all fo-

liage and woody elements in the canopy, and the ’foliage’ FAPAR, absorption was

computed from foliage only elements in the canopy.

In testing compliancy to accuracy requirements, two different methods can be

used. The first pertains to conformity testing against individual retrievals, relating

to a specific measurement protocol, site, illumination condition. These uncertain-

ties refer to the absolute and relative uncertainties described in Chapter 2, since

they are computed at each ESU in a given measurement configuration. The sec-

ond method describes the conformity testing against an ensemble retrieval, where

the uncertainty is calculated across a set of retrievals in a given site, measurement

configuration or illumination conditions. This method requires the computation of

an aggregated statistic across a set of uncertainty values. In this study the arith-

metic mean was computed over ensemble retrievals (i.e across canopies, sampling

designs, heights, minimum separation distances). For the eight separate uncertainty

statistics, resulting in eight arithmetic mean uncertainty statistics for a single sce-

nario, whereby T delineates uncertainty with respect to FAPARTOT and F delin-

eates uncertainty with respect to FAPARFOL: 〈∆T 〉, 〈∆F〉, 〈|∆T |〉, 〈|∆F |〉, 〈δT 〉, 〈δF〉,

〈|δT |〉 and 〈|δF |〉.

6.2.8 Accuracy requirements

Specific accuracy requirements are not actually defined for ground-based FAPAR

measurements, so the GCOS accuracy requirements are often adopted to determine

the accuracy requirements of FAPAR. Since the GCOS requirements define the ac-

curacy of FAPAR in terms of temporal and spatial resolution, it may be assumed
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that reference maps of upscaled point-based ground measurements at a specified

time stamp can be applied to the same definition of GCOS requirement. Accuracy

requirements for FAPAR were outlined in Chapter 3. In this Chapter, relative ac-

curacy requirements are defined as the 10% GCOS requirements, as well as the 5%

and 20% requirements defined by WMO. The absolute uncertainty requirements

that will be tested are 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2. Absolute uncertainty values are often

used in determining the accuracy of FAPAR, for example in Gobron et al. [2007],

Nestola et al. [2017] and D’Odorico et al. [2014], particularly in radiation budget

applications. As a result, both relative and absolute uncertainty requirements will be

examined throughout this Chapter. Due to missing information in GCOS accuracy

requirements, the method of conformity testing is assumed to be an ’uncertainty

ignored’ approach (k=0).

6.3 Results

6.3.1 FAPAR definition

Figure 6.6 compares FAPARWS, FAPARBS(θs) and FAPARBS
day definitions of FAPAR

over solar zenith angles between 0-80◦ incremented by 10◦ across all experimen-

tal design configurations and canopies. The top panel compares FAPARWS and

FAPARBS(θs), the middle panel compares FAPARWS and FAPARBS
day, and finally

the bottom panel compares FAPARBS(θs) and FAPARBS
day (at the same SZAs, i.e.

FAPARBS(θs) at 10◦ SZA is compared with FAPARBS
day at 10◦ SZA).

Panel A indicates that DHP measures FAPARBS(θs) with higher values in com-

parison to FAPARWS across all SZAs, but more significantly across more extreme

SZAs towards 80◦. For lower FAPAR values for SZAs close to 0◦, FAPARBS(θs)

tend to be higher than FAPARWS values, however as SZA is increased up to 80◦,

FAPARBS(θs) measures FAPAR with higher values. Differences between the two

quantities increase with SZA as values depart from the 1:1 line, whereby the biggest

differences occur at more extreme SZAs.

FAPARBS
day matches closer to FAPARWS (Panel B), with less spread across

SZAs. Differences are more spread at lower FAPAR values, and from FAPAR val-
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Figure 6.6: Differences between definitions of A) white-sky and instantaneous black-sky
FAPAR, B) white-sky and daily black-sky FAPAR and C) instantaneous and
daily black-sky FAPAR. For black-sky FAPAR, SZAs are 0-80◦ in steps of 10◦
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ues of 0.8-1, differences are clustered together. Panel C indicates that FAPARBS(θs)

values are consistently higher than their daily integrated counterpart (FAPARBS
day).

For SZA of 0◦, values lie close to the 1:1 line indicating that FAPARBS(θs) and

FAPARBS
day measure similar values of FAPAR, however as SZA is increased, differ-

ences between the two quantities is amplified, until at 80◦ large differences occur

between the two definitions of FAPAR.

Figure 6.7 aims to highlight the difference between FAPARWS and

FAPARBS(θs), whereby a truth FAPARTOT is set to FAPARWS definition and then

the difference taken between FAPARBS(θs) at specific SZAs (i.e. time of day)

for each canopy, with the exception of row structured canopies. The difference

(FAPARWS
TOT−FAPARBS(θs)) is computed for each canopy across all experimental

design configurations, and at each SZA.

In DE BLF and EV NLF forests, differences between FAPARWS and

FAPARBS(θs) are lower when SZA is lower. In these canopies, FAPARBS(θs)

overestimates the FAPARWS, particularly at more extreme angles. In savanna

and shrubland canopies, differences are constant and close to 0 until 60-70◦, then

FAPARBS(θs) overestimates FAPARWS. In tropical forests, the differences are

constant and consistently negative.

6.3.2 Solar Zenith Angle (SZA)

Figure 6.8 indicates the mean absolute values of relative uncertainties when truth

FAPAR is ’total’ (〈|δT |〉) and ’foliage’ (〈|δF |〉), represented by black and green

lines respectively, for FAPARWS, FAPARBS(θs) and FAPARBS
day values. In terms of

FAPARWS, 〈|δT |〉 is∼38% in comparison to 〈|δT |〉 at 53%. Both FAPARBS(θs) and

FAPARBS
day start at similar uncertainty values when SZA is 0◦. As SZA is increased,

FAPARBS(θs) for 〈|δT |〉 reduces to ∼21%, whereas FAPARBS
day decreases to ∼45%.

On the other hand for 〈|δT |〉, FAPARBS(θs) uncertainties are lower from 20◦ in

comparison to FAPARBS
day, but converge at 80◦. Uncertainty values are high (20-

60%) since all measurement protocol configurations are considered for all canopies.

At SZAs from 55◦ (〈|δT |〉) and 40◦ (〈|δF |〉) onwards, FAPARBS(θs) uncertainties

are lower than FAPARWS.
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Figure 6.7: Difference between white-sky reference FAPAR and instantaneous black-sky
FAPAR across all canopy and measurement protocol configurations, with re-
spect to SZA

Figure 6.9 indicates |δT | [%] for each canopy with respect to SZA, where the

dotted line is the average uncertainty across all SZAs. The grey shaded areas rep-

resent the 10% and 20% accuracy requirements. Uncertainties vary significantly

with SZA in winter evergreen needleleaf and deciduous broadleaf forests, and row

structured crop canopies, particularly when the sun is at nadir zenith angle (0◦),

where uncertainties can be as large as 100% in row structured crops. Uncertainties

vary less, but still to a significant extent for SAV 1, SHRUB and tropical canopies,

and vary little for DE BLF SUM, EV NLF SUM and SAV PRE canopies. Uncer-

tainties are least sensitive to SZA in summer temperate forests, and also in SHRUB

and SAV 1 open canopies. Some sensitivity to SZA is showed in the SAV PRE and
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Figure 6.8: Average uncertainty ( 〈|δ |〉) for total (black) and foliage (green) reference FA-
PAR across all canopies and measurement configurations for white-sky (dot-
ted lines), instantaneous black-sky (solid lines) and daily integrated black-sky
(dash-dotted).

tropical canopies, where lower SZAs consistently result in higher uncertainties. In

terms of conformity, accuracy requirements are more likely to be met when the SZA

is more extreme rather than nadir across all canopies, particularly in row structured

canopies.

6.3.3 Reference FAPAR definition

Figure 6.10 shows the mean and standard deviation of FAPARBS(θs) across sam-

pling schemes with respect to SZA, and the truth values of total (FAPARTOT)

and foliage (FAPARFOL) FAPAR in the black and red lines respectively. Ex-

amples are shown for a subset of the canopies relating to the main land cover

classes, including the evergreen (EV NLF SUM and EV NLF WIN) and de-

ciduous (DE BLF SUM and DE BLF WIN) forests, row structured canopies
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Figure 6.9: Absolute value of relative uncertainty as percentage [%] with respect to SZA
(solid line) and the average uncertainty across SZAs (dotted line). Uncertainty
is computed across measurement configurations. Dark grey shaded area repre-
sents a 10% accuracy requirement and light grey shaded area the 20% accuracy
requirement.
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Figure 6.10: Mean instantaneous black-sky FAPAR (dash-dotted lines) across measure-
ment configurations with associated standard deviation, in each subset of
canopies. Solid black lines represent the reference total FAPAR and solid
green lines the reference foliage FAPAR.

(DE BLC CITRUS and DE BLC POP), open canopies (SHRUB and SAVANNA)

and a tropical forest (TROPICAL PERU).

The difference between values depends on the amount of leaf and wood area.

In some canopies FAPARTOT and FAPARFOL are close in value, specifically for

open or dense canopies, as well as the row structured crops, where woody area is

small. In the summer temperate boreal forests (DE BLF SUM, EV NLF SUM),

FAPARBS(θs) aligns closer with FAPARTOT, where the FAPARFOL truth value is

consistently lower; thus FAPARBS(θs) would consistently overestimate FAPARFOL.

During winter for deciduous forests, foliage FAPAR is very low since the LAI

is 0.03. FAPARBS(θs) matches more closely to FAPARTOT, however underesti-

mates FAPARBS(θs) at lower SZAs. If FAPARFOL is considered, FAPARBS(θs)
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and FAPARWS from DHP overestimates the FAPAR, since DHP images compute

FAPAR from all elements in the image, whether woody or foliage. In the case of

EV NLF WIN, both FAPARBS(θs) and FAPARWS match closer to FAPARFOL than

FAPARTOT, particularly for the white-sky FAPAR. FAPARBS(θs) is underestimated

in comparison to FAPARTOT at most SZAs until extreme angles towards 90◦.

Figure 6.11 shows the relative uncertainty as a percentage for the average

black-sky FAPAR across all sampling configurations for total and foliage for se-

lected canopies. The absolute value is not used to understand if either definitions

of FAPAR over- or underestimate. This figure shows that DHP-based FAPAR con-

sistently overestimates the ’foliage’ FAPAR in all canopies, chiefly in temperate

forests where WAI is high. In the EV NLF WIN canopy, DHP can underestimate

the foliage FAPAR by up to 100% at more extreme SZAs. This is intuitive since

DHP measures PAR from all elements, but ’foliage’ only from leaves and therefore

has lower values of FAPAR than that measured using DHP. In the open, row struc-

tured and tropical canopies (with the exception of SAV 1), differences between the

two truth definitions are small, due to the low amounts of non-photosynthetically

active vegetation (NPV) elements from woody material.

6.3.4 Generic sampling designs

Figure 6.12 indicates 〈|∆T |〉 for each sampling design applied in a specific canopy,

across all measurement configurations for FAPARWS, FAPARBS(θs) and FAPARBS
day.

In the case of FAPARBS(θs) and FAPARBS
day, uncertainties are averaged over SZA

(i.e. ensemble uncertainty during the day). Generally, patterns of uncertainty appear

to depend on the canopy in question rather than the sampling designs, as well as the

FAPAR definition. Across all definitions, variation in uncertainties with sampling

designs is relatively low, particularly in more dense and closed forests (temperate

and tropical forests). Larger variation exists in open and row structured canopies.

In terms of sampling design, gridplot sampling designs have noticeably large un-

certainties in the SAV PRE canopy, but no other remaining sampling designs have

particularly small or large uncertainties.

Figure 6.13 demonstrates the levels of conformity to <0.05, 0.05-0.1, 0.1-0.2
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Figure 6.11: Relative normalised uncertainties [%] for foliage (green) and total (black) FA-
PAR reference for each canopy using FAPARBS(θs) at SZAs 0-80◦. Dotted
black lines represents the difference between uncertainties.
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Figure 6.12: Absolute value of absolute uncertainties using reference total FAPAR (〈|∆T |〉)
in canopy and sampling design configurations, across camera heights and
MSDs. Top and middle panels represent the instantaneous and daily inte-
grated black-sky FAPAR, and bottom panel represents the white-sky FAPAR.
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Figure 6.13: Conformity to absolute uncertainty requirements based on 〈|∆T |〉. Top and
middle panels represent the instantaneous and daily integrated black-sky FA-
PAR, and bottom panel represents the white-sky FAPAR.
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and >0.2 accuracy requirements, given the uncertainty values in Figure 6.12, us-

ing the k =0 conformity testing method. In terms of compliance with accuracy re-

quirements, the <0.05 and 0.1 accuracy requirements are met in more measurement

configurations using FAPARWS, rather than black-sky definitions. In black-sky def-

initions of FAPAR, conformity to higher more stringent requirements can be met

across open canopies (SHRUB, SAV 1) given most sampling designs. Less strin-

gent accuracy requirements can be met in summer temperate and tropical forests,

across either all or a subset of sampling designs. Row structured crops reach the

0.1-0.2 accuracy requirement only using the valeri square 10m sampling design.

For FAPARWS, temperate forests (excluding DE BLF WIN) and tropical forests

can reach accuracy requirements given any sampling design. Sampling design influ-

ences the capability of reaching accuracy requirements in the SAV PRE canopy, and

the level of uncertainty for each sampling design in the SHRUB and DE BLF SUM

canopy.

Figure 6.14 shows the same analysis applied using the reference ’foliage’ FA-

PAR (〈|∆F |〉). Levels of conformity are more variable with sampling design in com-

parison to 〈|∆T |〉. For FAPARBS(θs), conformity can generally be reached given any

sampling design in the EV NLF WIN, SAV 1, SHRUB and TROPICAL PERU

canopies. Specific sampling designs in the other canopies can help achieve con-

formity, with exception to DE BLF SUM and DE BLC CITRUS. Similar results

are presented using FAPARBS
day, where the variability in conformity with different

sampling designs is more pronounced than the instantaneous values of black-sky

FAPAR. Particularly for summer temperate and tropical forests, sampling design

can inform conformity or non-conformity to requirements. In terms of FAPARWS,

accuracy requirements are not often met using 〈|∆F |〉 uncertainty values, no matter

the level of accuracy requirement, with the exception of some sampling designs im-

plemented in EV NLF SUM, SAV 1, SHRUB and TROPICAL GABON canopies.

6.3.5 Camera height

The impact of camera height on uncertainty is demonstrated in Figure 6.15; 〈|∆T |〉 is

represented by black lines and 〈|∆F |〉 by green lines for SZAs 0 - 80◦ in steps of 10◦
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Figure 6.14: Conformity to absolute uncertainty requirements based on 〈|∆F |〉. Top and
middle panels represent the instantaneous and daily integrated black-sky FA-
PAR, and bottom panel represents the white-sky FAPAR.
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for FAPARBS(θs) (circle symbols) and FAPARBS
day (triangle symbols), and FAPARWS

in the bottom right panel (square symbols). The dark grey shaded area represents the

0.1 absolute uncertainty accuracy requirement, and the lighter grey shaded area rep-

resents the less stringent 0.2 absolute uncertainty accuracy requirement. Ensemble

uncertainty values are computed across sampling designs, canopies and minimum

separation distances. At 0◦ SZA, camera height has little impact on the average

uncertainty for any canopy or implemented field measurement protocol. As SZA is

increased, similar patterns are observed in that uncertainties are constant and lowest

from 0-0.5 m, then increase as the camera is placed higher. FAPARBS(θs) is im-

pacted more by changing the camera heights, whereas FAPARBS
day tend to increase

slightly with increasing camera height, but generally stay within the 0.2 accuracy

requirement. 〈|∆T |〉 for FAPARBS(θs) is lowest at 80◦ for camera height 0 to 1 m.

In diffuse light conditions (FAPARWS), uncertainties are lowest and constant

from 0-0.5 m, then increase as the camera is places. In the case of 〈|∆T |〉, uncer-

tainties are always within the 0.2 accuracy requirement no matter the camera height.

For 〈|∆F |〉, uncertainty values do not reach conformity even for low camera heights.

6.3.6 Minimum separation distance

Results for the impact of minimum separation distance (MSD) are presented in

Figure 6.16. At SZA 0◦, 〈|∆T |〉 for both FAPARBS(θs) and FAPARBS
day decrease

to a MSD of 0.6 m, then increases. 〈|∆F |〉 for both black-sky FAPAR definitions

have a large decrease in uncertainty as the MSD is increased from 0 to 0.2 m, then

decreases as MSD is increased. All uncertainty values fall within the 0.2 accuracy

requirement for SZA 0◦. As the SZA moves toward more extreme angles, increasing

the MSD is more influential on uncertainty values, whereby from SZA 30◦ to 80◦,

the decrease in uncertainty is more significant at each SZA step. Generally across all

SZAs, the drop in uncertainty is most significant from 0 to 0.4 m MSD. Considering

FAPARWS, a similar trend is observed, whereby both 〈|∆T |〉 and 〈|∆F |〉 reduce from

0-0.4 m MSD, then tend to plateau with increasing MSD. In the case of 〈|∆T |〉,

uncertainty reduces slightly from 1.4-2 m MSD.
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Figure 6.15: Absolute value of absolute uncertainty with respect to camera height [m] for
SZAs 0-80◦ in 10◦ intervals for instantaneous (solid lines) and daily integrated
(dotted) black-sky FAPAR, using the total (black) and foliage (green) refer-
ence. The final panel represents the white-sky FAPAR.
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Figure 6.16: Absolute value of absolute uncertainty with respect to minimum separation
distance [m] for SZAs 0 - 80◦ in 10◦ intervals for instantaneous (solid lines)
and daily integrated (dotted) black-sky FAPAR, using the total (black) and
foliage (green) reference. The final panel represents the white-sky FAPAR.
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6.3.7 Standardised field measurement protocol

Based on previous presented in Sections 6.3.6 and 6.3.5, certain ranges of camera

heights and MSDs result in lower uncertainties. An analysis was also conducted

on the impact of plot size and number of measurements on uncertainty, however

since they were applied in specific sampling designs, uncertainties depended on the

sampling design implemented rather than the plot size/number of measurements.

Since results in other sections compute uncertainties based on any camera

height and MSD, it is likely that average uncertainty values are larger than those

seen in practice. In real-world situations it is unlikely that cameras are placed with

no MSD with respect to tree trunks, or the camera is placed 2.5 m high, therefore

uncertainties for each canopy and generic sampling designs are re-computed with a

limited range of camera heights from 0.05 - 1.5 m and an MSD of 0.6 - 2.0 m. The

reasoning behind this re-analysis is to examine whether prior knowledge on the lim-

ited range of camera heights and MSDs when taking ground-based observations of

FAPAR can reduce the measurement uncertainty. This can be termed a ’standardised

measurement protocol, since it standardises the measurement configuration ranges.

Figure 6.17 shows the change in level of conformity for each sampling de-

sign/canopy configuration for FAPARBS(θs), FAPARBS
day and FAPARWS for 〈|∆T |〉

when a standardised field measurement protocol is applied. Uncertainty values first

with no prior knowledge on the field measurement protocol, then with prior knowl-

edge based on limited values for camera height and MSD in the same method as

outlined above. Conformity to accuracy requirements is then computed for no prior

and prior information, and the difference between levels of conformity computed.

This Figure aims to demonstrate whether prior knowledge may increase the level

of conformity by 1, 2 or 3 levels (red colours), stay the same level of conformity

(white), or decrease the level of conformity by 1, 2 or 3 levels (green colours).

In terms of FAPARBS(θs) and FAPARBS
day, standardised protocols allow more

stringent accuracy requirements to be met for the open canopies such as SAV PRE

and SHRUB, particularly in some cross, diag cross and transect designs sampling

designs. Prior knowledge applied to the measurement protocol causes a decrease
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in the likelihood of reaching conformity for 6 sampling design/canopy configura-

tions. For FAPARWS, the likelihood of achieving conformity with prior knowl-

edge is increased for the SAV PRE, DE BLC POP 03 and SHRUB canopies, and

in some cases can increase the level by 3 (transect E W) or 2 (cross90, cross80,

transect S N) in the SAV PRE canopy. Accordingly, standardised protocols may

be useful for increasing the likelihood of achieving conformity to accuracy require-

ments in open canopies.

6.3.8 Ecosystem

To determine ensemble uncertainties for each canopy, |δT | and |δF | [%] were av-

eraged over each canopy and measurement protocol configurations, to indicate the

average uncertainty for each canopy (Table 6.4). Relative uncertainties were cho-

sen in order to determine ranges of uncertainties across land cover classifications.

For medium dense temperate forests (either deciduous or evergreen), FAPARWS

can be extracted from DHP with uncertainties ranging from 5.7-7%, with the ex-

ception of deciduous winter canopies (>100%), 18-30% in open canopies (savanna

and shrubland), 50-68% in broadleaf row structured crops canopies and ∼20% in

tropical forests. These uncertainty values do not depend on the sampling design im-

plemented, but assume that the field measurement protocol is optimised so that the

camera is not placed too high, nor too close to tree trunks (Section 6.3.7). For the

average FAPARBS(θs) (i.e. the average uncertainty during the day), FAPARBS(θs)

can be extracted from DHP in medium dense temperate forests with uncertainties

ranging from 10-44%, in open canopies with uncertainties ∼15-27%, in broadleaf

row structured crop canopies from 49-88% and in tropical forests at ∼15-20%.

6.3.9 Row structured canopies

Figure 6.18 shows compliance to accuracy requirements for each canopy and sam-

pling design, with the optimised camera placement protocol, for 〈|δT |〉. Uncer-

tainties using the row specific sampling designs are also presented in the last two

columns, denoted by row citrus in the DE BLC CITRUS canopy and row srf in the

DE BLC POP canopy.
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Figure 6.17: Change in conformity level based on mean absolute value of absolute uncer-
tainty (Reference=total) from no prior knowledge to prior knowledge of the
field measurement protocol for each canopy and sampling design across range
of camera heights and MSDs for each definition of FAPAR.
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Canopy FAPARWS FAPARBS(θs)

Deciduous broadleaf
forest DE BLF SUM 6.9 12.5

DE BLF WIN >100.0 25.5

Evergreen needleleaf
forest EV NLF SUM 6.8 10.1

EV NLF WIN 5.7 44.0

Savanna SAV 1 18.4 23.5
SAV PRE 29.8 18.4

Shrubland SHRUB 28.2 14.8

Broadleaf crop DE BLC CITRUS 50.8 49.1

DE BLC POP 62.6 75.1

DE BLC POP 03 56.5 88.2

DE BLC POP 10 68.0 84.2

DE BLC POP 24 55.9 75.1

DE BLC POP 40 61.1 76.5

Tropical forest TROP PERU 20.0 15.1

TROP GABON 19.6 21.1

Table 6.4: Absolute value of normalised relative uncertainty for total reference as percent-
age [%] for each canopy over any sampling design and limited measurement
protocol for white-sky FAPAR and average instantaneous black-sky FAPAR any
time of day (any SZA)

In terms of 〈|δT |〉, across all sampling designs, conformity for the 0.05 re-

quirement can be met in certain configurations, however the inherent level of un-

certainty in observing FAPAR in row structured crops results in compliance to less

stringent accuracy requirements. Given a constrained knowledge on the camera

height and MSD, compliance to the 0.05-0.1 and 0.1-0.2 accuracy requirements can

be met across many measurement configurations. Notably the cross, diag cross,

transect, square and gridplot designs result in compliance, but valeri square and

thirty schemes generally do not. The row specific sampling designs mostly com-
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Figure 6.18: Conformity to absolute uncertainty requirements based on absolute value of
absolute uncertainties using total FAPAR reference. Top and middle panels
represent the instantaneous and daily integrated black-sky FAPAR, and bot-
tom panel represents the white-sky FAPAR.

ply with the 0.2 accuracy requirement in DE BLC POP canopies, however the row

specific sampling designs is not optimal in the DE BLF CITRUS canopy. Across

all row structured crops however, implementing a generic sampling scheme such

as cross/diag cross/transect with a standardised protocol in the camera position can

result in conformity to accuracy requirements, and in some canopies can result in

compliance to more stringent accuracy requirements than using row specific sam-

pling designs.

6.4 Discussion
This section discusses the results presented, where RQ5 (Can 3D RT models be

used as a method to assess conformity and accuracies?) will first be discussed,

through addressing the main contributions towards uncertainty. The latter part of

this section will discuss the current levels of conformity with respect to the quality

requirements for ground-based FAPAR observations, as well as addressing the ac-
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curacy requirements for field measurements used to evaluate levels of conformity

for EO products to their accuracy requirements (RQ3, RQ4). Finally the use of 3D

models as a method to determine the suitability to assess levels of conformity for

EO products will be discussed (RQ4, RQ5), as well as potential future work.

6.4.1 Definition of FAPAR

6.4.1.1 Illumination conditions

FAPAR is a highly temporal variable that depends on the illumination conditions.

Departures between values of FAPARWS and FAPARBS(θs) values are largest at ex-

treme SZAs and medium FAPAR values (0.2-0.9). Similar results have been found

in Li et al. [2015], who showed that at SZAs towards 0◦, FAPAR under direct and

diffuse illumination produce similar values at low and high values of FAPAR, with

larger differences occurring at mid-value FAPAR (Figure 3 in Li et al. [2015]). The

differences between FAPAR algorithms varies with SZA and also canopy struc-

ture. In tropical forests, with high LAI and dense canopy structure, the difference

between instantaneous black-sky and white-sky is invariable with respect to SZA.

Due to their dense canopy structure, both diffuse and direct radiation is absorbed by

the upper layers of the canopy, and only small amounts of radiation is able to pen-

etrate the ground surface at which in-situ observations are made. In open canopies,

FAPARWS is larger to a small degree than FAPARBS(θs) up to SZA of∼60◦, as dif-

fuse illumination amplifies photosynthesis [Carrer et al., 2012], since more leaves

are hit with photos, resulting in enhanced efficiency and greater FAPAR values. At

SZAs > 60◦, the longer path of radiation penetrating at oblique solar angles causes

higher efficient and therefore higher FAPARBS(θs) observations.

In temperate forests the difference between black-sky and white-sky defini-

tions of FAPAR is highly sensitive to SZA, due to the heterogeneous canopy struc-

ture and intermediate-LAI values. At larger SZAs, the FAPARBS(θs) is greater

than FAPARWS, due to the longer penetrating path of radiation from more extreme

SZAs, resulting in higher efficiency of absorbing direct components of PAR. In

winter deciduous temperate forests, the dominance of trunks to total plant mate-

rial at more extreme view angles causes large differences between FAPARBS(θs)
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and FAPARWS with larger SZAs. Given that the winter evergreen needleleaf has

different behaviour to the summer needleleaf canopy, and both have the same

representation of needle shoots, the difference can be attributed to the amount

of non-photosynthesising elements (wood) in the canopy. LAI and WAI in the

EV NLF SUM canopy are 0.75 and 1.9 respectively, and in the EV NLF WIN 2.3

and 0.7 respectively. The former canopy has a larger contribution of wood elements,

which may affect efficiency of absorption from diffuse radiation components.

The differences between these two algorithms are important to understand,

since DHP images are recommended to be taken in isotropic light conditions, either

when the sky is cloudy, has a thick aerosol layer or during sunrise/sunset, whereas

satellite-based FAPAR products generally compute the black-sky instantaneous FA-

PAR at the time of overpass. Using this modelling technique is possible to observe

at what solar angles are the differences smallest, and in which canopies are more

sensitive to mis-matches in differing definitions of FAPAR. It is important to note

that in reality, the definitions used here (and those used by remotely-sensed prod-

ucts) are defined with respect to theoretical rather than ambient illumination con-

ditions, which would complicate the comparison of in-situ and EO measurements

even more.

6.4.1.2 Solar Zenith Angle (SZA)

As described above, uncertainties vary with SZA due to the varying path length of

light penetration resulting more efficient (i.e. longer path lengths at larger SZAs) or

less efficient (i.e. shorter path lengths towards nadir) absorption of PAR. As a result,

black-sky FAPAR values and their associated uncertainties fluctuate during the day.

Generally more extreme SZAs (sunrise or sunset) result in the lowest uncertainties

(Figure 6.8). This agrees with current field measurement protocol recommendations

that DHP images should be taken either at sunrise or sunset, or during cloudy con-

ditions, since impacts from SZA affect the measurement of FAPAR less. In some

individual canopies (e.g. Figure 6.9) this impact is somewhat small, for example in

the summer evergreen needleleaf, broadleaf deciduous and tropical forests. Gobron

et al. [2006] noted that variation in FAPAR with SZA is due to LAI and canopy
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architecture, whereby in dense canopies with high LAI, variation is with respect

to SZA is small. In these canopies, from 60◦ SZA the 10% conformity required

can always be met. In open canopies, with the exception of the SAV PRE canopy,

uncertainties vary during the day with no apparent trend, but do show a strong diur-

nal variation.The reduction in uncertainty with increasing SZA (from nadir to 80◦)

is most significant in winter and row structured canopies. For the latter canopies,

since some images may be placed in gaps between the rows and black-sky FAPAR

is computed using FAPARBS(θs) = 1−P0(θs), gap fraction at nadir can result in

high proportions of gaps and therefore underestimation of FAPAR.

Due to the diurnal variation in FAPAR, ideally EO-based black-sky FAPAR

should be validated using in-situ data measured at the same time as the satellite

overpass, to ensure the sun positions are the same [Huemmrich et al., 2005]. In

reality this is difficult, as measuring FAPAR at different sites at the same time of

the day is impractical and costly. Fensholt et al. [2004] found that daily averaged

black-sky FAPAR between 9am and 3pm approximated the instantaneous black-sky

value at 10:30am (time of overpass for MODIS). However, the availability of such

data with DHP cannot conveniently be obtained in multiple sites. As a result, Fig-

ure 6.7 showed differences between white-sky and instantaneous black-sky FAPAR

for each canopy, since ground-based white-sky FAPAR can be measured at a sin-

gle moment in time. Figure 6.7 aimed to show that the difference between the two

FAPAR definitions varies with respect to SZA, and therefore at certain times of the

day the difference between white-sky and black-sky can be small. White-sky FA-

PAR could be used as a surrogate for daily-averaged FAPAR required for temporal

normalisation, in order to validate EO-based black-sky FAPAR.

6.4.1.3 Canopy structure

For the purpose of validating EO-derived FAPAR products, only photosynthesising

materials (i.e. green leaves or needles) should be accounted for to determine FA-

PAR. However, NPV elements such as senescent or dead leaves and woody material

can also contribute towards the FAPAR, hence the ’foliage’ (including senescent or

dead leaves) and the ‘total’ (all plant material) FAPAR. As a result, the FAPAR
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measured by ground- and EO-based methods are not the same quantity. This has

been documented as a major reason for mismatches observed between ground ob-

servations and satellite products.

DHP-based FAPAR consistently overestimates the ’foliage’ FAPAR in all

canopies (Figure 6.11), where conformity to accuracy requirements is less likely

using the ’foliage’ definition. This is intuitive since DHP measures PAR from all

elements. Comparison of EO-based ’green’ or ’foliage’ FAPAR products against

DHP will likely have an inherent level of uncertainty, even if the perfect measure-

ment protocol and image processing in a DHP software is carried out. In canopies

with high WAI, the differences between green and total FAPAR are large. For ex-

ample in the temperate and tropical forests presented in this Chapter, that generally

have higher WAI, DHP extracts the ’total’ FAPAR with lower uncertainties since

the contribution of NPV elements is large. For example, uncertainties are close to

0% for the DE BLF SUM canopy using ’total’ reference, but up to -50% using the

’foliage’ reference. In the EV NLF WIN, the different in uncertainty can be greater

than 100% if the ’foliage’ reference is used. In open canopies (savanna, shrubland)

and row structured crops, the WAI is generally smaller, resulting in smaller differ-

ences between foliage and total FAPAR. Figure 6.19 enforces this, demonstrating

that a negative relationship exists with total uncertainties (r2=0274), and is stronger

with the foliage uncertainties (r2=0.40). Canopies with high WAI, mostly temper-

ate and tropical forests in this study, have lower uncertainties. This relationship is

stronger in the use of a foliage reference FAPAR.

In benchmarking the algorithms and field measurement protocols, the ’total’

FAPAR should be used to compute uncertainties as it represents the same definition

of FAPAR. However in reality, satellites measure the ‘green’ or ’foliage’ FAPAR,

since it represents the fraction of PAR radiation absorbed by live leaves that de-

termines the contribution of PAR to photosynthetic activity within leaf cells or by

foliage [Gobron and Verstraete, 2009b], and is the required product for climate and

carbon modelling applications. In the case of this study, the term ’foliage’ FAPAR

was used since it computed the FAPAR for all vegetated material. However, due to
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Figure 6.19: Absolute value of relative normalised uncertainty (〈|∆T |〉) for each canopy
with respect to the Wood Area Index (WAI). Red colours show temperate
forest land cover class, blue tropical forests, green open and sparse canopies
and black broadleaf crop canopies. The grey shaded area represents the 10%
accuracy requirement.

the assumptions made in the generation of the canopies with respect to scattering

anisotropy, all leaves were assumed to be green, and therefore the foliage FAPAR

here refers also to the green FAPAR.

6.4.2 Field measurement protocol

6.4.2.1 Sampling design

Sampling design in one of the major contributions of uncertainty for measurements

using DHP [Weiss et al., 2004, Garrigues et al., 2008, Ryu et al., 2010]. A large part

of this analysis focused on determining uncertainties related to sampling design in

each of the canopies. Canopy spatial variability and structure is the major factor af-

fecting sampling designs and their associated uncertainties. In closed dense forests

during summer months, uncertainty values were smallest, thus a sampling design

implemented allowed conformity to more stringent accuracy requirements. Within

these forests, the cross, diagonal cross, valeri and transect sampling designs had the

smallest uncertainties. These results conform expert knowledge in the implementa-

tion of specific sampling designs in temperate forests [Leblanc et al., 2002].
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Accurate estimates of FAPAR are more challenging to obtain in open canopies

[Bréda, 2003]. Gap fraction is influenced by clumping, particularly in heteroge-

neous canopies, therefore the placement of DHP images within the ESU can easily

introduce bias into FAPAR estimates. In the SAV 1 canopy, more stringent confor-

mity levels can be reached in comparison to the SHRUB and SAV PRE canopies.

In the SAV 1 canopy, across any FAPAR definition, the cross, diag cross, slats and

transect sampling designs have the smallest uncertainties. The SLATS protocol was

established in Australia for open canopies such as shrubland, but since the SAV 1

canopy is also an open canopy, the use of SLATS in these types of canopies to

achieve conformity to accuracy requirements is confirmed.

Uncertainties are greatest for row structured crops (DE BLC CITRUS,

DE BLC POP). Across all sampling designs, uncertainties range from 0.1 up to

0.6 in absolute uncertainty. The valeri square 10m sampling design appears to

work best across all definitions of FAPAR and row canopies. In daily black-sky and

white-sky FAPAR, the row specific sampling designs also have lower uncertainties

in comparison to other sampling designs. However, uncertainties here were com-

puted across a range of MSDs. The distance between cameras with respect to rows

(and therefore tree trunks) should be proportional the the distances between rows

[Weiss et al., 2004], and therefore the range of MSDs sampled in this study may

result in large overestimation (close to rows) or large underestimation (in between

rows), thus applying a standard MSD would reduce uncertainties.

6.4.2.2 Camera height

Part of the field measurement protocol in using DHP images to infer FAPAR re-

quires the camera to be placed at a specific height. The impact of camera height

depends on the definition of FAPAR with respect to a) illumination conditions and

SZA, and b) canopy structure. For black-sky instantaneous FAPAR, when the angle

of entry of radiation is 0◦, tree crowns above a DHP image block the path of radia-

tion, therefore the camera height cannot change the value of FAPAR since radiation

will be blocked at any height. At more extreme SZAs, longer path lengths and as-

sociated angle of direction allow more radiation to penetrate the canopy and reach
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the ground surface. At these SZAs, the amount of interception depends not only

the horizontal structure of tree layers (i.e. if radiation is at nadir) but also the inter-

nal vertical structure. Placing the camera higher above the ground surface results

in information to be missed from radiation penetrating all the way to the ground

surface.

An exception to this occurs in the retrieval of foliage FAPAR, whereby at SZAs

70-80◦, uncertainties decrease to 1-1.5 m, then increase. DHP methods extract the

total FAPAR, thus higher camera heights at these heights likely cut off biomass

from large trunks. Given increased efficiency of radiation absorption of photosyn-

thesising elements at these solar angles, the foliage FAPAR can be retrieved more

accurately at shoulder-height camera heights. Similar conclusions may be drawn

for FAPARBS
day, however since it is an integrated value, the influence of SZA on un-

certainties related to camera height is muted. Across all SZAs (and also for diffuse

FAPAR), camera heights of up to 0.75 appear to be optimal, however in more ex-

treme SZAs, since FAPAR can be retrieved with small uncertainties, the choice of

height depends on the accuracy requirement in consideration.

In terms of conformity, the 0.2 absolute accuracy requirements can be met for

the ‘total’ FAPAR in all camera heights at any time of day. For SZAs towards sunset

and sunrise, placing the camera lower can help conformity to more stringent accu-

racy requirements. For ’foliage’ FAPAR, any camera height can achieve conformity

towards solar noon, but at sunrise and sunset, the inherent level of uncertainty in

’foliage’ FAPAR estimation causes no camera heights to achieve conformity.

6.4.2.3 Minimum Separation Distance

The impact of a Minimum Separation Distance (MSD) between camera locations

and tree trunks was investigated. In this model-based approach, original camera

locations were specifically assigned and occasionally resulted in camera locations

directly next to tree trunks/stems. This results in an overestimation of the FAPAR,

since DHP measures ’total’ FAPAR from foliage and woody canopy elements. In

addition, when some images may be placed next to trunks (overestimation of FA-

PAR) and others far away (underestimation of FAPAR), the variability in FAPAR
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is amplified [López-Serrano et al., 2000]. In practice, images are taken at a speci-

fied distance away from tree trunks, to avoid biases in gap fractions and therefore

FAPAR estimates. Field protocol recommendations on the placement of DHP with

respect to trunks vary, whereby suggestions include 30 cm from trunks [Woodgate

et al., 2016], 1 m from trunks [Pfeifer et al., 2007], 50 cm between vegetation and

the camera lens [Meier et al., 2015] or even optimised sampling strategies which

standardise the distance of LAI2000 (which therefore may be applicable to DHP)

from tree trunks [López-Serrano et al., 2000]. Field protocol recommendations also

suggest that care should be taken with using an MSD so as not to introduce a bias

on the resulting FAPAR measurements that would cause an underestimation [Pfeifer

et al., 2007]. Across all canopies and SZAs an MSD of 0.4 m is optimal, resulting

in the lowest uncertainties. Standardised protocols for both MSD and camera height

(i.e. limiting both variables) can help achieve higher levels of uncertainty.

6.4.3 Canopy structure

The impact of canopy structure on uncertainty for DHP retrievals of LAI is well

known [Bréda, 2003] and measurement protocols should take into account the

canopy structure and canopy, as well as the distance to stand edge and sensor FOV

[Nackaerts et al., 1999]. The spatial variability within the canopy should be ac-

counted for to acquire images that minimise canopy clumping, and therefore are

representative of the canopy [Bréda, 2003]. Very little literature exists in determin-

ing impacts of structure on DHP-based FAPAR estimates alone, rather than LAI.

DHP can retrieve FAPAR with lower uncertainties in temperature forests, in the

range of 5-7% in summer deciduous and coniferous forests using white-sky FAPAR.

These uncertainties are ensemble uncertainties, thus these uncertainties are achieved

over a range of implemented measurement protocols. An exception is made for the

winter deciduous forest, where large uncertainties occur to due the lack of leaves

and inability of DHP-based total FAPAR to determine reference FAPAR values.

Accurate estimations of FAPAR are more challenging in open and heterogeneous

canopies, similar to DHP retrievals of LAI [Bréda, 2003]. For example using white-

sky FAPAR, open canopies (shrubland, savanna) can be extracted with uncertainties
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Figure 6.20: Average tree vertical LAI profile with height [m] of trees used in
DE BLC SUM and DE BLC POP canopies.

of 18-28%. In canopies where the impact of SZA on uncertainties is large, for

example row structured crops and the winter needleleaf forest, overall uncertainties

are larger using the black-sky FAPAR, from 49-88% and 44% (originally 5.7%). In

comparison, in canopies where variation in uncertainty with SZA is small, such as

the SAV PRE savanna and shrubland, uncertainties can be smaller using the black-

sky FAPAR.

Row structured crops are among the most difficult canopies in which to re-

trieve biophysical parameters from optical sensors [Bréda, 2003], due their highly

heterogeneous nature. Uncertainties are high using generic sampling designs (50-

68%). This may be due to the sensitivity to camera heights in these canopies, as the

vertical profile of foliage is distributed from ground level to TOC, where the trunk

is occluded by foliage even at 0 m (Figure 6.20).

Under the assumption that in row structured crops, limited ranges in camera

heights and MSDs would be applied in the field, compliance to accuracy require-

ments were tested using the constrained measurement protocol using the reference
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’total’ FAPAR. Results indicated the utility of a standardised protocol with respect

to camera position for row structured crops, since ensuring the camera height and

distance to nearest trunks resulted in higher levels of conformity to accuracy re-

quirements than using specifically design sampling schemes for regularly planted

canopies. Particularly, cross, diagonal cross, transect and gridplot sampling designs

resulted in compliance across all canopies, including compliance with the ∼0.05

accuracy requirement in certain canopies.

6.4.4 Evaluating conformity to accuracy requirements (RQ3

and RQ5)

Conformity to relative and absolute uncertainty requirements were tested through-

out this study, including the 5% (goal), 10% (breakthrough) and 20% (threshold)

relative accuracy requirements and 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 absolute accuracy require-

ments. As described in Chapter 3 (Literature Review), compliance with accuracy

requirements can be computed using uncertainties from a) ensemble retrievals or b)

individual retrievals. The former method was a focus of this study, since it allowed

testing of compliancy across retrievals. For example, if the ensemble uncertainty

of a canopy is within 10% across any measurement protocol, the user can be sure

than no matter the protocol applied, uncertainties can comply (or not) to accuracy

requirements.

Conformity to accuracy requirements using ensemble retrievals was computed

over sets of FAPAR retrievals depending on the canopy, FAPAR definition, illumi-

nation angle and sampling design. Compliance to accuracy requirements depends

on four main factors: 1) the definition of FAPAR under direct or diffuse illumina-

tion, 2) the SZA in FAPAR under direct illumination, 3) the measurement protocol

for DHP camera positions and 4) site specific factors relating to the canopy struc-

ture.

Commencing first with the definition of FAPAR in terms of white-sky and

black-sky FAPAR. Across all canopy and measurement protocol retrievals, white-

sky FAPAR can achieve conformity to more stringent accuracy requirements, as un-

certainties are consistently lower (Figure 6.13). With respect to black-sky FAPAR,
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for each canopy with the exception of lower LAI row structured crop canopies, the

10% and 20% accuracy requirements can be met at lower SZAs rather than at so-

lar noon. This is attributed to the higher efficiency of absorbing direct components

of PAR at extreme SZAs due to the longer penetrating path of radiation [Li et al.,

2015]. Dense and closed forests are less sensitive to SZA, so the 10% and 20% ac-

curacy requirements can generally be met at any time of the day (summer temperate

forests), or from 40◦ SZA (tropical forests). In open and heterogeneous canopies,

the ability of ground-based FAPAR observations to conform to accuracy require-

ments depends heavily on the solar angle, where larger SZAs allow conformity

to either 10% or 20% accuracy requirements. Consequently, field measurement

campaigns should be careful in defining the measurement protocol in open and het-

erogeneous canopies, particularly in the time of measurement. In cases when the

retrieval of FAPAR at solar noon is unavoidable, recommendations may suggest

that instantaneous values of black-sky FAPAR should not be used in validation, and

instead daily integrated values should be used. For example, if instantaneous black-

sky FAPAR products extracted at satellite overpass time correspond to observations

at low SZAs, then ground-based FAPAR at the point scale assuming zero uncer-

tainties from image processing does not reach the accuracy required for validation.

A potential solution could be to use the white-sky FAPAR as a surrogate. Figure

6.7 in fact showed that values of white- and black-sky FAPAR were closest at solar

noon. Therefore since the white-sky FAPAR is associated with lower uncertainties,

if the specified accuracy requirement can be reached, it could be used to validate

instantaneous black-sky EO products when satellite overpass is towards solar noon.

The sampling design and associated measurement protocol for camera place-

ment with respect to nearest trunks and camera height is critical factor in deter-

mining compliance or non compliance to accuracy requirements and is intrinsically

linked the canopy structure. Temperate and tropical forests produce low uncer-

tainties using any measurement protocol, therefore strict guidelines for a sampling

design and camera position protocol to achieve accuracy requirements is not nec-

essary. On the contrary, uncertainties in heterogeneous canopies are highly depen-
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dent the measurement protocol implemented, therefore the choice of protocol is

paramount to ensure conformity.

Results indicated that in any ecosystem, lower camera heights and higher

MSDs increases conformity to accuracy requirements, in particular for black-sky

definitions of FAPAR at extreme SZAs. For example, using instantaneous black-

sky at a SZA of 60◦, camera heights from 0-1.25 m conform to 0.1 absolute ac-

curacy requirement, but higher than 1.25 results in conformity to a less stringent

accuracy requirement. Since uncertainties were computed across canopy and sam-

pling protocols, the suggested values of camera height and MSD here are a general

recommendation, and can for example be applied in global validation networks that

require standardised protocols across sites. Standardised protocols limit the cam-

era heights to 1.5 m and MSDs from 0.6 m can help achieve conformity to more

stringent accuracy requirements, particularly in open and heterogeneous canopies.

In terms of land cover classifications, results indicated that ensemble uncertain-

ties (i.e. any measurement protocol) for white-sky FAPAR can conform to within

10% accuracy requirements for temperate forests, excluding a winter deciduous for-

est. In tropical forests, the 20% accuracy requirement can be complied with. In both

of these land cover classes, standard global protocols across sites that are suggested

in global validation networks can thus result in compliancy. On the other hand,

open and heterogeneous canopies generally cannot reach compliancy, at 18-30%

and 50-68% for open and row structured crops respectively. In these canopies, the

application of standard global protocols may result in non-compliance, and rather

site-specific protocols are more applicable. This is evident in conformity diagrams

for individual canopy/sampling designs, where compliancy to each of the accuracy

requirements is variable across sampling designs.

6.4.5 Suitability of field measurements to address the quality of

EO observations (RQs 2-4)

Field measurements are one of the main methods used to evaluate the compliance

of EO datasets. Using the 3D modelling approach presented here, it is possible to

determine the suitability of field measurements to address the quality of EO ob-
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servations. Ground-based measurements of FAPAR are notoriously difficult, and

their comparison to EO observations show issues in the use of ground-based mea-

surements. The major issue lies within definitions based on the canopy structure

and illumination conditions. The former issue relates to the measurement of total

FAPAR by ground observations and foliage/green FAPAR by satellite observations.

Results here suggest that the comparison of essentially two different FAPAR quan-

tities shows particularly large differences in canopies with high WAI. In particular,

DHP based FAPAR in winter deciduous canopies cannot extract the LAI that would

be derived from space with low uncertainties (always <100). Differences can range

up to 50% in summer boreal forests, and also up to 50% in the savanna canopies.

The latter canopies are in fact woody savannas where trees have relatively high

WAI given the low LAI/fractional coverage of the canopy. Suitability of DHP-

based methods also has issues relating illumination angle. Again, uncertainties are

canopy dependent. In denser forests less sensitive to SZA effects, uncertainties

vary to a smaller degree during the day (summer temperate and tropical forests).

In open and heterogeneous canopies, the impact of SZA on uncertainties can range

from 0-100%. Conformity to accuracy requirements suggest that SZAs towards

sunrise or sunset can yield smaller uncertainties across all canopies, and therefore

field measurements are more suitable at this time. The validation site and associ-

ated canopy within the site informs the choice of measurement protocol. In denser

forests, sampling designs can be flexible and therefore common sampling designs

like those implemented in global validation networks are suitable. On the other

hand in open and heterogeneous canopies, the sampling design is more important

in estimating FAPAR with low uncertainties. The suitability of ground observations

in these canopies is harder to assess, and requires careful site specific optimisation

to ensure it can be used to validation EO products. In these canopies, standardised

protocols relating to the camera height and nearness to tree trunks is also important.

6.4.6 Conclusions

Ground-based measurements are used to validate FAPAR EO products to determine

their quality and associated compliance to accuracy requirements, in order for them
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to be used for the above applications. This Chapter aimed to demonstrate the utility

of 3D Radiative Transfer (RT) models in determining the suitability of ground-

based observations of FAPAR to assess current levels of conformity, as well as

benchmarking field measurement protocols and determining specific contributions

to uncertainty.

In various 3D canopies, the levels of conformity were tested for GCOS accu-

racy requirements. These requirements must be met in order to assess the quality of

EO-based observations. Chief sources of uncertainty related to illumination condi-

tions and associated definition of FAPAR. The uncertainties of instantaneous black-

sky FAPAR are sensitive to illumination angle, however to a greater extent in open

and heterogeneous canopies. In temperate and tropical forests, ensemble uncertain-

ties demonstrated that accuracy requirements can be achieved under standardised

protocols, such as those presented by global validation networks. On the other

hand, open and heterogeneous canopies were sensitive to a) illumination conditions

and b) measurement configuration. If site-specific (standardised) measurement pro-

tocols are applied, accuracy requirements are more likely to be met than if standard-

ised protocols are applied. For DHP-based FAPAR retrievals, optimal measurement

configurations across any geographic locations included camera heights∼1.5 m and

minimum separation to trunks to be >0.4 m. Sampling designs can be flexible in

temperate and tropical forests given these optimal measurement configurations, but

open and heterogeneous canopies require specific sampling schemes.

The approach presented here allowed the quantification of quality and confor-

mity to accuracy requirements across generalised sets of scenarios, which may be

used to assess, update or confirm current protocols (RQs 3-5). In addition, it allows

the site-specific optimisation of field measurement procedures, in particularly for

heterogeneous canopies where the retrieval of FAPAR is difficult. If sites of interest

that are currently implemented or planned to be implemented closely match the sce-

narios presented here, then the uncertainty estimates, levels of conformity and best

protocol configurations may be used to assess the quality of LAI estimates at the

site, and determine its utility in validation of EO products. Further work required
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to improve the simulation limits of 3D models and therefore their application in

assessing the quality of EO products will be discussed in the next section alongside

LAI.



Chapter 7

Quality Assurance for ground

observations of Leaf Area Index

(LAI)

7.1 Introduction

This Chapter outlines the application of the methodology outlined in Chapter 2 to

LAI observations. A 3D model-based QA framework is developed (RQ5), which

allows the assessment of the suitability of field measurements to assess the accu-

racy of EO products (RQ4). The levels of conformity to specified accuracy require-

ments is presented, addressing RQ3 and RQ4 following the methodology outlined

in Chapter 2. Specific contributions to uncertainty outlined in Chapter 2 will be

tested to address their reasons, with respect to a) the common algorithms used to

compute LAI, b) the definition of LAI c) the field measurement protocol (sampling

design, camera height, closeness to tree trunks, ESU) and d) site specific factors

(ecosystem type/canopy structure). This Chapter follows the same analysis as the

previous Chapter 6 on FAPAR, and therefore will briefly outline the methodology

for deriving LAI. Section 7.3 will describe the results, breaking down the uncer-

tainty contributions into the aforementioned four contributions. Section 7.4 will

discuss these results, and will conclude by summarising the main conclusions from

this chapter, as well as discussing potential further work for both LAI and FAPAR.
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7.2 Method

The method and experimental set-up uses the same data simulated in Chapter 6.

The canopies and field measurement protocols simulated were outlined in detail in

Chapter 6 and will not be repeated here. The algorithms used to derive LAI from

simulated DHP will are described below, followed by defining the reference values

and subsequent uncertainty analysis.

7.2.1 LAI algorithm

The theoretical background for the estimation of LAI from gap fraction theory was

introduced in Section 3.3.2.4, where the Poisson model (Equation 3.6) can be used

to relate LAI with gap fraction transmission probabilities. Numerous image pro-

cessing softwares utilise the gap fraction theory described above to extract LAI

(refer to Table 4 in Chapter 3 for full details of the image processing software that

may be used to process DHP images). Although each software has individual meth-

ods for processing images, the equations used to compute LAI are for the most part

generic, specifically LAI at 57.5◦) View Zenith Angle (VZA) and Millers formula

[Miller, 1967]. Miller’s formula and LAI from 57.5◦ were chosen in this study

since they are generic algorithms implemented in most processing softwares. Other

formulae do exist in specific softwares such as the model inversion technique im-

plemented in Can-Eye [Weiss and Baret, 2014], the Lang graphical method [Lang,

1986] and other algorithms developed specifically for needleleaf forests [Smolander

and Stenberg, 2003]. In the context of global validation procedures and networks,

algorithms and associated uncertainties quantified in this study that are generic to

sites and softwares can be used across research groups and organisations in charge

of separate sites. It is important to note here that an optical device method of mea-

suring LAI based on gap fraction measures the Plant Area Index (PAI), rather than

the LAI as it is impossible to know if some branches, twigs, stems or trunks are

present.

Warren Wilson [1959] showed that at a view angle of 57.5◦, the G-function is

almost independent of leaf angle distribution (G=0.5):
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Po(57.5◦) = e−0.5LAI/cos(57.5)↔ PAI57 =
−lnPo(57.5◦)

0.93
(7.1)

This method of computing LAI will hereon be referred to as PAI57, and rep-

resents a method of PAI/LAI derived from a single view angle. Miller’s formula

[Miller, 1967], referred to as PAIM from here on, assumes that gap fraction depends

only on the VZA:

PAIM = 2
∫

π/2

0
−ln(Po(θ)cos(θ)sin(θ)d(θ)) (7.2)

Welles and Norman [1991] propose a practical method for computing the inte-

gral of Equation 7.2 from gap fraction measurements in several directions. θ in the

case of Miller’s formula corresponds to zenith rings, which allows the discretisation

of the instrument Field-Of-View (FOV) into smaller zenith rings, so that multiple

Po(θ) can be input into Equation 7.2. The application of Equation 7.2 is weighted

using:

wi =
dθi · sinθi

∑
i=n
i=1 dθi · sinθi

(7.3)

where i is the zenith ring number, n is the number of zenith rings, θi is the

view zenith angle and dθi is the zenith ring width. Po(θ) is conceived into the five

zenith rings of the LAI-2200 instrument, with the central zenith angles at 7◦, 23◦,

38◦ and 68◦ where each ring has a width of 15◦. PAI was computed using the first

four LAI-2200 rings, as the fifth ring was not used due to large amounts of mixed

pixels following Jonckheere et al. [2004].

7.2.2 Clumping factor

PAI57 and PAIM assume randomly distributed foliage elements. The variable that

is actually retrieved is an effective PAI, ePAI, that was defined to precisely describe

radiation interception and radiation regime within and under canopy [Black et al.,

1991]. To compute ’true’ PAI, a clumping factor λ0 must be used. A logarithm gap

fraction averaging method [Lang and Yueqin, 1986] is used here. Each zenithal ring
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is divided into cells and Poand log[Po]are computed. If there are no gaps in a cell,

i.e. the gap fraction is saturated (Po = 0, Psat
o ), a saturated gap fraction Psat

0 must be

derived from the Poisson formula using a PAIsatvalue. Pcell
0 (θ) and ln(Pcell

0 (θ)) are

averaged over each azimuth and over all images taken within the canopy for each

zenith ring. The ratio of these two parameters is the clumping factor:

λ0(θ ,ALAe f f ) =
log[mean(Pcell

0 (θ))]

mean[log(Pcell
0 (θ))]

(7.4)

Clumping factors of 1 correspond to a theoretically randomly spatially dis-

tributed canopy, equivalent to the effective LAI, PAI or WAI. Clumping factors

less than 1 indicate some degree of clumping of canopy elements. The method for

clumping used in this study is used in other DHP processing software such as Can-

Eye [Weiss and Baret, 2014], each zenithal ring is divided into cells of 2.5◦ zenith

and 4◦ azimuth following the methodology outlined by Demarez et al. [2008]. The

criterion for cell size to apply the Lang and Xiang method, the size of the cells must

a) be large enough so that the statistics of the gap fraction are meaningful, and b)

small enough for the assumption of randomness of leaf distribution within cell to

hold. Accepted standards for cell sizes are 2.5◦ zenith and 4◦ azimuth, however

research suggests that cell sizes can impact clumping factors particularly in crop

canopies [Demarez et al., 2008]. The method presented here is the standard method

employed within Can-Eye to compute clumping factor. However, various retrieval

methodologies exist and are an area of ongoing research, e.g. Pisek et al. [2011]

and Woodgate et al. [2017], who conducted thorough analysis on various clumping

factor algorithms and associated uncertainties using a similar 3D modelling frame-

work presented here. Accordingly, the two effective LAI algorithms are referred to

from here on as ePAI57 and ePAIM and true values with associated canopy clumping

correction referred to as PAI57 and PAIM.

It is important to note that effective and true PAI/LAI are essentially two sep-

arate definitions of PAI/LAI that measure different quantities [Disney et al., 2010].

The effective quantity is a result of modelled a 1D representation in an inherently

3D system [Pinty et al., 2006]. The effective variables are not physically measur-
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able quantities, but are important for applications that require radiative consistency

[Pinty et al., 2006], such as in climate, vegetation function and biogeochemical

models [Carrer et al., 2012]. On the other hand, the true value of LAI is a direct

physically measurable quantity representative of the 3D system [Widlowski et al.,

2011].

7.2.3 Converting PAI to LAI

Given that satellite-based retrievals retrieve the LAI, but optical instruments such as

DHP measure the PAI, a mismatch occurs between the LAI variable extracted from

space and on the ground [Gower et al., 1999]. Two methods exist in converting PAI

to LAI, and both require the estimation of Wood Area Index (WAI). Classically the

procedure for deriving LAI from PAI observations assume that PAI is equal to the

addition of LAI and WAI (PAI = LAI +WAI). If the WAI can be estimated, LAI

can be simply approximated from LAI = PAI−WAI [Dufrêne and Bréda, 1995]. In

the field, WAI is approximated by assuming that the PAI in leaf-off is equivalent to

the WAI and has been used to correct PAI [Chen et al., 1997].

In this study, only the DE BLF SUM and DE BLF WIN canopies corre-

sponded to leaf-on and leaf-off conditions in the same location. In the winter canopy

PAI is approximately equal to WAI (true value contribution of 0.03 for LAI), there-

fore could be used as an estimate of WAI for the DE BLF SUM canopy using:

LAIOFF = PAI−WAIOFF , assuming that WAIOFF ≈ PAIoff. In using a 3D mod-

elling approach, an additional similar method can be used since the WAI is known

exactly, and we can compute a WAIref. The LAI from 3D modelling information

(LAI3D) can then be retrieved using: LAI3D = PAI−WAIre f .

The second method to measure LAI utilises the woody-to-total ratio (α)

[Dufrêne and Bréda, 1995, Bréda, 2003, Chen et al., 1997], which determines the

proportion of woody material with respect to total material in a canopy. This pro-

portion enables the conversion of PAI to LAI through LAI = αPAI. Methods for

detecting α include direct and indirect methods. α estimates from destructive sam-

pling are rarely used as it is highly labour and time intensive [Liu and Jin, 2017].

Using indirect methods from DHP or LAI2200 are more cost-effective and can be
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taken at the same time as leaf-off DHP images [Sea et al., 2011]. The most com-

monly employed method in determining the WAI is to estimate PAI in leaf-off con-

ditions, as descried above. In 3D virtual forests, α can be computed precisely given

that the exact area of leaf and woody material is known:

α =
∑areawood

∑areawood +∑arealea f
=

WAI
WAI +LAI

=
WAI
PAI

(7.5)

This method of extracting α can be referred to as the ’reference’ (αref), since

it suffers no uncertainty. In reality αref cannot be known in the field and the extrac-

tion of α from direct or indirect methods have associated uncertainties, as studied

extensively by Woodgate et al. [2015]. Instead, the αref is used, assuming zero un-

certainty. Two estimates of LAI were extracted using the α for the effective (eLAIα )

and true (LAIα ) values of LAI, where the latter is corrected for canopy clumping.

The α was applied to all canopies to determine the LAI. In the DE BLF SUM

canopy, the LAI can be computed also using LAI in leaf-off conditions and from

3D modelling. To compute true values of LAI, the effective PAI must be corrected

for canopy clumping λ . Table 7.1 outlines the methods used to examine retrieval of

LAI using correction for woody area. The computed values of reference LAI, WAI,

PAI and α are presented in Table 7.2 for each canopy.

7.2.4 Uncertainty analysis

With respect to LAI, uncertainties arise from four general areas relating to 1) the

algorithms used to compute LAI, 2) the definition of LAI, relating to effective or

true values of PAI, LAI or WAI, 3) the field measurement protocol and 4) site-

specific factors relating to the biome under consideration and canopy structure. To

provide traceable uncertainties, quality information from each of these contributions

is required to be quantified.

Uncertainty analysis follows the same method outlined in Chapter 6 Section

6.2.7. Reference values used to compute uncertainties are the LAI and PAI values

summarised in Table 7.2. Uncertainties are computed for both 57.5◦ and Miller’s

algorithms. Absolute values of uncertainties are documented by ∆LAI , ∆PAI and their
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Canopy ID Reference
LAI

Reference
WAI

Reference
PAI α

1
DE BLF SUM

3.442 3.208 6.650 0.482

2 DE BLF WIN 0.034 3.208 3.242 0.990

3
EV NLF SUM

0.745 1.931 2.676 0.722

4
EV NLF WIN

2.302 0.680 2.982 0.228

5
DE BLC CITRUS

2.691 0.916 3.607 0.254

6 DE BLC POP 3.200 0.530 3.730 0.142

7
DE BLC POP 03

0.300 0.530 0.830 0.639

8
DE BLC POP 10

1.000 0.530 1.530 0.346

9
DE BLC POP 24

2.400 0.530 2.930 0.181

10
DE BLC POP 40

4.000 0.530 4.530 0.117

11 SAV 1 0.300 0.454 0.754 0.602
12 SAV PRE 1.208 0.559 1.767 0.316
13 SHRUB 2.100 0.469 2.569 0.183
14 TROP PERU 5.300 3.111 8.411 0.370

15
TROP GABON

5.500 1.063 6.563 0.162

Table 7.2: Reference values for LAI, WAI, PAI and woody-correction factor (α) for each
canopy

absolute values by |δLAI|, |δPAI|. Relative normalised uncertainties are documented

by δLAI and δPAI , as well as their absolute values by |δLAI|, |δPAI|. These uncertain-

ties are computed for each separate configuration, and are referred to as individual

uncertainty retrievals. Ensemble uncertainty retrievals are computed over sets of

individual uncertainties, either by a specific measurement protocol (i.e. across sam-

pling designs), algorithm and/or definition of LAI or by canopy. Ensemble uncer-

tainties are computed via aggregated statistics.

The compliance of both individual and ensemble uncertainties are tested using

the WMO accuracy requirements for ground-based observations of LA: 5% (goal),

10% (breakthrough) and 20% (threshold) for relative uncertainties as percentage
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Figure 7.1: Box plot of simulated PAI values using 57.5◦ algorithm across all
canopy/measurement protocols, with reference LAI (blue triangles) and ref-
erence PAI (red triangles).

[%]. Due to missing information in GCOS [GCOS, 2010b], the method of confor-

mity testing is assumed to be an uncertainty ignored conformity testing methods

(k =0).

7.3 Results

7.3.1 Simulated PAI

LAI values for each canopy are presented in Figure 7.1 (PAI57) and Figure 7.2

(PAIM) over all sampling design and measurement protocols for the effective and

true (corrected for canopy clumping) PAI values for the 57.5◦ algorithm (ePAI57

and PAI57) and Miller’s algorithm (ePAIM and PAIM). Effective values are lower

than the true values of LAI. In terms of variation between canopies, values are
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Figure 7.2: Box plot of simulated PAI values using Millers algorithm across all
canopy/measurement protocols, with reference LAI (blue triangles) and ref-
erence PAI (red triangles).

high in tropical canopies, with a maximum PAI of ∼18 measured in the TROPI-

CAL GABON canopy for PAIM. PAI values are low for winter canopies and open

savanna and shrubland canopies. For effective values the majority of the data lie

within the 1st and 3rd quartiles (25% and 75% respectively), where data ranges are

small. Data ranges for the true values corrected for clumping are larger, and gener-

ally skewed towards the positive direction. Quartiles and data ranges are smaller

for PAIM in comparison to PAI57 in open canopies (SAV PRE, DE BLC POP,

SHRUB).

Blue triangles represent the reference values of LAI and red triangles the refer-

ence values of PAI used in this study, taken from Table 7.2. Values of PAI are higher

than LAI to varying extent across the canopies. For PAI57, the reference PAI falls
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within the data ranges in all canopies except the DE BLF WIN and EV NLF SUM

canopies. Across all canopies, median DHP-based effective PAI match more closely

with LAI rather than PAI, due to the underestimation of effective PAI. Using PAIM,

the reference PAI falls outside 25% and 75% of DHP-based PAI simulations in 5

canopies, compared to 2 for PAI57.

7.3.2 LAI algorithms

Table 7.3 shows the average uncertainties computed from Figures 7.1 and 7.2, how-

ever the DE BLC POP LAI canopies were not included in the uncertainty estima-

tion so not to overly bias uncertainty averages with row structured crops. The origi-

nal DE BLC POP and DE BLC CITRUS were included. Mean relative normalised

uncertainties 〈δLAI〉 and 〈δPAI〉 as percentage [%] for all canopies and measurement

configurations were computed for each algorithm against LAIref and PAIref.

ePAI57 PAI57 ePAIM PAIM

LAI 34.44 -57.99 10.20 -86.22
PAI 61.66 4.78 49.91 -10.65

Table 7.3: Mean relative normalised uncertainties (〈δPAI〉 for LAI algorithms with respect
to reference LAI and PAI. All canopy and measurement protocol configurations
are included, except DE BLC POP LAI.

Results shows that PAI57 retrieves PAIref with the lowest uncertainty (∼5%),

but PAIM can also extract PAIref with an uncertainty of ∼-11%, given all canopy

and sampling design configurations are considered. Accordingly, PAIM consistently

overestimates the PAI across any canopy and measurement configuration. ePAI57

can extract the LAIref better than ePAIM, but both methods have high uncertainties

for extracting LAIref at -58% and -87% respectively. Note that these uncertainties

are not the absolute values as the aim is to indicate levels of underestimation or

overestimation in the algorithms. To test levels of conformity, the absolute value

should be computed and will be presented later in this Chapter.

7.3.3 LAI definitions: Effective and true

Uncertainties computed for clumping corrected PAI displayed in Table 7.3 indicated

that PAI57 and PAIM can extract PAIref with uncertainties of 5% and -11% respec-
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tively, representing the most accurate retrieval. On the other hand, true PAI (PAI57

and PAIM) extracts the LAIref with large negative uncertainties (-58% and 87% re-

spectively). Effective values (ePAI57 and ePAIM) more accurately retrieve LAI than

PAI. Since PAI is generally larger in any canopy with woody components, and ef-

fective values of PAI are underestimated due to canopy clumping assumptions, it

is expected that effective values retrieve better the LAI than PAI. Effective values

underestimate the PAI at 62% and 50% for ePAI57 and ePAIM. respectively.

Since effective and true values of PAI are separate quantities, Table 7.4 shows

the mean relative normalised uncertainty for PAI algorithms using PAIref and

ePAIref, computed from ePAIref = λ ·PAIref. DE BLC POP LAI canopies were not

included in the uncertainty estimation so not to overly bias uncertainty averages

with row structured crops. The original DE BLC POP and DE BLC CITRUS were

included. Uncertainties show that ePAI57 can estimate ePAIref to∼31% uncertainty

and ePAIM to 12%.

ePAI57 PAI57 ePAIM PAIM

PAI 61.66 4.78 49.91 -10.65
ePAI 31.26 - 11.99 -

Table 7.4: Mean relative normalised uncertainties (〈δPAI〉) for PAI algorithms with respect
to reference PAI and ePAI corrected for canopy clumping. All canopy and mea-
surement protocol configurations are included, except DE BLC POP LAI.

7.3.4 Converting DHP PAI to LAI: Woody proportion factor

All simulated PAI values were converted to LAI using the corresponding woody

proportion ratio for each canopy (Table 7.2). Table 7.5 shows an updated Table 7.3

and 7.4 for DHP-based LAI corrected for woody components. On the contrary to

Table 7.4, the DHP-based LAI estimates from woody-corrected PAI have low un-

certainties if LAIref is considered: 7.4% and 6.7% for LAI57 and LAIM respectively.

Results indicate that if a woody-proportion correction factor (α) is applied to PAI

estimated from DHP, then LAI can be competed to accuracies of ∼7.5%, no matter

the canopy and/or measurement protocol configuration.
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Figure 7.3: Inter-comparison of methods to correct PAI57 for woody elements.
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Figure 7.4: Inter-comparison of methods to correct PAIM for woody elements.
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eLAI57 LAI57 eLAIM LAIM

LAI 65.10 7.42 57.69 6.71
PAI 80.09 42.19 76.41 44.61

Table 7.5: Mean relative normalised uncertainties (〈δPAI〉) for LAI algorithms corrected
for woody components with respect to reference LAI and PAI. All canopy and
measurement protocol configurations are included, except DE BLC POP LAI.

7.3.5 Converting DHP PAI to LAI: WAI in leaf-off conditions

As well as using α , Section 7.2.3 outlined the use of estimating PAI in leaf-off

conditions in the DE BLF SUM canopy to retrieve the WAI. Figures 7.3 and 7.4

shows the inter-comparison of LAI retrieval using these three methods for LAI57

and LAIM algorithms respectively. Left columns represent effective values and

right columns represent true values. The top rows show the comparison of eLAIα

and eLAI3D (LAIα and LAI3D), middle rows show the comparison of eLAIα and

eLAIOFF (LAIα and LAIOFF) and bottom rows show the comparison of eLAI3D and

eLAIOFF (LAI3D and LAIOFF).

The WAI−LAI methods using either 3D modelling information or leaf-off in-

formation underestimate the LAI in comparison to using α . The LAI-WAI methods

fall closer to the 1:1 line, with r2 values of 0.966 and 0.978 for eLAI57 and LAI57

respectively, and 0.974 and 0.989 for eLAIM and LAIM respectively. For wood-to-

total ratio and 3D methods, r2 values are high (∼0.99) for all methods, but show

significant differences between the methods.The average uncertainty values for the

LAI extracted from each of the three methods using LAIM and LAI57 and their as-

sociated effective values are presented in Table 7.6. The method with the lowest

uncertainty is using the wood-to-total ratio for LAI57 at ∼10.5%.

7.3.6 Generic sampling schemes: PAI

Relative normalised uncertainty as percentage (〈|∆PAI|〉) for ePAI57 and ePAIM al-

gorithms with PAIref is displayed for each sampling design and canopy configura-

tion in Figure 7.5. Ensemble uncertainties are computed over measurement config-

urations (separation distance and camera height). The DE BLC POP LAI canopies

are not included as they will be included in a later section specifically for row struc-
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ePAI57

ePAI57 eLAIα eLAI3D eLAIOFF
8.70 51.37 53.19 47.26

PAI57

ePAI57 eLAIα eLAI3D eLAIOFF
92.84 10.60 20.48 34.74

ePAIM

ePAI57 eLAIα eLAI3D eLAIOFF
22.06 39.90 22.07 33.50

PAIM

ePAI57 eLAIα eLAI3D eLAIOFF
184.62 51.02 98.58 107.90

Table 7.6: Mean relative normalised uncertainties (〈δPAI〉) for DE BLF SUM canopy us-
ing methods to convert DHP PAI to LAI. The first column represents PAI (i.e.
no correction). Uncertainties are computed with respect to the reference LAI.

Figure 7.5: Absolute value of relative normalised uncertainties (〈|∆PAI|〉) for PAI57 in each
canopy and sampling design configuration. 〈|∆PAI|〉 is computed across camera
heights and MSDs. Top and bottom panels represent effective and true values
of PAI respectively.
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Figure 7.6: Absolute value of relative normalised uncertainties (〈|∆PAI|〉) for PAIM in each
canopy and sampling design configuration. 〈|∆PAI|〉 is computed across camera
heights and MSDs. Top and bottom panels represent effective and true values
of PAI respectively.

tured crops. For ePAI57, some patterns are apparent, particularly certain cross and

diag cross sampling designs that have lower uncertainties across open canopies (sa-

vanna, row structured crop canopies) and EV NLF WIN. The SAV PRE canopy

shows some variation in uncertainty with respect to sampling design. In forested

canopies (deciduous, evergreen, tropical), little variation is apparent. Uncertainty

values are higher in comparison to effective values. Certain cross and diag cross

sampling designs, and the square sampling design display smaller uncertainties in

open canopies. In forested canopies, little variation exists in the uncertainty for

different sampling designs. For ePAI57 sampling design has a large impact on un-

certainties in the SAV 1 canopy, and to a smaller extent the other open canopies.In

these canopies the same sampling designs have smaller uncertainties.

Results for Miler’s LAI algorithms (PAIM and ePAIM) are shown in Figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.7: Absolute value of relative normalised uncertainties (〈|∆LAI|〉) for LAI57 in each
canopy and sampling design configuration. 〈|∆LAI|〉 is computed across camera
heights and MSDs. Top and bottom panels represent effective and true values
of LAI respectively.

Similar patterns are found using Miller’s equation, but to a higher degree of vari-

ance in uncertainty. Large variation exists in open canopies if ePAIM is considered,

particularly evident in the SAV 1 canopy. These variations are muted if the true

PAI (PAIM) is used. Considering PAIM, the DE BLC CITRUS canopy show that

uncertainties with respect to sampling designs are variable.

7.3.7 Generic sampling schemes: LAI

Figures 7.7 and 7.8 shows the same analysis as above, but using uncertainties result-

ing from the DHP-based LAI corrected by α (Section 7.3.4) against the reference

LAI. Relative normalised uncertainty as percentage for ePAI57 and PAI57algorithm

with reference LAI is displayed for each sampling design and canopy configuration

in Figure 7.5. Uncertainties are computed over measurement configurations (sep-
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Figure 7.8: Absolute value of relative normalised uncertainties (〈|∆LAI|〉) for LAIM in each
canopy and sampling design configuration. 〈|∆LAI|〉 is computed across camera
heights and MSDs. Top and bottom panels represent effective and true values
of LAI respectively.

aration distance and camera height). In terms of LAI57, true values of LAI have

lower uncertainties than effective values. Certain sampling designs have lower un-

certainties for the open canopies, which exhibit larger variation in uncertainties for

different sampling designs. Uncertainties are fairly constant for forested canopies

(deciduous, evergreen and tropical), and are generally low for these canopies given

any separation distance and height is considered, ranging from ∼30%.

With respect to LAIM, variation in uncertainty with different sampling design

is higher than for LAI57 and uncertainties are generally higher. For eLAIM, certain

sampling designs result in high uncertainties in the SAV 1 canopy (up to 90-100%),

which is the most open canopy (∼40 plants in a 100 × 100 m2 area). Uncertainties

are high for the LAIM algorithm, particularly for savanna canopies.
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Figure 7.9: Absolute values of relative normalised uncertainties (〈|∆PAI|〉) for ePAI57

(green) and PAI57 (black). The grey shaded areas separate canopies by land
cover class as temperate forests, open canopies, row structured crops and trop-
ical forests, moving from left to right across each plot.

7.3.8 Ecosystem

Absolute values of relative normalised uncertainties with respect to PAIref (〈|δPAI|〉)

are demonstrated in Figure 7.9 (PAI57) and Figure 7.10 (PAIM) for each canopy (for

any measurement protocol configuration). ePAI is represented in green and PAI is

represented in black.

Firstly for PAI57 (Figure 7.9), uncertainties are lowest for tropical forest (4.5-

8.5%) and deciduous forests (8-40%), particularly given that all measurement pro-

tocols are considered. Row structured crop canopies have high uncertainties as

expected (30-65%) and open canopies range from 45-60% uncertainties. Effective

values are higher, ranging from ∼50-65% in temperate forests, 50-90% in open

canopies, 65-80% in row structured crops and 40 to >100% in tropical forests.

Miller’s algorithm (Figure 7.10) has large uncertainties for tropical forests

and row structured crops. Uncertainties for TROPICAL GABON for example are

170%. Given the box plot in Figure 7.1 and 7.2, it is clear that DHP-based PAI
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Figure 7.10: Absolute values of relative normalised uncertainties (〈|∆PAI|〉) for ePAIM

(green) and PAIM (black). The grey shaded areas separate canopies by land
cover class as temperate forests, open canopies, row structured crops and trop-
ical forests, moving from left to right across each plot.

measurements overestimate the reference PAI in tropical forests but underestimate

in row structured crop canopies (if any sampling design is implemented). Uncer-

tainties range from 70-100% in open canopies (savanna and shrubland), whereby

similar results were found in Figure 7.8 for each sampling design. This is partic-

ularly true for the SAV PRE canopy, where uncertainty is computed at ∼100%.

Uncertainties are low for temperate forests, ranging from 5 to ∼20% in three of

the canopies, with the expcetion of DE BLF SUM with an uncertainty of 50%.

Although effective values are generally higher, the difference between lower uncer-

tainties in true PAI and higher uncertainties in effective PAI observed in Figure 7.10

for PAI57 is smaller, and in the case of TROPICAL PERU within 20%.

7.3.9 Camera height and Minimum Separation Distance (MSD)

The mean absolute value of relative normalised uncertainty; 〈|δPAI|〉) are computed

with respect to camera height and MSD. The left panels of figure Figure 7.11 show
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Figure 7.11: (Absolute values of relative normalised uncertainties 〈|∆PAI|〉) with respect to
camera height (left panels) and minimum separation distance (right panels).
Top panels represent PAI57 and bottom panels PAIM. Effective values are
represented in green and true value in black.

ePAI57 and PAI57 on the top and ePAIM and PAIM on the bottom. For both al-

gorithms, uncertainties initially reduce (∼30% at 0.75 m for PAI57 and ∼55% at

0.25 m for PAIM) and then increase. The increase is smooth for PAI57, but some

variation in uncertainty occurs using PAIM. Effective values (ePAI57 and ePAIM)

increase with raising the camera height, from 56% to 70% for ePAI57 and from

55.5% to 65.5% for ePAIM.

The same analysis is performed over MSDs. PAI57 is displayed on the top
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panel and PAIM on the bottom. MSD has a large impact on uncertainty, particu-

larly for true values of PAI. Uncertainties reduce from 54.5% to 36% and ∼85% to

56% for PAI57 and PAIM (green lines) respectively. In terms of effective values of

PAI (black lines), applying an MSD only reduces uncertainty from 0-0.2 m, then

uncertainties increase to a small extent (63.5%-65% for ePAI57 and 60%-62% for

ePAIM). As with FAPAR, plot size and number of measurements were investigated

but since they were implemented in different sampling designs, no clear relationship

could be determined.

7.3.10 Evergreen needleleaf forests: Needle-level clumping

Results above and from Section 7.3.8 indicate that the summer evergreen needleleaf

forest (EV NLF SUM) has an inherent high level of uncertainty in this analysis for

the PAI57 algorithm (40%), which is not expected for a temperate forested canopy,

as other temperate forests are with in <20%. This may be due to the clumping factor

used, which did not account for the separation of clumping effects from needles at

the shoot level at clumping effects at scales larger than the shoot [Stenberg, 1996].

The clumping index (λ (θ)) can be separated using:

λ (θ) = λE(θ)/γs (7.6)

where λE(θ) is the clumping index of discernible elements (shoots within the

canopy) and γs is the needle-to-shoot ratio [Oker-Blom and Smolander, 1988]. E

refers to the smallest discernible element within the canopy, which in the case of

λE(θ), refers to clumping at the shoot level. The virtual needle representation in

this canopy is based on the model generated in Smolander and Stenberg [2003]

where, γs is reported to be 1/0.56 following Pisek et al. [2011].

The left panel of Figure 7.12 shows a comparison of DHP estimates using the

shoot level clumping (λE(θ)) on the x axis and DHP estimates using the combined

needle and shoot level clumping (λE(θ)/γs) on the y axis for PAI57. Vertical and

horizontal lines represent the PAIref (red lines) and the mean values of PAI using

λE(θ) (green lines) and using λE(θ)/γs (blue lines). Without the application of
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Figure 7.12: Left panel: Relationship between PAI57 with shoot only clumping (λE(θ))
and PAI57 with shoot-needle clumping λE(θ)γs. Their average values over
all measurement configurations are represented by green and blue lines re-
spectively. The reference PAI is delineated in red. Right panel: relationship
between the relative normalised uncertainties (|δ |) of PAI values in the left
panel. The red dot shows the average uncertainty for shoot clumping and
combined shoot-needle clumping

needle clumping, PAI is underestimated by ∼2.25. In implementing needle clump-

ing, the PAI is overestimated by ∼0.3.

The relative normalised uncertainties of the DHP-based PAI estimates (δPAI)

using shoot clumping (λE(θ)) and needle+shoot clumping (λE(θ)/γs) are shown in

the right panel of Figure 7.12 as percentages [%], across all measurement config-

urations. Introducing the needle+shoot clumping factor reduces uncertainties from

substantial underestimation (mean values of ∼39%) to a smaller overestimation (-

8.7%).

7.3.11 Conformity to accuracy requirements

Given that ground-based observations of LAI depend heavily on the measurement

protocol, conformity to accuracy requirements should be examined based on each

canopy and sampling design. Figure 7.13 shows an example of levels of conformity

for ePAI57 (top panel) and PAI57 (bottom panel) using values from Figures 7.3-

7.3 for the WMO 5%, 10% and 20% accuracy requirements. It is clear that if

uncertainty is computed across all camera heights and MSDs, then conformity even
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Figure 7.13: Conformity of 〈|∆PAI|〉 for PAI57 from uncertainties values presented in Figure
7.5 to 5%, 10% and 20% accuracy requirements. Uncertainties are computed
across all ranges of camera heights and MSDs.

to 20% accuracy requirements cannot be met in most canopies. The only exception

is the DE BLF SUM, EV NLF WIN and tropical canopies. Referring to the box

plot in Figure 7.1, the median PAI value matches reference PAI within 5% for these

canopies, plus the values of PAI are the largest among the canopies in this study, so

relative uncertainties are <10%.

Similar results were found in Chapter 6, where standardised protocols could re-

duce uncertainty. Consequently, the results were re-analysed by limiting the camera

height and MSD for each canopy to values resulting in lowest uncertainties across

all sampling designs. The assumption here is that some knowledge of the canopy

in question is used during field campaigns, and will inform the choice of MSD and

camera height. For example during field campaigns expert knowledge is applied for

the camera height in two strata canopies (SAV PRE or TROPICAL GABON), or

in limiting the MSD in savanna and shrubland canopies to ensure cameras are not
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ePAI57 ePAIM

Canopy Camera
height MSD Camera

height MSD

DE BLF SUM 2.50 0.0 2.50 2.0
DE BLF WIN 0.05 0.0 0.05 0.0
EV NLF SUM 1.00 1.4 0.05 1.2
EV NLF WIN 0.05 0.0 2.50 1.6

SAV 1 0.05 0.0 0.05 0.0
SAV PRE 0.75 0.2 0.75 0.2
SHRUB 0.25 0.2 0.05 0.2

DE BLC CITRUS 0.05 0.0 0.05 0.0
DE BLC POP 0.75 0.6 0.25 1.4
DE BLC POP 03 0.25 0.8 0.05 1.0
DE BLC POP 10 0.05 1.6 0.05 1.4
DE BLC POP 24 0.75 1.6 0.75 0.8
DE BLC POP 40 0.25 0.0 0.25 0.8

TROPI-
CAL PERU 0.05 1.6 0.05 2.0

TROPI-
CAL GABON 1.25 0.0 0.75 0.0

Table 7.7: Best camera height-MSD configuration across all sampling designs for each
canopy.

always placed in open areas. Uncertainty (〈|δ |〉) was computed for each separate

canopy and sampling design at every camera height and MSD combination. The

camera height-MSD configuration resulting in the lowest uncertainty for each sam-

pling design was extracted. The camera height-MSD combination that was most

common across sampling designs was used, representing the ’best’ camera height

and MSD for each canopy (if any sampling design is implemented). The values of

camera heights and MSD extracted from this analysis are presented in Table 7.7 for

PAI57 and PAIM.

Values in Table 7.7 show that in open canopies, lower camera heights and small

MSDs result in smaller uncertainties. Measurement protocols are variable across

temperate/boreal forests, although winter deciduous requires low camera heights

with no MSD to accurately determine WAI (PAI = WAI in winter forests). TROP-
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Figure 7.14: Conformity of 〈|∆PAI|〉 for PAI57 to 5%, 10% and 20% accuracy requirements.
Uncertainties are computed across all standardised camera heights and MSDs
extracted from Table 7.7.

ICAL GABON requires no MSD, but TROPICAL PERU requires large MSDs (2

m). Row structured crops require lower placed cameras of <0.75 m, and MSD

varies with the LAI of the canopy.

Figures 7.14 and 7.15 show the conformity to WMO accuracy requirements

using the uncertainty computed at measurement protocol configurations described

above, for PAI57 and PAIM respectively. The absolute value of relative normalised

uncertainty using PAIref 〈|δPAI|〉, is shown. Top panels represent ePAI and bottom

panels PAI. ePAI57 can reach conformity for certain canopies, despite the fact the

reference PAI is used rather than the reference LAI. The combined needle-shoot

clumping factor was used to compute true values of PAI in the EV NLF SUM

canopy. PAI57 can reach either 5% or 10% requirements for every canopy, except

the winter deciduous (DE BLF WIN). cross and diag cross sampling designs have

similar uncertainties despite changing plot size and number of samples, as found in
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Figure 7.15: Conformity of 〈|∆PAI|〉 for PAIM to 5%, 10% and 20% accuracy requirements.
Uncertainties are computed across all standardised camera heights and MSDs
extracted from Table 7.7

the analysis in previous sections, and they generally work well across all canopies.

The 5% accuracy requirement can be achieved in most canopies with either a sin-

gle or multiple protocols. The slats sampling design results in conformity to 20%

across heterogeneous canopies (savanna, DE BLC POP).

7.3.12 Row structured crops

Uncertainties are computed using measurement protocol configurations in the same

way as in Table 7.7 for each sampling design and row structured crop canopy. PAI57

is presented in Figure 7.16 and PAIM in Figure 7.17. All of the row structured

crops (given the minimum MSD and camera height configurations) are able to reach

conformity in multiple sampling designs. In terms of the specific DE BLC POP

(row srf) sampling design, conformity can be reached for certain DE BLC POP

(row citrus) canopies using either LAI algorithm, but not all canopies. In terms
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Figure 7.16: Conformity of 〈|∆PAI|〉 for PAI57 to 5%, 10% and 20% accuracy requirements
for row structured crop canopies. Uncertainties are computed across all stan-
dardised camera heights and MSDs extracted from Table 7.7.

of the DE BLC CITRUS specific sampling design, the 10% accuracy requirement

can be met for PAIM but not PAI57. This could potentially be due to the minimum

configuration used for that canopy (computed across sampling designs). No MSD

was applied as the positions in this sampling design are absolute with respect to

the canopy rows, and height was selected as 0.05 m for both PAI algorithms. Of

particular interest is that in some sampling designs (cross, diagonal cross, transects

and valeri square), conformity is more likely to be reached given a standardised

protocol than for the row specific sampling designs.

For this canopy, across all sampling designs, the best measurement protocol is

to place the camera at height 0.05 m. However for the row specific sampling de-

sign, since DHP positions are fixed with respect to rows, placing the camera too low

results in overestimating the PAI. Placing the camera close to the ground results in

observing more foliage and/or woody elements, so DHP locations directly under-

neath the rows and next to trees with low cameras likely results in overestimating

the PAI. Figure 7.18 shows a breakdown by canopy of the relationship between

uncertainty and camera height. Top panels represent the relative normalised uncer-

tainty [%] and bottom panels the absolute value [%]. The 0% uncertainty is passed

at different heights from 0.75 - 1.0 m for LAI57 and from 0 - 0.75 m for LAIM. At
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Figure 7.17: Conformity of 〈|∆PAI|〉 for PAIM to 5%, 10% and 20% accuracy requirements
for row structured crop canopies. Uncertainties are computed across all stan-
dardised camera heights and MSDs extracted from Table 7.7.

these heights, the 10% accuracy requirement (grey shaded area) can be reached.

7.4 Discussion

This section discusses the results presented in Section 7.3. RQ5 (Can 3D RT mod-

els be used as a method to assess conformity and accuracies?) will first be

addressed, through identifying the main contributions towards uncertainty: a) algo-

rithms used to compute LAI and PAI, b) the definition of LAI in terms of effective

and true values, and correction of woody elements to estimate LAI from PAI, c)

the measurement protocol relating to the placement of DHPs within an ESU and

d) site-specific factors relating to the ecosystem and internal canopy structure. The

latter part of this section will discuss the current levels of conformity with respect

to the quality requirements for ground-based LAI observations (RQ3), as well as

addressing the accuracy requirements for field measurements used to evaluate levels

of conformity for EO products to their accuracy requirements (RQ3). Finally the

use of 3D models as a method to determine the suitability to assess levels of con-

formity for EO products will be discussed (RQ2, RQ4, RQ5), as well as potential

future work.
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Figure 7.18: Relative normalised uncertainties (top panels) and their absolute values (bot-
tom panels) for PAI57 (left panels) and PAIM (right panels). 10% accuracy
requirement is represented by the grey shaded area in the bottom panels.

7.4.1 PAI/LAI algorithms

Two algorithms were the focus of this study: LAI 57.5◦ computed from gap fraction

estimates in the 57.5◦ zenith (’hinge’) angle; and Miller’s LAI algorithm, computed

from gap fraction estimates in a series of rings equivalent to the first four LAI-2200

zenith rings. Differences in the uncertainties between the methods were quantified

throughout Section 7.3. If average relative normalised uncertainty (δPAI) is consid-

ered (not the absolute value) across all canopies and measurement protocols, the PAI
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from 57.5◦ (PAI57) can estimate the PAIref to within 5%. Positive values of ePAI

represent an underestimation compared to the reference PAI and negative values an

overestimation.

Miller’s PAI on the other hand, achieves δPAI of -10.5%, representing an over-

estimation of the reference PAI. This is most likely due to the large overestimation

of PAI in tropical forests (Figure 7.2) contributing to higher uncertainties. Similar

conclusions were found in Gower et al. [1999], who noted that estimates of LAI

approach an asymptotic limit at LAI values of 5-6, due to the saturation of gap frac-

tion. In higher LAI canopies such as the tropical forest canopies, the PAIM suffers

large overestimation due to the exponential nature of the relationship between LAI

and P(θ) [Gower et al., 1999]. Studies have shown that the PAI57 algorithm also

suffers from saturation [Baret et al., 2010], however here Miller’s algorithm is more

sensitive to saturation. This can be due to two reasons; 1) the clumping factor or 2)

the rings used in Miller’s algorithm.

To test this assumption, Miller’s LAI was re-computed in the tropical canopies

using only the first three rings (7◦, 23◦, 38◦) representing a maximum zenith an-

gle of 45◦. Table 7.8 below shows the uncertainties (absolute value of relative

normalised uncertainty) using ePAIM and PAIM in the first three (PAIM
3 ) and four

(PAIM
4 ) rings . The PAIref is used as the reference. The first three rings from the

LAI-2200 instrument in high LAI canopies can reduce uncertainties, particularly

for the TROPICAL GABON canopy using PAIM from 170% to 64%. Importantly

for TROPICAL PERU, PAIM
3 to help achieve the 20% WMO accuracy requirement.

Given the average gap fraction for these canopies with respect to VZA (Figure

7.19), excluding the last ring, which suffers more saturation than the first three rings,

can improve estimates of LAI and achieve conformity for the TROPICAL PERU

canopy. For the TROPICAL GABON canopy the same cannot be said, as gaps in

the canopy occur between 30-70◦. This would explain why the PAI57 algorithm is

able to extract P0(θ) values that are not saturated and therefore accurately estimate

PAIref to within 10%. It seems likely therefore, that specific aspects of the structure

of this canopy causes saturation at lower VZAs when clumping is low. In addition
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ePAIM
4 PAIM

4 ePAIM
3 PAIM

3
TROPICAL PERU 15.68 64.15 57.24 13.90
TROPICAL GABON 105.71 169.29 18.02 65.69

Table 7.8: Mean absolute value of relative normalised uncertainty (〈|δPAI|〉) for using the
first four (ePAIM

4 and PAIM
4 ) and three rings (ePAIM

3 and PAIM
3 ).

Figure 7.19: Gap fraction with associated standard deviation (black) and clumping factor
(red) with respect to View Zenith Angle (VZA).

the high clumping factor at higher zenith angles contributes towards overestimation

using four rings in the Miller’s algorithm in the TROPICAL GABON canopy.

Figures 7.15 and 7.14 show that conformity is more likely to be reached in

all canopies using the PAI57 algorithm, where every canopy in a given sampling

design is able to reach either the 5% or 10% accuracy requirements. In using PAIM,

conformity is not reached in the tropical forests due to the large overestimation, but

also not in the SHRUB canopy. On the other hand, ePAIM achieves conformity in

more canopy/sampling design scenarios than ePAI57.

7.4.2 Definition of LAI

7.4.2.1 PAI, LAI and WAI

Given that optical instruments such as DHP estimate PAI, a mismatch occurs be-

tween LAI estimated from space-based observations and estimated on the ground

[Gower et al., 1999]. The impact of correcting for woody material however was ex-

amined in Sections 7.3.4 and 7.3.5 using three different methods: a) using a wood-

to-total ratio factor (α) to compute eLAIα and LAIα , b) using the known WAI in
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tree 3D models to compute eLAI3D and LAI3D and c) using the WAI computed

during winter months with leaf-off conditions to compute eLAIOFF and LAIOFF.

Correcting PAI using α can reduce uncertainties (with respect to the reference

LAI) from 42.2% to 7.5% using the LAI57 algorithm and from 45.6% to 6.7% using

the LAIM across all canopy/measurement protocol configurations. This is impor-

tant since the application of α resulting in the LAI is often the quantity required

by applications of EO-based LAI products. Validation of satellite-based LAI with

the same quantity measured in-situ will reduce errors introduced in mismatches

between definitions of LAI and PAI. eLAI values significantly underestimate the

reference LAI (61% and 49% for eLAI57 and eLAIM respectively). Gower and

Norman [1991] noted that the contribution of woody parts to PAI can range from

5% to 35% and can therefore have a significant impact on LAI estimates. Since the

’reference’ α is used here as the true values of wood and foliage area are known,

additional uncertainties can expected to be introduced in the derivation of α . An

extensive study conducted by Woodgate et al. [2015] using a similar 3D modelling

framework examined the measurement α using different methods with respect to

a reference α that can be exactly determined in the 3D model. Results suggested

that α estimation using the method of Sea et al. [2011] matched closely with the

3D modelled reference α (r2=0.89), demonstrating the utility of α estimation from

DHP images in Eucalyptus forests in Australia.

Classically the procedure for deriving LAI from PAI observations assumes that

PAI = LAI +WAI, therefore determination of WAI in leaf-off conditions has been

used to correct PAI. In this study, comparisons of the various methods to determine

LAI using WAI were presented for the deciduous summer birch (DE BLF SUM)

canopy. Results suggest that in using the PAI = LAI +WAI method for PAI57,

uncertainties are high and cannot reduce to the same level of uncertainty as the

α method. Although uncertainties are reduced from 92% to 20.48% using the 3D

modelling WAI information and to 34.74% using the leaf-off WAI information, they

still cannot reach the WMO 20% accuracy requirements. This is unsurprising since

numerous studies have emphasised that PAI is not equal to the addition of LAI and
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WAI due to occlusion of branches by leaves [Dufrêne and Bréda, 1995, Liu and Jin,

2017]. Directly subtracting WAI from LAI tends to result in higher uncertainties,

such that the LAI - WAI method should be used with caution. Additional limitations

to this method are: i) it can only be applied to deciduous canopies which experience

leaf-off conditions; and ii) it assumes the contribution of woody material to PAI does

not vary seasonally. Due to the large amount of work necessary to assess the effects

of wood and non-foliage components [Jonckheere et al., 2004], most studies have

neglected the quantification of woody components. However progressing this area

of research is clearly critical, since LAI is the quantity estimated by EO methods,

and accurate ground-based observation of LAI are required for their validation.

7.4.2.2 Effective and true PAI/LAI

In addition to woody materials, foliage clumping effects (at the shoot or needle

level) are among the most important issues in using DHP techniques [Liu et al.,

2015, Chen et al., 1997]. Results here find that applying the clumping factor can

reduce the uncertainty (δPAI) in determining PAI from 61% to 5% using PAI57, and

from 49% to -10% using PAIMacross all canopy/measurement protocol scenarios

(Table 7.3). In applying both the wood-to-total ratio factor and the clumping fac-

tor, uncertainties of LAI (δLAI) can reduce from 65% to 7.5% using LAI57, and

from 58% to 6.7% using LAIM (Table 7.5). Accordingly, the underestimation in

LAI is significantly reduced when the clumping factor is applied, except using the

LAIM algorithm, where application of the clumping factor tends to cause overesti-

mation. The underestimation of effective PAI and LAI has long been documented

as the major source of error between DHP-based LAI and LAI from direct methods

[Jonckheere et al., 2004].

Uncertainties are particularly high for row structured crops and open canopies

(70-90%; Figures 7.9 and 7.10). The underestimation of effective LAI in discontin-

uous and heterogeneous canopies is well known [Bréda, 2003]. Underestimation is

approximately 40-60% in temperate forests, where similar values of 35-60% have

been reported in Gower and Norman [1991], Jonckheere et al. [2004] and Gower

and Norman [1991] for coniferous forests, of 60% in mixed broadleaf-coniferous
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forests [Liu et al., 2015] and 55% in Eucalyptus Australian forests [Woodgate et al.,

2015].

Since the clumping factor is required to correct effective LAI/PAI for canopy

clumping, its accurate retrieval is one of the main issues in determining the LAI and

PAI of canopies. Uncertainties related to different clumping factors were not the

focus of this study, since the aim was to simulate current field protocols, including

the clumping factor applied in DHP processing software. However various inter-

comparisons of clumping estimates have been conducted and show a large variation

in the algorithms used [Morisette et al., 2006, Woodgate et al., 2017].

Finally, a needle clumping factor, γE , is required to accurately convert effec-

tive values of PAI to LAI for coniferous needleleaf forests. In broadleaf species

γE is equal to unity. Results from Table 7.4 showed uncertainty of ∼30% in

EV NLF SUM canopy when using the PAI57 algorithm. This was attributed to

clumping effects from needles, as the application of γE resulted in the reduction

of mean uncertainty (〈δPAI〉) from an underestimation of ∼39% to overestimation

of ∼8.7%. The application of γE to account for within shoot clumping has long

been documented to reduce uncertainties of LAI estimates [Smolander and Sten-

berg, 2003, Chen, 1996, Pisek et al., 2011].

7.4.3 Field measurement protocol

7.4.3.1 Sampling design

There is currently no consensus for an optimal sampling design to estimate ground-

based LAI [Gobron and Verstraete, 2009b]. Sampling strategies should ultimately

be tailored to the resolution of the product to be validated [Morisette et al., 2006],

and there has been substantial debate over the most appropriate sampling methods

[Garrigues et al., 2008, Ryu et al., 2010], since they are known to be a major con-

tribution to the accuracy (uncertainty) of DHP-based LAI estimates [Weiss et al.,

2004]. The selection of sampling design requires careful consideration, based on

factors such as number of measurements within the sampling design, the canopy

structural complexity, landscape heterogeneity, canopy and vegetation type and the

plot size [Morisette et al., 2006, Weiss et al., 2004].
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Results in Sections 7.3.6 (PAI) and 7.3.7 (LAI) were presented as the average

uncertainty for each sampling design, including minimum separation distance or

camera height. Uncertainties with respect to sampling designs were most variable

in open canopies (savanna and shrubland). In temperate and tropical forests, uncer-

tainties varied less with sampling designs, implying that the sampling design can

bias LAI estimates more in open canopies than closed and/or dense canopies. Sim-

ilar results were found for FAPAR, as variabiliy of gap fraction open canopies is a

controlling factor in the implemented sampling design. In terms of the best protocol

recommendations outlined in Table 7.7, the VALERI sampling designs perform best

in open canopies (0.16 - 3.7% uncertainties). In tropical forests, either a transect, di-

agonal cross or gridplot design performs best. The common factor within these sam-

pling schemes it that the plot sizes are relatively large (60 - 100 m), suggesting that

larger plot sizes tend to retrieve better estimates of LAI in tropical forests. In terms

of conformity to GCOS requirements (goal: 5%; breakthrough: 10% and threshold:

20%), the cross, diag cross and transect sampling designs generally achieve the

specified GCOS accuracy requirements across most canopies. Similar results were

also found with FAPAR, therefore confirming that these sampling designs are flexi-

ble protocols designed for any canopy, and can be implemented with low uncertain-

ties for both FAPAR and LAI. The valeri cross sampling design also reaches con-

formity for the algorithm across most canopies (except DE BLF WIN, SAV PRE,

DE BLC POP and TROPICAL GABON). The SLATS sampling design conforms

to 20% accuracy in savanna canopies, and is the only sampling design common to

these two canopies than can achieve conformity using the same sampling design.

For the PAIM algorithm, sampling designs are less likely to reach conformity in

some canopies, due to the overestimation of the PAIM algorithm. However, the

cross, diag cross and transect sampling designs work well in the canopies that are

able to reach conformity, including broadleaf forests, evergreen needleleaf, savanna

and row structured crops. In the SAV PRE canopy, only the concentric and SLATS

design reach 10% and 20% requirements respectively, which confirms that concen-

tric sampling designs perform well in open canopies [Kuhnell et al., 1998], as well
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as for estimations of FAPAR.

Results here suggest that reaching a consensus for an optimal sampling de-

sign that achieves conformity to accuracy requirements across any land cover type

will be difficult, since it is dependent on the canopy structure. Conformity can be

achieved if some form of cross, diagonal cross or transect sampling design is im-

plemented, either over larger plots of 100 × 100 m2 or at smaller plots of 20 ×

20 m2, as defined by the VALERI sampling protocol. The plot size should be de-

termined by the resolution of the product that is to be validated and the validation

procedure to be used (i.e. multiple ESUs to characterise a larger area or direct ESU

comparison at the resolution of the sensor).

7.4.3.2 Closeness to tree trunks

In the field, placing images close to tree trunks amplifies the variability in PAI,

and may impact the resulting PAI estimates [López-Serrano et al., 2000]. In prac-

tice, a specified distance between the camera lens and tree trunks is applied, and in

this study was termed the Minimum Separation Distance (MSD). Results indicated

that across any canopy or sampling design, uncertainties can reduce from 54.5%

to 36% using the PAI57 algorithms and from ∼85% to 56% if the PAIM algorithm

is used. Based on analysis on the best measurement configurations (Table 7.7),

smaller MSDs should be used in open canopies (i.e. 0.2 m) and winter deciduous

forests (0.0 m for DE BLF WIN), but larger MSDs in row structured crops and

denser forests. For the winter deciduous forests, it likely that in order to accurately

determine the WAI, DHP images cannot be consistently far away from trunks as it

would result in an underestimation of LAI. MSDs with minimum uncertainties are

different with respect to LAI algorithms, due to the view angles for LAI57 (57.5◦)

and LAIM (0-60◦). However, across algorithms, in open canopies small MSDs in

open canopies and larger MSDs for summer forested canopies result in lower un-

certainties.

Few studies have conducted an in depth analysis on the impact of MSD on

uncertainties of LAI estimates, and there are few measurement protocol guidelines

on the distance between the camera and tree trunk. Woodgate et al. [2015] acquired
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Understory Overstory Camera height
recommendation Reference

<0.75 - 1 m None
Downward facing at

ground height
Meier et al.

[2015]

< 0.75 - 1 m > 3 m
Combination of

downward and upward
facing

TERN

> 0.7 m
Tall canopy
(undefined

height)

Downward facing and
upward facing

(shoulder height)

Meier et al.
[2015]

> 1 m
Tall canopy
(undefined

height)

Two sets of upward
facing at ground and

shoulder height

Meier et al.
[2015]

None Tall canopy Upward facing TERN

Table 7.9: DHP camera height protocol guidelines currently recommended in canopies of
varying height.

DHP images based on an MSD of 0.3 m in a Eucalyptus forest. Pfeifer et al. [2007]

found that using 1-2m MSD in a complex 3D modelled Spruce canopy resulted in

gap fraction estimates with the lowest standard deviation. Meier et al. [2015] sug-

gest the camera lens should be 50 cm away from vegetation. However, care needs

to be taken when using MSD so as not to introduce bias on the resulting LAI ob-

servations, which may result in underestimation [Pfeifer et al., 2007]. This may be

particularly true in open canopies, where large variability between underestimated

and overestimated LAI values can significantly bias the LAI estimates.

7.4.3.3 Camera height

The uncertainty of PAI retrievals are highly sensitive to camera height. Ground-

based measurement protocols for the observation of LAI set out guidelines for the

approximate heights that should be used in the field (see Table 7.9).

Across all canopies and measurement configurations, a camera height of 0.25-

0.75 is optimal, however this varies depending on the canopy (refer to Table 7.7).

In summer temperate forests, cameras that are placed at heights of 1-2.5 m result

in lower uncertainties (when the associated minimum separation distance is used),

which is in accordance with literature in similar canopies [Pellikka, 2001]. In these

canopies, the understory was represented by a Lambertian plane with reflectance
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properties associated with understory, measured during the inventory campaigns.

In reality, complex temperate forests such as these have an understory of varying

height. In such cases, if the understory is above some threshold (i.e. 0.75-1 m),

downward looking DHPs may also be used to characterise the understory. In winter

deciduous canopies, camera heights should be lower (even at ground level). This is

because during winter months when either all trees (DE BLF WIN) or some trees

(EV NLF WIN) are experiencing leaf-off conditions, the main contribution towards

PAI is WAI. Placing the camera high in these canopies results in less of the tree

biomass from trunks being measured, and could therefore result in increased bias

in the LAI. If the minimum configuration is used (the best MSD) as in Table 7.7,

heights of 1-2.5 m are generally required for the summer canopies and 0.05 m for

the winter canopies.

Results from the tropical forests (TROPICAL PERU and TROPICAL GABON)

are slightly different with respect to camera height. However in general the cam-

era should be placed <1.5 m to achieve lower uncertainties. The differences can

be attributed to two reasons. The first being that the TROPICAL PERU is not a

true representation of a physically real canopy, but rather is a generic canopy with

typical characteristics of a tropical forest in Peru. The TROPICAL GABON on the

other hand is generated from TLS data, representing a physically real 3D canopy.

As a result, it is unsurprising that the two canopies require different measurement

protocols, as the levels of realism and complexity are very different. The second

reason relates to the canopy structure, whereby the TROPICAL PERU canopy has a

shrub understory represented a turbid medium like layer with randomly distributed

leaves between 0 and 3 m. In this canopy, placing the camera close to the ground

measures biomass from both understory and overstory. In terms of open canopies,

camera heights of 0.05-0.75 m are optimal. In the SAV 1 and SHRUB canopies

with no understory, cameras at ground level result in the best measurement config-

uration. For the SAV PRE canopy, a higher camera placement is required, most

likely due to the understory, characterised by grass of <1 m tall. In this canopy,

placing the camera at 0.75 m is optimal. Using this camera configuration can re-
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sult in conformity to the 5% and 10% quality assurance requirements in certain

sampling designs (cross, SLATS and transect S N).

Row structured tree canopies require cameras placed at 0.05 - 1 m (Figure

7.18), due to tree structures that have low lying branches. Figure 6.20 showed the

average vertical LAI profile for the trees used in the DE BLC CITRUS and orig-

inal DE BLC POP canopies. Foliage area is distributed from 0 m above in both

canopies, with maximum foliage area at 1.3 m and 1.5 m for DE BLC CITRUS and

DE BLC POP respectively. Placing cameras at breast/shoulder height in canopies

such as the row structured crops examined in this Chapter is likely to result in larger

uncertainties in PAI estimation, since a large amount of biomass is missed. Results

for middle LAI values (2.4 and 3.2) show the height crosses a 0% uncertainty at∼1

m heights (PAI57) and 0.5-0.75 m (PAIM). Low and high LAI canopies required the

camera to be placed lower. This may be related to the proximity of some images

to the rows in the specific row sampling design, where canopies with LAI values

that are neither high nor low cannot easily extract LAI at low camera heights. Con-

formity to a 10% accuracy requirement can be achieved in the camera height range

0.05 - 1 m, however at specific heights for each PAI, the 5% requirement can also

be achieved. Given that the DE BLC POP LAI canopies aimed to represent the

seasonal development of the broadleaved poplar plantation from April through to

September, results here suggest that to achieve the lowest uncertainties, the mea-

surement protocol could be changed to account for the changing canopy structure,

which informs the MSD and camera height.

7.4.4 Site specific factors: Ecosystem and canopy structure

7.4.4.1 Canopy structure: Forests

The 3D structure of vegetation canopies is one of the dominating factors in un-

certainty of ground-based observations of LAI/PAI [Bréda, 2003]. As a result the

field measurement protocol must be designed with the canopy in mind. The mea-

surement protocol should take into account canopy height and canopy structure (ie

row/clumped/layers etc), the distance to the edge of the stand and the sensor field of

view [Nackaerts et al., 2000], as well as the spatial variability of the canopy [Bréda,
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2003].

In temperate forests uncertainties range between 7-40% (Figure 11), in open

canopies uncertainty is 45 - 60%, in row structured crop canopies 30-60% and

in tropical forests 4-9%. These values match with values found in other studies,

whereby closed or dense forests such as the temperate and tropical forests have

smaller uncertainty values than open and heterogeneous canopies. For true values of

PAIM, uncertainties are higher: in open canopies uncertainty ranges from 75-100%,

in row structured crops from 50-80% and in tropical forests from 45-85%. The

only exception to higher uncertainties found using PAIM is for temperate forests.

Although uncertainties range from 3-50%, excluding the DE BLF SUM canopy

(〈|δ |〉=50%), the remaining temperate canopies show PAIM uncertainty <22%.

Given the application of expert knowledge of camera heights and MSDs, con-

formity is reached across many sampling designs for the summer deciduous and

evergreen needleleaf forests (DE BLF SUM and EV NLF SUM/EV NLF WIN),

as well as the tropical forests for PAI57. In open and row structured canopies, con-

formity is reached using less sampling designs, since the heterogeneous nature of

these canopies causes the sampling design to be critical in determining uncertain-

ties. In the temperate and tropical forests, that fairly closed and/or dense nature of

these forests means that most sampling designs can be representative of the site area

(as long as the optimal camera height and MSD are applied) and therefore confor-

mity to the more stringent accuracy requirements can be achieved. The utility of

standardised protocols are clear for both FAPAR (Section 6.3.7) and LAI, and can

be useful in achieving conformity accuracy requirements.

The underestimation of effective values for each ecosystem was described in

7.3.8, whereby results from this study were in line with values from the litera-

ture. On average over all sampling designs and measurement protocols only the

DE BLF WIN and EV NLF SUM canopies fall within the 20% accuracy require-

ment using PAIM, and only the DE BLF SUM and TROPICAL PERU lie in the

10% and 20% accuracy level respectively using PAI57. In summary, canopy struc-

ture is an important factor in controlling uncertainty, particularly in heterogeneous
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and open canopies. In these canopies, the correct sampling design is paramount for

achieving accuracy requirements. In closed or dense forests, conformity to accu-

racy requirements is more easily achieved, since representative sampling of the site

is easier to achieve given most sampling designs.

7.4.4.2 Canopy structure: Row structured crops

Row structured crops are among the most difficult canopies in which to accurately

estimate LAI [Bréda, 2003], due to complications in find a sampling design able

to represent the highly heterogeneous nature of the canopies. As described above,

camera heights are required to be low in the canopies here due to the vertical profile

of foliage area of the trees. In terms of MSD, distances to the tree trunks at 0.6-1.6

m in general sampling designs can result in the lower uncertainties, except in the

DE BLC CITRUS canopy where an MSD of 0 m results in the lowest uncertainties.

In addition to the general sampling designs, a specific row sampling scheme

was implemented following the CEOS LPV protocol, whereby images were dis-

tributed along diagonals between the rows [Bréda, 2003]. In terms of PAI57, con-

formity to accuracy requirements was achieved in three of the five DE BLC POP

canopies with LAI values of 2.4, 3.2 and 4.0 (i.e. canopy with higher LAI), sug-

gesting that in higher LAI canopies where the difference in biomass between rows

and gaps in the rows is larger, the specific row sampling design results in lower

uncertainties. On the other hand for the DE BLC CITRUS canopy, the row spe-

cific sampling design does not result in conformity, however the SLATS, square,

thirty and transect designs do. This is given the best camera height and MSD.

In using the PAIM, conformity to the 10% accuracy requirement can be achieved

using the row specific sampling design. However the transect and valeri square

sampling designs can also reach 5% and 10% accuracy requirements. Using PAIM,

the diag cross sampling designs allow conformity for every canopy, given a camera

height of <0.75 m and MSD 0.6-1.6 m (except the DE BLC POP 10) canopy.

From this analysis, the following conclusion may be drawn. Although tradi-

tionally row specific sampling designs have been proposed as the best sampling

design, results here suggest that this is not always the case. In some canopies (par-
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ticularly those with lower LAI), applying a general sampling design but ensuring the

camera height is representative of the tree structure and an MSD of at least 0.6 m

or greater can actually result in lower uncertainties. The MSD is the key parameter

here, as it ensures that the DHP images are representative of both the rows and open

areas. For example either the diag cross, cross or transect sampling designs with

MSDs 0.6 - 1.6 m are able to reach conformity to 5% and 10% accuracy require-

ments across all the canopies. Given that the distance between rows is 2 m in the

DE BLC CITRUS canopy and 3.55 m in the DE BLC POP canopies, the distance

to the middle of rows is therefore 1 m and ∼1.8 m. The MSDs of 0.6-1.6 m are

within this range, thus cameras are never placed directly at the inter-row centre, but

rather are placed between the row and inter-row centre. These MSDs therefore en-

sure that LAI is neither overestimated when DHPs are placed directly next to rows,

nor underestimated when DHPs are placed in the centre of rows.

7.4.5 Quality requirements for validation of EO products (RQ3)

Results indicate that the 5% GCOS accuracy requirement can for the most part be

met in all canopies using PAI57 (excluding a winter deciduous forest) and in over

half of the canopies using PAIM, given a specific measurement protocol, depending

on the sampling design, camera height and image placement with respect to tree

trunks. If care is not taken in the placement of the camera, or in non-representative

sampling designs, then the likelihood of conformity to more stringent accuracy re-

quirements is diminished. In reality, since the exact measurement protocol is not

known, conformity to accuracy requirements is likely to be difficult, particularly for

the 5% goal requirement.

To conclude the achievable conformity levels for each the various defini-

tions of LAI and PAI from DHP-based methods, Table 7.10 shows the number of

canopy/sampling design configurations that are able to reach the 5%, 10% and 20%

accuracy requirements, taken from an analysis similar to the conformity diagrams in

Section 7.3.11 (i.e. given that some expert knowledge of the measurement protocol

can be applied). The cumulative sum of the requirements is shown in brackets, since

the 10% requirement means that uncertainties range from 0-10%, encompassing the
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scenarios that reached the 5% requirement.

5% 10% 20%
ePAI57 9 (9) 11 (20) 12 (32)
PAI57 72 (72) 32 (104) 57 (161)
ePAIM 28 (28) 9 (37) 17 (54)
PAIM 29 (29) 32 (61) 30 (91)

Table 7.10: Number of canopy/sampling design configurations that are able to reach the
5%, 10% and 20% accuracy requirements for effective and true values of 57.5◦

and Millers algorithms

The 5% accuracy requirement can be met the most using PAI57 in 72

canopy/sampling design configurations. In fact across all accuracy requirements,

conformity most likely to be reached using the PAI57. Since the 5% requirement

is a ’goal’, it does not seem unlikely that this requirement could be met in certain

canopies (temperate and tropical forests). As expected, as the uncertainty require-

ments increase, more canopy/sampling scenarios can reach conformity as demon-

strated by the cumulative values.

7.4.6 Suitability of ground observations to evaluate the quality

of EO products (RQ2, RQ4)

The suitability of ground observations to evaluate the quality of EO products (RQ2,

RQ4) was evaluated by testing compliance to the GCOS quality requirements.

Ground-based observations of LAI need to comply with these requirements if they

are to be of use in validation of EO products. The 3D modelling approach was pre-

sented as a means to assess the suitability of ground observations (RQ4), and levels

of conformity and accuracies (RQ5).

Suitability of ground observations depends on the aforementioned specific con-

tributions to uncertainties. Among these, and with respect to validation of EO, is

the definition of LAI. EO sensors tend to measure the LAI, assuming randomly dis-

tribution foliage clumping (true LAI). Optical sensors measure the PAI (combined

LAI and WAI) and assume non-randomly distributed foliage clumping (effective

PAI). Corrections must be applied for the derivation of first true PAI, and second

for true PAI. Results here suggest that comparing DHP-based effective PAI with
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satellite-based true LAI can result in uncertainties of up to 58% (57.5 algorithms)

or 87% (Miller’s algorithm). With the application of both correction factors, DHP-

based true LAI can be derived to within 7.5%, and can therefore conform to the

10% GCOS requirement.

Uncertainties from the image acquisition (exposure, levelling) and image pro-

cessing (thresholding, gamma, classification) were not the focus of this study, and

uncertainties resulting from these factors were assumed 0%. However, many stud-

ies have conducted analyses on the contributions to error for the image acquisition

and consequent image processing stages. For example, Hancock et al. [2014], found

that manual thresholding of DHPs by different operators could result in a 17% range

of gap fraction estimates, but these errors can be reduced if automated threshold

techniques are used [Jonckheere et al., 2004]. Zhang et al. [2005] found that us-

ing automatic exposure in DHP acquisition caused underestimation of 16-71% in

medium and high density canopies and 11-29% in open canopies. To provide trace-

able uncertainties, a combined standard uncertainty should be provided based on

the uncertainties from image acquisition through to upscaling to provide reference

maps in validation. The analysis of conformity to accuracy requirements in this

study depended only the algorithms used to compute LAI, the measurement pro-

tocol and site-specific factors. Combined uncertainty from a full traceability chain

seems unlikely to achieve conformity to the more stringent accuracy requirements

of 5%. Widlowski et al. [2013] similarly concluded that even the most intensive

field measurement campaigns are unlikely to achieve the accuracy requirements

necessary to validate EO-based products due to the combined uncertainties from in-

strument and operator errors, field measurement themselves, upscaling and spatial

and temporal variation in illumination conditions.

7.4.7 Conclusions

The need for accurate EO products of canopy structure with traceable uncertainty

information is becoming increasingly paramount for applications in ecosystem pro-

ductivity models, and global models of biogeochemistry, hydrology and climate.

Ground-based measurements are used to validate these EO products to determine
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their quality and associated compliance to accuracy requirements. This Chapter

addressed the use of ground observations to assess conformity to accuracy require-

ments (RQ2, RQ4), to determine their suitability for validation (RQ4) and to iden-

tify specific contributions to uncertainty (RQ5).

This Chapter has demonstrated the utility of 3D Radiative Transfer (RT) mod-

els in determining the suitability of ground-based observations of LAI to assess cur-

rent levels of conformity, as well as benchmarking field measurement protocols and

determining specific contributions to uncertainty. The latter utility of 3D model-

based QA frameworks is crucial in the context of traceable uncertainty chains,

since it can provide quantified quality information on validation procedures that

link ground observations and EO products. Without quantification of specific con-

tributions to uncertainty, fully traceable uncertainty chains in validation procedures

cannot be achieved.

Contributions to uncertainty were identified and quantified, confirming known

issues in the estimation of LAI related to the algorithms and definitions of LAI. In

addition, the uncertainties related to a) site specific factors and b) the measurement

protocol were identified. The quality of ground-based observations, and therefore

the quality of validation procedures to evaluate EO-products was shown to depend

heavily on the canopy structure, which in turn determines 1) the measurement pro-

tocol that should be applied and its associated uncertainties and 2) the achievability

in reaching the goal and breakthrough accuracy requirements of 5% and 10%.

The utility of 3D models to assess the compliance of ground observations to

quality requirements were presented (RQ5). These requirements must be met in

order to assess the quality of EO-based land surface parameters, and can be used

to determine the suitability of field measurements to evaluate the quality of EO

products (RQ3, RQ4). Conformity is possible only under specific field measure-

ment protocols individual to an ecosystem, implying that uncertainties based on

site-specific validation procedures can achieve quality requirements. On the other

hand, ensemble retrieval uncertainties across geographical regions or measurement

protocols such as those implemented in global validation networks, is less likely to
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reach the quality requirements outlined by GCOS, particularly ’goal’ requirements

of 5%.

The approach presented here can quantify quality information and conformity

to accuracy requirements, and also allows the site-specific optimisation of field mea-

surement procedures. If sites of interest that are currently implemented or planned

to be implemented as QA sites closely match the scenarios presented here, then the

uncertainty estimates, levels of conformity and best protocol configurations should

be used to assess the quality of LAI estimates at the site, and quantify their utility

in validation of EO products.

7.4.8 Further work: LAI and FAPAR

The method presented in this Chapter shows how 3D modelling frameworks can be

used to benchmark field protocols and assess their compliance to accuracy require-

ments in order for them to be of use to validation and EO communities. Although

this method can address the research questions outlined for this study, some areas

of further work will advance these conclusions. Given that LAI and FAPAR are

variables that describe the canopy structure, the chief improvement that needs to

be made is to address the assumptions and simplifications made in building the 3D

model canopies. These limitations were introduced in Chapter 5 (QA for Albedo),

where the current improvements that can be made in reconstructing realistic sites

include the reconstruction of closed forests, the characterisation of leaf and wood

scattering anisotropy and the spatial variability of leaf/wood/background reflectance

anisotropy. Major gaps in the information were identified as 1) the canopy archi-

tecture, 2) scattering directionality and its spatial variability and 3) illumination

anisotropy.

Related to the development of 3D canopies, models are required that repre-

sent the seasonal development of vegetation canopies. Accuracies of LAI and FA-

PAR estimation were demonstrated to vary significantly between winter and sum-

mer canopies for temperate forests, as well as the seasonal development of wheat

canopies at three stages in the phenological cycle. However, a large gap in infor-

mation exists in collecting data during various stages of phenological cycles, par-
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ticularly in forests, since a huge amount of information is required to accurately

represent a single stage in the phenological cycle, let alone the multiple stages. An-

other gap in the information is the contribution of understory to DHP estimates,

as this has been known to impact heavily the accuracy of DHPs [Liu et al., 2017].

In canopies such as the deciduous and evergreen forests, the understory was rep-

resented as a Lambertian plane with the reflectance properties of understory mea-

sured in the field. Although this may be acceptable for integrated BRF quantities,

for optical sensors that determine LAI and FAPAR, the sensor position with respect

to understory is a known weakness in estimation of LAI and was demonstrated to

impact uncertainties in the South African Savanna (SAV PRE) canopy. TLS can

address many issues related to canopy architecture and developing seasonal devel-

opment models. Since it is a relatively new technique, particularly in representing

the leaf components of canopies, with time it can be expected that TLS can address

missing inventory information.

Scattering directionality presents perhaps the biggest gap in information in re-

alistically representing a vegetation canopy. However, given that the method pre-

sented in this study assumed an already perfectly classified DHP image (into 0 and

1), the scattering directionality and its spatial variability were not considered in this

study. If a complete traceability uncertainty framework is required, a 3D MCRT

model needs to be able to simulate an RGB colour image, including scattering direc-

tionality. In addition, uncertainties related to the photographic exposure, classifica-

tion, thresholding and gamma correction can be quantified within the 3D modelling

framework. As introduced in Chapter 5, the uncertainties presented in this Chap-

ter are not the final uncertainty value for in-situ observations; as for all Cal/Val

activities, upscaling from in-situ pain to satellite pixel observations is required. Un-

certainties related to upscaling algorithms need to be investigated, and uncertainty

propagation from DHP image acquisition needs to be propagated through the up-

scaling process into a single value.

Finally, other methods of assessing the suitability of field-based observations

to validate EO products do exist, which provide different methods for computing
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the ’reference’ parameter value: using direct methods to estimate LAI or inter-

comparison against other methods to estimate LAI (LAI-2200, TRAC) and FAPAR

(PAR quantum sensors and Wireless Sensor Networks). The major issue in using

these methods are the definition of an independent, well-defined and unbiased ref-

erence method. Although destructive harvesting in crop canopies may come close

to providing a reference method, direct or indirect techniques are inherently bi-

ased, particularly in forests. Inter-comparison of indirect techniques is also a com-

mon technique in assessing the accuracy of ground-based observations, as it allows

the analysis of uncertainty at varying spatial and temporal scales. However, inter-

comparison techniques suffer the same problem of defining a reference quantity.

This method refers to benchmarking of different sensors, rather than the quantifica-

tion of traceable and trustable uncertainty.

With similar conclusions to Chapter 5, perhaps it is not necessary to choose

between methods, but rather to apply multiple methods of assessing conformity to

accuracy requirements. In which case, we may then begin to fully understand the

quality of biophysical EO products, and their compliance to accuracy requirements.



Chapter 8

Thesis synthesis and conclusions

The main aim of this thesis was to explore the quality assurance requirements for

biophysical EO products used for climate observations, modelling and change de-

tection. In this regard, five research questions were defined in Chapter 1:

1. What is the current state of existing methods to evaluate the quality of bio-

physical EO products for vegetation flux and structure?

2. How can we assess whether current EO products are capable of meeting these

accuracy requirements?

3. What are the corresponding requirements for field measurements to address

conformity to accuracy requirements?

4. How can we determine the suitability of field measurements to assess levels

of conformity for EO products?

5. Can 3D RT models be used as a method to assess conformity and accuracies?

Chapter 2 outlined the methodology employed in order to address the research

questions. It described the research design by which this thesis would assess the

quality of EO biophysical products, the data requirements and analysis, as well as

the scope and limitations of the thesis. Chapter 3 identified the current state of

quality assurance and requirements in EO products, that are required to accurate

inputs into Earth system models, and data assimilation schemes (RQ1). Chapter

4 then identified the model required to build model-based QA frameworks able to
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address RQ5, as well as the virtual canopy scenarios. Chapters 5, 6 and 7 proposed

a model-based Quality Assurance (QA) framework to address the requirements for

ground-based observations in order determine compliance of EO products to com-

ply with associated accuracy requirements, for land surface albedo, FAPAR and

LAI respectively.

This chapter will be summarise the main findings and conclusions for each

of the research questions based on the research conducted in these Chapters. First

the wide-ranging main conclusions are presented, then specific conclusions with

respect to each RQ are presented.

8.1 Main findings

Benchmarking EO products are required for global archives of albedo, FAPAR and

LAI, that are used to parameterise vegetation flux and structure [GCOS, 2016].

Action points T37 (FAPAR/LAI) and T39 (Albedo) within the recent GCOS im-

plementation plan [GCOS, 2016] aim to 1) Improve the quality of ground-based

reference sites, 2) Agree on measurement standards and protocols and 3) Conduct

systematic and comprehensive evaluation of ground-based measurements for build-

ing reference network sites. This thesis presented a novel approach in using 3D

radiative transfer modelling that is able to address the above three aims. Specifi-

cally, the modelling approach is able to quantify the choice of measurement proto-

col, standardised the method the quality assessment, provide traceable uncertainties

with respect to a metrological reference and provide recommendations on improv-

ing the quality of EO products.

The ability of this approach identifies not only the GCOS action points, but

also contributions towards the development of Fiducial Reference Measurements

(FRMs) and Climate Data Records (CDRs), both of which have the requirement

for traceable uncertainties with standard protocols. In addition, the approach can

benchmark EO observations against any accuracy requirement and conformity test-

ing method, given the flexible approach in quantifying uncertainty under a given

scenario.
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The main findings with respect to the overarching research question across land

surface albedo, LAI and FAPAR products can be summarised as follows:

• Specific contributions to uncertainty are required to compute traceable uncer-

tainties.

• Goal quality requirements are unlikely to be met.

• Conformity testing method should be explicitly defined alongside quality re-

quirements.

• A trade-off exists between stringent accuracy requirement and conformity

testing method.

• Differing variable definitions can determine the quality of observations.

• Site specific factors and measurement protocols are intrinsically linked.

• 3D modelling is a useful tool within its simulation paradigm.

Specific contributions to uncertainty were introduced originally in Chapter 2

and tested throughout the thesis. The computation of uncertainty estimate budgets

requires traceable uncertainties, whereby determining the specific contributions is

the only method in which to develop a full uncertainty budget. Goal quality re-

quirements, particularly for LAI and FAPAR are unlikely to be met, due to the

complex experimental design, retrieval algorithms and differing product definitions.

The lack of clear conformity testing methods alongside accuracy requirements can

cause the acceptance of conformity of field measurement observations for valida-

tion that should not be accepted, or vice versa. Accordingly, conformity testing

methods are as critical as the accuracy requirement. Currently, neither WMO or

GCOS defined clearly the conformity testing method and the reason for which it is

chosen. Between the conformity testing method (more or less stringent), a trade-off

occurs with the accuracy requirement. More stringent conformity testing methods

allow the user to be sure of conformity to an accuracy requirement. Likewise, more
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stringent accuracy requirements allow users to be sure of high accuracy observa-

tions. However, a trade-off exists between the two, as results here suggest that field

measurements can comply with high quality requirements and stringent conformity

testing methods.

Across all biophysical parameters, the definition of the target quantity can in-

fluence uncertainties, particularly for LAI and FAPAR. Site specific factors and

measurement protocols are intrinsically linked, with respect to the canopy structure

and also illumination conditions for albedo and FAPAR. Finally, this thesis proved

the utility of model-based 3D QA frameworks to assess the quality of biophysical

EO products, within the limits of the model simulation paradigm. These main find-

ings relate to all research questions and biophysical parameters, therefore the main

findings for each research question will be addressed in the following sections.

8.1.1 What is the current state of existing methods to evaluate

the quality of biophysical EO products for vegetation flux

and structure?

Chapter 3 presented a literature review of the current state of existing methods that

evaluate the quality of biophysical EO products, and their associated quality require-

ments, for vegetation flux and structure. Land surface albedo, FAPAR and LAI were

identified as the three key biophysical products measurable from space, that are of

use to climate, change detection and modelling applications. Since detailed quality

and uncertainty assessment is currently lacking in the EO community, literature and

methods of testing quality assurance are scarce. Therefore, the first part of this the-

sis aimed to gather current information on the methods used for quality assurance

in terms of tracable uncertainty quantification and conformity testing against qual-

ity requirements. This information was crucial to define, since the research design

required well defined quality assurance protocols that could be simulated using the

3D modelling technique presented here. A literature review identified that existing

methods of quality evaluation are lacking, due primarily to the difficulty in provid-

ing traceable uncertainty information, since defining a metrological reference for
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which to derive fully traceable uncertainties in EO is rarely possible [Datla et al.,

2010].

Chapter 3 also addressed the current lack of well-defined conformity testing

methods, and associated quality assurance requirements, specifically for FAPAR

and LAI products. WMO quality assurance requirements are well defined for land

surface albedo, as well as the conformity testing method. Various long-term net-

works of in-situ measurements of land surface albedo exist, thus measurement pro-

tocols are also fairly well defined. In addition, the long timespan of scientific ex-

pertise in the design of albedometers, their implementation and associated sensor

uncertainty quantifications result in well-known methods of validation. However,

uncertainty quantification of validation protocols related to the measurement pro-

tocol (albedometer placement in a specific canopy) is lacking, due to difficulties

in defining an independent reference with which to compute uncertainties. On the

other hand, no quality requirements exist for field measurements of FAPAR and

LAI, therefore satellite-based GCOS requirements are often adopted to assess the

quality of field measurements. Current methods to assess the quality of these prod-

ucts are difficult due to the lack of globally accepted validation protocols, as well

as differing definitions of FAPAR and LAI and associated algorithms to compute

them.

8.1.2 How can we assess whether current EO products are ca-

pable of meeting accuracy requirements?

Providers of EO products are increasingly being required to supply traceable and

trustable uncertainty information. Accuracy requirements are defined by GCOS

and WMO, and EO products must comply to these requirements to be of use to

applications in climate observations, change detection and modelling. EO prod-

ucts are validated against independent reference measurements with associated re-

liable uncertainty information. Two key methods exist: a) sensor intercomparison

and b) validation against ground observations. Although sensor intercomparison is

a common method to assess the conformity of EO products against accuracy re-

quirements, they do not strictly assess the quality of EO products, but rather are a
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benchmarking exercises that can identify inconsistencies between products and their

algorithms. They cannot define an independent reference method, as it requires the

choice of one sensor as the reference. Benefits of these approaches however allow

benchmarking at various spatial and temporal scales. Validation using ground ob-

servations is more widely used to determine the compliance of EO products. Global

validation networks allow global testing of compliance across ecosystems.

In determining traceable uncertainties of validation protocols, specific issues

relating the ground observations can cause them to be unsuitable for validation pur-

poses. These issues were discussed throughout this thesis, and were outlined in

Chapter 2: a) product algorithms, b) product definitions, c) measurement proto-

cols and d) site-specific factors. Given these uncertainties, accuracy requirements

must be defined for the ground observations to determine if they are suitable or not.

Standard protocols of determining the compliance of ground observations to their

associated quality requirements are lacking, due to unambiguous definitions of the

parameter of interest and their multi-stage complex retrieval. The utility of ground

observations to assess whether current EO products are capable of meeting accuracy

requirements were addressed in the following research questions.

8.1.3 What are the corresponding requirements for field mea-

surements to address conformity to accuracy require-

ments?

The ground-based observations that underpin validation procedures require uncer-

tainties that are smaller than the uncertainty of the EO product, and also need as-

sociated quality requirements. Land surface albedo and FAPAR/LAI have different

requirements and methods to define them, where main findings will be outlined

below.

8.1.3.1 Land surface albedo

The accuracy requirements for field measurement of land surface albedo are clearly

defined at 3% (instantaneous measurement) at 95% confidence interval [WMO,

2012]. Results from this study suggest that this requirement cannot be met in veg-
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etation canopies with an inherent level of structural complexity and heterogeneity.

In addition, instrument and measurement error are assumed to be 0% and upscaling

procedures to the scale of medium or coarse resolution sensors were not considered.

As a result, validation procedures for land surface albedo are unlikely to reach the

requirement. This is in part due to the fact this accuracy requirement was defined

by the maximum possible accuracy achieved by they sensor taking into account the

sensitivity, stability, response time, cosine response, azimuth response, linearity,

temperature response, thermal offset, zero irradiance signal and spectral response.

Uncertainties related to the field measurement protocol was not considered in the

definition of this accuracy requirement, and results from this study suggest that it

can have a large impact on uncertainties.

Results were presented for levels of conformity based on less stringent ac-

curacy requirements (5% and 10%) and given confidence intervals. A trade-off

exists (particularly in complex and heterogeneous canopies) between the accuracy

requirement and confidence interval. In global validation networks that encompass

a wide range of ecosystems (homogeneous and heterogeneous) and therefore pos-

sible uncertainties, user communities need to clearly define their priorities for the

most appropriate requirement and confidence interval. These will depend on the

applications for land surface albedo, as well as the use in climate modelling and

data assimilation schemes. For use in change detection, accuracy requirements may

be less stringent in order to build up a long time series of acceptable validation

observations that may validation a long time series of EO observations.

8.1.3.2 FAPAR and LAI

Accuracy requirements for ground observations of FAPAR and LAI are not explic-

itly defined in the same way the WMO define requirements for land surface albedo.

As a result, the GCOS accuracy requirements are adopted for ground observations.

As a minimum, GCOS should provide information on the distribution of bias, and

the confidence interval that ensemble retrievals should comply to the quality re-

quirement. In the same way that WMO requirement defines a 95% confidence in-

terval, similar intervals should be defined explicitly, to specify the percentage of
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retrievals across geography areas, illumination conditions or time frames that can

conform to accuracy requirements.

For both LAI and FAPAR ground observations, the mean aggregated value of

ensemble uncertainties were computed and presented for the most part of this study.

Conformity to uncertainty is highly dependent on the measurement protocol imple-

mented, and when ensemble retrievals are computed across ranges of measurement

protocols, conformity using the mean (i.e. confidence interval=50%) is difficult. If

’standardised’ measurement protocols are implemented for a specific canopy and

sampling design (i.e. the uncertainty of an individual retrieval), conformity to strin-

gent accuracy requirements (i.e. 5%) are possible. Guard bands of k=0 were used

as the conformity testing method, as it simplifies the acceptance/rejection process,

i.e. the measurement uncertainty is accepted as conforming if it smaller than the

accuracy requirement. If users require more certainty that uncertainty is not at risk

from non conformity, guard bands should be applied as recommended by GCOS

(k=2).

8.1.4 How can we determine the suitability of field measure-

ments to assess levels of conformity for EO products?

The suitability of field measurements to assess levels of conformity to accuracy

requirements of EO products was addressed throughout this thesis. In order to de-

termine their suitability, they must conform to the above accuracy requirements.

Methods to determine suitability require the steps outlined by metrology commu-

nities in quantifying the quality of a measurement, namely 1) the unambiguous

definition of the target quantity, 2) an unbiased independent reference with reliable

uncertainty estimates, 3) clearly defined accuracy requirements and 4) a well de-

fined conformity testing method. The suitability of field measurement protocols are

first summarised by the recommended protocols discovered throughout this thesis,

then each of the steps outlined above are addressed.
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8.1.4.1 Protocol recommendations

For albedo, the key protocol recommendations with respect to albedometer height

and conformity to quality requirements at the mean and 95% confidence intervals

were presented in Table 5.3. In this table, the height at which the albedometer

should be placed to conform to the WMO 3% and also 5% and 10% accuracy re-

quirements at 50% and 95% confidence intervals. This table summarises Chapter 5,

and demonstrates the flexibility of the 3D modelling approach to either determine

conformity of a field measurement protocol, or define a measurement protocol in

order to conform to a specified quality requirement.

The protocol recommendations for FAPAR and LAI are summarised in Fig-

ure 8.1. Images are recommended to be taken at sunset/sunrise or in diffuse sky

conditions rather than noon when the sun is highest and strongest (i.e. Figure 6.9).

Either the definition of LAI or FAPAR should be defined with respect to the illumi-

nation or canopy structural conditions. The definition depends on the application,

where Earth system models that require parameterisations of terrestrial ecosystems

require the green FAPAR and the LAI (corrected for canopy clumping and woody

elements). Field measurement protocol can be defined generically by common sam-

pling designs (cross, diagonal cross, gridplot) and by limiting to the MSD to 0.6-2

m and camera height to 0.05-1.5 m. LAI should be measured using the 57.5◦ algo-

rithm, as it can be computed with lower uncertainties. For FAPAR, the definition

depends on the illumination conditions and time of day, as well as requirement for

validation against a satellite product. In open canopies, black-sky FAPAR measured

at noon results in high uncertainties that do not conform to quality requirements, so

cannot be used in validation. In dense canopies, time of day is less important,

whereby both black-sky and white-sky FAPAR can be extracted with lower uncer-

tainties. Finally, uncertainties should be tested against the 10% or 20% accuracy

requirements, as results indicate the the GCOS ’Goal’ requirement is unlikely to be

reached.
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Figure 8.1: Summarised protocol for in-situ observations of LAI and FAPAR from Digital
Hemispherical Photography (DHP) imagery, with respect to the product defini-
tion, field measurement protocol and retrieval algorithms.

8.1.4.2 Unambiguous definition

For ground measurements of land surface albedo, the definition is fairly well de-

fined, and only differs with respect to either illumination conditions. The WMO

accuracy requirement is specified with respect to the shortwave broadband range,

since albedometers measures in the range ∼300-3000 nm.

On the other hand, unambiguous definitions are harder to define for LAI and

FAPAR. In terms of LAI, the suitability depends on the definition with respect to ef-

fective or true values of LAI, and correction for woody material. Corrections should

be applied to measure the exact quantity measured by EO. However, the applica-

tion of corrections can result in LAI values with low uncertainties only in certain

canopies, and algorithms. In open and heterogeneous canopies, the effectiveness

of corrections may not reach the uncertainty required to be suitable field measure-

ment, where true PAI (corrected for canopy clumping) values reach uncertainties

of 20-60% in row structured crops canopies and 45-60% in open heterogeneous

canopies. Even when an unambiguous definition can be defined, applying different
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algorithms can result in suitable or non-suitable field measurements. Within this

study, Miller’s algorithm suffered saturation in high LAI canopies. The LAI 57.5◦

on the other hand appeared to be suitable across canopies.

Unambiguous definition of FAPAR is difficult, since it depends on both canopy

structure and illumination. In addition, satellite products extract different definitions

of FAPAR, either as ’foliage’ or ’green’ FAPAR, as instantaneous black-sky values

or white-sky FAPAR values. Instantaneous values of black-sky FAPAR depends on

time of day, where suitability depends on the time of day in specific canopy. For

example in row structured canopies, uncertainty range between 0-100% in a SZA

range of 0-80◦, whereas for deciduous temperate forests <20%. Results here sug-

gested using these definitions interchangeably can greatly influence the suitability

of DHP observations of FAPAR to be used to validation EO products.

8.1.4.3 Unbiased independent reference with reliable uncertainty

estimates

Defining an independent reference with which to compare both ground- and

satellite-based observations against is a major contention in quality assurance of

EO. For LAI/FAPAR, extensive destructive harvesting in crop canopies may come

close to defining an unbiased independent reference, however this technique can-

not be as effective in denser forested canopies. For land surface albedo, ground

observations in homogeneous areas may also come close to defining an indepen-

dent reference, as long as the albedometer instrument, measurement and operator

error can be defined in a traceable manner. In heterogeneous canopies however, the

measurement of an unbiased independent reference is unlikely, even when the flux

tower is tall. Results from this study indicate that given an inherent level of canopy

complexity, uncertainties range between 2-5% with albedometers of >100 m tall.

3D modelling was presented as an alternative method that can meet this criteria, and

is the chief advantage of using such a method.
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8.1.4.4 Clearly defined accuracy requirements and conformity test-

ing method

The suitability of a field measurement can only be determined if the accuracy re-

quirement is clearly defined. Conclusions from this thesis with respect to accuracy

requirement are summarised below:

• Land surface albedo: WMO requirement states a 3% accuracy requirement

at 95% confidence interval. This is well-defined, and therefore no assump-

tions need to be made on the accuracy requirement. Conformity testing

method is the coverage interval approach, however guard bands are not spec-

ified and are therefore assumed to be 0.

• LAI and FAPAR: Accuracy requirements for ground observations of LAI

and FAPAR on the other hand are not explicitly defined, therefore accuracy

requirements are adopted from GCOS and WMO requirements for EO (5%,

10% and 20%). As a result, accuracy requirements are not defined with the

properties of ground-based optical sensors in mind, neither are conformity

testing methods.

Accordingly, accuracy requirements are well defined for land surface albedo,

but results indicate that the requirement may not always be suitable across global

validation networks that cover different ecosystem types. For FAPAR and LAI, the

GCOS requirements for EO are adopted, but it is well known that GCOS accuracy

requirements were not formulated with a regulatory context in mind [Widlowski,

2015]. EO communities would benefit if widely accepted GCOS requirements can

be defined for ground observations, as well as conformity testing methods. Results

here suggest that the 5% requirement is unlikely to be met. 10% requirements can

be met for dense forests such as deciduous and evergreen forests presented here.

Open and row structured canopies present further difficulties, and results indicate

that in some cases even the 20% requirement may not be met. Importantly, these

uncertainty values are computed only for ESU-scale footprint (which is acceptable

for Landsat, Sentinel-2, SPOT satellite sensors), and not for upscaled maps at the
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same footprint as medium-resolution sensors (e.g. MODIS, Sentinel-3 OLCI). The

application of upscaling algorithms may may introduce further uncertainties.

8.1.5 Can 3D RT models be used as a method to assess confor-

mity and accuracies?

3D RT models have been recognised by GCOS and the CEOS WGCV as an alter-

native means to provide uncertainty information [GCOS, 2010b]. Validated 3D RT

models can be used to assess uncertainties related to EO-derived ECV products, and

determine their compliance to quality requirements. Simulation frameworks will

play an increasingly prominent role in evaluating quality assurance protocols for

EO biophysical products. This comes hand in hand with the increasing amount of

complex and realistic virtual validation sites available from TLS data. The use of 3D

models to assess conformity and accuracies were addressed for ground-based obser-

vations of land surface albedo, FAPAR and LAI. The 3D modelling approach sepa-

rated specific contributions towards uncertainty that can be combined into traceable

standard combined uncertainties.

8.1.5.1 Land surface albedo

Contributions to uncertainty relating to the field measurement protocol and site spe-

cific factors were identified, that is required to build up traceable uncertainty chains:

• Height of albedometer: the predominant contribution towards uncertainty and

can influence the accuracy of land surface albedo measurement.

• Fully isotropic light conditions

• Fractional coverage: optimum fractional coverage between dense and low

fractional coverage canopies

• Seasonality: particularly important in deciduous canopies between summer

and winter when the canopy structure (leaves) undergoes significant change

• Tree height: canopies with taller trees generally require higher albedometers
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• Fire events: charred material on the canopy floor causes measurement uncer-

tainty to increase, and therefore albedometer height

Multiple albedometers were demonstrated to aid conformity and increase ac-

curacies. Simply adding a single albedometer can reduce uncertainties significantly,

and can be particularly useful when a) the validation site is complex and heteroge-

neous, b) stringent accuracy requirements with high confidence interval are needed.

Based on 3D modelling, conformity to the defined accuracy requirements is un-

likely at the 95% confidence interval, as the accuracy requirement was not set with

uncertainties due to the field measurement protocol in mind.

8.1.5.2 FAPAR

FAPAR was simulated using digital hemispherical photography. The main contri-

butions to uncertainty that could be identified within the 3D modelling framework

relate to the algorithms and definitions used to compute FAPAR, the field measure-

ment protocol and sites-specific factors. The definition of FAPAR with respect to

canopy structure (’total’, ’green’ or ’foliage’) needs to be defined explicitly in accu-

racy requirements, as it can impact conformity or non conformity to requirements.

If foliage or green definitions of FAPAR are needed for both field measurements

and EO datasets, the accuracy requirement for ground observations need to be less

stringent. On the other hand if accuracy requirements are defined for different def-

initions of FAPAR, the requirement for ground observations can be defined with

respect to ’total’ FAPAR and may be more stringent. The impact of foliage and to-

tal FAPAR is particularly significant in leaf-off canopies where conformity cannot

be reached using the foliage definition.

Conformity depends on the ecosystem and field measurement protocol imple-

mented. Ensemble retrievals across a range of measurement protocols are unlikely

to achieve conformity. When standardised protocols (camera height and minimum

separation) are applied, the likelihood of conformity is increased. The minimum

separation distance (MSD) and camera height was shown to significantly influence

uncertainty, and the 3D modelling framework is able to quantify these contributions

to uncertainty. Few studies have been able to determine exactly the influence of
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these contributions to the accuracy of ground observations. Within the 3D virtual

plant environments simulated, FAPAR can be measured in temperate and tropical

forests to within 20% and open canopies to within 24%. Conformity can therefore

be reached with the threshold requirement, given any implemented field measure-

ment protocol. Row structured canopies yield higher uncertainties (<90%) given

any measurement protocol. Similar levels of conformity can however be achieved if

a) row specific sampling designs are used or b) generic sampling designs are imple-

mented, with standardised measurement protocols that define the camera position

and height.

8.1.5.3 LAI

Similar to FAPAR, the main contributions to uncertainty for LAI relate to the al-

gorithms, definitions, field measurement protocols and site-specific factors. DHP-

based methods derive the Plant Area Index (PAI) rather than the LAI, which causes

mismatches in the quantities derived by space and on the ground. The 3D modelling

simulation framework can define explicitly the LAI and PAI, and can therefore be

used to assess accuracies related to each quantity. Correction of PAI for woody

material to compute LAI is a key source of uncertainty, and the methods currently

implemented cannot retrieve LAI accurately to achieve conformity. Likewise, the

correction of effective LAI to true LAI is required to compare against satellite-based

observations. In any ecosystem with any implemented sampling design, ensemble

uncertainties are < 10% for LAI. Among ecosystems however, open and hetero-

geneous canopies can achieve lower accuracies. Standardised field measurement

protocols can help achieving conformity levels, particularly to the 5% accuracy re-

quirement. Sampling designs present larger contributions towards uncertainty in

open and heterogeneous canopies compared to more dense temperate and tropical

forests. The 3D modelling framework is able to determine conformity based on

specific accuracy requirements and conformity testing methods. Conformity to the

GCOS 5% accuracy requirement can be achieved in specific canopy and sampling

design configurations.
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8.2 Reflection and outlook

Evaluating the quality of current EO products is important for their use in climate

observations, in assessing rates of change and as input into climate and environmen-

tal models. Currently, trustable and traceable quality information is lacking in the

EO community, due to major challenges posed by defining an independent reference

dataset, difficulties in unambiguous definitions of target quantities and the complex

multi-stage retrieval to provide EO products. There is a need to better quantify and

understand the quality of biophysical EO products and the independent reference

quantities used to evaluate their quality.

This thesis has demonstrated the use of 3D RT models to evaluate the quality

of biophysical EO products. This method can provide the trustable and traceable

uncertainty information that is critical within the context of providing Essential Cli-

mate Variables (ECVs) for climate observations, change detection and as inputs into

models. It can be used to benchmark currently implemented processing chains in

providing EO biophysical products related to vegetation flux and structure. This

approach will likely play an progressively vital role in informing quality assurance

protocols, as the need for reliable and traceable quality information is increasingly

being requested by users.

Throughout this thesis, the limitations of the 3D modelling approach have been

consistently addressed. It was outlined from the outset that 3D models can only pro-

vide information on the quality of EO biophysical products within the limits of the

virtual environment in which they applied. Gaps in information that need to be

addressed include 1) canopy architecture (3D), 2) scattering directionality and its

spatial variability and 3) illumination anisotropy. Major advancements in the real-

istic representation of canopy architecture are currently being made by TLS data,

particularly in representing actual validation sites used in global validation networks

at the scale required for providing upscaled reference maps. However, the develop-

ment of seasonal 3D canopy models needs to be addressed to evaluate uncertainties

related to the phenology of canopies. Scattering directionality is perhaps the most

difficult issue to address within 3D modelling as the directionality of foliage (leaves,
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needles), bark (trunks, branches, stems) and understory is unique to the scatterer and

is spatially variable, depending on a multitude of factors. Illumination anisotropy

can be addressed by used a field goniometer with outward pointing sensors, as well

as measurements of the prevailing atmospheric conditions at the time of canopy

structural measurements.

Additionally, this thesis focused on ESU level validation protocols, however

medium to low resolution satellite-based observations require upscaled maps of in-

situ data at the same resolution. These upscaling procedures were introduced in

Chapter 3, however were not simulated in the modelling framework presented here

due to the requirement of kilometre scale virtual canopies that represent heteroge-

neous validation sites, such as those in VALERI [Baret et al., 2005]. Accordingly,

the uncertainties presented are not the final uncertainty if in-situ data is required

to be upscaled. Given the increasing use of TLS, kilometre-scale canopies are be-

ginning to be generated (e.g. Calders et al. [2018]) and could be used to measure

the uncertainty associated with upscaling procedures. However, much work still re-

mains in generating large scale heterogeneous areas that may include various land

cover types, water and urban areas. However, operational satellites are currently

providing data down to 10 m resolution (e.g. Sentinel-2) or satellites developed in

private sector are also providing data at high spatial and temporal resolutions. At

the 10 m or 20 m pixel, the footprints of both satellite-based and in-situ observa-

tions can be the same as the ESUs and thus upscaling may no longer be necessary.

The generation of global maps based on Sentinel-2 products are currently being

implemented, thus global validation based on validation network sites will also be

possible in the future.

Contributions to uncertainty were not evaluated for measurement and operator

errors, although these contributions are currently being defined in the context of

FRMs. Contributions related to temporal consistency and at various spatial scales

cannot be defined within the context of 3D modelling, however alternative methods

such as sensor intercomparison against sensors of similar resolution or higher res-

olution (satellite or airborne retrieved) or field measurement intercomparison can
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provide quality information at varying spatial and temporal scales. 3D modelling

does not aim to replace these methods, as they can provide information that sim-

ulation frameworks cannot. Instead, contributions to uncertainty can be combined

from various methods to ensure full traceability chains for quality information.
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